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Introduction and Overview* 

The recent Supreme .Court decisions declai ing vertical 

nonprice restraints subject to the rule of reasonl but 

retaining the per se rule against vertical price restraints2 

have g~nerated considerable controversy.3 Since vertical price 

restraints (also known as resale price maintenance) seem able 

* 

1 

2 

3 

We would like to thank our colleagues Phyllis Altrogge, 
Neil Averitt, Joseph Brownman, Donald Clark, Richard 
Craswell, Douglas Dobson, Alan Fisher, Judith Gelman, 
James Giffin, James Hurdle, Winston Moore, Dennis Murphy, 
Philip Nelson, Thomas Overstreet, Paul Pautler, John 
Peterman, and Robert Steiner for their valuable 
contributions to this project. 

See Continental T.V. v. G.T.E. Sylvania, 433 U.S. 36 
(1977), overruling United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co., 
388 U.S. 365(1977); Monsanto v. Spray-Rite Service 
Corp., No. 82-914 (U.S. March 20, 1984). 

See California Retail Liquor Dealers Ass'n v. Midcal 
Aluminum, 445 U.S. 97, 102 (1980); Sylvania, 388 U.S. at 
51 n.18: Monsanto, No. 82-914 at 7. 

A far-from-complete list of recent works on this issue 
includes: T. Overstreet, "Resale Price Maintenance: 
Economic Theories and Empirical Evidence," (FTC Staff 
Report, 1983); Pitofsky, "In Defense of Discounters: The 
No-Frills Case for a per se Rule Against Vertical Price 
Fixing," 71 Geo. L. J. 1487 (1983): Posner, "The Next Step 
in the Antitrust Treatment of Restricted Distribution: 
Per Se Legality," 48 U. Chi. L. Rev. 6 (1981): J. 
Kirkwood, "The Per Se Rule Against Resale Pr ice 
Maintenance: A Time for Change?," (Comments before the 
Antitrust Section of the American Bar Association, 1981); 
Meehan & Larner, "A Proposed Rule of Reason for Vertical 
Restraints on Competition," 26 Antitrust Bull. 195 (1981); 
Zelek, Stern & Dunfee, "A Rule of Reason Decision Model 
After Sylvania, II 68 Calif. L. Rev. 13 (1980): R. Bork, The 
Antitrust Paradox 280 (1978): Hard, "A Criticism of the 
Post-Sylvania Decisions and a Proposal to Make the Rule of 
Reason Reasonable Again," 1 Utah L. Rev. 795 (1980); 
Williamson, "Assessing Vertical Market Restrictions: 
Antitrust Ramifications of the Transaction Cost Approach," 
127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 953 (1979) • 

• ...:....> 
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to achieve many of theprocompetitive benefits that the Court 

cited as justifying rule of reason treatment for" vertical non

price restraints4 several scholars have argued that resale 

price maintenance (RPM) should also be evaluated under a rule 

of reason. 5 Indeed, some authorities would go further and 

declare purely vertical instances of RPM per se legal. 6 Other 

respected scholars, however, have taken a very different 

approach. 7 In their view the anticompetitive effects of both 

price and non-price vertical restraints are frequent and 

significant. For these scholars, the way to harmonize the 

Court's treatment of price and non-price restraints is not to 

relax the per se rule against RPM but to impose that rule on 

certain especially restrictive non-price restraints. 8 

This particular controversy is only the latest in the long 

debate over the proper antitrust treatment of vertical 

restraints • This debate began when the courts first considered 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

See, ~, Justice White's Concurring Opinion in SYlvania, 
433 U.S. at 59. 

See, ~, Williamson, supra note 3; Meehan & Larner, 
supra note 3. 

See Posner, supra note 3; Bork, supra note 3. 

See Pitofsky, supra note 3. 

See Pitofsky, "The Sylvania Case: Antitrust Anslysis of 
Non-Pr ice Vertical Restrictions, n 78 Colum. L. Rev. 1 
(1978) • 
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vertical restraints to be an antitrust issue9 and has continued 

nearly unabated. lO While a great many papers have been written 

and strong conclusions have been reached by scholars on all 

sides of this issue, the discussion has actually proceeded on 

the bas.is of remarkably few detailed case studies or other 

9 

10. 

For example, when the Supreme Court found resale price 
maintenance to be illegal in Dr. Miles Medical v. John D. 
Park and Sons Co., 220 U.S. 373 (1911), Justice Holmes 
stated in his strong dissent that nI cannot believe that 
in the long run the public will profit by this court 
permitting knaves to cut reasonable prices·for some 
ulterior purpose of their own and thus to impair, if not 
to destroy, the production and sale of articles which it 
is assumed to be desirable that the public should be able· 
to get •••• n Id. at 412. 

An overview of the history of antitrust treatment of 
vertical restraints and references to much of the 
scholarly debate is found in A.B.A. Antitrust Section, 
Monograph No.2, Vertical Restrictions Limiting Intra
Brand Competition (1977). 

-3-
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empirical analyses of the actual effects of the various 

vertical practices under consideration. ll 

The Federal Trade Commission undertook the Vertical 

Restraints Impact Evaluation Project, culminating in the case 

studies present~d in this volume, primarily to supplement the 

existing body of empirical analyses of vertical restraints. 

The aim was to provide a clearer understanding of the precise 

mechanisms by which vertical restraints can enhance or impede 

consumer welfare. Through this increased knowledge the 

Commission hoped to contribute to the larger debate over the 

11 For example, even though there have probably been more 
empirical studies involving RPM than any other vertical 
restraint, these studies have yielded only limited 
information about RPM's effects. Most of these empirical 
studies evaluated the effect of "Fair Trade Laws" on 
prices and thus only indicate whether RPM was effective 
rather than whether RPM was socially beneficial or 
harmful. Other literature ascribes particular motives to 
the application of RPM in specific cases, but these 
determinations were apparently made without in-depth 
empirical investigation. Another study, by A. Hourihan & 
J. Markham, The Effects of Fair Trade: The Case of" Rhode 
Island (Marketing Science Institute, 1974), provides 
qualitative findings on both price and quantity but 
refrains from drawing welfare conclusions. To the best of 
our knowledge the only detailed case analyses which 
indicate the probable welfare effect of RPM are: 
Goldberg, "Resale Price Maintenance and the FTC: The 
Magnavox Investigation," 23Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 440 (1982) 
(hereinafter cited as "Magnavox"): R. Steiner, Brand 
Advertising and the Consumer Goods Economy (unpublished 
draft, 1980) (analysis of Levi Strauss): Goldberg, 
"Enforcing Resale Price Maintenance: The FTC 
Investigation of Lennox," 18 Am. Bus. L. J. 225 (1980) 
(hereinafter cited as "Lennox"); A. McLaughlin, nAn 
Economic Analysis of Resale Price Maintenance," 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1979) (analysis of 
Bakers of Washington and Coors cases). For a 
comprehensive and insightful review of many of these 
empirical studies ~ Overstreet, supra note 3. 

-4-
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appropriate legal treatment of vertical restraints and to 

improve its own enforcement policy towards them. 

Each of the studies provides novel insights into the 

motivation behind and the actual effects of the application of 

vertical restraints. As a group, these evaluations seem to us 

to be better at demonstrating the potentially significant 

shortcomings of the enforcement policies that have been 

proposed than at providing guidance in deciding which of the 

various per se or rule of reason options is the optimal 

policy. However, the evaluations of the RPM cases would appear 

to be consistent with the following policy conclusions: (1) an 

approach that allows RPM by a new entrant is very likely to be 

socially beneficial, and (2) a provision in RPM remedial orders 

that allows dealer selection on the basis of quality is also 

likely to be beneficial. Thus, the evaluations cast doubt on 

the desirability of retaining the current rule on RPM -- a per 

se ban with no exceptions. 

Section A of this Introduction reviews the history and 

design of the Vertical Restraints Impact Evaluation project. 

Section B presents summaries of the analyses of the cases 

against Levi Strauss (Sharon Oster - Yale University): Interco 

- Florsheim Shoes (Timothy Greening - Tulane University): audio 

components firms (William McEachern and Anthony Romeo -

University of Connecticut): hearing aid firms (Howard Marvel 

Ohio State university) ~ and industrial gas firms (Gerald Brock 

- Brock Economic Research). The final section assesses the 

studies' contributions to the understanding of vertical 

-5-



restraints, and discusses possible policy implications derived 

from them. 

Following this introduction, each consultant's impact 

evaluation is presented. This volume ends with an Appendix 

containing protocols prepared :as a guide for this project by 

Professors Richard Caves of Harvard and Benjamin Klein of 

U.C.L.A. 

A. The Project's History and Design 

This impact evaluation project is the result of two 

convergent influences. Because of his interest in vertical 

restraints enforcement policy, Senator Kennedy, acting in his 

capacity as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, 

requested that the Commission evaluate the impact of its recent 

vertical restraints cases. At the same time, the Bureau of 

Competition and the Commission expressed a desire for increased 

understanding of the actual impact of recent FTC cases. 

Vertical restraint cases were thought to be especially good 

candidates for analysis because of the controversy concerning 

their appropriate antitrust treatment and because the effects 

-6-
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of Commission action might reasonably be discerned through 

retrospective ana1ysis. 12 

Accordingly, the Vertical Restraints Impact Evaluation 

project was commenced in 1978 as a joint project of the FTC's 

Bureau of Competition and Bureau of Economics. The first step 

was to hire two leading industria1,organization economists, 

Professors Caves and Klein, to prepare protocols to assist the 

Bureaus in selecting both the kinds of vertical restraints 

studies to be performed and the cases that should be 

evaluated. In addition, the protocols contain insight~u1 

12 An evaluation of a vertical restraints case where the 
Commission prevailed can compare a pre-complaint market, 
when the restraints existed, to a post-intervention 
market, when they no longer exist. This type of analysis 
cannot be performed for antitrust cases involving 
prophylactic intervention, such as a horizontal merger 
case filed before the merger ~s consummated. If the FTC is 
successful in such a case, any market power or economies 
that might have arisen from the merger will not occur. As 
a result, it will usually be extremely difficult to 
determine what would have happened if the FTC had not 
intervened. 

-7-
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analysis of the competitive effects of vertical restraintsl3 

and provide useful advice as to how the consultants should 

conduct the impact evaluations .• 

with the advice of Professors Caves and Klein in mind, the 

staff developed criteria for selecting cases amenable to impact 

evaluation analysis. Those criteria were: (I) the cases 

should involve sizeable markets1 (2) there should exist sources 

of data describing the market before and after the Commission's 

action; (3) there should be as few factors as possible that 

would obscure causal relationships between the Commission's 

intervention and subsequent market changes; (4) the anticipated 

effects of the Commission's actions should be significant. and 

potentially quantifiable; and (5) the cases should be 

relatively recent. Using these criteria, the staff performed 

an internal evaluation of virtually every significant, recently 

13 Included in Caves' protocol is his substantially original 
hypothesis that vertical restraints often arise out of a 
bargain between a manufacturer and a retailer where each 
has some degree of market power. Caves believes that the 
various vertical restraints are often interrelated and 
represent alternative terms of a bargain struck between 
manufacturer and retailer. In cases where this hypothesis 
applies, the net effect on consumer welfare of any 
particular vertical restraint can be determined only when 
its interrelation with the other restraints is taken into 
account. Thus, Caves' hypothesis may explain the 
existence of and relationships among a wide variety of 
vertical restraints. Although this hypothesis was 
substantially developed in Cave's protocol, similar views 
have been mentioned on prior occasions. See M. Porter, 
Interbrand Choice, Strategy, and Bilateral Market Power 
(1976); Preston, "Restrictive Distribution Arrangements: 
Economic Analysis and Public Policy Standards,n 30 Law & 
Contemp. Probs. 506 (1965); Bowman, -The Prerequisites and 
Effects of Resale Price Maintenance,- 22 U. Chi. L. Rev. 
825, 849 (1955). 

-8-
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completed Bureau of Competition case involving vertical 

restraints to identify those cases most amenable to 

analysis. 14 This evaluation resulted in the selection of three 

cases or groups of cases involving RPM which seemed appropriate 

for impact evaluation. These were Levi Strauss (jeans), 

Interco (Florsheim shoes), and a group of audio component 

cases. Also selected were a group of hearing aids cases and a 

group of industrial gases cases that involved vertical 

restraints other than RPM, including exclusive dealing and 

tying. 1S 

The economists selected to carry out the impact 

evaluations were chosen on the basis of both their academic 

expertise, particularly in vertical restraints, and the 

diversity of perspectives they would bring to the project. 

These economists were to (1) identify the possible explanations 

14 

lS 

The need for sufficient information to carry out an impact 
evaluation caused us to select cases involving firms which 
are probably larger than the average firm in an FTC 
vertical restraint case. (For a discussion of the size of 
firms in RPM cases see Overstreet, supra note 3.) We do 
not believe that firms that are larger in terms of sales 
differ significantly from smaller firms in their use of 
vertical restraints. One possible difference, however, is 
the possibility that smaller firms have more difficulty 
substituting among vertical restraints. For example, 
several of the firms studied replaced RPM with increased 
national advertising and restriction of distribution to 
selected retailers: such a strategy for replacing RPM may 
not be as feasible for smaller firms. 

In addition to the impact evaluations presented in this 
volume, three other studies were begun: Levi Strauss 
(Victor Goldberg - o. Cal. Davis): Interco - London Fog 
Raincoats (Kurt Brown - Harvard): and Coors (Benjamin 
Klein). Goldberg, Brown, and Klein were not able to 
finish their studies, however, due to administrative 
factors and other commitments. 

-9-
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for the challenged restraints; (2) determine what explanation 

is most likely to be true given the data at hand; and (3) 

suggest additional data that qould be collected to refine or 

refute their conclusions and to estimate the size of the effect 

that the Commission's action had upon competition and societal 

welfare. 16 

The preparation of the impact evaluations involved 

considerable interaction between the economic consultants and 

the FTC staff. 17 The staff comments on drafts involved 

discussions of the relevant evidence, suggestions of additional 

hypotheses concerning why vertical restraints were enforced, 

and means of distinguishing the testable implications of the 

various hypotheses. The final opinions presented are, of 

course, solely those of the consultants. 

16 

17 

It was ori.ginally envisioned that the additional data so 
identified would be collected and evaluated. For a number 
of reasons, including budgetary constraints, the 
difficulty of collecting the needed data, and the presence 
of factors which would obscure the causal relationship 
between the FTC intervention and market changes, the 
additional data collection and analysis has not been 
funded. The impact evaluations' results may thus be 
considered provisional. However, all of the consultants 
concluded that the available data enabled them to 
determine the most likely explanation for the application 
of the vertical restraints in each case. Each consultant 
also concluded that it is highly unlikely that his or her 
selected explanation would be rejected by the additional 
analysis. (Several of the impact evaluations denote the 
identification of additional data that could be collected 
as "Task IV" -- the designation that their contracts had 
assigned to that requirement.) 

In addition to ourselves, .other Commission attorneys and 
economists, who had either worked on the cases being 
evaluated or had an interest in vertical restraint issues, 
critiqued each draft report • 

-10-
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B. Study Summaries 

In this section we summarize the findings and conclusions 

of each impact evaluation report. Our summaries deal only with 

the major conclusions involving the primary vertical restraints 

in each caseJ the studies themselves must be read to gain the 

full benefit of the authors' insights into the actual effects 

of the restraints examined. 

1. Levi Strauss 

Professor Oster finds that in the early 1960s Levi Strauss 

decided that sales could be increased if more high quality 

retailers could be induced to carry its jeans, which were at 

the time relatively unknown except as work clothes. Levi 

Strauss reasoned that, by carrying its jeans, these retailers 

would signal to consumers that the jeans were high quality 

products that could be worn in a wide variety of social 

situations. A combination of RPM and dealer selection was 

adopted to induce quality retailers to stock the goods and as a 

-11-
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way to prevent other retailers from free-riding18 on the 

resulting quality image. 19 Since these retailers typically had 

higher costs than retailers wieh lower quality images (due at 

least in part to the higher costs of providing such images), 

Levi Strauss felt that the protection of the retail margin 

afforded by RPM was a necessary inducement. Dr. Oster 

18 

19 

"Free-riding" in this context means using a retailer's 
services without paying for them. As an example of the 
traditional free-rider explanation, assume that extensive 
demonstration arid explanation by the retailer's sales 
personnel will increase consumers' demand for a 
technologically complex product. Suppose that a customer, 
after learning about. a product from the demonstration and 
sales explanation at one store, purchases the identical 
product from another store that offers a lower price 
because it does not incur these expenses. In these 
circumstances both the customer and the lower-priced store 
would be free-riding on the promotional services of the 
higher-priced store. If such free-riding is prevalent, 
these services will be reduced or discontinued, adversely 
affecting the product's overall sales. The use of RPM 
can, however, reduce the opportunities for free-riding and 
enhance the incentives to provide the desired services • 
Under RPM, competing retailers cannot attract customers 
through price cuts, so free-riding will be reduced and 
retailers are more likely to try· to attract customers 
through the provision of the desired services. 

The traditional free-rider explanation, substantially 
developed by Telser, concerns free-ridable retailers' 
services "specific to the commodity and unrelated to the 
retailers' methods of doing business." Telser, "Why 
Should Manufacturers Want Free Trade?," 3 J. L. & Econ. 
86, 89 (1960). According to Oster, however, Levi Strauss 
was not interested in inducing the provision of any 
product-specific retailer service. Instead, it simply 
wanted to associate itself with stores whose general 
method of doing business -- its decor and ambience, its 
reputation for carrying premium quality goods, etc. -
signals the high quality of the products carried. Thus, 
Dr. Oster's thesis of a free-ridable quality image can be 
considered either a different theory or a significant 
expansion of the traditional free-rider explanation. 

-12-
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concludes that Levi Strauss' early use of RPM was an effective 

marketing device which benefited consumers. 20 

Oster also conclude's, however, that by the mid-1970s the 

Levi Strauss brand name had gained sufficient consumer 

acceptance that signaling quality by distribution through their 

highest quality, highest cost retailers was no longer 

needed. 2l Thus, by the time the FTC case was brought in 1976, 

RPM was becoming an increasingly obsolete policy for Levi 

Strauss. Levi Strauss, however, continued to use RPM even 

though it was no longer optimal. The FTC intervention, it is 

argued, caused Levi Strauss to abandon RPlw1 more quickly than it 

would have otherwise, to the benefit of both consumers and the 

firm. 

Due to the hastened demise of the Levi Strauss RPM policy, 

society gained in ·two related ways. First, consumers benefited 

because the prohibition of RPM ·enabled price competition to 

occur which quickly caused a reduction in retail prices. 

Second, consumers and Levi Strauss benefited from the more 

efficient marketing strategy: Levi Strauss greatly increased 

20 

21 

Dr. Oster emphasized the consumer benefits flowing from 
Levi Strauss' early use of RPM in a letter to Timothy J. 
Muris dated May 18, 1984, on file in the office of the 
Director of the Bureau of Competition, Federal Trade 
Commission. 

Oster believes that once numerous customers had developed 
extensive experience with Levi Strauss' jeans it was 
probably more efficient to use an alternative marketing 
strategy. The consumer recognition of Levi Strauss' brand 
name and quality could be more efficiently reinforced 
through national advertising than through continued use of 
reputation-reinforcing dealer services supported by RPM. 

-13-



its national advertising while continuing its policy of selling 

~nly through a limited number of selected retailers. 22 

~rofessor Oster believes that a "conservative" estimate of 

:onsumer gains is $75 million for each year that Levi Strauss 

~ould have continued the obsolete marketing strategy without 

:he prompting of the FTC action. 23 Professor Oster develops 

;upport for her conclusion that Levi Strauss gained from the 
, 
~TC action by showing that over the three years following the 

lbandonment of RPM, Levi Strauss' total sales, profits, and 
! 

:tock price approximately doubled, and that its sales and stock 

trice also increased relative to those of the next largest 

eans producer. 24 

Even though Professor Oster cites the FTC suit as the 

• roximate cause of Levi Strauss' abandonment of RPM, she does 

2 

3 

The FTC order preserved Levi Strauss' ability to continue 
its policy of selecting retail outlets and prohibiting 
jeans transshipments to unauthorized outlets. So, 
although Levi Strauss could no longer guarantee high 
margins for retailers, it could continue to signal the 
quality of its products through the type of dealers 
selected. Oster notes that Levi Strauss' quality 
signaling through national advertising may become 
sufficiently effective that the dealer selection policy 
might eventually be abandoned. 

Approximately three million dollars of these consumer 
benefits is an efficiency gain to all of society in the 
form of increased "consumer surplus" while the remainder 
is the prevention of a "transfer" from consumers to Levi 
Strauss and its retailers. Levi Strauss (and society) 
gained from the more efficient use of marketing resources 
but Oster did not have sufficient data to attempt to 
estimate the size of this gain. 

If RPM was Levi Strauss' most efficient marketing strategy 
then the firm's performance would generally be expected to 
fall, especially relative to other jeans producers, 
sometime after RPM was abandoned. 
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not attempt to guess when Levi Strauss would have abandoned the 

strategy on its own. She does, however, suggest that the vigor 

with which Levi Strauss fought the suit indicates that the FTC 

action may have provided some considerable time gain. 

2. Florsheim Shoes 

Dr. Greening concludes that the combination of RPM and 

dealer selection employed by Florsheim can best be explained by 

the firm's desire efficiently to signal the high quality of its 

shoes. Dr. Greening believes that the use of these vertical 

restraints allowed Florsheim to induce retailers to provi~e the 

kinds of service and ambience that are generally provided by 

stores carrying high quality products and,to fix retail prices 

at a level that signaled the same degree of product quality. 

As Greening argues, price can be an important signal of quality 

that interacts with and supports the other quality signals 

generated by dealers. 25 

Greening believes that when shoes are carried by "quality" 

stores at the prices consumers expect to pay for "quality" 

shoes, consumers infer that the shoes are of a high quality. 

On the other hand, consumers are suspicious of the actual 

25 Greening concludes that Florsheim could not achieve the 
desired minimum retail price simply by adjusting its 
wholesale price. In the first place, that approach would 
not prevent dealers from cutting prices by foregoing the 
costly quality certification efforts Florsheim desired. 
Even setting this aside, however, some Florsheim dealers 
might cut prices simply out of greater cost efficiency or 
greater competitive aggressiveness. While in some 
circumstances a manufacturer might welcome such behavior, 
F10rsheim wanted to eliminate it because of the adverse 
spillover effects it would have on the price-quality image 
that Florsheim felt was so important. 
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uality of shoes priced outside of a relatively narrow range of 

rices expected for shoes of a particular quality. 

'ceordingly, Greening conclude~ that Florsheim acted to 

iscourage its dealers from either raising or lowering retail 

rice. 

Greening' argues that Florsheim's retailers also created an 

mage of high quality, not through product specific point-of-

ale promotional efforts, but through a combination of more 

eneral dealer services such as ample sales clerk assistance, a 

pod return policy, and a high ambiance level. Consumers 

nterpret these factors as a signal that the store will carry 

'igh quality products. Vertical restraints were thought to be 
, 
ecessary to implement this marketing strategy because lower 

uality discounters would otherwise be able to sell the brands 

~rtified by others to be of a high quality without bearing the 

bsts of this certification. In sum, restricting retailing to 

: small group of high quality dealers and RPM were used to 

rovide sufficient retail margins to allow competition among 

ealers to induce production of the proper quantity of ftquality 

mage ft services, to eliminate free-rider problems, and to 

stablish the proper -target priceft quality signal. 
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Greening further concludes that while a traditional free

rider exp1anation26 and several anticompetitive exp1anations27 

cannot be completely dismissed by the available evidepce, it is 

much more likely that quality signaling described above led to 

the imposition of vertical restraints. Accordingly, he 

believes that the FTC's action made quality signaling more 

expensive for F10rsheim without providing compensating consumer 

benefits. In Greening's view, therefore, the FTC's action 

against F10rsheim probably harmed consumer we1fare. 28 

26 

27 

28 

Greening believes that the most important product 
specific, point-of-sa1e dealer services, such as a large 
inventory, information provided by sales help and room to 
try on shoes, are relatively immune to free-riding. 

One possibility is that the continued use of the vertical 
restraints was a mistake. As Oster concluded with Levi 
Strauss, it was possible that their imposition had at one 
time been efficient but had since become obsolete. 
Greening rejects this possibility because he is unable to 
distinguish F10rsheim in this regard from other leading 
apparel manufacturers who were using the same practices 
and he is very reluctant to believe all these 
manufacturers could be pursuing suboptimal distribution 
policies. Another possible explanation is that F10rsheim 
was irrationally trying to "protect" its considerable 
investment in its own stores from competition from more 
efficient retail outlets. The distribution division and 
manufacturing division might be resolving conflicts over 
the desired retail price in a May that led to the use of 
RPM to benefit the distribution division even though its 
use would be suboptimal for the corporation as a whole. 
Greening thought that such behavior was implausible. 
Finally, Greening considered various collusion theories 
but concluded that all were in conflict with the 
unconcentrated structure of shoe manufacturing' and 
distribution. 

Even if the average price of F10rsheim shoes decreased 
following the Commission's order, consumers would still be 
hurt on balance because of the case's impact on 
Florsheim's quality signaling efforts • 
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3. Audio Components 

Professors McEachern and Romeo analyze the effects of a 

';er ies of consent agreements p.rohibi ting RPM by seven major 
I 

,!udio components manufacturers. 29 McEachern and Romeo believe 
I 

:hat RPM was beneficial during the early stages of the 

lndustry's development. Audio components manufacturers had 

lew, unfamiliar products for which they needed access to retail 
I 
;helf space, demonstrations of the components' capabilities, 

lnd certification that the components were of high quality.30 

rhe manufacturers adopted RPM to induce retailers to produce 

:hese services by providing the needed retailer margins and 

>rotecting dealers delivering these services from free-riding 

)roblems. 

As time passed, however, the public's exposure to the 

:oncept of audio components and their increased familiarity 

7ith the characteristics and quality reputations of various 

)rands reduced the need for retailer services. As a result, 

:0 

Audio components include styli, turntables, loud speakers, 
player/recorders (cartridge, cassettes,and reel-to-reel), 
radio tuners, preamplifiers, amplifiers, and stereo 
headphones. Of the seven firms signing the consent ' 
orders, five were considered to be producers of a broad 
line of components and two specialized in a single type of 
component. Audio components may be purchased as single 
items or as a prepackaged system. The very cheapest 
"systems" are single-unit packages which cannot ·be 
decomposed and sold as separate components. 

Even though Japanese producers entered the U.S. at a later 
time, they may have been at a particular image 
disadvantage when their products were first introduced. 
At that time, Japanese products were not considered high 
quality items by many American consumers so retailers with 
established reputations may also have provided 
"respectability" for foreign brand names. 
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RPM became a less useful marketing strategy, particularly for 

the cheaper and less sophisticated "low end" brands. PoliCing 

RPM also became more difficult and the possibilities of free

riding by low end buyers were reduced by the proliferation of 

brands and models31 and by increased use of prepackaged 

systems. 32 McEachern and Romeo conclude that by the time of the 

FTC intervention RPM had become an inefficient strategy for 

manufacturers of low end components. 33 The FTC orders banning 

RPM, therefore, benefited manufacturers as well as consumers of 

low end products while disadvantaging manufacturers and ,"';0; 

consumers of "high ~nd" products. 

Despite the obsolescence of RPM for low end brands, 

McEachern and Romeo believe that a number of reasons could 

explain the manufacturers'. reluctance to abandon RPM. These 

31 

32 

33 

Policing of retail prices becomes more difficult as the 
number of prices to be maintained increases. 

According to McEachern and Romeo, low end buyers generally 
purchase prepackaged systems rather than buying individual 
components. Since these prepackaged systems are usually 
made up of several manufacturers' components, it is 
difficult for a manufacturer to determine if the minimum 
price is really being charged on a particular component, 
especially if a "house brand" component without a 
maintained price is included. It also makes it difficult 
for the consumer to free-ride because available systems 
will differ across retailers. In contrast, high end 
purchasers generally upgrade their systems by the purchase 
of particular components. Free-riding on retailers' 
presale services therefore seems much more likely in the 
high end of the market. 

There were also indications that retailers bore the brunt 
of the post-order price reductions while manufacturers 
continued to earn comfortable rates of return. This would 
be expected if RPM was an obsolete strategy~ if the use of 
RPM had still been efficient, however, then manufacturer ," 
profits would have tended to decline. 
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,easons include inertia, mistake, and risk aversion. In 

lddition, the authors suggest that, although all manufacturers 

'Iould have gained from RPM's d.emise, anyone of them might have 

)een unwilling to act alone. The manufacturers, in other 

lords, may have confronted a "prisoners' dilemma;" any 

lanufacturer that unilaterally ended RPM risked confronting a 

teteriorating product image and a loss of distributors when 

~etail price discounting occurred only for his brand. Whatever 

:he explanation, McEachern and Romeo conclude that the FTC 

Irders caused manufacturers to abandon a restraint on the 

listribution of low end products that was no longer efficient 

:or them -- or for consumers. 

McEachern and Romeo further conclude that the FTC 

. ntervention was beneficial when gains and losses at both ends 
I 

,f the product line are considered. In the low end, the FTC 

lction caused RPM to be abandoned earlier than it otherwise 

~ould have. This created savings in the form of lower prices 

Ind in the elimination of the "wasteful subterfuges" used by 

"etailers to circumvent RPM restrictions. 34 Concerning the 

ligh end, McEachern and Romeo conclude that although the 
i 

lotential for detrimental free-riding continues to exis~/for 

:uch products, manufacturers appear to have instituted 

Ilternative vertical restraints, such as exclusive dealing and 

Since the· authors believe that the manufacturers would 
have eventually abandoned RPM anyway, these savings should 
be counted only for the period during which RPM would 
otherwise have been maintained. McEachern and Romeo do not 
attempt to estimate the length of this period. 
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limiting distribution to selected dealers, which help ensure 

the provision of point-of-sale information. and other free

ridable services. Since -the manufacturers had preferred to use 

RPM, however, these alternative arrangements are likely to be a 

somewha.t infer ior way to provide the desired services. Thus, 

in the high end of the market the FTC actions may have had a 

significant, but not overwhelming, negative effect on consumer 

welfare. Because the low end of the market is the largest, 

making up an estimated 85 percent to 90 percent of total audio 

component units sold, McEachern and Romeo conclude that the 

positive effect of the FTC actions in the low end outweighs the 

negative effects in the high end,35 resulting in an overall 

improvement in societal welfare. 

4. Hearing Aids 

Professor Marvel analyzed the exclusive dealing and other 

vertical restraints imposed by manufacturers utilizing door-to-

35 The authors note that the prohibition of RPM has the 
potential to reduce social welfare because new entrants 
cannot use RPM to attract retail distribution or signal 
the quality of new products. In this case, thoughr the 
adverse effects on entry were considered unimportant 
because the industry has long been, and is likely to 
remain, innovative and competitive. 
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'oor distribution of hearing aids. 36 He argues that the 

rincipal restraint exclusive dealing -- was ~esigned to 

rotect the returns to manufacturers on information they 

enerated and disseminated to dealers. 37 The crucial 

nformation was the names and addresses of potential hearing 

'id users (nleads n) obtained through manufacturers' national 

dvertising. Marvel believes that it would not have been 

'ractical for manufacturers to sell this information to 

fealers, so these leads were assigned to dealers who were 

:harged for them by an increase in the wholesale price of the 

lanufacturer's hearing aids. 38 This pricing method, however, 

lakes free-riding possible; dealers could use the leads 

,upplied by one manufacturer to locate customers and then free-

ide on this information by selling hearing aids purchased at a 

6 

18 

Marvel analyzed the impact of consent orders against 
Dahlberg Electronics, Maico Hearing Instruments, Sonotone, 
and Radioear. Although he uses some of the data provided 
through the litigation, he did not evaluate an FTC suit in 
this same industry which was under litigation while he was 
writing his report. This suit, against Beltone 
Electronics, was dismissed on July 6, 1982 when the 
Commission concluded that Beltone's restraints were not 
anticompetitive. 

It should also be noted that the Commission has not made a 
determination of the validity of the allegations 
concerning industry practices made in the September 1978 
"BCP Staff Report" which Marvel discusses. 

Telser's traditional explanation for RPM, supra note 19, 
can be described as a concern with dealers' property 
rights while Marvel's explanation for exclusive dealing is 
concerned with manufacturers' property rights. 

Marvel concludes that it would not have been practical for 
the manufacturer to sell the leads to retailers because 
the risk created by the considerable uncertainty over the 
leads' value could best be borne by the manufacturer. 
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lower cost from a different manufacturer who did not provide 

leads. Exclusive dealing was necessary to' prevent such free

riding. 

Marvel concludes that the FTC actions against the hearing 

aid firms did not promote competition because the actions 

effectively outlawed a distribution system which had succeeded 

in a competitive environment. Marvel goes on to argue that the 

FTC's orders may nonetheless have had net positive effects on 

social welfare. The door-to-door segment of the hear ing-aid 

industry is considered by industry observers to provide lower 

quality service than that available through other distribution 

methods and other forms of treatment. 39 By hampering the door

to-door distribution of hearing aids by the lead generating 

firms, the FTC's orders nalmost certainlyn increased the 

average quality of the service received by those consumers who 

continued to obtain treatment for hearing impairments. 40 

However, the attenuation of lead generating activity also 

prevented some consumers, who otherwise would have 'secured 

39 

40 

Hearing aid dealers have considerably less training in the 
testing of hearing than do alternative practitioners and 
have an economic incentive not to refer customers to 
physicians even if the customer would be better served by 
surgery than by a hearing aid. In addition, the customers 
in the door-to-door segment tend to be ill-informed which 
makes them susceptible to nsharp practices n by dealers: 
allegations have been made of widespread fraud' by door-to
door hearing aid salesmen. 

Even those customers still served by door-to-door salesmen 
may receive better quality assistance. Since salesmen for 
consent order companies can now carry other brands of 
hearing aids, the customers are more "likely to obtain aids 
that more exactly meet their needs. 
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~reatment by the lead generating firms, from receiving any 

~ervice at all. Marvel demurred from making a judgment as to 

~he net effect of the FTC act~on on social welfare because the 

lecessary balancing of the positive and negative effects of the 

~TC action is nbeyond the range of the economist's tool kit. n41 

5. Industrial Gases 

Dr. Brock observes that, prior to the late 1960s, the 

?roducers of acetylene, oxygen, nitrogen, and other industrial 
, 

;ases delivered their products directly to large industrial 

:lsersibut used independent distributors, such as welding supply 

~tores, -to supply smaller customers. In the late 1960s, new 

~ntry and changed technology increased competition at the gas 
I 

nanufacturing level. According to Brock, this new competition 

~ad its greatest initial impact on prices and profits of direct 

sales to large industrial users. As a result, the relative 

?rofitability of sales to smaller customers rose. The largest 

gas manufacturers responded to this change by imposing 

restrictive contracts on the independent distributors and by 

directly distributing to small customers. The restrictive 

contracts required the distributors to purchase all their 

requirements of industrial gases and welding equipment from a 

41 Marvel concludes that the consent orders should not affect 
the retail prices of hearing aids. While the lack of 
comparison shopping in this market does give door-to-door 
salesmen some market power over many customers, the FTC 
orders did not change the nature or extent of this 
relationship1 consumers who see only one door-to-door 
salesmen are as likely as before to be exploited on 
price. In addition, Marvel thought that the other 
segments of the industry were likely to be just as price 
competitive before the decrees as afterwards. 
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single manufacturer. Under these contracts, a distributor 

could not substitute a lower-priced source, of gas when it 

became available from a new or expanding manufacturer. By thus 

forcing distributors to purchase their gas supplies in a 

package, these contracts prevented them from capitalizing on 

the increased competition among gas manufacturers. 

According to Brock, the manufacturers were able to impose 

these restrictive contracts, despite increasing competition, 

for two basic reasons. First, most distributors were li~ked to 

a particular manufacturer by considerable investment in brand

specific equipment and by their own customers' loyalty to, and 

sunk cost in, the manufacturer's welding equipment. These 

linkages created high costs to distributors of switching gas 

suppliers completely so the distributors would not refuse the 

restrictive contract if the alternative would be a major loss 

of customers compensated only by a small cost reduction for a 

few of the gases they sell., Second, the distributors 

apparently were slow in perceiving the heightened competition 

at the manufacturing level. At the previous low level of price 

competition in gases, the restrictive contracts would have 

simply formalized a linkage that business realities already 

largely dictated. So from the distributors' uninformed 

perspective, these contracts did not appear to work to their 

disadvantage. 

Brock concludes that the contracts did disadvantage 

distributors and consumers. Since the contracts prevented 

distributors from taking advantage of the increase in 
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ompetition among gas producers, the FTC cases outlawing the 

'ontracts probably raised distribution flexibility and caused 

'rices to consumers to decrease somewhat. Brock believes that 

he Commission's actions were desirable although he believes 

:hat these effects are unlikely to show up quickly or to be 

arge in magnitude. 42 

. . . Contributions to the Understanding 
of Vertical Restraints 

The results of these impact evaluations provide 

:nteresting contributions to the understanding of the effects 

If vertical restraints. In discussing these contributions we 

~irst note that the most commonly expressed explanations for 

:he use of vertical restraints did not appear appropriate for 

~e cases studied. Next, we highlight the explanations, 

;everal of which are substantially new or relatively unknown, 

:hat our consultants found appropriate and that we believe may 

)e important in evaluating other vertical restraints cases. 

~inally, the relationship between the studies' findings and the 

leeds of antitrust policymakers are briefly explored. 

1. Inadequacy of Frequently Offered 
Explanations for Vertical Restraints 

According to our consultants, the most commonly expressed 

:easons for applying the various vertical restraints were not 

12 Brock believes that it is likely that many distributors 
will continue to purchase all their requirements from 
their accustomed supplier. The societal gains from the 
FTC action are therefore likely to show up only over a 
significant period of time and be limited to marginal 
changes in the profitability and competitive relationships 
in the industry. 
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adequate to fully explain their use in any of the cases 

studied. For example, although a number o~ arguments have been 

advanced to explain the use of RPM, the explanations found most 

often in the legal and economic literature are (1) to aid a 

retailer or manufacturer carte143 and (2) to prevent free

riding on point-of-sale services specific to the product. 44 

The consultants found no evidence of any type of collusion 

in any of the cases studied. There also was little evidence 

that RPM was imposed to prevent free-riding on product-sp~cific 

dealer services. The Levi Strauss and Florsheim studies, 

moreover, explicitly rejected the product-specific point-of-

43 

44 

RPM can facilitate collusion at the retailer level when 
the manufacturer can be coerced into enforcing the 
retailers' collusive scheme. By imposing RPM, colluding 
retailers need not incur the costs of disciplining a 
price-cutting rival. Instead, enforcement can be carried 
out, often more cost-effectively, through termination or 
other punishment administered by the manufacturer. RPM 
can also facilitate manufacturer collusion in several 
ways. A cartel that requires its members rigorously to 
enforce RPM. reduces the rewards to ncheatingn on the 
cartel agreement. A member of an explicit or tacit cartel 
can cheat by charging a lower wholesale price than agreed 
upon by the cartel but, since the retailer cannot (without 
detection) lower the retail price and increase sales in 
response to this lower price, the gains to the cheater are 
less than would be if RPM was not required. In addition, 
the RPM requirement eliminates a cheater's ability to 
blame cartel-disrupting retail price cuts on the 
independent actions of retailers. Finally, by rigorously 
enforcing RPM, a manufacturer limits its own competitive 
options and thus demonstrates a commitment to the 
collusive plan. 

The free-ridin9 on specific services explanation was 
. discussed earller. See note 19 supra. For a lucid 
explanation of many of the anticompetitive and 
procompetitive explanations for RPM, see Overstreet, supra 
note 3, and P. Areeda, Antitrust Analysis: Problems, 
Text, Cases 643 (1981) • 
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sale dealer services explanation. 45 To be sure, RPM ~as 

explained in part on traditional free-rider gro?nds in the 

audio components cases; the consultants thought that one of the 

purposes of RPM was to prevent free-riding on information 

provided by sales personnel. But McEachern and Romeo's product 

life cycle analysis goes well beyond the narrow specific 

services argument that has been customarily offered as an 

explanation for the use of RPM. 

In the hearing aid study, Marvel finds that none of the 

previoUsly expressed explanations for exclusive dealing were 

appropriate. 46 Marvel's explan~tion -- the prevention of free

riding on manufacturer-produced services -- is entirely new. 

Even in the industrial gases cases, the traditional theories 

could not fully explain the us~ of tying. 47 Brock's 

explanation contains a complex and possibly unique set of 

circumstances involving (1) manufacturers initially holding 

market power in two complementary products (industrial gas and 

welding equipment) and then losing market power in one of the 

products (industrial gas); (2) the recognition of this loss by 

the manufacturers but not by their distributors; and (3) the 

45 

46 

47 

Both studies, however, explicitly adopted a generalized 
free-rider explanation based on quality signaling. See 
pages 11-17, infra arid pages 34-36, supra. 

Marvel, RExclusive Dealing,R 25 J. L. & Econ. 1, 3 (1983) 
references some of the previous literature. Areeda, supra 
note 44 at 810, lists a number of explanations that have 
been suggested as justifications for exclusive dealing. 

Areeda, supra note 44 at 732, lists various explanations 
for tying arrangements. 
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distributors' customers having sunk costs which led to both a 

need for brand-specific welding equipment and a desire to buy 

both the gas and the welding equipment from the same outlet. 48 

The lack of applicability of the most commonly expressed 

theories is an important result of the impact evaluation 

project" because most antitrust policy suggestions concerning 

vertical restraints are premised on the prevalence of one or 

more of these common explanations. Thus, if these studies are 

representative of the purposes and effects of vertical 

restraints, the commonly expressed explanations should receive 

less weight and different policy recommendations may be 

warranted. 

2. Efficacious Theories and Issues 

Our consultants conclude that a number of new, relatively 

new, and old-but-nontraditional theories were most appropriate 

for the cases studied. We believe that these theories may also 

prove to be important in explaining a number of other vertical 

restraint situations. 

48 The vertical restraints were apparently imposed in order 
to formalize existing relationships that had previously 
existed in a more informal manner. Since additional firms 
were entering into gas manufacturing, one would expect 
that the gas manufacturers' bargaining power relative to 
their distributors would decrease and that any change in 
the manufacturer-distributor relationship would reflect 
the manufacturers' weakening bargaining power. As noted 
above, however, switching costs and impacted information 
permitted the manufacturers to preserve the existing 
bargain despite their eroding position. 
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a. New Entrant and Product Life Cycle Theory49 

All three RPM studies found that the use of RPM was 

-beneficial for consumers and for society as a whole when used 

early in the product's life cycle and when used by new 

entrants. 50 The studies' findings diverge, however, when they 

discuss whether RPM remains efficient and socially beneficial 

when used by established firms in the later stages of a 

product's life cycle. 51 

The findings that the use of RPM can be beneficial when 
I 

,used by newcomers suggest the possible desirability of a "new 

entrant," "new industry," or "new product" exception to the 

present per se illegality of RPM. At a minimum, these results 

suggest that a carefully defined exception which allowed new 

49 

50 

51 

The discussion of the product life cycle theory is 
considerably longer than the other discussions. This is 
not because we consider that theory more important than 
the others but because there are no critiques of this 
theory in the literature. 

The idea that RPM is valuable when used by new entrants 
has often been expressed. See Telser, supra note 19, at 
95; Lee, "Problems of Resale Price Maintenance,~ 23 J. 
Marketing 274 (1959); and E. Seligman & R. Love, Price 
Cutting and Price Maintenance 209 (1932). 

To the best of our knowledge Robert Steiner was the first 
to suggest that manufacturers could use RPM longer than it 
was optimal for themselves. See Steiner, supra note 11. 
Steiner's analysis also emphasizes the relationship 
between RPM and the speed of evolution of more efficient 
retail distribution practices. For example, Steiner 
argues that efficient discounters cannot acquire a high 
quality reputation until several major manufacturers of a 
given product will sell to them. If no manufacturer would 
willingly be the first to sell to a possibly nascent 
"upscale discounter," they might never be able to 
emerge. Steiner's analysis was provided to our 
consultants. 
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entrants to use RPM holds little possibility for competitive 

harm and instead may substantially raise the entrants' chances 

of becoming effective competitors. 52 

This unanimity of views on the benefits of RPM in the 

early stages of a product's life cycle does not, however, carry 

over into the later stages. For some well-established products 

(Levi Strauss jeans and low end name brand audio components) 

the consultants found that RPM had become obsolete and its 

continued use was detrimental for the manufacturer, consumers, 

and society as a whole. For other products (F1orsheim shoes 

and high end audio components), however, the consultants found 

that the use of RPM continued to be in the public interest. 

Partly because of these conflicting results and partly because 

the life cycle theory is not fully developed, its implications 

for antitrust enforcement are unclear. 

At this stage in the n1ife cyclen of this theory we have 

more questions than answers. For example, if the theory was 

thought useful as a case selection device, how could antitrust 

enforcement agencies distinguish products for which RPM remains 

efficient from those where the restraint has become inefficient 

52 The Supreme Court may have indicated that a new entrant 
exception for RPM is appropriate when in the Sylvania 
decision the court stated that the Schwinn opinion 
nbroad1y hinted that it would recognize additional 
exceptions to the per se rule for new entrants in an 
industry and for failing firms •••• n 433. U.S. at 53 n. 
22. The desirability of new entrants using non-price 
vertical restraints has long been advocated. See Flicker, 
nNewcomer Defenses: Reasonable Use of Tie-Ins, 
Franchises, Territorials, and Exc1usives,n 18 Stanford. L. 
Rev. 457 (1966). 
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and therefore undesirable?53 What market failures or other 

conditions will cause firms to continue using RPM longer than 

is optimal?54 How could we t~ll during an investigation where 

a product is in its life cycle and how do we determine. whether 

RPM is being abandoned too Slowly?55 How might we tell even 

after a case is complete whether a life cycle explanation was 

involved, and how do we reliably tell at which point in the 

53 

54 

55 

Is there a learning phenomenon? For example, were 
vertical restraints continually needed for shoes and high 
end audio components because the products continually 
change while such restraints were not needed with Levi 
Strauss' jeans or low end components because the 
consumers' information about these products did not become 
obsolete over time? 

When a single firm with market power is involved, such as 
Levi Strauss, it is possible that the vertical restraints 
persisted because the firm's management had made a 
mistake. When more firms are involved, however, it 
becomes less likely that all firms' managements are 
mistaken, so an alternative explanation is required. A 
prisoners' dilemma, as suggested in the audio components 
investigation, can provide this explanation because it can 
cause a number of firms to maintain the restraints longer 
than would be socially optimal; however, it may be 
difficult to determine if a prisoners' dilemma actually 
exists. 

Products may change position in their life cycle very 
gradually. If we view RPM as part of a complex bargain 
between retailers and manufacturers, we would expect the 
elements of that bargain to change gradually. See Caves, 
supra note 13. The change in a product's position in its 
life cycle might also lead to the gradual abandonment of 
RPM by the manufacturer. How do we tell how fast the 
bargain is changing in different industries? Most 
impo~tantly, if the changing bargain r~sults in the 
gradual abandonment of RPM, how do we tell if firms are 
maintaining RPM too long? 
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product life cycle the antitrust enforcers intervened?56 Might 

the possibility that RPM is used for ntoo longn provide an 

additional ground for a broad prohibition against RPM?57 If 

antitrust enforcers found a situation where they believed that 

a discontinuation of RPM would raise producer and consumer 

welfare, would a public report be more appropriate than a 
lawsuit? 

As this list of questions shows, the concept that a firm 

might use RPM for longer than is desirable presents a number of 

intriguing but dangerous -- possibilities for antitrust 

enforcers. Despite its evident difficulties, however, this 

concept should not be lightly brushed aside. Two of the three 

studies involving RPM find that the Commission's intervention 

56 

57 

For example, if the quality image developed through RPM is 
long lived, it may be difficult to determine if the RPM 
policy was obsolete when abolished. If the quality image 
does not disappear immediately after RPM is abolished, an 

. immediate rise in sales is possible whether RPM is 
obsolete or not. In either case, the product is offered 
at a lower price and still has a high quality image. Over 
time, however, sales will tend to remain high if RPM was 
obsolete. But, the longer it takes for an image to 
deteriorate, the more likely are other factors to 
influence sales, making the isolation of the RPM 
abolishment effect more difficult. To the extent we 
believe that short term changes in stock value can help 
determine whether the discontinuation of RPM is in the 
long run best interests of the firm, however, it may be 
useful to make pre-intervention and post-intervention 
stock price comparisons. 

Sole reliance upon and misapplication of this theory would 
leave the antitrust enforcers and courts open to the 
charge that they incorrectly thought that they knew more 
about marketing a particular product than did that 
product's manufacturer. 
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las socially beneficial because the firms involved used RPM too 

.ong. 

b. Generalized Quality Certification Theory 

In each of the RPM studies the consultants found that 

rertical restraints were being used to protect the signal of 

ligh quality created by the retailers' general method of doing 

~usiness.58 By carrying the manufacturers' products, retail 

;tores with high quality reputations signal that the products 

~re of high quality, thereby helping the manufacturers 

~stabl~sh or maintain their products' reputations. This signal 

~f high quality is free-ridable~ other retailers could refrain 

:rom the expense of creating a quality reputation, yet have 

:heir ·sales of the manufacturers' products benefit from the 

?ertification efforts of quality-signaling dealers. According 

:0 our consultants, the manufacturers' desire to prevent the 

3eterioration of this quality certification through free-riding 

~xplained, in part or in whole, the use of RPM in each of the 

three RPM cases studied. 

These findings differ from the standard explanation 

~dvanced by Telser and others which emphasizes that product-

~pecific services provided by retailers at the point of sale 

:ould lead to RPM. To apply this explanation to the Levi 

3trauss, low end audio components, and Florsheim situations, 

58 For Levi Strauss jeans and low end audio components, the 
reputation of the items seems to have been so well 
established that RPM became obsolete. For Florsheim shoes 
and high end components, however, continual 
recertification of the products through RPM-induced 
efforts is apparently required. 
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for example, one must believe that such services as dressing 

rooms, point-of-sale information concerning low end audio 

equipment, and facilities for determining shoe size have 

important free-riding potential. While each of these services 

might have some free-riding potential, the traditional point-

of-sale services argument was found by our consultants to be 

either inappropriate or an incomplete explanation in these 

situations. The consultants concluded that a retailer's 

general method of doing business can create a quality im~ge for 

the products carried, and that this seems a more satisfactory 

explanation for the imposition of RPM in each of these 

cases. 59 Regardless of whether this generalized quality 

certification theory is viewed as an expansion of the 

traditional free-rider explanation or an entirely new theory, 

59 Although he did not attempt to distinguish the concept 
from the traditional free-rider theory, Goldberg seems to 
be identifying free-ridable generalized quality images in 
both his "Lennox" and "Magnavox" studies. See Goldberg, 
"Lennox" supra note 11 at 245, 248; and Goldberg, 
"Magnovox" supra note 11, at 456. Interestingly, in his 
textbook F.M. Scherer expresses the casual empiricism that 
free-riding on specific services "can of course happen. • 
• But its empirical significance appears modest." F. 
Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic 
Performance 593 (1980). He considers the generalized 
quality image problem to be more common. See Scherer, 
"The Economics of Vertical Restraints, ,. 52 Anti trust L. J. 
687, 694-96 (1983). 
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its importance should be stressed in future vertical restraints 

analyses. 60 

c. Free-riding on-Manufacturer Services 

Dr. Marvel's hearing aids analysis clearly explains why 

free-riding by dealers on manufacturers' services can cause 

them to impose vertical restraints. 61 While this novel 

~rgument has thus far only been applied to exclusive dealing,62 

it may be that Marvel's explanation has not been offered as a 

more common explanation for vertical restraints because 

researchers have not until now known to look for it. The 

extent of manufacturer involvement in dealer training and 

financing, as well as in many aspects of the retailing function 

such as cooperative advertising and marketing programs, 

suggests that this explanation might be applicable to many 

60 

61 

At the same time, however, the quality image signaling 
argument should be applied with caution, for it would seem 
to be very easy to allege but relatively difficult to 
prove. Virtually every manufacturer and retailer wants to 
signal customers that its products ~re of a high . 
quality. Many take vigorous steps towards this end. For 
quality image signaling to be the cause of vertical 
restraints, however, there must be significant aspects of 
these signaling efforts that can be free-ridden. Before 
this argument is accepted, substantial care should be 
taken to establish that (1) the free-riding potential is 
likely to be so significant as to explain the decision to 
impose vertical restraints1 and (2) that no alternative 
explanation is more likely. 

The hypothesis that free riding on dealers' services can 
necessitate the imposition of vertical restraints has, of 
course, been known for decades. See Telser, supra note 
19. 

For a more detailed and generalized version of this 
explanation see Marvel, supra note 46. His article is in 
large part based upon the research that he performed for 
this project. 
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exclusive dealing situations and perhaps even explain the use 

of other vertical restraints. 63 

d. Remedies:, Importance of Allowing Manufacturers 
to Select Dealers on the Basis of Quality 

The impact evaluations involving RPM suggest the value of 

inciuding in a RPM remedial order a provision allowing 

manufacturers to select dealers on the basis of quality. Such 

terms have, in fact, commonly been included in Commission 

orders. The order against Levi Strauss, for example, 

prohibi ted the company from maintaining resale pr ices butt 

allowed it to continue to select dealers on the basis of 

quality.64 Since Levi Strauss continued to distribute its 

product on a selective basis, the firm probably profi~ed from 

the provision of the order which allowed this method to be used 

to protect quality signaling efforts. 

A remedy that'allows dealer selection can also be valuable 

when the antitrust action was ill advised. In the Interco 

case, Florsheim was pro~ibited from terminating dealers because 

they discounted but was permitted to continue to select dealers 

63 

64 

At the same time, however, not every provision of a 
service by a manufacturer is subject to significant free
riding by retailers who also sell competing products. 
Moreover, the existence of such conditions as collusion or 
serious market failure might result in the application of 
vertical restraints having an net anticompetitive effect 
despite the existence of free-ridable manufacturer 
services. 

The literature generally recognizes that the various 
vertical restraints are substitutable for each other to at 
least some extent. See Caves, supra note 13, passim, for 
an interesting discussion of the effects of such 
sUbstitution on the "bargaining" between manufacturers and 
retailers. 
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n the basis of quality criteria. Although Dr. Greening's 

nalysis concludes that the case harmed consumer welfare, the 

arm probably would have been more severe without the order 

rovision which allowed Florsheim to continue selective 

istribution and thereby preserve one method of signaling the, 

igh quality of its· products. Similarly, in the high end of 

he audio components markets, RPM was challenged although our 

onsultants later found that it enabled manufacturers to 

revent free-riding on the services of competing retailers. 

rovisions in the order that allowed the manufacturer to select 

etailers probably limited any harm resulting from the order. 

ne difficulty with this. approach towards remedies is, of 

ours~, the practical problem of ensuring that the 

anufacturers use the dealer selection provision to maintain 

he quality image rather .than to enforce de facto RPM. 65 

3. Implications for ,Vertical Restraints 
Enforcement Policy 

The consultants concluded that the FTC's interventions 

ere probably harmful in two industries (five cases), and 

robably improved social welfare in three industries (ten 

5 The converse of this problem was recently illustrated by a 
petition of Pioneer Electronics -- one of the firms 
involved in the audio components cases -- to have its 
consent order modified. Pioneer claimed that the order's 
attempt to guard against de facto RPM by prohibiting 
restrictions on' transshipments by dealers had greatly 
reduced Pioneer's ability to retain high quality dealers. 
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cases).66 These studies are too few in number to draw 

generalized conclusions concerning the overall effect of past 

Commission vertical restraints cases. On the other hand, these 

five studies comprise a significant portion of the rigorous 

empirical evaluations of the effects of vertical restraints. 

So, some consideration should be given to the policy 

implications of the studies' results. 

Development of an optimal enforcement policy towards RPM 

and other vertical restraints requires the balancing of a 

number of factors. Any sound vertical restraints enforcement 

policy must, for example, reflect a judgment concerning the 

relative empirical significance of the pro-competitive and 

anti-competitive explanations for vertical restraints. 

Consideration also must be given to designing a policy that is 

simple, clear, and predictable so that businesses have 

meaningful guidance concerning the legality of their actions. 

The policy should also be designed to minimize judicial 

66 Since only one evaluation attempted a quantitative 
estimate of welfare effects, it is impossible to compare 
the benefits created in the three industries with the harm 
caused in the other two.industries •. In addition, while 
the consultant found that the hearing aids cases had a 
detrimental effect on ·competition,· he declined to state 
an opinion as to their overall effect on social welfare 
because the cases probably benefited one significant group 
of consumers and had ~ detrimental effect on another 
significant group. 
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application errors and litigation costs. 67 All this would have 

:0 be done with full realization that no policy can hope to 

')erfectly accomplish each of tpese goals. 68 

Differing opinions about how these goals (and other goals) 

:an be accomplished have caused antitrust policy 

:ecommendations to run from per se legality to per se 

i7 

i8 

To illustrate the simultaneous application of these 
factors, suppose that we believed that 90% of the time RPM 
was anticompetitive (or, alternatively, procompetitive), 
but that it was extremely difficult in a litigation 
context to determine whether a particular instance of RPM 
was procompetitive or anticompetitive. To send a clear 
signal to businesses and minimize judicial application 
errors and litigation costs, we might want to make RPM per 
se illegal (legal) despite the knowledge that 10% of the 
time cases would be decided incorrectly. 

The policy analysis becomes even more complex when 
detection, deterrence, private action, and remedial 
problems are considered. For example, even if collusion 
was widespread and the most frequent cause of RPM, a harsh 
rule against RPM would be much less needed if antitrust 
enforcers could typically detect sufficient evidence of 
the collusion to challenge it directly. Similarly, an 
optimal enforcement policy is more difficult to determine 
if deterrence effects are considered. Since policies may 
differ in their deterrent impact, we would want to know 
what would happen to the net mix of pro-competitive and 
anti-competitive instances of vertical restraints if a 
change in policy were announced. These deterrence 
concerns are accentuated by the ability of private parties 
to bring or threaten treble damage actions for alleged 
violations of the antitrust laws. Finally, the 
availability of a variety of remedies also affects the 
choice of an enforcement policy. The discussion above 
indicates that judicious use of remedies may substantially 
limit the harm to consumer welfare arising from mistaken 
vertical restraints interventions. To the extent that 
remedial provisions can eliminate the harmful effects of 
mistaken vertical restraints cases, a more strict 
enforcement policy is warranted. 
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illegality,69 with many "rule of reason" and other options in 

between. A per se rule provides savings in costs that would 

otherwise be incurred t~rough business uncertainty, litigation 

exp~nse, and judicial application error, however, such a rule 

is likely to give perverse results in some cases. On the other 

hand, a rule of reason will tend to provide the court with more 

opportunity to determine if a specific use of vertical 

restraints is harmful or beneficial, but this approach is also 

likely to create increased business uncertainty, litigation 

69 For example, although Posner does not believe that cartels 
are common, since he believes that they are relatively 
easy to detect he would make RPM per se legal. In 
contrast, in part because Pitofsky believes collusive 
behavior to be more common, he advocates keeping RPM per 
se illegal (with specified exceptions) and expanding the 
per se illegality rule to certain of the non-price 
vertical restraints. Compare Posner, supra note 3, witJl 
Pitofsky, supra notes 3 and 8. 
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osts, and judicial application error. 70 The findings of the 

~pact evaluations highlight the potential shortcomings of all 

hese recommended approaches. . 

The mixed result that the FTC interventions were probably 

armful in some industries and beneficial in others suggests 

hat the adoption of a per se rule (whether of legality or 

llegality) is likely to result in large numbers of cases being 

ecided incorrectly. To the extent that the impact 

valuations' results are representative of vertical restraint 

o In an effort to balance these considerations, commentators 
have proposed a wide variety of rule of reason options and 
per se rules with exceptions. The rule of reason options 
range from a complete rule of reason, wbere all potential 
issues are evaluated, to options that focus the issues to 
be adjudicated. Policy recommendations which most tightly 
focus the scope of judicial inquiry are per se rules with 
exceptions. Examples of this type of policy 
recommendation are per se illegal rules for RPM with 
exceptions for new entrants, maximum rather than minimum 
prices being maintained, or manufacturers' and "retailers' 
market shares falling below specified levels. The 
complete rule of reason provides the most opportunity to 
determine if a specific use of vertical restraints is 
harmful or beneficial but this approach is likely to 
create the greatest business uncertainty, litigation 
costs, and judicial application error. The restriction of 
the scope of judicial inquiry through either a focused 
rule of reason or per se rules with exceptions is an 
attempt to maintain some of the flexibility of a rule of 
reason approach yet still reduce the costs of business 
uncertainty, litigation, and judicial application error. 
Those favoring a rule of reason approach contend that a 
rule of reason trial could, in some cases, be usefully 
structured through presumptions and similar devices. For 
example, market shares could be employed as a first cut 
indicator of "the presence of absence of market power in 
order to establish a presumption of legality or 
illegality. For a discussion of some of these alternative 
proposals see Overstreet, supra note 3. 
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effects in general,71 they indicate that although a per se rule 

might produce savings in terms of reduced business uncertainty, 

litigation costs, and judicial application error, these savings 

might very well not compensate for the social cost of incorrect 

decisions. 

While the mixed results of the impact evaluations indicate 

that both the per se legal and per se illegal approaches have 

potentially substantial shortcomings, the complexity of the 

studies indicates that a rule of reason is not necessarily the 

appropriate legal approach. Each of the cases was complicated 

and, even with access to post-decision evidence to aid in 

testing hypotheses, it took the consulting economists 

considerable time and effort to determine the most likely 

explanations for the imposition of vertical restraints. A 

judge would obviously not have the benefit of post-decision 

evidence when evaluating a case under a rule of reason. In 

addition, the evidence which convinces an academic of the 

71 The "mixed result" of the probable effect of vertical 
restraints is not unique to this project. For example, 
the welfare conclusions of the other existing detailed 
case studies of RPM are mixed: Goldberg, supra· note 11, 
reports that the FTC action probably harmed welfare in 
both the Lennox and Magnavox cases because RPM·was being 
used to induce dealer services; McLaughlin, supra note 11, 
concludes that in Bakers of Washington RPM was peing used 
to aid a manufacturers' cartel while in Coors RPM was 
being used to overcome free-rider problems, so· he believes 
that the FTC actions aided welfare in the first case and 
harmed welfare in the second; and Steiner, supra note 11, 
concluded that the FTC benefited society by correcting a 
mistake made by Levi Strauss. In addition, Hourihan & 
Markham, supra note 11 at IV-3, report that a Fair Trade 
law's repeal did not cause the prices of all previously 
traded items to fall, but those items whose prices fell 
"were usually" less available. 
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pplicability of a particular theory may not be sufficient in 

itigation. Some of the theories that proved u~eful in the 

mpact evaluations -- generalized quality image, free-ridable 

anufacturer's services, and a mistake concerning the product's 
I 

ife cycle -- would be easy to assert in a litigation context 

~t very difficult to prove or disprove conclusively.72 Thus, 

court or administrative agency might have great difficulty 

?plying the rule of reason in vertical restraints cases. Such 

legal standard may therefore involve unduly high costs due to 

:lcertainty, litigation expense, and judicial application 

~rors. 

By highlighting the potential shortcomings of the rule of 

~ason and strict per se approaches, the impact evaluations' 
I 

~ndings confirm that there are legitimate reasons for debate 

nd disagreement over the. optimal enforcement policy toward 

~rtical restraints. The findings do .not, unfortunately, 

rovide much aid in answering the ultimate policy question 

lat is the optimal a·nti trust policy towards vertical 

~straints? The evaluations of the RPM cases do, however, 

?pear to be consistent with the following policy conclusions: 

l) an approach that allows RPM by a new entrant is very likely 

2 In addition, most of the cases involved competing welfare 
effects, and in each case the data on the record and in 
the public domain proved insufficient to conclusively 
resolve the welfare tradeoffs. 
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to benefit consumers and society as a who1e;73 and (2) a 

provision in RPM remedial orders that allows dealer selection 

on the basis of quality. is also likely to be beneficial. Thus, 

the evaluations do suggest that the current RPM standard, per 

se illegal with no exceptions, is not in the public interest. 

73 This could be accomplished, for example, by having RPM per 
se illegal except when used bya new entrant. Under such 
a policy the term nnew entrantn should be carefully 
defined to provide appropriate deterrence and meaningful 
guidance for business. A new entrant exception already 
applies to tying arrangements. ~ United States v. 
Jerrold Electronics, 187 F. Supp. 545, 560-61 (196Q) 
aff'd, 365 U.S. 567 (1961); cf. Brown Shoe Co. v. United 
States, 370 U.S. 294, 330 (19b2). Further, the Supreme 
Court's Schwinn opinion nbroad1y hinted that it would 
recognize additional exceptions to the per se rule for new 
entrants in an industry and for failing firms • • • .~ 
Sylvania, 433 U.S. at 53 n. 22. 
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Traditional 8Dti~rust prohibit1oDa against vertical restraints 

have recently been challenged both 1u the courts and in the economies 

-Uterature. Perhaps the strongest statementeomes frOm Bork, who argues 

"analysis ahows that rlery vertical reatraint should be completely lawful, ,,1 

but similar doubts about the harms of vertical restraints come from 

Posner, 2 and·:1D a milder form from W1111cnson. 3 The 1977 case of Continental 

4 
TV t Inc~ v. GTE Sylvania overturning the earlier per.!.! rule abunst 

vertical restraints embodied iu the SchvinnS decision reflects these doubts. 

In part the uew treatment of vertical restrainta is a response to recent 

work in economics in 'Which the evaluation of particular o%,&anization forms 

is seen as an efficiency-argumenting response to a firm's environment. 

Caves, 6 for example, argues that vertical reatrai.nts can be seen as one 

element :1D the complex bargain.struck between manufacturer 8Dd retailer. 

The use of these restraints is thus conditioned by the market power of the 

two bargainers, as 'Well a. the general institutional context in which the 

bargain i. struck. Thus, vertical restraints may be seen as a 'Way to reduce 

lacbert Bork, The Antitrust Paradox (1978), p.289. 

2Richard Posner, '1Mle Rule of ReasOD and the Economic Approach: Reflections 
on the Sylvania Decision," 4S University of "Chicago Law Review, 1977; 
Posner, '7heNext Step :1D the Antitrust Treatment of Restricted Distribution: 
per ae Legally," 4,8 B!!..ivera1ty of Chicago Law .Revi~,,! 6 (1981) 

30liver Williamson, "Assessing Vertical Karket Restrictions: Antitrust 
R_i!1cat1ons of the TransactioD Cost Approach," 127 Universi ty of 
Pennsylvania Lml Review, 1979. 

4433 U.S. ~6(1977). 

5388 U.S. 365(l967~~ 

~charr1 Caves, "Vettia.alltestraints .. Integration by Contract: Evidence and 
Policy Implicationll, It Symposium OD Vertical Integration, Journal of Indus trial 
Economics, fortbcgming. 
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ransactions costs,l to eliminate free rider problecs. 2 or as an expression 

f the market power of manufacturer or retailer. 3 

In this paper, I examine vertical restraints, particularly resale 

~ce maintenance and customer restrictions, as they appear in a re cent 

rc case against Levi Strauss. This case, which was being argued at the 

~e t:ime as Sylvania, illuminates 80me of a fim' s motives for engaging in 
I 
Irtical restrainta. In Section I of thu paper, I provide a brief summary 

,. the fac:s of the Levi Straus8 cue, taken from the court bearings. In 

~ctiDD II, I review the classic motives for vertical restraint •• and ccn-

lder which ones seem to make sense in terms of the history of the Levi· Strauss 

·'eration. I _ particularly concerned m identifying the char8cteristics 

: the enviroament facing Levi Strauss which m1ght possibly make verti.cal 

lstrainta Ul efficient organization foCI. FiD.&lly, in Section I'll, I conclude 

Lth a brief di8cussion of the effect of the case on the Levi Strauss 

~eratiOD, and make 80me tentative .. timatea of the effect of the -case on 
I 

,IDSWIler velf are. 

filli8111Son, Ope cit. 

lon, op.cit. 

:.v .. , op.cit. 
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I. History of the Case 

Ou Hay S, 1976, the Federal Trade COllll1ission filed suit against Levi 

Straus. charging the company vith engaging in a series of vertical restraints 

with the intent of fixinS prices at the retail levu. Hearinss on the case 

began in February, 1977. 

The main charge of the Federal Trade Comc1ssion against Levi Strauss 

vas that the firm "effectuated and pursued a policy throughout the U.S., 

the purpose or effect of vhich is ane!h .. been to fix, control, establish, 

manipulate and maintain the resale prices at ~hich its dealers advertise, 

1 
offer for sale, and Bell its products." In promoting resale price main-

tencce, Levi Strauss ~as chargee! with using a variety of instrumenu includ~, 

DS suggestions, threats, pre-ticketing of merchandise, cooperative advert1s

mS schemeB and, most prominently, customer restrictions • 

.u the time of the Levi Strauss case resale price maintenance ~as 

almost per.!.!. 111egal. The one exception to this per Be rule was found in 

2 the Colgate decision. The court in the Colgate case argued that a manu-

facturer could announc'e his suggested retail price, and refuse to .ell to 

retailers who vould not comply. The crucial distinction in the Colgate 

case vas the absence of any agreement betveen manufacturer and retailer to 

maintain suggested prices. Since Colgate, the court bas broadened the 

3 
definition of agreement a:nd thus limited evan f~rther the ability of firms 

to Buggest resale prices. 

,1433 U.S. 36(1977) 

2250 U.S. 300(1919) 

lUnited Stat •• T. Parke, Davia' Co., 362 U.S. 29~1960). 
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~_ wc~endiDs against the charge of resale price maintenance. Levi 

Strauss arzued that in its pricing policy it vas "a company that tried to 

"alk the Colgate line.',1 All the firm did, the defense -argued, vas to 

suggest resale pr,ices, "which suggested prices mayor may not be followed 

as dealers unilaterally elect. ,,2 The emphasis on the unilateral nature 9£ 

the price' suggestions is clearly an attempt to meet Colgate requireDents. 

The second charge made against Levi Strauss by the noc vas that 

Levi Strauss as part of its general price-fixins strategy attempted to 

cODtrol the customers or classes of customers its dealers could sell to. 

Levi Strauss, in the late 1960's, began to restrict the class of dealers 

who they vould allow to carry their line.3 Restrictions vere numerous. 

Basement operations were prevented from selling first-line Levi Strauss 

4 

~roducts, as vere stores like Seara .ad Penney's. Levi Strauss also refused 

to sell to wholesalers. This w .. a strong prohibition; there was evidence 

that Levi Strauss stopped serving retailers who "diverted" part of the 

Levi Strauss merchandise to other store •• ' Indeed, coincident with the FIe 

case, Levi Strauss vas engaged in a private suit against one of these 

diverters (Ceneral Pants). The September 26, 1974 sales manual reiterated 

the Levi Strau •• ' po.ition: "Levi Straus. cannot impose restrict.ions on the 

resale of our lOods. However, ve are DOt Obliged to continue selling to a , 
cu.tomer who 1. diverting our goods. II 

1rrc v. Levi Strauss, opening statement by Popofsky, p.17S8 of the record. , 

2nc v. Levi Strau~s, para 7, Ievi Strauss initial response June 1 1976. :- -, , 
3m v. Levi Strauss, Test:lmouy of O'Sbea, Levi Strau.s Director of 
Hark.etiD.&, p.1841 of the record. 

'nc v. Levi Straus., Testimony of Spencer StillmCl, bead of General Pants 

retail cbain. p.293 of the record. 

Ix..vi Strau •• Sales MCNal, Sept. 26, 1974 • 
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The intent of Levi Strauss' customer restriction policy is particu-

larly :lmportcst given the tilling of the cue. Yben the hearings on LeVi 

Strauss besan,' the rulinS precedent va. Schwinn. Schviun vas charged, in 

1967 vith restricting competition by preventing its retailers from resell-

iq ie. bicyclea to anyone other thm consumers. Levi Strauss had been 

practicing the same atte=pt to prevent merchandise diversion. The Court 

found against Scbviun, arguillg 

"vIlere a manufacturer aells products to his distributor 
subject to territorial restrictions upon resale, a per ~ 
violation of the Sherman Act results. And, as ve have 
held, the same prinCiple applies to restrictions of outlets 
with vhich the distributor. lIIay deal and to restraints upon 
retailers to whom soods are sold. "1 

In the midst of the Levi Strauss hearing. after the FTC had presented its 

5 

case but before the fim had responded, the Sylvania case vas decided. This 

case overruled the per se prohibition against customer restrictions in 

Schw1un, and introduced instead a rule of reason approach to this practice. 

So. the intent and fom of the practice, as vell as the market power of 

Levi Strauss while practicing these r .. trictions became more important 

after Sylvania. Indeed, the Levi Strauss lawyer argued that while Levi 

Strauss' customer restrictions vould have been illegal under Schwinn, they 
, 2 ' 

vere allowable under Sylvania. aince these restrictions were desisned to 

aerve a legittmate business function--quality control--and not to enforce 

3 
resale price maintenance. 

1388 U.S. 365(1967) , 

2rTc v. Levi Strau ... op~1ll1 etat~llt 'bJ Popofsky, p.1147. 

3The quality control :hau. is at the heart of the Levi Straus. defense and' 
will be =na1dered in detail ill Section 2 of this paper. 
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In the testimony of September 20, 1977 the firat prospect of • 

settlement becween Levi Strauss and the FTC appeared. The Sylvania decision 

had knocked the ~~nd out of the FTC case against customer restrictions. 

Further hearings were cancelled on October 11, 1977, and finally on July 12, 

1978 the formal consent decree was filed ending the case. The final decree 

was a compromi8e. Levi Strauss 18 expressly prohibited from engaging in a 

vide variety of practices to f1Jr. resale prices; indeed it is prohibited f~DID 

even suggesting retail prices for a period of five years. Tie-ins are also 

1 
p~ohibited. On the customer restriction issue, however, the FTC backed 

d~~ a bit. In particular, Levi Straus. is prohibited from using customer 

restrictions to fix retail price.: customer restrictions are not Cas in the 

initial FIC order) ruled out completely. 

In .wm, tbere are two related charges in the Levi Strauss case. 

First, tbat Levi Strauss engaged 1Jl resale price maintenance, and second. 

that they pursued this policy through the use of customer restrictions. 

In the next section of this paper, I look at the environment in 

which Levi Strauss operated aDd the-structure of the firm as factors 

explaining its strategy of SUBSestinl resale prices and restricting its 

customers • 

lne noc also charged that Levi Strcsss had engaged in tying. Levi Strauss' 
IIDst popular product is den1lll jems: 1Jl addition Levi Strauss carries ~ 
growing as.ortlDen~:of other~ cloth!nl. The FIC claimed that Levi Strauss 
during the .arly 1970's used lts market power In denims to try to induce 
retailen to carry other parts of the Levi line. The tyiua charge 18 a 
minor part of the noc cue aDd vill not be dealt with in thb paper, but
the evidence on the market position of deu1Ju will come up again in the 
discussion. 
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tI. Vertical Restraints in Levi Strauss 

~efore 1976, Levi Strauss' sellin; strategy involved restricting 
I 

~he retail autlets to vhidl it would sell and attecpting to support re-

tail prices. The evidence on vhethe. the firm engaged in illegal price main

tenance or not is miJced, although the evidence that Levi Strauss did 

1ndeeel set prices is quite strong. It is certainly clear that at least 
I 
lD the period before 1976 Levi Strauss vanted to support retail prices. 
I 

pae 1974 sales 1:IClual, for example, states "Levi Strll11ss is firm in its 

policy not to sell to price cutters."l Throughout the record of the anti-

~rust use. there is testimony by Levi Strll11 •• salesmen that customers 

~ere told during the eely 1970' s that "ve don't sell to people who don't 
I 2 
IlaintaiD the· suggested retail price." There vas also testimony from 
I 

~eta11ers that they vere denied merchandise after sellins Levi's merchandise 

.t les8 than the suaested retail price.3 At the same time, Levi Strauss 

'ystematically refused to eell its merchandise to a number of different 

I 
Itores. 

In 1976, the year of the FTC au1t, Levi Strauss' policy changed. 

the pre-ticketing of merchand:1ae. ODe of the instruments used by Levi 

i 
Strauss to keep up prices, vas lIbandoned. Iy 1977, the firm no longer even 

IUgaested appropriate prices to ita retailers. This change in policy came 

4 ~ least m Jart a. a result of the FI'C &etion. lut there is scme. evidence 

~Vi Straus8 Sale; Manual, September 26, 1974. 

2nc v. I.evi Strauss, testimoay of Cristol, p.1SO; RDncave, p.800; 
KenfialQ, P .1646. 

Inc v. Levi Str8lls., t.stimony of St111mc, p.293, Ireul, p.7S2; 'oaubers, p.152: 

• FrC v. L..,i Strau .. , open1D& statement by Levi Straus., p.1740 of testimony. 
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that at the time of the FtC action. Levi Strauss' selling strategy vas 

becomiDg obeolete. If thb 18 1ndeed the cue. ve would expect Levi 

Straus. to have nc.tually abcdoned this strategy on its eND. 

The first question to cons1~er is why Levi S·trausa pursued a policy 

of vertical restraints 1: the 1960's and early 1970's. The advantage to 

manufacturers of imposins vertical restraints is an old puzzle. At first 

8 

blush. the policy s.e=s to be perverse; by supportins resale prices and 

restricting retail outlets. Levi Straus. vould seem to be reducing its own 

sales. Thi. puzzle vas first treated by Telser·; l recent vork bas been done 

2 3 4 S by Posner. Bork • V1111a:cson • and Caves. All arguments begin vith the 

proposition that, if vertical restraints exist, they must be profitable 

either to the manufacturer or the retailer. The sear~h is then for the 

source of the potctial profit to be yielded by the restraints. 

Be:ween 1970 and 1979, the Federal Trade Commission charged 37 firms 

with engaging 1D resale price maintenance.6 HiDe of these firms vere in 

the apparel industry.' It is thus interestiDs to consider through the 

special case of Levi Straus. the characteristics of this industry 

vhich cause it to beh.ve 1: vay. which can be interpreted as resale price 

1IIIlintenance. 

~ester Telser, "Why Should Mcufacturers \lct Fair T~ac!e'!" Journal ~ 
Law & Economics, Oct. 1960. • 
~chard Poner. Antitrust Lar: An Economic Perspective, 1966 .. 

'lobert Bork. The Antitrust Paradox. 1978. 

'v111iCII.SOD, "AasessiDg Vertical Market Restrictions: the Tunsaction Cost 
Approach." University of Pennsylvania L.w Review, April 1979 •. 

5C.ves. !'!.ss.. 
6Survey of the FtC Court Reporter. 1970 through 1979. I CD indebted to a 
student. Karian ».vis. for this statistic. 

'Levi Strauss, Buk-a-Poo Sportswear. Jonathe Logc, Mother Maternity, AllCl A. 
Cacpany. l>uofold, Cable-SkoIDCI'. Interco. Inc. el! Penl!leton Woolen Mills. 
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It has been argued that resale price maintenance may help to facili-

tate co11usion .mong manufacturera. Since retail prices are aet, manu-

faeturers cannot use price reductions to induce retail price cuts to expand 

aales; "therefore, a manufacturer who would induce retailers to incruse 

their purchases froc him by offering thee lover prices loses profits to no 

avail. ,,1 Thus, it is argued, resale price maintenance discour~es I:lanu-

faccurers' price cuts wh1~ would othervise threaten the cartel. Both 

Teuer, and later Bork., recognize that thb argument is lil:l.ited. In general, 
,-, 

one might expect retailers under RPM regimes to respond to a price-cutting 

manufacturer--vhose cheating has increased retailer profit levels--by 

competing for this firm's product. Competition in this case may take the 

form of increased aerviee, which will expand product sales even given the 

price stability. So a manufacturer does have aD incentive to reduce prices 

eVeD under reaale price maintenance. Nevertheless, that incentive is 

limited by the opportunities available in the retail sector for intrabrand 

quality competition. thua, one might expect somewhat more cartel stability 

under RPM than otherwise. 

Is the collusion argument applicable in the Levi Strauss case. or 

for apparel generally? The apparel industry 1& one of the most competitive 

in the economy. Entry is very ... y: there are virtually no economies to 

2 
scale, DO patent or r5 material CODtrol, and capital requirements ~e low. 

The only real barrier to entry is product differentiation, and even this 

1& DOt high. The .verage apparel plant employ. only 70 workers;' this figure 

lrelser, op.cit., p.97. 

2u.s. Council on Wage and Price Stability, Textiles/Apparel, 1978. 
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i •• lightly higher for men's and boy'. trousers (Levi'. biggeat .arket) 

at 131 but i. atill modest. The four-firm concentration ratios in the 

markets in vhich Levi Strauss cccpetes (men'. mld boy's wear) are also 

modest, on the order of 30 •• 1 

It may be argued that the relevant market in this case is not men's 

10 

trousers in general, but jeans. If ve define the market in this more narrow 

vay, the industry appears 8o::1e\:hat less ccmpetit1ve. In particular,Levi 

Strauss control. about 30% of the sales of jeans in the U.5. 2 · Blue Bell. 

the next largest firm, has about 18% of the market. Nevertheless, 

numerous other quite small competitors are successful in the industry, 

vhich suggests that the .inimum efficient scale even on the jeans 

industry i. Dot very large. Moreover, the product i. differentiated. 

In this kind of market with uneven .ize distribution and product 

differentiation, a cartel is unlikely to develop.3 And, indeed, the 

price pattern of jean. ia also incon.istent with tlie exiatence of1ll&nu-

facturer collusion: prices chan~ed fairly often; moreover, Levi Strauss 

typically priced its jeans aeveral dollars above thoae of ita rival •• 

~.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Manufacturins. 1972. 

2Several sources cite the 30% figure, including J:ortune, 
and Robert Steiner. Brand Advertising and the ConsUl:Ier Coeds Economv, 
(forthcoming) p.4S1. Tbis figure can also be obtained :ore directly. 
In 1976, Levi Strllllss earned sales of $S69 million (aource: m'lnual report). 
The average mark-up, according to testimcay in the case. is 50%. So the 
value of Levi jeans at retail vas $6S3 1111. The total jear.. Ilarket bas 
been estt=&ted to-He $2,S60 a1 in 1976 (Chain Store Age. Oct. 1977; cited 
in Steiner). This yields a .arket share for Levi Strauss of 33%. 

3Ceorge Stigler. itA Theory of Oligopoly·, n Journal of Pol1Ucal EccaOSI. 
(February, 1964). 
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D1d Levi Strauss uae resale price maintan.nce to protect a dealer's 

cartel? . There is a .uggestion in the tes:1mony tha: at least sCJIIle dealers 

deSired the resale price maintenance. Dealer •• for example. often repartee 

deviations from the suggested price to Levi Strauss. Levi Strauss' Director 

of KukeUug argues in his testimony. "I have always looked upon pre-ticketing 

and sussested retail prices as more of a .ervic~ to the re.~l~~_than it was 

to us. ,,1 The regional sales manager of Levi's echoes this view in his 

testimony: "We 'do not vant a price war because then ve have a lot of accounts 

upset t and you hurt your ""on relations wi th the account ... 2 In order to us e 

resale price maintenance to support a dealer cartel. the industry must have 

two characteristics. FIrst, the eviromllent must be otherwise congenial 

for cartelization. Seccmd, the dealer cartel must have some leverase over 

the manufac~rer to induce .the manufacturer to pursue a policy which is 

otherwise unattractive. Neither condition holds in the Levi Strauss case. 

The retail industry distributing Levi Straus. goods is quite competitive 

and very large: in the tes:1=ony it is estimated that Levi's are carried 

by about 20.000 retail outlets.3 Cave.' argues that the retail sector may 

in 80me instances acquire bargaining power given its localized character. 

This is not the case with a relatively euUy-sold good like jeans. Even 

within a s:tngle shopping center. numerous stores vith quite different cost 
• 

Inc v. Levi Strauss. p.1883 of the record. 

: 2nc v. Levi StreliF •• 
-

p.3792-of the record. 

'FTC v. Levi Straus., testimony, p.1883. 

4 
Caves. gp.c1t. 
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and operating characteristics typically carried Levi's jeans. l Coordination ~ 

~.ts are likely to be bigh under theae conditions, and cartelization unlikely. 

~erhaps more importantly, retailers appear to h~·e had very little power over 
I 

~i Strauss. Throughout the period Levi Strauss seems to have had the 

leverage. One of the regional managers of Levi Strauss testified. for ex3l:lple. ® 
~l&at,since the late 1960's, he was consistently 2o-25~ short of what retail 
, 2 
lccounts ordered in jeans. TestiJ:1ouy by Levi Strauss salesmen confirms the 

3 ahort supply problem. In this .ituation. it is hard to argue that retailers 

~ad sufficient power to induce Levi Strauss to pursue a policy ~hichwas 

'the~ise unattractive. 

Telser (1960) was the first to sugge~t that resale price maintenance 

ught be used by manufacturers as • way to induce retailers to provide more 

~ervicea. III order for this story to make senae, we need a rather special 

.ituation. Firs~demand for. the product must be a function of the service 

Level as well as the price. Secondly. the service must be such that it i. 
; 

lest provided by retailers. and not by the manufacturer. Finally. benefits 

Erom the service provision must not be fully appropriable by the prov1d1us 

retailer. Under these conditions and absent resale price maintenance. we 

"ill observe the following. Given that services are costly, retailers pro-

,iding the service will charge a higher price for the good. Customers will 

'Torbes. August 21, 1978. 

2FTC v. Levi Straua~, t.aUmaU}', p.1684. 

anc v. Levi Strauss, testmony .. p.840; p.984. One puzzle h this case 
, is why Levi Strauss did not raia. ita price in the face of the jeans ahort~ 
age, but instead chose to follow. direct allccatian strategy. One ex
planation may be that the firm aaw the ahortage &5 temporary, and thought 

,that, in theae circumstancea,fiddlhC with the price would involve hiSh 
trana.ctions coat •• 
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then browae in the service-otiented store and buy from the discount store. 

Eventually, service-oriented stores w111 fail. ~ben t-hia happens, decand 

for the good viII fall and everyone--manufacturer and retailer--will be 

worse off. This is • classic example of the free rider problem, and the 

result is an under-provision of services from the point of view of the 

=anufacturer (as well as for retailers as a whole). 

This story turns on the peculiar nature of the services. Frcm the 

consumer's perspective, ~e services must be separable from the ~ood 

itself. Othervise the "browse here, buy there" st.rat.egy vill not. be 

possible. On the other hand, despite the fact that the good and service-

are separable,the retailer must have scme special advantage in providing' 

~he service. So, for example, the refund policy of • atore vill Dot face 

the free tider problem, .. it is not separable. Product demonsJ;rations 

~e separable, but often can be (and are) provided by the manufacturer, 

either directly or via national television advertising. 

In the Levi Strauss cue, i. there any lIervice which meets these 
I 

apecial requirements? Ye can turn to the testimony to See what kind of 
I 

aervices Levi Strauss vas interellted in hav1n& it. retail outlets provide. 
I 

rhere is ample evidence that Levi Strauss was concerned ~-1th the character-

btics of its retail outlets. But in all the evidence, there is only one 

concrete service mentioned as being desirable-fitting rooms. Indeed, 

~evi Strausil explicitly argued that svap-meetersl and some discount stores 

~ere unacceptable ~~tlet. because they lacked fitting rooms. 2 Thi. is 

ISvap-meeters are referred to frequently in the testimony a. undesir~ble 
outlet.. Svap-meeters are open-air seller., or "flea markets." Svap
~ets are quantitatively small. and it is hard to believe that these 
stor.s really influenced LeYi Strauss' aarketin& atrategy ao aarkedly.-

2 FTC v. Levi StraulIs, test1many, p.1696. 
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a weak argument 011 several grounds. zirBt, fitting roOms are reasonably 

'cheap to provid. and indeed can typically be found tn"most discount 

atorea. Even in the absence of fitting roams by sece sellers, a likely 

result is not dominance by the non-fitt1ns room seller, but rather the 

development of a t~o-part m.rket: repeat customers who knov their sizes 

~~ll shop at the cheaper discount stores, and new customers at the more 

expensive stores. Sales at the norea with fitting rooms will naturally 

decline. But it is not at all clear that aggregate sales v111 decline; 

indeed one might vell expect two-part pricing to increase sales. Finally. 

one might argue that, if Levi Strauss vas concerned about fitting rooms, . 
they could monitor the provision of these rooms directly, refusing to sell 

to atores vhich do not provide thu service. 

It thus seems implausible that Levi Strauss used resale price main-

14 

tenance to induce the proper provision of any direct service. Services are 

, 
not an important cCElponent of jems consumption. Yet Levi Straus. indicated 

atrong concern vith the characteristics and pricing behavior of its retail 

outlets. I VDuld argue that the selling strategy of Levi Strauss vas 

adopted not to augment the service level of Eetailers, but rather to provide 

.ignals to the final consumer about the quality of its product. Suppose 

that product_~uality is at least to some extent unobservable. The ~anufacturer 

bas available. set of instruments vhich can be used to convince consumers 

of the higb quality of bb product. Traditional instruriioUlts include adver

thins, changin; physical characteristics of the good, or altering the 

conditions of .a1e~ - Tw more unusual dgnal1ing devices vhich may. be of 

relevance in this case are the vertical restraints of restricting store 

choice and fixing prices. 

Do store choice and pricing policy aerve a. viable signals in this 
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1ndus~ry7 The market in, literature 18 interesting in this respect. ·There 

1a.a good deal of experimental evidence that store pres~i&e has a positive 

effect on the perceived quality of gooda. The standard experiment in this 

field 1. to take identical products, label tbea witli' different store, price 

and/or brand nace. and ask respondents to rate the products on quality. 

~eat1ey and Chiu, for example, found significant differances in tbe quality. 

rating given to carpets vhieb vere identical except for the store name 

attached. 1 Tbe experimental evidence also suggests tbat price is often 

2 
used as a quality aignal. The evidence suggests, bowever, that the 

strength of botb price and store as a signal varies with the product being 

sold. As one might expect. products with low brand identification depend 

~re on price and store as a signal.3 

For a signal to be useful and persistent, high quality sellers 

must have lower signaling costs than low quality sellers; othervise low 

quality sellers can mia-signal customera, and tbe signal will lose its 

value. 4 The standard exa:mple from Spence 1& education. More capable 

people find it easier to get an education than less capable people. and 

as a result tbey will get more education. Thus, I c~ use scmeone' s educa-

tiona! level as • proxy or signal for how competent they are. The. signal 

works because, given tbeir cost. of education, it does not pay less competent 

people to get an education and try to disguise themselves as competents. 

1 . 
John Wheatley aDd Jobn Chiu, "The Effect. of Price, Store Image, Product'. 
and li.esfondent Characteristics on Perceptions of Quality," Journal of 
HarkeLi~ Research, 1977. 

2Ibid• 

3David Gardner, "Is There a Generalized Price-Quality Relationship?" 
Journal of !'.arketing Research, U7l; and Jacob Jacoby, Jerry Olsen and 
Rafael Haddock, ''Price, Irmd Name and Product Composition Characteristics 
as Determinant. of Perceived quality," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1971. 

4!Uchael Spence, Market Signaling (1,974). 
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Is store prestige a viable. pershtent dsnai in the apparel indu8try? 

tan a manufacturer like Levi Strauss use its choice of ~irst-rate outlets 

.. a way to convince customers that- jeans are a high-quality item? 

For store prestise to work as a signal there must be some affinity berween 

b:1Sb quality retailers and bigh quality manufacturers which makes it 1:IOre 

profitable for these retailers to stock high quality ~erchandise than low 

quality merchakdise. There are several reasons to believe this affinity 

exists.· High quality retailers are characterized by generous refund policies 

and lIore general sensitivity to consumer complaints. So in some sense the 

costs of stocking shoddy merchandise increases with the quality of the 

retailer. The extreme example is the "svap-meeters" so objected to by 

Levi Strauss. These mobUe marketers never take back shoddy merchandise. 

aDd so experience fever losses from stocking inferior-merchandise than do 

higher quality stores. 

There is a second force at work encouraging quality specialization 

by retailers. In general customers who seek high quality in one hem seek 

high quality in other items as well. This means that shopping costs will 

be 1Il:1n1m:1zed if stores "quality specialize." But, given this tendency, a 

firm whose product qUality is somewhat unknown vill gain from stocking the 

sood in the high versus low quality store. l •2 

lAt present, Levi Strauss will not sell to disco~nt stores because of their 
"poor mase. I' But suppose the nc forced high quality manufacturers to 
sell to discounters. Would thb not el1:inate the poor image of discounters 
ad sive uS lower prices as weU? Thb strategy will not, in seneral~ work. 
As discussed .b~e. there a;e economies to a store in generally specializing 
in O"1e part of th~: quality line: these economies accrue both from reducing 
consumer search costs, ~d because there are retail handlin& strategies 
which may differ by quality of the lood. Bence, there will always be some 
store specialization by quality; some stores will specialize :ill low priced 
loods cd b.ve a "poor 1&&ge. II 

~e above argument is Dot ae&Dt to !.ply that customers at discount stores 
~e Dot interested in buying Leris • 
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Price is on shakier ground. vhen und as a dgnal. I! uninformed 

consumers interpret high prices .. high quality. their demand curves may 
.. 1 

'be upward-sloping and market equilibrium may not exist. Nevertheless, 

it has been shown that if a market has aOQe informed buyers, under aome 

conditions, prices can convey information to the uninformed;2 moreover. 

experimental· evidence cited above suggests that consumers do use price 

. in this vay. This is not. however. a plausible s tory in the. Levi Strauss 

case. In particular, if Levi Strauss believed that custcmers equated 

price and quality, they need only bave raised their wholesale price as a 

~ay to raise retail prices. Instead. the fire chose to hold wholesale 

prices lov--indeed. so low that there was excess demand at the retail level-

vhile maintaining resale prices. 

If price maintenance vas DOt used .. a signal, vhat vas its function? 

I vouid argue that price maintenance vas, 1u this case, inextricably bound 

up vith Levi Strauss' pursuit of merchandise placement in high quality stores. 

In particular, Levi Strauss atteJ:1pted to hold prices up to preserve retail 

~argins as a way to induce high quality retailers to stock their goods. 

Price .. intenance vas the price paid by Levi Strauss to encourage re-

tailers to allocate scarce ahelf space to Levi Strauss jeans. 

If the atore choice as a Signal argument.is correct, then Levi Strauss 

has a stake in maintaining the quality of .!!!. ita retailers. This ~ a quite 

different situation from the case of aervice provision; a two-type set of 

stores vill DDt suffice. A two-tier aystem would both erode the profit 

margins of the lOu;ht-after high quality stores and obfuscate the store 

quallty-goods quality c:oDAccticm. So. Led. ~trawo.' dil16cnce in policing . 

.erchandise diversion is unremarkable. 

1.iteven Salop, "Advertising as a Signal: AD Expository Note." 1979 

2Sanford Cros.man and Joseph St1&litz, "Information and Competitive 
Price Syatema," American Economic I."iew, Kay 1976. 
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Evidence froc the case itself is consistent with this interpretation 

of the function of restrictions on sellers. A aales manager asserted that 

.« particular store vas turned down because it "is a discount store which 
. 1 

project. a very poor marketing 1mage. It A aecond &111111arly argued that 

discounters were avoided "because of ~e image they have. ,,2 }ly interpreta-

tion of the supportive role of price maintenance in this case also receives:;;) 

some support in the evidence. In complainins about discounts offered by a 

discounter. "Two Guys." one of Levi Strauss' regional managers cla1ced: 

"The magnitude of the Two Guy.' promotion aeriously a.£fected the May 

Company's business in those products. ttl (The May Cc=pany was a large, 

valued custoQer.) Indeed. the Levi Strauss defense directly arsued that 

Levi Strauss pursued a policy so that it would be known lias a price line 

~at could give the retailer. sufficient margin to carry it. a fair return 
" 

on their investment.,,4 

Evidence on the performance of Levi Straus. since dropping rpm 

would provide s01lle test of -the theory discussed above. ~~en Levi Strauss 

dropped rpm the retail margin on their jeans should have dropped; in 

response to this ve vould expect some stores to drop Levi jeans, because 

they nov failed to cover a portion of fixed costs. As ve will see in 

Section III of this paper, there :La scattered evidence supporting this 

theory. 

Under the FTC order. Levi Strauss was permitted to continue. 

restricting retail outlets; only the policy of ~sale pric~ maintenance 

vas prohibited. In choosing this strategy. the FTC vaa al1~~ng Levi 

Inc v. L.lVi Strms., testimony, ,.3734. -. 
2nc v. Le,,1 Strmaa, testimcmy, ,.1648. 

3nc v. Levi Strauss, testimony, ,.1670. 

4FrCv.Levi Strauss, tut1mony, p.17S9. 
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Straus. to continue to .ignal it. quality through .tore choice. Nevertheless 

in restricting the uae of resale price aaintenance. the FTC limited Levi 

Strauss' ability to compen.ate high quality retailers for carr)'ing their 

jeans. I viII argue below that ~hi. DOde of comp~nsation va. already losing 

aome of its appeal by the mid-1970s. Indeed it is likely that the FTC 

order vas close to the strategy that Levi Strauss vould have eventually 

developed on their own. This theme viII be pursued later in this paper. 
I 

In .um. the evidence sussesta that be&inn1ng in the 1960's Levi 

Strauss tried to manipulate atore quality to convince new customers of the 

quality of the Levi Strauss product. How did this strate&y evolve over 

t±me? Hore importantly, bow viable vas tbis stratebY at tne t1me ot tne 

FIC suit? 

Levi Straus. began .elling jeans in 1850. Until the 1940'., the 

Urm vas primarily a wholesaler; about 25% of its revenues came frem manu

fact~r1ng and .el11ng work pents; the balance came from vholesaling for 

1 other manufacturers. After Yorld War II, Levi Strauss gave up its vhole-

saling, and turned strictly to the manufacture and sale of its own 

merchandise. The product line vas atill quite narrow. consisting primarily 

of men's and boys work pants ~esterD vear). At this time. Levi Strauss 

aold to all buyers and made no attempt to control prices. 

lD the 1960'a, Levi Strauss' policy changed. Sales to vholesalers 

vere gradually e11~nated (by 1968); bas~ent operations were dropped as 

firat-line merchandise outlets (1972); in leneral. the firm exhibited Ireater 

control oyer i~s ~eta11 outlets. Levi gtrauss' Director of MarketiDg 
: 

describes the pedoC! as one in vhich the firm "adopted nveral marketing 

2 polic:ies all aimed at uPsradiDg iu distribution." Among these policies 

1rbe Levi Strau .. hiatory cemel from several aourcea: old annual reports; 
the te.ttmony of O'Shea, Levi Straus. Director of M.rketing, in the FTC v. 
Levi Strau.s casei Forbes, Aul. 21. 1978. 

2FTC v. Levi Strauss. tutaouy of O'Shea. p.18'1. 
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vere customer restrictions &Dd • areater concern with retail price levell. 

In lum, in the 1960's Levi Strauss embarked ona .ales policy which 

. eventually led to the Federal Trade CommiSdOll action. There vere several 

forces which led Levi Strauls to adopt this strategy at this time. In 

1963, Levi Strauss developed a new p.ermanent press process ("'Stay-Pre.t ") 

which improved the physical quality of their product. As a result LeVi'. 

products vere now velcomed iD department Itores'. The costs of abandoning 

basecent and discount operations were thus smaller than they had been 

earlier when these higher quality outlets were Dot .. ailable. The 
o. 

product innovation also ,ave Levi Strau.1 more of & claim to the quality 

label, and perhaps ~ore of a stake in using quality signals. 

During this period Levi Strauss also diversit1ed it. line. moving 

into a broader range of cl~thin,. Under the.e circumstances. the .trategy 

of CDupl1ng the Levi name with a quality :image beco=es more profitable. 

The gains froD signals deereale as custamera use the product and learn 

about its true properties; a. the market beCAme .aturated vith Levi' I jeans. 

the ,ains from restrictions to .ignal quality vould naturally fall. So 

as Levi Strauss diversified its line. the vorth of the name sood-will would 

increase. Diversification during the period thus allo increased Levi 

Strauss' demand for vertical rutra:il1ts. 

Dur1D& the period beginnin& 1D the late 1960'., denim wa. a~ost 

1 constantly in .hort .upply. AI a re.ult, there vas .little pressure from 

retailer. to lower prices belov the suggested retail. Retailers coccented 

tbat ciuri~ the period. "the luggelted retail alloved UI to make a good 

profit, u.ually ar~u:ud 50% aDd ve vere ,ettiDg it with DO problD";2 and 
.- 3 

''Levi Strauss loods moved very veIl at the luggested retail prical. It 

Inc v. Levi Strau ... 'estimony of Boward Oberl. regional lales lIIanager of 
Levi Strauss, p.3709 of the record; alao ThOMaS ~&lten. Vice President of 
the Jeans Division, p.2l36 of the record. 

2lTC v. Levi Straus •• 'estimony of Steven Miller. p.2825 of the record. 

3iTC v. Levi Straus •• 'estimony of Stephen Stillman, ovuer of Ceneral Pants, 
ft_~80 of the record. 
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Given ~he .upply constrainta in denim, Levi Strauss could not hope to expand 

1~s ahort-term market through retail price cct:lpetition. or vide product 

distribution. Moreover. the ahorta;e made it easier to convince retailers 

to charge the sugsested retail. Indeed the sugges'ted retail price durinc 

this part of this period =ay have been below the market equillbriuc. Levi 

Strauss claimed that betveen 1965 and 1970. some retailers suggestec sell1n& 

~~ hisher thm tile suggestec reull price;l this i8. certainly cO:'lsistent 

with the test~ony that retailers could have sold considerably mere Levi's 

than they bad at existing prices. In atm. the denim shorta;e at least 

reduced any dO~~Yard press~re an prices from retailers, and thus ~ade the 

problem of polIcing retailers leas severe. 

In January 1977, in the middle of the antitrust case. Levi Strauss 

formally. abandoned its policy of suggesting resale prices to 1ts retailers. 

As Levi Strauss itself acknowledges, this vas at least in part a response 

2 
to ~he nc action. Bu~ the evidence suggests that ~e resale price main-

tenance V&8 becoming obsolete as a marketing tool by the ~1me of ~he FIC 

action. 

Pressures by retailers to discount jeans appear to have increased 

significantly in 1~7S-1976. General Pants. a discounter against vho: Levi 

Strauss brought suit in 1~76. argued ~at they began discounting only in 

Hay 197 S because befere 0 this "Levi Strauss goods moved very well at these 

sUGgested retail prices.'~ In its defense. Levi 'Strauss argued ~hat. vhlle 

the rIC action had clearly infiuenced ~e firm, in large part it ab~ndoned 

its pc-lie, of suggesting ret~l prices because the indunry had "turned 

lnc v. Levi Strauss, testiJ:lony of O'Shea. Director of Marketing. 1'.1859 00 

of the recori. 

2nc '1'. Levi Strauss, opening statement by PopefsKy, Levi Strauss lavyer. 
p.1740 of the record. 

3FIC '1'. Levi Strauss, Testimony of Spencer Stillman, 1'.1740. 
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I 
soft." The apparel industry, which ha.:i gro,,""Il on average 9~ per year for 

the period 196"9-74, grew only 2.6% in 1975; men's and boy's trousers, 

Levi's biggest market, suffered a uecline in value of shipments in 1975 

after some years of growth. 2 

The shor~age in denim material also appears to have eased by 1975. 

Capacity utilization rates for cotton fabrics, \Ohich had been consistently 
3 

well over 90k, fell to 797. in 1975. In his testimony. Levi Strauss' 

Director of Marketing also suggested that the denim shortage ended in 1974, ~ 

as a result of new entry into the denim industry. As a result of the 

easing in" the capacity problem in denim, Levi Strauss could anticipate 

expanding its jeans production if retail prices fell. 

In sum, ~here is some evidence that at the time of the FTC action 

carket pressures were increasing the costs to Levi Strauss of continuing to 

maintain resale prices. We have argued that resale price maintenance 

served as part of the implicit contract Levi Strauss used to induce high 

quality retailers. to carry and promote its jeans. As ehe cost of using 

this device rose, one would expect its usage to d~inish. Moreover, as 

the Levi Strauss brand itself gained consumer acceptance throuah ex-

perience and increased advertising (see below), Levi Strauss' bargaining 

position vis a vis retailers improved. Thus while the appar~l market 

generally was sluggish, Levi Strauss' relative position was strong. Under 

these conditions we might expect that resale price maintenance would have 

diminished over time, absent the FTC action. The slow growth in aggregate 

demand made price concessions at the retail level more appealing, as did. 

the end of the denim shortage. At the same time. brand identification of 

~OPOf8ky._OD cit, p. 1740 
2 =-"u.s. Department of Commerce, Annual Survey of Manufacturers, 1976. 
J.. 
~.S. "Cauncil on Wage and Price Stability, Textiles/Apparel, 1978. 

4 
"FTC v. Levi Strauss, test1=ony of O'Shea, p.1863. 
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Levi Strauss made rpm as a quality signal less useful. Of course, the natural 

demise of this policy might have taken some considerable time. It is 

interesting in this regard to note that it is only in the closing statements 

,of the Levi Strauss defense. and in the final remarks·of Walter Haas, 

Chairman of the Board, that the gains to Levi Strauss from free retail 

competition are articulated. l 

The evidence on the trends over time in custoner retrictions is less 

clear. At the present ti~e. Levi Strauss still restricts the outlets to 

yhich it yill sell. As indicated earlier, it is my view that this policy 

is being pursued Yith the intent of signaling consumers about the quality 

of the Levi's product. As Levi Strauss continues to diversify. the ga:i,ns 

from promoting a quality image increase; on these grounds ye would expect 

the firm to continue customer restrictions. 

This is not the yhole story, hoyever. Firms have available a range 

of instruments with which they can alter the consumers' perceptions of 

their product. For Levi Strauss. vertical restraints--and in particular, 

store choice--served this function. For other firms, advertising serves a 

similar function. One of the most striking changes in Levi Strauss' per-

formance since the onset of the FTC case h3s been its advertising strategy. 

Before 1976, advertising played a small role in Levi Strauss' selling 

2 
strategy. The advertising budget averaged under $3.5 million per year. 

or less than 1% of sales. In 1976, the budget increased to $23 million,· 

or 2% of sales; by 1979 Levi Strauss had launched a massive adverti~ing 

campaign including OlympiC support and had increased its budget to $66.7 

million or 3.2% of sales.3 It appears that Levi Strauss, haVing increased 

~opofsky argues "one might have assumed that all along ••• the real interest 
here.is a congruity of interests [in loy prices] between marufacturer and 
consumer." p.17S7 of the testimony. Haas 1s even more direct: "I don't· 
consider suggested retail priCing a viable marketing tool anymore." p. 2226 
of the testimony. . 

2 Advertising Age. Sept. 15, 1978. 

3Levi Strauss. 1979 Annual Report. 
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difficulty in using vertical restraints to promote product quality, vas 

turning to an alternative mode--advertising. This may in the future make 

customer restrictions less attractive. As noted earlier, the aarketing 

literature suggests that the value of both atore prestige and price si~nals 

declines vith brand avareness. So the use of advertising may have reduced 

the value of customer restrictions to the firm. And, indeed, there is 

some evidence, as ve viII see in the next section of this paper, that this 

policy too may be being abandoned. 

I have argued so far that by the middle 1970& Levi Strauss vas 

able to maintain its high quality image vithout using rpm, through the 

use of advertising, product development and so on. 

In the next section of this paper. I look at the recent evidence on 

the effects of the change in selling strategy on Levi Strauss' performance, 

and make some tentative estimates of· the velfare consequence of the 

FTC suit. 

lrhe shift in Levi Strauss' position vis a vis its retailers is cl~ar 
from statements by: those retailers in the business press. Recently, 
Levi Strauss began marketing its jeans more broadly, including to 
3.C. Penney Co. and Sears. Higher quality stores reacted~ '~here's 
a general feeling of bitterness, but at this point most stores just 
can't afford to cut out as large a supplier as Levi' •• " (Business 
~.March 8, 1982. p.77) 
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III. The Effects of Price Co~petition 

In January 1977, in the middle of the antitrust ca.e, Levi Strauss 

foreally abacdoned its policy of Buggestin. retail prices to its retailers. 

In the discussion which follaws~ I trace the effec~ of this policy chan.e 

on Levi Strauss in the three years sixlce that chanse, and make some tenta-

tive esti=a~es of the nature and magnitude of the changes produced by 

abandoning resale price mainteDance on consumers. 

The evidence in this case Buggest. that retail price maintenance 

was becoming, by the time the FIC case was brought in 1976, an obsolete 

policy for Levi Strauss. Still, in the abaeDce of FIe intervention, it is 

likely that Levi Strauss would have continued this policy for several more 

years. The firm fought givinS up the policy throughout the casei it was 

not until the end of the case that Levi Strauss' la~~er declared that main-

ta1ning prices was perhaps not in the firm's best interesc.. This rigidity 

in changing firm strategy is not unexpected. If we view the pric:1ng policy 

as part of a cot:lplex bargain between retailer and manufacturer, as Caves 

does,l then one would expect it to take some time before the elements of 

that bargaixl would be changed. 

The "TIC cocplaint was brought in Hay, 1976. InJ'anuary, 1977 the 

Levi Strauss policy of suggestins retail prices was formally abandoned. 

In June, 1977, price cocpetit1on at the retail level began in earnest. 

County Seat stores, a large retail chain, lo\,;ued Levi's prices by about 

:0%," by the end of the Sw:De~ prices had fallen to about 40% below pre-. . . -
-. 2 

' .. 1ou81y maintained resale prices, at leut in this area of the counttY 

(the ~1d\leat). 

leaves , !!E.. d t. 

2aobert Steiner. !!£.cit, p.45S. 
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From the point of view of the consumer, abandonment of retail price 

maintenance has ~o possible effect~: a change in pr1ces--typically a 

decrease, coupled ~ith so=e increase in price variance; and a chanse in the 

level of services provided at the retail level. We have argued earlier 

that few services were provided at the retail level as a consequence of the 

pricin& policy. There is further empirical evidence that Abandonins retail 

price maintenance did not substantially reduce service providon. Richard 

Posner has arsued that one v~ to identify whether a resale price mainten-

ance asreement is actively helping to provide services is to look at the 

.ffect of imposin; th~t restraint.l If output decreases after a restraint 

is 1=posed, this suggests that price maintenance is not providing l=portant 

de:and-augmenting services. In our case ve have the opposite natural 

experiment: vertical restraints have been abandoned, not imposed. Removal 

. of these restraints wUl increase sales .. prices faU, but tend to reduce 

sales,1f prior restraints ~couraged service provision. So, if the reeoval 

of restraints 1s accompan1ed by a rise in lales, this lugsests that price 

elastic1ty of the good 1s stronger than the lervice·elasticity. 

In the Levi Strau .. case, the initial effect of the removal of the 

26 

vertical restraints appears to have b'en to increase lales. The Levi Strauss 

3rd Quarter 1977 company report describes the ait.uation: "U.S. retailers 

initiated dilcount prices on certain jeans products to increase store traffiC 

aDd in-store excitement durins a period when retail activity vas ;enerally 

8luggish. The obv~~ result· vas Cl mcreased demand for Levi's juns, which 

brousht us many new consumer •• "2 Compm, data indicate a larse increase ·in 

laichard POlner·, .!!.2..~, p.lSl. 

~rti 5trau.. =apany report. 'third Quarter. 1977. 
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.les in both the 'second and third quarters of 1977. As indicated 'in 

ble I, annual sales growth'vas substantial. 

The 1977 evidence, tilen, auggests that resale }:Ir~ce ma:1.ntenanc:e 

5 not, in ~is recent period, he~ping to sup'port an essent~a1 serv~ce. 

~s is consistent with rrry earlier argument tilat, by 1977, resale price 
, ' 

.intenance as a qual~ty signal vas becoming obsolete. Later sales data 

Illawe:i the same pattern. 1978 at first appears to be contrary to our 
. 

~ectations. Growth in sales was quite modest; indeed ecployment grovth 

Ls negative and for a period of time during the year the firm vas forced 

, cut back to a 4-day production 'Week. The annual report: suggests.the 

~rm's poor' performance vas primarily due to tile jeans division, vhich 

lffered a decline •. : 

An examination of the finandal data of Levi Strauss' nearest rival, 

I 
Lue 'Bell, helps to put Levi Strauss' 1978 performance in perspectiv!!.· 
I. 

Lue Beli suffered even more drasticall.y than did Levi Strauss in 1976. 

~deed in April. 1978, Blue Bell decreased its wholesale price by lS:.l 

~is suggests that Levi StrauSs' poor performance in 1978 vas not primarily 

le result of SOme firm-specific change like brand-name deterioration; but 

ather came from an industry-vide phenomenon. The strong grovth in 1979 

LlppOrts the viev that Lev:i Strauss' brand-name has not deteriorated as a 

onsequence of the price competition. Levi Strauss' market share data 

27 

130 indicates its strQng performance. Betveen 1976 Zld 1977, Levi Strauss' 

ales of jeans grew at a rate of just over 20:. 'Which is about the s~me:, 'as 

2 
he national growth in jeans. This j,. quite good performance given the 

":Robert Steiner. Brand Advertising and the Consumer Goods EconoE,Y.. forthccmi~&, 

1J.S. figures from Current Industrial. 'ReeortS: Apparel; Levi Strauss data 
from annual reportS. 
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increase in desi;ner jeans during this period. A comparison with Levi 

Strauss' major "plain jean'rival, Blue Beli, is perhaps more illuminating. ~ 
. 

Blue 5ell had been losing mouket si:lare to Levi Strauss during the lau 

1960's and early 1970's (see table 2). In 1974-1976, this market share 

erosion halted; indeed in 1976, Blue Bell's market share increased sligh:l.y. 

The price competition in 1977 vas accocpanied by a return to the earlier 

trend toward Levi Strauss dominance. 

A. comparison of stock prices is also revealing of the competitive 

position of the two rivals during the period. In Table 3 the closing ~~ock 

prices for Levi Strauss and Blue Bell on the first trading day of each month 

are presentec!. In column 3 of that table, I bave calculated the ratio of 

:he Levi Strauss stock price to the lilue: }Sell price. This ratio fa.ll.s in 

1976 and :11en oe:gins to climb again in- mid-1977 • So the eviuence suggesu It 

that in 1977, Levi Strauss' relative position improved. 

In SWIl, U least elle preliminary evidence suggesU that by 1977, and 

through 1979., unfetured price competition did not result in a deterioration 

of the Levi Strauss name. As Levi Strauss itself argued, retail chains in 

lowering prices were "using our jeans as traffic builders, not loss 1eaders.',l 

The enviroament facing Levi Strauss had changed; ad.venisingi and built up 

good. will md. consumer awareness, had changed the balance between Levi Strauss 

aDd. its retailers, so that price protection vas no longer necessary to 

induc:a high quality stores to carry Levi Strauss' good.s. Moreover, the 

FTC suit allowed Levi. Strauss to abandon vhat had become an obsolete poliCy 

srac1ouslv. 

1 
Rober: Grohman. in Forbes, August 21, 1978. 
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Estimatin; the magnitude of the gains to consumers from price reduc-

tions b difficult. The initial effect of abandoning the policy was to 

reduce prices. in some areas by 40~. This reduction came. hawever. before 

either Levi Strauss or the retail. sector had adjusted to the n~ reg1=ei 

=oreover. this large reduction was localized. Thus. this fisure aee::lS to 

be a considerably overestimate of the price reductions to be expected frorJ 

the FIC action in the first year. There is evidence in the test:1:ony of 

the case that Levi Strauss' price wa. several dollars above that of its 

rivals. Part of this may well be attributable to the consucer's perception 

of higher quality of Levi Strauss; part is almost certainly a result of the 

retail price protection offered by Levi Strauss. A conservative estimate 

is that the immediate effect of the FTC action vas to reduce the price of 

29 

Levi Strauss' jeans by $1. In 1976. the firm sold 75 million pairs of jeans. l ,2 

In total. then. for 1976. a conservative esticate is that consumers saved 

$75 million. If we assume a price elasticity of 1. this translates into 

a dead-weight ,ain of just. over $3 million. vith the remainin; constitut1n; 

a transfer from Levi Straus. and its retailers to consumers. 

There are two issues rtmaining in estimating the size of the gains 

from a price decrease: how far did it spread and haw long.did it last? 

Initial reports of the Levi Strauss price cuts i~dicate that Blue Bell 

reduced ita wholesale price by 18%. This .. y suggest that Blue Bell and 

lrhere are two sourc •• for thia: Advertising AU, Sept. 12. 1977; and 
and independent calcu~tion. lD 1976. Levi Strauss had jeans sales of 
$569 million (annuAl reports) i if we divide these sales by an .-verage 
wholesale price of-$7.S0 (baaed on invoic •• .vailable in the Court 
record) ve eet .u estimate of ~olume of 75.9 million. 

2 1976 is used as a b .. e y.ar to calculate the velfare. effect •• ven 
though Levi Strauss did Dot forsally abandon rpm until January 1977. 
1977 ia not a useful year for comparisons since the growth in sal •• 
iD that year .. y reflect a pent up re.ponse to the lifting of r~. 
Vsing 1976 a. a base lives a con •• rYat1ye •• tiaate to aa1es. 8ince 
steady-seate post-rpm aale. are likely to have increased. 
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other brand name jeana ver~ alao earning 8upra-coapetitive returns. 

ahielded by Levi Strauss'price umbrella. On the other hand. the price 

reduction .. y represent a temporary, competitive responae to Levi Strauss' 

policy change. If ve assume the jeans business ~ Levi Strauss vas 

competitive prior to the FTC suit. ehe change in tev1 Strauss' behavior 

viII have little effect on long run pricin~ patterns by other firms. 

although the market share of the other firms may be reduced. A conservative 

estimate is to assume no price change in non-Levi Strausa jeans. Alter-

1 Datively. one can assume as does Steiner that the price reduction in 

DOD Levis' jeans va. equal to that 1D Levis. ID this case, since Levis 

has one-third of the market. the velfare gain from price matching vould 

be an additional $150 million. 

The ttme i •• ue ia also difficult. 1 h.ve argued in this paper that 

resale price maintenance vas becomins, at the Ume of the FTC suit, a 

dated strategy; 1D the Ions run one would h.ve expected this policy to be 

abandoned amyvay. Thus, the pr:lme effect of the ITC suit may vell have been 

to accelerate the strategy change. It i. har~ to know how much acceleration 

vas 1Dvolved, although the vigor vith vhich Levi Str~ss fought the suit 

ausgests that the ITC action may have liven consumers so=e not inconsiderable 

ttme SaiD. 

The move ~ay from resale price maintenance affects DOt only the 

level of prices but the di.tribution across retail and vholesale levels. 

Since more of the cost of pramotinl ita 1lllZlle viII be done at tlae manu,facturing 

level throulh ac!verUs1D; rather thm at the retall level through services, 

ve would expect m increase in the vholesale price of Levi' a. At the aame 

time, a. retailers move toward prica competition and away fram aerv1ce 

competition 11l response to the abandoument of ruale price maintenance, 

retail aark-ups abould fall. This appears to lawe happes:ed 11l 1977; ve 

would apect aark-ups to rBlain at a law level. There are two forces at 

1aobert Std.ner, !E. • ..5!l • 
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vor~ which m1;h~ lead ~o further reductions in these margins. First. 1.£ 

Levi Straus.' cu.to~er restrictiou policy eases, allowing for sales by 

retailers with even 10'Wer service level., margins should decrease further. 

Secondly, as Steinerl argues, margiU$ may decrease as advertising levels 

rise, since such advertising affects the rela~ive bargainin; p~er of 

Levi Strauss versus its retailers. 

Retailers typically compete along two dimensions, ~rice and 

service quality. Resale price maintenance obviously limits competition 

on the former. In an industry like retailing in Which there is .asy 

entry, limiting price competitiou viII result in an increase in average 

service levels until excess profits are dissipated. Stores vhich find 

it ea~y to provide services viII do relatively veIl in this environmenti 

stores vhich have traditionally been .ore price-oriented viII stop carrying 

the supported .. rchandi.e. Abandoning resale price maintenance produces an 

important ~ange in the environment 1n vhich retailers operate. One 'Would 

expect a change in the relative success of service vs. price-oriented stores. 

In the Levi Strauss case this effect is mu~ed somewhat by the continuation 

of the fina's eustocer restrictions policy, vhic.'l limits the merchandise 

available to very 10\1 service, lov price etores. Nevertheless, ve have 

observed since 1977 • shift 1n the pattern of retailers carrying Levi jeans. 
2 

Hanagers of .all stores report I've can't compete with the big mall storesil' 

cuS "where once as many as 16 jems shops might be doing business 1n a single 

shopping mall, today it's mainly the large volume chaiLs that are pro.spering 

1n the bade jeans market.',3 Indeed, recentl,. Levi Strauss began to open its 

sales up to mass :arkete~s, including Sears and J.e. Penne,. co.' Thi. is 

consistent with our aarlier arguments that customer restrictions .. ,. be-

co::.!:t& dated in the 11ght of Levi ~trau .. ' stronger image. 

1Steiner, op cit 

25tate Journal. !! ill.. 
3Forbes, August 21, 1978 

'Busine •• Veek, March 8, 1982, p.77. 
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-:v. Concludon 
, 

.' - The apparel 1ndus~ry haa be~ a frequen~ target of Federal Trade 

~mcission reaale price maintenance charges. Levi Strauss vas a prominent 

;xample. In this paper I have tried to examine Levi Strauss' motives for 

ngacing in resale price main~enance and customer res~ric~ions. puring 

:ts 1960'. eJCp.nsion. the fiIm appears ~o have used these restraints to 

:romote its brand name quality image. In the later 1970's, as the FTC 

.ction made resale price maintenance impOSSible, and as the structure of 
I 

Ihe c~any evolved, the firm turned instead to more aggressive advertising 

s a vay to promote ita brand name. Indeed the evolution of Levi Strauss' 

tratety followed closely the pattern outlined by Telser in his classic 

rticle on resale price maintenance. 

If the manufacturer vi shes the special services of 
retailers, he may set a floor to the retail price 
of this nev product •. After a nev product'has gained 
vide consumer acceptance, its producer no longer 
needs to maintain a =dnimum retail price. We may 
expect to observe the resale price maintenance 
agreements of nev products to persist for a. long 
as it takel the product to become familiar to 
consumers. 

The principal effect of the FTC action appears to have been to 

~ve stimulated the firm to make this transition in its policy. 

Teber, !2.~. 
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Executive Summary 

In May, 1976 the Federal Trade Commi •• ion filed suit against 

Levi Straus. charging the company with engaging i~ vertical restraints 

to fix prices at the retail level. Particular charges included resale 

price maintenance and customer restrictions. The case vas settled in 

1978. 

In this paper, it is argued that Levi Strauss restricted its . 

retail outlet. a. a vay to .ignal consumers about the high quality of its 

jean.. Resale price 1I&intenance vas used to provide adequate ret~11 

margins to the more service-oriented retailers that Levi Strauss vas 

trying to encourage to stock Levi •• 

Manufacturers bsve a variety of techniques Which may be used to 

convince consumer. of the quality of their product. Levi Straus. 

originally used store restrictions. As the company became more veIl 

knOwn, through increased advertising and repeated customer purchases, 

store restriction. became le.s. important. At the same time, Levi Strauss' 

improved image .trengthened its positions vis a vis its retailers and 

made the reaale price maintenaDce a. a vay to induce stores to stock 

Levie ob.olete. 

The FTC action nevertheless had an important· effect on Levi Strauss, .. 

at least in accelerating the proce •• by which resale price maintenan"ce . 
va. abandoned. The effect of the FTC action appear. to have been a 

.ubstantial price reduction on Levi. jeans, and perhaps rival jeans 

a. veIl; a fall in retail ~rgins on jeans; and a shift in the stores 

carrying jeans .vay from small, bigh overhead operation •• 
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Levi Straullll Financial Data 

Annual Earninp Annual Return Return 
Growth Net per NUllber of Grovth in on on 

Net Sales in Salea Income Share Emplo!eell EII210Yllent Eguit! Salell 
(000,000) (000,000) 

" 1967 116.5 7.8 $ .40 12527 19.0% 4~4% 

1968 ' 213.5 211 12.1 .62 14067 12 25.8 5.1 

1969 269,.0 26 14.1 .15 16466 17 25.6 5.5 

1970 349.5 30 18.6 .96 18900 15 26.8 5.3 
I 

Q) 1911 432.0 24 19.1 .93 21383 13 23.2 4.6 
N 
I 

1912 504.1 17 25.0 1.15 25137 18 16.8 S.O 

1973 653.0 lO 11.9 .54 29141 16 7.0 1.8 

1974 897.1 •• 38 34.9 1.60 lO141 1 19.8 l.9 

1915 1015.2 13 64.7 2.9S 29675 -2 ll.4 6.4 

1976 1219.7 20 104.8 4.71 32540 10 39.5 8.6 

1977 1559. 28 129.8 5.87 37170 14 35.8 8.3 

1978 1682. 8 144.9 l.28 35100 -6 ll.3 8.6 

1979 2101. 25 191.4 4.5 44700 21 JJ.3 9.1 
.I 

i w 

] 
~ 

I 

J 
:1 Sourcei Levi Strau.s, Annual Reportll 
I 
,I ~ ,") .. {:,') 

. : ;'~ ~rr) 
,: ~ " 
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Table 2 

Blue Bell Data 

Market Share 
Annual Net Return Blue Bell Sales + 

Net Sales Growth Net Income on Sales Blue Bell+Levi Sales 

r67 164.9 5.3 3.2% .48 
1-

/68 188.3 14% 6.0 3.2% .47 

169 202.7 8 7.9 3.9 .43 
I 

170 238.8 18 9.6 4.0 .41 
I 

171 293.9 23 13.2 4.4 .40 
I 

/72 344.5 17 15.0 4.4 .41 

,73 412.3 20 15.1 3.7 .39 

174 513.8 2S 19.8 3.9 .36 

'75 568.6 11 25.8 4.5 .36 

176 730.4 28 56.6 7.7 .37 

177 873.7 20 70.7 8.0 .36 

178 872.3 -1 53.6 6.1 .34 

Nrc.: Annual reports. 
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First trading day of 

January, 1976 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Se;>te=ber 
October 
November " 

December 
January, 1977 

February 
¥.arch 
April 
}lay 
June 
July 
AUGust 
September 
October 
November 
Dece=ber 

January. 1978 
February 
Harch 
April 
Hay 
Jur.e 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

January, 1979 
February 
Harch 
April 
Hay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

II 
Stock Iplit, 2 for 1. 

Table 3 

Trends .in Stock Prices 

1976 - Present 
Closing Stock Price 

Levi Straus Blue Bell 

40.3 37.3 
45;4 44.1 
47.0 45.6 
49.2 44.3 
49.6 44.4 
43.S 39.4 
43.3. 42.4 
22.1 40.4 
19.5 40.3. 
21.5 21.4 
21.7 22.5 
25.7 25.5 
27.5 28.4 
28.4 29.6 
27.2 30.1 
26.3 28.5 
26.7 28.6 
28.5 25.7 
28 -27.5 
27.1 25.2 
27.1 23.6 
27.S 22.4 
27.2 . 23.1 
2B.7 23.5 
29.1 23.1 
28.4 23 
29.3 21.6 
29 23.5 
33 23.1 
35.7 -23 
33.1 20.5 
38 19.1 
35 20.6 
36 21.2 
33 18.4 
34.3 20.6 
34.7 20.4 
42.2 23 
42.3 23 
46.5 25.4 
47.3 27 
47.7 25 
49.S 25.4 
55 26.2 
60.3 27.4 
63.4 25.6 
57.4 24 
67.4 27.6 
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LS Price/BB Price 

1.08 
1.03 
1.03 
1.11 
1.11 
1.10 
1.02 
1.09 

.96 
1.00 

.96 
1.01 

.97 

.96 

.90 

.92 

.93 
1.11 
1.02 
1.08 
1.15 
1.23 
1.1S 
1.22 
1.26 
1.23 
1.36 
1.23 
1.43 
1.55 
1.61 
1.83 
1.70 
1.70 
1.79 
1.67 
1.70 
1.83 
1.84 
1.83 
1.75 
1.91 
1~9S 
2.09 
2.20 
2.48 
2.39 
2.44 

• 
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Sharon Oster 
Revised March 1982 

Levi Strauss: Some Hypotheses and Necessary Evidence, A Proposal fQr 
nata Gathering 

1. Advertising 

The major arSU%:lent m.ade in my analysis of the Levi Strauss case 

vas that the firm used a mix of resale price suggestions and customer 

restrictions to rromote its br~d name, high quality image. Ab~concent 

of the price suggestions should increase the firm's reliance on other 

available signals, most prominently advertising. 

Up-to-date and past data on advertising levels of Levi Strauss -a."ld 

its major rivals should be collected. Levi Strauss annual .reports provide 

advertising data back to 1976, although these data arp. inconsistent with 

that of Steiner (Steiner cites a figure of .S~ advertising/sales in 1576, 

vhile annual reports give a figure o~ 1.9%). These discrepancies need to 

be cleared up; these data need to be extende·d into the further past and . 

. into the future. Also, parallel data from Blue Bell would make a useful 

comparison. 

2. 'Wholesale Prices 

Since more of the cost of promoting its name viII be done at the 

manufacturing level through advertising rather than at the retail level 

through services, ve would expect an increase in the vholesale price pf Levi t s. 

3. RetailMargins 

As retailers move toward price cOQpetition and away from service 

competition in response to the abandonm~nt of resale price maintenance, 

retail mark-ups should fall. This appears to bave bappened in 1977; ve 

would expect mark-ups to remain at a low level. There are two forces at 

work Vhich might laad to further reductions in these margins. First, if 
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Levi Strauss' customer restriction policy eases, allo_ing for sales by 

retailers with even lower service levels. margins s.hould decrease further. 

Secondly, as Steiner argues, cargins cay decrease as advertising levels 

rise. 

In order to test this hypothesis directly, we need to compare the 

wholesale price data gotten from Levi Strauss with a s~ple of retail price 

data (see item 4 for a discussion of this). 

An indirect test of the hypothesis would involve an' exACination of 

the change over time in the nucber and type of retail outlets carry~.n;; the 

Levi's product. As margins fall, high service-type operations will no 

longer find it profitable to carry the line; indeed there is scattered 

evidence cited in my paper that this is already occurring. A recent 

Business Week article suggests that Levi Strauss is widening its 

retailers to include Sears and Penney's. (Business Yeek. March 6, 1982) 

Further evidence from Levi Strauss on the characteristics of its 

retail outlets now versus 1976 would be extremely useful. 

4." Final Prices 

The initial effect of the FTC action was to reduce retail prices. 

in some areas by as much as 40%. This reduction came, however, before 

either Levi Strauss or the retail sector had fully adjusted to the new 

regime. The arguments under 3. above, suggest that retail margins should 

in general fall as a result of the abandonment of resale price maintenance. 

Wholesale prices, On the other hand, given that Levi Strauss has increased 

its advertising levels dgnificantly, should rise somewhat. So, the net .. 

long-term effect On prices 1s uncertain. 

The abandonment of resale price maintenance will affect not only 

retail price levels, but the variance in retail prices. In particular, 
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ve should expect to observe a diversity of price/quality combinations as a 

result of the loosening up of price restraints. This cccplicatas the process 

of data collection. If there is more than one price, ~hat price do ve 

collect to observe trends OVer time? The best strate&y would seem to be to 

go back through old newspapers in several cities, to find trends in adver-

tised prices. Lansing. Michigan. vhere the Great Jeans ~ar be&an is an 

obvious chOice; perhaps New York and San Francisco might be other cases. 

An additional issue raised in the paper, and a matter of d1spute--

between Steiner and myself, involves the price reductions expected in 

Levi Strauss' rivals. There are reasonable arguments on both sides of 

this: Levi Strauss "may have used its policies to support a price umbrella 

in which case all jeans' prices would fall after the FTC action; alterna-

tively rival prices .. y already have been at competitive prices,in vhich 

case Levi Strauss' price decrease would simply have altered market shares. 

This is an empirical issue. Data could be -collected on prices charged 

by Blue Bell and perhaps tvo or three other jeans' firms in the same 

vay Levi's prices vere collected (discussed above). 

A final issue ill Levi Straus.' prices is the short versus lon"g run 

effects. As indicated in the paper, there is an argument that abandoll-

ment of rpm vill degrade Levi Strauss' brand name; and that the surge in 

sale Ii in 1977 simply represented the "eeshiDs in" of Levi'. image. If 

this is indeed the ca.e, ve should observe all else equal some decline 

in sales ill later years. If. on the other hand, my hypothesis 18 correct", 

Dw .u~h decline vould be eXpected. Evidellce on these cOlltra.ting hypotheses 

is difficult to gather. but comparative data on stock prices and sales 

of Levi Strauss and its eva or three top rivals would be suggestive. 
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The Industry Study: Marketing Shoes 

The purpose of this review of the Flo~sheim case is to help determine if 

continued prosecution of vertical restraints imposed by manufacturers. 

particularly resale price maintenance (RPM), is in the best interest of consumers. 

The immediate concern is less with legality than with maximizing consumer welfare. 

for the objection to RPM is not simply that it is illegal. but also that it does 

not maximize consumer welfare, and may not even maximize manufacturers' profits. l 

While the FTC was properly concerned with both optimality and legality in the 

Florsheim case, the distinction between these goals in the case of RPM has 

been questioned recently. As noted by Justice White in his dissenting opinion, 

the logic of ~rE-Sylvania implies that the rule of resson should be applied 

to price as'well as non-price vertical restraints. GTE-Sylvania has prompted 

discussion of adopting a rule of reason test or even a per ~ legality 

rule for RPM. This case study is one step in considering new guidelines 

for vertical restraints cases: determining the welfare implications of 

prohibiting a reasonably typical consumer goods producer from imposing such 

restraints • 

Analyzing the Florsheim case requires a thorough understanding of marketing. 

since the vertical restraints impo~ed by Florsheim were simply among the means 

by which it attempted to achieve its optimal (profit-maximizing) "marketing 

mix." "Marketing mix" is the phrase textbooks use to describe the bundle of 

attributes a company presents to the consumer: product, price, place and 

2 promotion. The FTC complaint objects to Florsheim's practice of resale 

price maintenance (price), its attempts to secure exclusive dealing and to avoid , 

discount outlets (place). and its discriminatory assistance to dealers ~promotion) .:,~ 
~t,: 

Determining the impact on consumer welfare of prohibiting these measures 

requires the anSwers to three different kinds of questions. First, why did 
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~lorsheim choose its original marketing mix? Did this mix maximize profits' 

::Ir sales? Second, why didn't Florsheim use the available legal methods of 

'lc:hieving its preferred JDarketing mix? For example, why didn't Florsheim 

aeU only through its own outlets, like Them MeAn? Or,. if Florsheim knew 

,!!lough about consumer demand to impose RPM, why didn't it charge instead a 

Iholesale price that leaves only a competitive retailer margin? 3 Third, 

'hat is the relationship between profit maximization for Florsheim and welfare 

i 
naximization for consumers? In a competi ti ve industry, profit maximizing 

~havior achieves only the required rate of return for that industry, and 

,Lmproves consumer welfare by preventing the seller's bankruptcy and disappear

mce from the market. The same tactics, pursued in a non-competitive industry, 

:Ould harm consumers by extracting from them profi ts above the required rate 

)f return. 

This study addresses these questions in two stages. The first is an 

Jldustry study; i.e., an analysis of material on strategy and structure in 

~e shoe industry which helps explain how Florsheim's behavior emerged from 

.ts goals and the constraints of the market. Sections I - III examine in 

letail the structural and behavioral evidence on the welfare effects of 

~lorsheim's marketing strategy. Alternative hypotheses about Florsheim's 

~havior, and its consequences for consumers, are introduced as the relevant 

',nstitutional detail is developed. The hypotheses, their welfare implica:tions , 

l%ld the empirical tests which could distinguish them are all summarized at 

be end of the industry study (Section IV). Section IV also contains my 

~valuation of the evidence bearing on the validity of each hypothesis, including' 

~ analysis of the preliminary price survey taken by the FTC shortly after 

bolition of Florsheim's RPM practices. The hypotheses are not all mutually 
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exclusive, but they are not all equally likely, either. 

The second step, presented in a separate report, is to utilize the 

information from the industry study and preliminary price survey to design 

a system for monitoring the shoe market during and aftar the FlorsheilC 

consent decrees. The purpose of this monitoring would be to establish, more 

firmly than possible with the present evidence, which of the hypotheses about 

Florsheim's marketing strategy are corre~. 

Carrying out the empirical study is the obvious third step: perhaps 

this study will persuade the F'l'Cto make that investment. 

I. Shoes as a Product and the Demand for Shoes 

In the language of marketing texts, men's dress and casual shoes are 

shopping goods, sold in a segmented market, with several bases for segmentation. 

These product characteristics indicate a concentrat~ marketing strategy, 

with exclusive or selective ~ather than extensive or mass distribution and 

advertising. The purpose of this section is to render these statements into 

the language of economics. 

A. Shoes as Shopping Goods: Buying Habits and Marketing Strategies 

Of the many ways of classifying consumer products, the most relevant 

for our purposes is based on shopping habits. A common taxonomy divides 

4 
products into three classes: 

Convenience goods: frequently purchased, with little expenditure 
of time or money per purchase: perceived risk 
and decision effort low. 

Shopping goods: less frequently purchased, with considerable 
expendi ture of time and money per purchase: 
perceived risk and decision effort high. 
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Specialty goods: any goods with such strong brand preference that 
II a significant group of buyers are habitually 
willing to make a special purchasing effort;" 
perceived risk high, but "in-store" decision effort 
very low. 

Shoes. including men's shoes, are obviously shopping goods. We shall 

:msider the characteristics of demand for footwear which make ita shopping 

::IOd belowJ for the mome:nt let us consider the implications of buying habits 

~r marketing strategy. 
. 

Since advertising attempts to convert both convenience goods and shopping 

::IOds into specialty goods, successful advertising blurs these distinctions. 

5 
.~r example, jeans are shopping goods but Levi's are specialty goods. 

orter's extensive research has shown that advertising is much more likely 

~ succeed in elevating a convenience good brand than a shopping good brand 

~ specialty good status. The reasons for this are fairly straightforward. 

~vertising is costless information of relatively low quality. and thus more , . 

~ely to be influential in purchases where the consequences of error are 

~, either because little mOney is involved or purchases are frequent. 

~ere consequences of error are high, usually because the product is expensive, 

le consumer invests in additional information by direct inspection, salesclerk 

,ssistance, etc. J in other words, he shops. Therefore, in most cases the 

anufacturer of a shopping good must rely on retailer inputs of advice, 

~rvice, ambience, credit, etc., to resolve the consumer's decision problem 

11 favor of his brand. Vertical restrictions to ensure provision of these. 

!rVices may, by maximizing sales, maxim; ze both profits and consumer welfare. 

li! real distinction between shopping goods and specialty goods (orconvenienc,~ . 

)Ods) is that for the latter, the manufacturer's advertising and/or product 

lality suffice by themselves to induce purchase--retailer efforts are 

~relevant. 
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A shopping good manufacturer whose advertising or product quality has 

elevated his product to specialty good status should be indifferent to the 

quality of the retail outlets selling his product because consumers have been 

persuaded to purchase his brand before entering the ste>re. This assumes that 

post-purchase service is either unnecessary (Levi's) or provided by the 

manufacturer (Sony TV's) • A manufacturer in this position should aim for 

extensive, low-cost distribution to minimize consumers' total costs. Low-

cost, low margin distribution will maximize sales, consumer welfare, and 

(given wholesale price) profits. In marketing terminology, Steiner's assertion 

that Levi Strauss was pursuing a suboptimal policy with RPM is equivalent to 

saying that Levi Strauss failed to recognize that Levi's had become a specialty 

7 
good. Furthermore, if Florsheim shoes have become specialty goods, a switch 

to extensive, low-cost distribution will maximize consumer welfare as well as 

Florsheim's profits (assuming no negative impact on wholesale price) •• 

• The convenience good/shopping good distinction explains why shoes are 
not used as Rloss leaders" to attract traffic to the store. This question 
was raised when the FTC attorneys asked.Florsheim to justify its discriminatory 
practice of making damaged shoes available to only one retailer (Chernin's 
in Chicago) •. This practice struck the FTC attorney as discriminatory because 
other dealers too "might want to sell damaged merchandise as a loss. leader, 
something to bring people into the store, thus selling a greater number of 
Florsheim shoes."8 But as retailing texts point out, effective loss leaders 
must be convenience goods, not shopping goods. That is, in order to both 
attract customers and produce sales of goods other than the loss leader itself, 
the loss leader must be frequently purchased, carry a familiar price so that 
th~ bargain is recognized, and be a "small ticket" item so that the shopper 
will want to buy something else to make the trip worthwhile and have money 
left over to buy something else. 9 Children's sandals, or possibly some cheap 
non-leather footwear may fit this description, but men's leather shoes do not. 
Furthermore, something not mentioned by the retailing texts (probably because. 
they are oriented toward training department store management) is that loss 
leaders work only in stores with a variety of merchandise. Thus children's 
sandals could be an effective loss leader ina family shoe store, because 
shoes for other family members could be purchased. In a narrow product-line 
outlet such as a men's shoe store, the man who purchased the loss leader would 
have no further need to shop at that outlet. For these reasons, it appears 
to me that Florsheim's method for disposing of damaged, shopworn, and returned 
shoes does not place its regular dealers at a disadvantage • 
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Are Florsheim shoes a specialty gOOd? Unfortunately there is no 

bjective test of a brand's status in the market. Both Florsheim and local 

.hge retailers refer to ·Florsheim" as ·a magic name at retail,· but Florsheim's 

PM practices. avoidance of discounters. and assistanc~ to retailers indicate 

belief that Florsheim shoes are conventional shopping goods. This is an . 
xample of the methodoloqical problem mentioned in the introduction. It is 

lear that Florsheim is following the profit maximizing strategy for a shopping 

, . 
oed, but that may not be FlorsheUl's best strategy if in fact Florsheim shoes 

ave l?ecome a specialty good. The policy issue facing the Fl'C is the extent 

,0 which it wishes to supplant manufacturers' judgment on this matter. 

We shall return to the issue of Florsheim's status as a shopping good 

r specialty good repeatedly: evidence on the issue will be presented in the 

ourse of our discussion of the relevant aspects of marketing. 

B. The Nature of Footwear Demand and Market Segmentation 

1. Economic Determinants of Demand 

Economists have little to say about the demand for shoes. both absolutely 

nd relative to other goods. While Houthakker and Taylor did estimate a 

emand function for shoes. "because of the low R2 and the assumption that 

epreciation equals zero. this equation leaves much to be desired.·
lO 

The 

i2 of their footwear demand equation was only. 71, much below the .92-.99 

snge for other goods and services. The short-run elasticity of demand with 

!spect to expenditure (roughly, income elasticity) was .94, indicating that 

loes are a normal good; and the short-run real price elasticity was -.91. 

This kind of aggregate SUllmla:ry statistic about d~d, an income or 

dce elasticity, is almost useless as a guide to understanding the market for 
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a differentiated fashion good such as men's shoes because it assumes that 

shoes are a homogeneous good, and that consumption of shoes is influenced 

primarily by income and price. These assumptions of conventional economic 

demand theory are applicable to long-run demand~ e.g., ~o the consumer's 

allocation of his budget between housing and shoes, but not to short-run 

demand, e.g., to the consumer's choice of a brand of men's shoes. To 

understand short-run demand, choice between brands, we need to survey consumer 

psychology. We need .to understand short-run demand because that is what 

the marketing strategies of shoe companies such as Florsheim are trying to ,... 
... ' 

influence. 

2. Psychological Determinants of Demand: The Importance of "Tastes" 

Texts in marketing usually begin their discussion of consumer behavior 

·th b· f f Ab ah M 1 'th f . . 11 Wl. a rl.e summary 0 r am as ow s eery 0 motl.vatl.on. Briefly, 

Maslow posited a heirarchy of human needs ("Maslow's Heirarchy of Needs") , 

and further hypothesiz~d that the most urg~nt needs will be satisfied first, 

and that once a need is satisfied it ceases to be a motivator because the 

person moves on to the next need. Maslow's heirarchy is as follows: 

1. Physiological needs 

2. Safety needs 

3. Social needs (belongingness and love) 

4. Esteem needs 

s. Self-actualization needs. 

The needs and the heirarchy are fairly obvious, as is their relation to 

conventional economic theory. Traditional demand theory includes in its 

utility function only satisfaction of the first two of these needs, physiological 

and safety. Needs three and four are explicitly excluded via the assumption 
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~at utility functions:are independent; need five is never considered. 

ldeed, Leibenstein's attempt" to incorporate those social. esteem, and self

:tualization needs is appropriately titled Beyond Economic Man.
12 

But 

!cause physiological and safety nee.ds are satisfied for most people, at least 

1 CEO) economies, they are no longer motivators of hJ,DDaJlS even if they are 

~e important than social, esteem, and self-actualization needs. Thus 

Ulufacturers, even of goods which satisfy an obvious physiological and safety 

~ed like shoes, generally ignore those attributes in favor of emphasizing 

le fashionableness of their goods. 

Edward Filene, founder of Filene's Department Stores, commented on this 

rend in 1930: 

••• the whole tendency of production is to put as much style 
and as much variation as possible into staples, 50 that a 
style element enters importantly into most of the merchandise 
which most stores handle today.13 . 

In short, the necessity of keeping one's feet warm and dry is the reason 

! buy shoes, but has almost nothing to do with the brand of shoe we select. 

f course there are exceptions to this generalization: Wright "Arch Preserver" 

~s, Dr. Scholl's sandals. Earth Shoes, and Naturalizers ("No thanks, J:'d 

I 
tther walkS") all appeal directly to physiological and safety needs. Arid 

~xed appeals are possible; e.g. Famolare's slogan, "High heels· don't have 

) hurtS" But in general success in selling shoes to all but the poorest 

,nsumers will depend on satisfying the consumer's psychological needs rather" 

~ his physical needs. 

There is reason for mentioning the basis of consumer psychology, in 

~di tiOD to the obvious one of establishing the importance of tastes. The 

rimacy of psychological needs as actual short-run motivators of behavior should 

! kept in mind when considering the welfare effects of advertising and other 

remotional expenditures. J:n high income countries such as the United States, 
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the marginal benefit to consumers of satisfying needs for esteem, status, 

and self-actualization may be much higher than the marginal benefits of 

,increments to physiological or safety needs. The consumer' 5 demand for fashion fTI) 

may be as "legitimate" a demand for the market to satisfy as any other needs. 

3. Effects of Diverse Tastes on Marketing Strategies 

Tastes for shoes, like tastes for most apparel, are remarkably diverse. 

Marketers have three basic ways of characterizing tastes: homogeneous 

preferences, diffuse preferences, and clustered preferences, as shown in 

F " 1 14 19ure • 

Attribute X 

A. Homogeneous 
preferences 

FIGURE 1 
BASIC MARKET-PREFERENCE PA"rl'ERNS 
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Attribute X Attribute X 

B. Diffused preferences C. Clustered preferences 

The implications of preference pattern for marketing strategy are obvious • 

If preferences are homogeneous or weak, there are no natural market segments: 

extensive distribution and mass media advertising (particularly TV) are the " 

dominant strategies. The appropriate. strategy for diffuse or clustered 

preferences depends somewhat on how many sellers there are in the market. 

Even if tastes are diffuse or clustered, a single seller might well locate 

his prodilc~ in -the center of the attribute space- to minimally satisfy all 

customers, two sellers might locate at the center and compete Vigorously for 

market share with extensive distribution and mass media marketing. But if 
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my sellers populate a diffuse preference market, "they are likely to eventually 

)sition themselves fairly evenly throughout the space and show real differences 

» match consumer preference differences. nlS Sellers competing in a market with 

'~Ustered preferences will select o~e or more market s~gments as their target. 

,l either case, multiple sellers in diffuse or clustered preference markets will 

~actice segmented marketing. This means selective distribution ana advertising 

lrough specialized media, not extensive distribution and mass advertising.* 

These concepts are useful in understanding the footwear industry, which is 

laracterized by diffuse tastes and many sellers. There is no direct evidence 

,Iat footwear tastes are diffuse, although that is certainly suggested by the 

~sual empiricism of one's own shopping experience. However, there are two 

~eces of indirect evidence for diffuse tastes. First, Consumers Union, the 

~lisher of Consumer Reports, does not rate either apparel or footwear precisely 

!cause tastes are too diffuse to make such cOlllparisons possible. 16 Consumers 

,ion certainly rates products where subjective impressions and consumers' 

lstes are important,' for example, frozen pizza and condoms. But tastes for 

lese products are apparently clustered, so that a meaningful comparison of 

'lste attributes can be made with a reasonably sized survey panel. Furthermore, 

lere are laboratory methods for determining brand performance on objective 

Ftributes of these products, but not for apparel. 

,The second piece of evidence for diffuse tastes is the large number of 

:ands: at least 179 brands of "Regular and Casual- shoes according to Leading 
, 

itional Advertisers' Class/Brand YTD for 1978.17 If the textbook strategy 

,r marketing to diffuse tastes is correct, and/or is being followed by shoe 

~ufacturers, we can infer diffuse tastes from the proliferation of brands. 

*These conclusions would not hold if there were significant economies of 
:ale in shoe production, combined with weak preferences. In those circumstances, 
.1 producers would locate at the center of the attribute space; segmented 
~keting would be precluded by consumers' preference for low price over variety. 
'wever, economies of scale in shoe manufacture are quite small relative to the 
lrket. 
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This inference is strengthened by another characteristic of apparel 

markets, one which I have not seen discussed anywhere: people buy more than f;) 

one style of shoes. Unlike the purphase of a house or a car, the purchase 

of one pair of shoes does not preclude the purchase of. another: the consumer 

does not have to make a once-and-for-all decision about which of his tastes 

he should indulge. This encourages manufacturers seeking market share to 

proliferate brands and styles, since persuading the consumer to buy your 

suede loafers does not preclude selling that same customer your patent leather 

disco boots. 

4. Footwear Advertising: Evidence on Market Segmentation 

Careful study of the published data on footwear advertising provides 

considerable insight into the general marketing strategy of the industry, 

18 intra-industry variations in strategy, and Florsheim' s stratt;!gy. Table 1 

shows the distribution of 1978 advertising expenditures by media, for all 

companies which spent more than $10,000 on advertising. Table 2 shows the 

television and total advertising of the ten largest TV advertisers of shoes, 

Table 3· shows Florsheim's advertising expenditures, and Table 4 shows the 

men's shoe advertising expenditures of Florsheim's closest rivals. Table 4 

also shows the advertising/sales ratio for the company owning each brand; 

disaggregation to brand level was impossible because of data limitations. 

Economists and marketers have suggested that the more segmented the 

market, the more advertising expenditures should be directed to selective 

media such as magazines, rather than undifferentiated mass media such as TV, 

19 especially network TV. Table 1 indicates that most firms place little 

reliance on network TV. Al though network and spot TV together comprise hal 

of aggregate advertising expenditures, TV advertising is concentrated in a 
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'ery few firms. Of the 179 brands in LNA' s "Regular and Casual" shoe category, 

8 (55\) advertised only in magazines. Only 11 brands comprise the $4,085,000 

·f network TV advertising, and Hush Puppies accounts for 29.3\. While 52 brands 

se spot TV, the largest user (Thom McAn at $4,976,600) ,accounts for 55.7\ of 

he total. In sport footwear, the $3,723,900 for network TV advertising is 

pent by only six brands, with Keds alone accounting for $2,551,400, or 68.5\. 

n short, most manufacturers have chosen very selective rather than mass 

arketing, using magazines to reach their target audience. Note that even 

he aggregate figures show a higher percentage of magazine advertising for 
. __ . 

port footwear. Most sport footwear is used for particular sports (except for 

ogging and tennis shoes) and specialized magazines exist to serve fans and 

articipants in most sports. Thus targeted advertising is both more necessary 

nd more feasible for this category of footwear. 

Table 2 contains the exceptions which should prove (test) our rule: the 

dvertising budgets of the ten largest TV advertisers. Of the ten, six have 

hosen TV as their only or almost their only advertising medium (92-100\ of 

'otal advertising). The hypothesis that footwear should not rely on mass 

arketing actually fares rather well when one examines this list, although 

here is one genuine anomaly. Two of the ten, Thom McAn and Penney's Family 

hoes, are retailers rather than manufacturers, and sell to the low income 

arket ideally reached by TV. Buster Brown Shoes and Stride Rite children's 

hoes also rely almost exclusively on TV, as de Interco's brands of chil~en's 

hoes, Red Goose Shoes and Poll Parrot (100\ spot TV). Children's shoes are 

relativelyl) low-priced, frequently purchased, have much less variety of 

tyle than adult shoes, and of course are not purchased by the ultimate consumer. 

hese characteristics make children's shoes much more like a convenience than a 

hopping good, making them suitable for TV advertising. Naturalizers, Mushrooms, 
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Scholl's sandals, and Hush Puppies each have some unique physical characteristic 

which their manufacturers believe, apparently correctly, will appeal to a large 

'fraction of the population, thus ~ing TV a natural advertising outlet. 

Interestingly, the characteristic each claims increases health or comfort: 

Naturalizers ("No thanks, I'd rather walk!") and Mushrooms ("She's taking 

that Mushroom Walk") claim uniquely comfortable soles; Hush Puppies claim 

uniquely comfortable uppers (breathable pigskin). The unique feature is 

heavily advertised, and is combined with a variety of styles so that diffuse 

tastes in fashion can be mated with the homogeneous or clustered taste for the 

unique feature. Scholl's approach is slightly different in that its shoes do 

not all have the same unique physical characteristic; the common feature 

being an over-riding design emphasis on health. Scholl's are probably more 

nearly specialty goods than Florsheim's. 

The remaining two brands, Florsheim and its close rival Freeman, do not 

fit the hypothesis as well. Freeman appears to be a genuine anomaly, a medium 

to high priced men's shoe that relies solely on TV advertising. But TV is only 

25\ of Florsheim's advertising and Florsheim's TV ads are for men's and women's 

combined shoe stores. In Table 3, which shows Florsheim's advertising budget 

in more detail, we see that Florsheim's men's shoes are advertised almost 

exclusively in magazines. Florsheim does not advertise all of its brands; its 

lower-price "Worthmoren brand is carried only in company-owned stores and is 

not advertised. This is consistent with advertising quality rather than price 

in appealing to the tastes of the target audience. 

Table 4 presents evidence on the advertising strategies of Florsheim's 

rivals. Except for Freeman, they rely on magazine advertising, an indication 

of selective marketing. The same is true of higher-priced brands such as 

Alden, Allen-Edmonds, Church's, Bally, Pierre Cardin, Clark's; and of lower 

priced brands such as Bostonian, Dexter, and Wright Arch Preserver. It is 
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Lso worth noting that a few brands appear to do no advertising, relying 

1stead entirely on company~owned outlets (e.g. Gucci, Hanover), or mail-

,~J!er business (e.g. Stuart McGuire). Of course, this table may also reflect 

:enemies of scale in TV advertising, which preclude its use by smaller fi%1lls. 

The manufacturers which advertise do not advertise very much, compared 

~ other manufacturers of consumer goods. Even Florsheim, by far the heaviest 

!vertiser among men's shoes, devotes only 0.25\ of sales to advertising. 

lis is another indication that shoes are shopping goods; i.e. that the 

snufacturer cannot ·pull" shoes through the distribution channels by advertising 
! 

:) consumers but that retailers can "push" shoes through by their own promotional 

fforts on behalf of particular brands. Advertising helps, but less for shoes 

,an for toothpaste, so that in-store promotion is essential. 

However, we must be cautious about this inference because of our inability 

:) correlate dollars spent on various media with messages presented to consumers 

~ effectiveness of those messages. Magazine publishing is more competitive 

ban television, so that the 'advertising/sales ratio of a company which relies 

n magazine advertising could be lower than that of a company which relied on 

v, even if both were presenting an equal number of messages of equal effective-

ass with their target audience. 

s. Bases for Market Segmentation 

Having established that shoes in general and men's shoes in particular, 

re sold in segmented markets with diffuse tastes, it remains to dete%1lline the 

egments relevant to this study. Marketers generally recognize four categories 

f "segmentation variables,· characteristics of consumers that correspond to 

arket segments: geographic, demographic, psychographic (lifestyle, personality), 

20 nd behavioristic (e.g., purchase occasion, user status). The first two bases 
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are self-explanatory; the latter two can be lumped together as "tastes" for 

our purposes. 

Florsheim does not have geographic market segments; examination of its 

customer list confizms that it operates its own stores and sells to independent 

retailers in all states, and in both major cities and small towns. Company-

owned stores ~e located in larger towns (SMSA's), but are not confined to any 

one region of the count%y. Therefore Florsheim's price policies for its own 

stores influence prices in all geographical areas of its market. 

Florsheim does occupy a definite demographic market segment, middle-income 

males; appeals to relatively conservative, traditional tastes in men's shoes; 

and confines itself to leather dress and casual shoes. I feel quite confident 

of these conclusions, which are based on my own comparison shopping, interviews 

with local retailers, and case testimony. It is more difficult to be certain 

about why Florsheim has chosen this particular market segment. Simply listing 

the difficulties of operating in other segments will not suffice, since other 

companies do operate successfully in those segments. However, we can show in 

Sections II and III why operating in multiple segments is difficult, thus 

explaining why Florsheim does not,also enter, for example, the low-income market. 

And there is some circumstantial evidence, presented next, to indicate why 

Florsheim and most other American shoe manufacturers, have chosen the middle-

income, traditional leather shoe market segment. 

C. Aggregate Statistics on Footwear Supply and Demand 

Florsheim's choice of market-segment is considerably influenced by the 

relati ve cost of producing various types of sh_oes here and abroad. 'l'he American 

shoe indust%y is under great pressure f~om imports, but that pressure is not 

uniform. For the moment at least, American manufacturers have been able to 
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,mpete with imports in the middle-incane price range, but not in the lower and 

'per price ranges. This seems paradoxical, and I cannot be certain that the 

I 

~esent situation will persisti i.e., imports may eventually come to dominate 

Ie middle price range as well. But that is certainly. not the case now, as 
I 

. 21 
~ can see from Table S. Table 5 shows that total consumption of shoes is 

,sentially static, that imports' share of the market is increasing, that 

tJports have a greater market share in pairs than in value, but that the pair/ 

Llue disparity is shrinking. Including non-leather footwear would increase 

IlPOrts' share in pairs and also increase the pair/value disparity, 'since Taiwan 

~d South Korea export large amounts of low-priced footwear, mainly rubber

oled, to the Oni ted States (over half of imports in 1976).22 Imports of very 

19h-priced, high-quality shoes (Gucci loafers, etc.) are too small to affect 

;gregate statistics, but my own comparison shopping indicates that imports 

r:om Switzerland, Italy and France have a large share of the highest price 

arket ($100 and up). 

The paradox is obvious: if ilIIports are dominant in low-priced and high-

riced shoes, why not in the middle? The answer is that while the standard 

xplanation for imports, "cheap foreiqn labor," applies to shoes, it must be 

ignificantly modified to take into account differences in labor quality. The 

nited States imports shoes from the following countries, in roughly increasing 

'rder of labor quality: Taiwan, South Korea, Mexico, Brazil, Spain, Portugal, 

'taly, Switzerland, and France. Shoes from the latter three countries dominate 

he high-priced lines, the fermer are coming to dominate low-priced footwear 

especially non-leather). 

The Swiss, Italians, and French dominate the highest-price, highest-quality 

~ket segment for men's shoes because they have the most skilled shoe production 

.abor in the world, people who are more craftsmen than machine operators. These 
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craft methods are able to compete with more mechanized American methods because 

the highest-price market segment is not large enough for the American companies 

to,achieve significant economies of scale. The small size of the high-price 

market is exacerbated by its increased variability due' to changes in fashion, 
o 

which also shortens production runs and prevents achievement of scale economies. 

In short. mass production methods are not optimal for this market, leaving 

it to those countries with a tradition of high-quality shoe manufa~ure and 

thus a pool of skilled shoe labor. European influence on American fashion may 

also help these countries. 

Shoe production, at least for export, is relatively new to the other 

countries from which we import, and the labor in those countries is much less 

skilled. They are not yet capable of producing shoes comparable to the quality 

of American made shoes, and thus concentrate on the lower-priced lines where 

quality requirements are less. Of course, both intuition and the statistics 

in Table 5 indicate that production skills will increase in these countries 

with the passage of time and with increases in cumulative production, so that 

the present advantage of American companies in high-quality mass-produced shoes 

may disappear. This fear i!; currently the inspiration for a Federal governemnt ". 

program to improve productivity in the footwear industry. Ironically, the 

orderly.Marketing Agreements negotiated with Taiwan and Xorea in 1977 exacerbated 

this trend because they limited the Pairs to be imported, inducing Korea and 

. n a 
Taiwan to swit~ to higher-priced, higher quality shoes •. 

~~:dcan shoe manufacturers such as Florsheim do have one intrinsic advantage 

over importers: they can offer better service on -fill-ins,· shoes ordered to '0 

. 1 d"· "24 replenish inventory as certain sizes are sold out and thus need to be "f1l e -1n. . 

Many foreign shoe manufacturers e~ther simply refuse to supply fill-ins at all, 

or will supply them only in standard lots of twelve pairs, a ·prepack" in 
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,lndustJ:y jargon. Thus a retailer who needed two pairs of 90's would have to 

trder a ·prepack· containing "s, S's, 9's, 10's, etc. in order to get the 

~oes he needed. Florsbeim's, on the other hand, is a "stock house" which can 

,et fill-ins to the dealer in two *eks. 

'1'he foreign manufacturers' reluctance to supply fill-ins is understandable 

)8c&use of the ,greater cost of international transactions. This logistical 

>roblem also e~lains the concentration of Florsheim, Freeman, Johnston , Murphy, 

~tc. on traditional styles. The ability to provide fill-ins is of ' greatest 

,ldvantage to perennial styles, which the dealer will continue to carry from 

season to season. For volatile styles, which the dealer does not expec~ to 

~eorder in any case, a clearance sale rather than filling-in missing sizes is 

the optimal strategy as.inventory is depleted. 

Notice how di~tribution logistics and economies of scale interact to 

point ~e manufacturer like Florsbeim toward the less style-volatile men's 

urket, and even to relatively conservative styles within that market. The 

problem with this strategy is that it can degenerate into attempting to sell 

what one makes, rather than making what sells. One local dealer has reduced 

Florsheim from 90' to about 20' of his total inventory over the last decade 

'.' 
becauSe of Florsheim's slow delivery times on non-stock items. Foreign fi%lllS, 

in bis case smaller Mexican and Italian fi%mS, are more flexible at delivering 

non-standard shoes, make-ups in the industry jargon. Make-ups are shoes 

ordered by the retailer at one of the industJ:y's seasonal trade shows. ~ake-ups 

~e special orders in that ttaey are non-stock colors, and/or have slight 

design changes (different ornamentation on a tasselled slip-on loafer. for 

example). 

Florsheim's indifference to make-ups is consistent with a high-advertisin9~ 

·pull· strategy; recall that Florsheim's advertising/sales ratio is much larger 

than all of its competitors except Freeman. 
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In any case, Florsheim and other leather footwear manufacturers occupy 

the middle-price range because they cannot compete in quality with the small- ['} 

wlume imports of high-quality shoes from Europe, or on price with the large-

'VOlume, low-quality imports from Asia, Latin America, and the Iberian Peninsula. 

The concentration of American manufacturers on the middle range of price lines 

25 
is given in Table 6. This table shows the distribution of United States 

shoe production by wholesale price line for 1976. The Census Bureau has 

discontinued this report because inflation has made in impossible to define 

meaningful price linesi i.e., price lines which can be compared from year to 
.. _. 

year. Note that the C.S. indust%}' avoids both the low and the high end of the 

price range (double these prices for retail). Finally, it is worth noting 

that men's shoes ~~ are more costly than other shoes: the average wholesa~e 

price per pair for all shoes in 1978 was $9.20, but $14.59 for men's dress and 

casual shoes. 26 

II. Structure and Strategy in Shoe Retailing 

In this section I examine shoe retailing from the retailer's point of 

view, and attempt to explain the retailer's choices with respect to market 

segment, brands, inventory, and promotion. This analysis enables one to examine 

Telser's free-rider argument for RPM, and to reach a conclusion about the welfare 

effects of the exclusive dealing portion of the complaint and consent decree. 

The conclusion reached about RPM is that the free-rider argument applies in 

this case, in that it explains why Florsheim must enforce RPM if it is to 

secure the services of high quality retailers. Whether or not Florsheim and/or 

consumers would be better served by a switch to low-quality discount retailers 

is another question, considered in Section III, but there is little doubt that 

a mixed strategy of both high and low quality outlets is not feasible. 
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My research also indicates that F10rsheim probably did not practice 

!xc1usive dealing, and that what evidence the case record .offers is more 

~nsistent with normal retailing practices than with the manufactur~r exploiting 

·Ili. market power to force subo~l inventory decisions on the retailer. 

A. Structure of the Footwear Retailing Industry 

1. Distribution Channel Structure 

Table 7 provides an overview of the distribution channels for American-

. 27 
produced footwear in 1978. The table shows the value of shipments (at 

wholesale) to the customer classes listed. "Company outlets" are the owned 

or leased outlets. of the manufacturer; "independent retailers" are single stores 

and chains of up to ten shoe or department stores; "all other retailers" is . 

comprised mainly of large department, discount, and shoe chains (e.g. K-Mart, 

Sears) with over ten outlets; ""wholesalers" are middlemen who service retailers 

too small to be served directly by manufacturers; "all others, including 

government and exports" is self-explanatory; and "shipments not reported by 

customer class" consists mostly of shipments by small fi:cns with no retail 

outlets. The firms in the last category apparently do not keep sufficiently 

detailed records to determine what channel their output follows to the consum~r. 

Florsheim is a typical manufacturer in that it sells about 20-25' of its output 

through its own stores and th~ remainder t~ independent dealers and chains~ 

It is extremely unlikely that Florsheim uses wholesalers or other middlemen, 

«Jiven .. its desire to control its distribution, although I have not been able to· 

verify this assertion. 

This aggregate data indicates that most shoe manufacturers practice "dual 

distribution" or "multi-marketing." In fact, the distinction between shoe 
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manufacturing companies, shoe retailers, and shoe importers is no longer 

clear, and is becoming even murkier. For example, F10rsheim company stores 

sell not only F10rsheim brand shoes produced in the US, but also other domestic 

and imported brands, and "make-ups" imported by F10rsheim to be sold under its 

"Worthmcre" brand. Thus we have two tasks: to determine why dual distribution 

is the prevailing distribution strategy, and to determine how each store selects 

its product mix. Answers to the first question can be found in the Census of 

Retail Trade. 

2. Retail Outlet Structure 

The important facts about fcctwear retailing are that shoe stores are 

small, both absolutely and relative to other retail outlets, and that there 

are no economies of scale at the outlet level in shoe retailing. Shoe chains 

become large not by having larger outlets, but by having mere outlets. Chains 

are probably taking advantage of economies of scale in advertising and other 

central office functions, but there is no direct evidence on this point. 

28 Tables 8-10 provide the basic facts about retail shoe stores. The average 

annual sales for shoe stores with payroll was only $225,653 in 1977, compared 

to $536,686 for the average US retail outlet with payroll in 1977 (see Table 8). 

Men's shoe stores are even smaller, at $202,473. This is not surprising, 

given the narrow product line and market segment served by the average shoe store. 

It appears that the average men's shoe store, with sales of about $200,000 

per year, is somewhat below the minimum efficient scale for all shoe stores of" 

about $250,000 to $300,000. Minimum efficient scale for outlets was establish"ed 

by applying a rudimentary "survival hypothesis" to census data on sales and 

payroll data orgaDized by establishments' annua~ sales (Table 9), finns I annual 

sales, and number of outlets per firm (Table 10). Table 9 shows that firms 

with annual sales of less than $50,000-$100,000 have a distinctly higher ratio 
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~ payroll to sales than stores selling $100,000-$300,000 annually, and that 

Ie former category also contains a much higher percentage of total stores 

~5.8\) than of sales (5.8\). Since stores in the $100,000-$300,000 category 

IDIprise 62.6\ of stores and 53.4\ ~f sales, they are JllUch closer to the 

rerage efficiency of the industry. Stores in the $300,000-$500,000 category 

~e only 12.6\ of stores but. make 22.7\ of sales, and have a payroll/sales 

atio of only 14\. Probably the MES for men's shoe outlets is somewhere around 

300,000. Notice also how the percentage of stores drops rapidly as store 

Lze drops below $50,000-$100,000, indicating a steeply sloping cost function 

n this size range. 

Obviously this is rather crude because of the broad size categories 

sed by the Census Bureau. Furthermore, the national averages may conceal 

eographic variations in MES (e.g., rural vs. urban). But the impression that 

300,000 is about MES at the outlet level in shoe retailing is reinforced by 

,ther data. Table 10 categorizes men's shoe retailing firms·by the number of 

~ per fUm, and gives the percentage of firms, sales, and outlets for 

iach category, along with two performance ratios: sales per store and fi:rm 

fayroll/sales ratio. As one's own experience suggests, most firms are single 

lutlet firms, but single outlet fi%1llS have only 26\ of total outlets and 22\ 
I 

~f sales. Single outlet firms are the least efficient in terms of sales per 

ilutlet, but have a relatively low ratio of payroll to sales, undoubtedly because 

)f the mingling of wages and profit in small fi:rms. 

A striking fact, revealed by the table, is that there is no trend in 

;ales per outlet as firm size increases. '!'he greatest sales/outlet ratio is 

!lchi~ved by 4-5 store chains; chains with mox:e than 50 stores (such as Florsheim). 

nave only average sales/outlet ratios. Florsheim itself had average sales of 

$158,740 in 1980, and $141,827 in 1977, in its owned and leased outlets.· 
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Comparing each category's percentage of outlets and firms with percentage of 

sales, we again ~ee that $250,000 to $300,000 is the size class at which an 

- outlet reaches average efficiency for the industry. Slightly larger firms '-

have superior efficiency; the largest firms have only average efficiency. 

The payroll/sales ratios tell much the same story. Efficiency continues 

to increase, i'-e. the payroll/sales ratio continues to fall as the firm size 

increases. Notice that payroll/sales ratios continue to fall even after 

sales/outlet ratios have stopped rising, an indication that the medium sized 

chains (11-50 outlets) do take advantage of economies of scale in perfOrming 

central office functions. But the very largest chains, while more efficient 

in this respect than the single outlet firms and 2-10 store chains, are less 

efficient than the medium sized chains. The largest chalns have payroll/sales 

ratios of 13.9\, the medium sized chains achieve 12.7-13.6'. Unfortunately 

no infor=ation on the statistical significance or intra-class varianCe of these 

figures is available, but a general conclusion that there are few economies of 

scale in shoe retailing, beyond those that could be achieved by a local chain, 

is probably justified. The data for all shoe stores, rather than just men' s, 

presents a similar picture. 

We can now see why manufacturers rely on dual distribution. They seem 

to face the usual control problems as firm size increases, and although the 

census data shaw that on average these are offset by economies of scale in 

central office functions, this may not be the case at the margin. Relying 

exclusively on owned outlets would also requi~e large amounts .of capital. 

Consider Florsheim, which sells only about 25' of its output through its own 

stores. Florsheim's 1977 footwear,sales were $419,856,000; dividing 75' of 

that number by $300,000 gives an estimate of the number of stores Florsheim 

would need to own to make those sales. 1050. This is a minimum number (much 
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smaller than Florsheim's customer listl) because it assumes that all sales 

can be made in MES stores, and that on average the new stores.would have twice 

. the turnover of present stores. Assuming that inventory turns over three times 

per year and that -fixturiution- of each store costs '$85,000, Florsheim would 

need to invest about $194,183,400 in working capital for those stores. Unfor

tunately Interco doesn't report assets by division, but total inventory for 

Intercoas a whole was $529,058,000 in 1977, which should give some idea of 

the magnitude of the required investment. The investment would be "doubled 

if average store size remained at $160,000. 

lnshort, the conventional capital-requirements, span-of-control, and 

incentive problems used to explain reliance on franchise dealers apd other 

middlemen apply to the shoe industry. The president of Florsheim testified 

that Florsheim built stores only where an independent would not, and the 

capi tal requirements for stores lend support to that testimony (Hamil ton tr., 

p. 54). 

B.. Conduct in Footwear Retailing 

1. Market Segment Choice 

The most imPortant feature of retailing is that each store must pick a 

definable market segment and, with limited exceptions, stick to that segment. 

No store can practice undifferentiated marketingJ i.e., be all things to "~ll 

people. Of course a single fixm may operate retail outlets in more than one 

market segment, but each outlet will have a separate identity, appropriate to 

the segment it serves. 

~he most important bases for market segmentation in apparel retailing, 

including shoe retailing, are demographic and psychographic ("lifestyle,· 
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·tastes·). Of the demographic variables, the most important are income, 

gender, and, ipcreasingly, age. Age, lifestyle, and tastes are heavily co-

linear, which creates difficulties for the textbook taxonomist but not for 

analysis. The types of retail outlets for shoes are typical of other apparel. 

'1'he IIIOst basic segmentation is between men's and women's stores, with the latter 

being considerably IIIOre volatile with respect to fashion. 

My reading and comparison shopping suggest the following list 'of retail 

shoe outlet types, each serving a particular market segment: 

1. Medium to high-price and quality specialty stores (Florsheim, 
Freeman) , 

2. Low-price, low-quality specialty stores (Thom MeAn, Kinney), 

3. Medium to high-price department stores (Filene's, Marshall 
Field) , 

4. Lew ·to medium-price and quality mass-merchandisers (Sears, 
Penney) , 

s. Lewest-price, lowest-quality discount stores (X-Mart, Woolworth), 

6. Medium-price, medium-quality current fashion shoe "boutiques" 
aimed at the young adult market (Fayva). 

Of course this categorization cannot be exact, especially with respect 

to quality differentials. It is meant to suggest that there is a correlation 

between price and qualityJ discounters have low prices not only because they 

have low overhead but also because the physical quality of the product itself 

is low. Apparel discount stores differ in this respect from appliance discount 

stores, which often carry very high quality merchandise. 

'l'he very highest quality men's shoes are such a small market that they 

cannot be sold in specialized outlets. Instead they are sold as the top price 

line of a basically medium priced shoe store, ~r as the only price line in very 

expensive men's wear stores. 

The fundamental observation to explain is that there are definable market 
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;egments at all, given consumers' extremely diffuse tastes. The basis for 

narket segmentation appears to be income, since each store picks a price range 

. ~d stocks shoes only within that price range. No store that! observed 

=arxied shoes priced over the whole spectrum, and interviews confirmed·the 

~ression that each store has a target market. A retail outlet picks one 

price point as· its basic price, the price at which it expectS to sell the bulk 

of its merchandise, and then purchases the highest quality merchandise which 

can be sold at that price. This price is geared to the store's estimate of 

the income of its average customer; or more accurately, of the average income 

of the customer it hopes to attract. The store will then carry small amounts 

of inventory at prices one ·price point" above and one "price point" below its 

basic price. The position of Florsheim in a retailer's product mix varies from 

outlet to outlet. A middle income department store might use Florsheim as its 

highest price brand, the ·frosting;· while a higher income department store 

mi9ht use Florsheim as its basic line. And of co~se, Florsheim stores them-

selves use Florsheim as the basic line. 

This system for dete~ning the product mix is frequently mentioned in 

retailing texts, and .. to judge from its frequent citation, was origina~ed or at 

least popularized by Edward Filene's 1930 book, The Model Stock Plan. 30 

Filene's theory is based on his observation that income is a basis for 

market segmentation: 

~xperience has shown that no retailer in a large 
community can cater to too broad a section of the 
economic scale. because people of such widely different 
income levels will not trade at the same store ••• Th~re 
will be a definite shifting to a lower-priced cl~ss of 
trade.- 3l . 

The extent to which this is true has undoubtedly changed, but Filene is still 

essentially correct. Filene argued that the key to success is picking the 
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income class one wishes to serve, and then Rdetermining the prices at which, 

at • given time, the largest number of people [in that class] buy. ,,32 

Similarly, two Sri tish economists have confirmed through survey experiments 

tluit the price at which the largest number of people will buy an article does 

vary with income (see pp. SE-7 below). In short, there is a normal price of 

each income class, and prices above or below th~price discourage purchases. 

Why three prices? Essentially Filene argued that consumers of a given 

income class each buy different qualities of the same article: "inexpensive," 

"everyday," and Rbest" (recall that shoes, unlike houses, do not present the 

consumer with a once-for-all choice). The everyday quality purchased by the 

target income group should be the store's basic line, with one line below and 

one above. This line will also be the "best" line from ~ne ,point of view of 

low-income. shoppers, and the "inexpensive" line for high-income shoppers. Thus 

"the best-selling full-line is at the intermediate price at which all of our 

customers buy at one time or another, at which most of our customers buy all 

of the time, and at which we,. consequently, sell the JIIOst goods." An example 

employing hats is reproduced as Appendix 1. 

Why not a fourth line? "The' answer to this is that we could not do 

business in bulk at four full-line prices without ad~ing another class of 

customer" and (Filene believed) adding a lower class of customer would drive 

33 
away the higher. 

Although FUene's bock is fifty years old, it is worth quoting becau.se. with 

little exception it amounts to an articulate statement of the retailing principles 

I encountered in interviews and canparison shopping. For example, consider the. 

" .' . 

inventory policies of • typical middle-income department store in New 

34 Orleans. Flcrsheim is currently their "frosting," their highest-price, hic;hest-. ;~; 

quality brand. The manager doe~ not stock more expensive brands because the 

demand by Bolmes' customers for JDC)re expensive brands is too limited. Inventory 

costs for shees which retail at $150 to $200 a pair are much higher than for 
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Florsheim; and the same dollars put into Florsheim inventory will produce much 

greater sales revenue. The inventory for each brand is almost a fixed cost, 

'since a large variety and number of styles and sizes are necessary. 

However, the Holmes' manager's explanation of why Holmes did not stock 

discount-priced shoes differed fundamentally from Filene's. Holmes' is 

apparently not afraid of tarnishing its image, or of driving away prosperous 

buyers buy inviting the patronage of the lower classes. Instead, there are 

certain indivisibilities of retailing style within a retail outlet which 

preclude combining high-margin and low-margin items. For example, it would 

be difficult within one shoe department to have an easy return policy for 

some brands but not others; t~ provide sales assistance for some brands but 

not others, etc. In this situation, low-margin items couldn't make an adequate 

contribution to overhead. Thus a chain like Holmes might have a bargain 

basement, or some other distinct discount operation, but will not mingle low 

and high margin merchandise in the same outlet. In short~ because all brands 

within a single outlet will receive approximately the same services, promotion, 

etc., they must all have approximately the same markup. 

Not only must markups be approximately equal, there is also a limit on 

the range of wholesale and thus retail prices that a single outlet can carry. 

As wholesale price falls, the line becomes less profitable even with constant 

percentage markup because the fixed costs of at least some services become a 

larger percentage of the markup (it takes as much time and floorspace to. display 

and fit a $30 shoe as a $90 shoe). At the other end, as wholesale prices and 

thus retail prices rise, inventory turnover and profits fall as the store's 

average customers are priced out of the market. 

These considerations help motivate Telser's free rider argument, for they 

explain why a retailer will choose either a high-margin, high-service operation 
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or a discount operation, but will not mix marketing styles. Thus a high-margin 

shoe store facing competition from discounters in a particular brand will 

simply drop that brand rather than match the discounter's price. And the 

ve:y indivisibilities which create this dilemma must make it very difficult 

to reach .a contractual arrangement for the manufacturer to reimburse the 

retailer for brand specific service. 

To summarize the discussion thus far, there are two reasons why a retailer 

stays wi thin a narrow price and markup range: the desire to present a consistent 

price-quality image to consumers, and indivisibilities within the retail outlet 

which require all brands to have approximately the same markup and turnover. 

The precise reason why a consistent price-quality image is desirable may have 

changed since Filene's .era. Filene's observation that persons of widely 

different income classes will refuse to shop at the same store has not been 

adequately tested, and may be less descriptive of our times than his. 

Survey ~vidence indicates that there is considerable "cross-shopping," 

shopping in more than one outlet type for men's apparel. Cross-shopping occurs_ 

within price-quality levels, as when a consumer shops beth department stores 

and shoe stores for shoes; and between price-quality levels, as when a consumer 

shops both department stores and discount stores for shoes. One recent survey 

found that 73' of men buying most of their clothing in traditional department 

stores cross-shopped fer price. 35 Unfortunately discount stores were not 

included in the survey so that we do not knew how far down the price/quality 

spectrum shoppers in this sample were willing to go. Obviously we expect 

crcss-shopping to be asymmetrical, because of the budget constraint of lcw-

income consumers. Only 55' of the men reporting a mass merchandiser (e. 9 • 

Sears) as their prima:y clothing store.crcss-shopped price (i.e., shopped in 

. 36 
department stores). 
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Since customers of high-quality high-margin outlets are apparently willing 

!visit lower price, lower quality outlets, Filene's con~lusion that the 

!sence of low income shoppers will-drive away high income shoppers may no 

'ger be valid. That is, a store's price range may no longer correlate with 

• income class of its customers as closely as it did before such developments 

[discount stores, and the mail order merchandisers' expansion into 

)artment stores. However, a store is still interested in sending out a 

.~inite price/quality siqnal to potential customers, of whatever income class, 

! that customers' expectations will be met when they visit the store. S\l~ 

maIling pushes the store towards a narrow, identifiable price/quality range, 

1 will be considered at length in Section III, where pricing strategy is 

lcussed. 

2. Competing in the Market Segment 

The basic conclusion of the previous section was that market segment 

lice dictates price strategy_ Given that price strategy, what are the non-

.ce dimensions of competition? Inventory, service and ambience are the crucial 

I-price parameters of the marketing mix, and understanding competition along 

Ise dimensions will enable us to analyze the exclusive dealing element of the 

:erco case, and lay the groundwork for understanding the manufacturer's 

~cing strategy in Section III. This is also the appropriate place to, examine sales: 

,iations from the retailer' s basic price strategy_ 

a. Inventory 

Inventory policy is one of the biggest differences between high-margin 

:ailers and discount stores, and is the key to the exclusive dealing charge. 
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Ll retailers face the problem of maximizing sales while minimizing inventory,. 

I 
ld retailing texts devote considerable emphasis to increasing stockturn. For 

~ retailers, stock turns over abOut three times per year, and generates 

~ut $85 per square foot in annual sales. 37 

Improving on these averages meanS concentrating inventory investment on 

le most popular styles, sizes, and brZl:J1ds, and on avoiding duplications. Figure 

shews how one retailing text suggests applying these principles to shoes.
38 
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Discount houses carry this policy to an extreme: th~· stock only one 

idth in menls shoes (D), and often carry only whole rather than half sizes. 

his was suggested in interviews and confirmed by shopping in local discount 

utlets. Since the evidence on cross-shopping indicates that shoppers at 

.igh-margin stores are probably aware of prices in discount stores, discounters 
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would almost certainly capture the standard size volume from high-margin 

department and shoe stores. This is why high-margin outlets will immediately 

drop any brand sold by discounters.. High-margin stores want to concentrate 

their inventory on the -heart stock- rather than on fringe sizes. but they also 

do not want. to disappoint customers. Department and shoe stores want to rein-

force the shopper's initial decision to patronize their store not only by 

having the price/quality canbination they have promoted, but also by having 

it available in the customer's size. As far back as Filene, texts-have empha-

sized the importance of having a full line at each price point, since failure 

to have ~~e correct size costs not only the immediate sale but also repeat 

business. A basic service offered by high quality stores is assurance that 

one's size is in stock. 

Although high-margin shoe retailers maintain complete size assortments 

and a variety of styles, they also avoid having redundant styles • 

•• • At some point it becomes uneconomical to add more depth 
to ••• present lines ••• because the addition of colors, sizes, 
and the like can reach the point where additional sales are 
acquired by diminishing the sales of other lines within the 
same dep~nt.39 

At least one text uses shoes as an example of the principle. 

The product ••• could be the previously mentioned wing
tipped shoes. The first color sells at the rate of four 
pairs per week. The addition of a second color raises 
the sales of the shoes to seven. Two additional colors 
brings the total sales to a peak of ten~ A fifth color 
results in no additional sales. The buyer, knewing or 40 
sensing this, would restrict his offerings to four colors. 

The buyer would also restrict his offerings to as few brands as were 

needed to provide the four colors, since the cost of inventory is proportional 

to the number of brands, as well as to the number of colors. In fact. if the 
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;extbook author quoted above had carried his intuitive marginalism a little 

:urther and included inventory cost in his example, the buyer would have 

·;t-opped short of four colors. 

I was able to observe his very example in the course of interviewing • 

• new shoe manager for a local department store, observing that the store 

:arried several brands of wing-tipped shoes (including Florsheim), instructed 

~e store buyer to reduce the inventory to just one brand (Freeman). The 
i 

uscontinued lines were sold at large discounts; e.g., Florsheim was cut 

:rom $105 to $68. This store remains a Florsheim customer, and the manager 

~intains that similar decisions could have been taken before the consent 

!ecree. 

These facts about the economics of retailing suggest that Florsheim's 

lttempts to secure exclusive dealing were not socially harmfulr that is, 

'Y reducing ~nventory costs they probably benefited both retailers and con-
. . 

;umers. Scherer also concludes that exclusive dealing is not harmful as long 

15 no barriers to entry are created and interbrand campeti tion is vigorous, 

, . 1 th i 40.1 :erta1n y e case n shoes. 

I refer to Florsheim"s attempts.to secure exclusive dealing because inter-

,,,,iews with local retailers, including current Florsheim customers, turned up 

~o evidence of coercion. Florsheim salesmen, like all shoe company salesmen, 

lIQuld like to avoid duplication of their styles in other brands, and attempt 

to persuade retailers to stock only Florsheim in the Florsheim price range. 

[t is clear from the case record that Florsheim salesmen tried to persuade 

r:etailers of the wisdOM of this policy, and kept track of the inventory of 

both Florsheim and other brands on store visits. But it is difficUlt to infe%:. 

from these activities that Florsheim was forcing exclusive dealin9s on retailers. 

The obstacle to this inference is that some costs of distribution, most 
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:Lmpcrtantly the salesman's time to visit stores, are not infinitely divisible. 

Retailing texts devote considerable time to determining a store's "economic 
I 

·)Z'der quantity,- which naturally depends on total store volume. As the store's 
I 

total volume falls, Florsheim will need a larger share. of that volume in order 
I 

to cover its relatively fixed costs of servicing the store. It is important 

to keep in mind that it is the Florsheim salesman who makes the primary 

!ecision on new retail customers, and that the salesman may well not want to 

ldd a small customer. What matters to the salesman is the volume of Florsheim 

lold, not the store's total volume ,so that the Florsheim salesman may well 

?e presenting small stores with what amounts to an exclusive dealing proposition: 

fOu can't promise me enough volume to make your account worth my time unless 

~u carry only Florshei~. The Census of Retail Trade data on shoe retailing 

:ertainly suggest that this explanation is plausible. For example, the 

~verage annual sales of the 13,783 single-outlet shoe retailing firms was only 

,130,704 in 1977.41 Since retail markups are roughly SO" the manufacturer's 

:evenue from those firms averaged only $65,000 per year. Only about 23' of 
I . 

:he total shoe market is men's regular and casual shoes. Thus the average 

;tore's potential for Florsheim is less than $15,000. Although I do not know 
I 

mat Florsheim's commission is, one can see that a salesman constrained for 

:iDle would want a large fraction of a small store's business. A salesman 

dght also want all of the shoe business of a men's clothing store which 

~rried shoes as "accessories" (i.e., a sideline to the basic business of 

lelling suits) • 

. b. service 

Shoe retailers' most important service is that they act as a middleman 

:letween the ultimate consWller and the manufacturer. The social utility of 
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market segmentation, and the retailer's ability to signal' which market 

segment he serves, come from this basic function of reducing the consumer's 

transactions costs. This means that the retailer's inventory is his basic 

service. However, ancillary services are also important and consist of sales 

clerk ASsistance, ambience, credit, allowing returns, and delivery (a department 

store feature). Of these services, ambience is probably the most important 

in distinguishing types of retail outlets. 

Innovation of bank credit cards has eroded the importance of differences 

in credit policies, and delivery is not important for small items like shoes. 

High-margin outlets generally have more generous return policies, but my 

subjective impression is that this is not crucial for shoes. 

Sales clerk assistance is a peculiar service, in tha~ some customers 

find it desirable and others find it undesirable,preferring self-service. 

One study found that of women who consider department stores easier places 

in which to shop than discount stores, about 50\ mentioned salesclerk ASsistance 

as one of the reasons. But 57-64\ of women who found discount stores easier 

42 'to shop in cited self-service as the reasonl Also, fitting shoes does not 

require much sales assistance. Even in high-margin stores the customer 

essentially fits himself bY trying one or .more pairs; the standard foot-sizing 

device is usually used only when the customer has forgotten his size. Whatever 

its importance, there are obvious differences between discounters and traditional 

shoe stores in the amount of sales ASsistance they provide. Discount stores 

do rely exclusively on self-service, generally displaying their entir~ inventory 

on racks. Some discount outlets provide space and facilities .for trying on 

shoes, others do not. In short, traditional stores have higher ,costs because 

they ·provide more service. 

This leaves ambience, about which there is little to say beyond the fact 

that it, is an important part of the package the retailer offers the consumer. 

Many people take positive pleasure in shopping, and even for those who do not 

o , 
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:he quality of the physical surroundings is an important attribute of 

~hopping. Florsheim claims that its average suburban shoe shop costs $85,000 

I 
. Eor -fixturization- (interior de~rating). Such expensive surroundings are 

Lntended both as a siqna.l. of product quality, as a positive attribute directly 
! 

:onsumedby the shopper in the course of his visit, and as a signal of the 

style of the shoes sold therein. Florsheim shoe shops look like traditional 

~n's clubs, and most Florsheim shoe styles are traditional or conservative. 
I 

Retailers make considerable efforts to match their store's image with the 
I 

~elf-image of the customers they are trying to attract, sometimes with 

43 
~emarkable candor, as in Bloomingdale's "Young East Sider" department. 

rortunately, we needn't understand why and how ambience is important to 

shoppers, only that it is expensive to provide and requires high margins on 

nerchandise. 

c. Sales 

Sales are the result of retailers' mistakes or of changes in fashion. 

Florsheim's policy of discouraging out-of-season sales, both by disciplining 

retailers who hold sales and by enforcing lower than average markups, is 

consistent with a long tradition in retailing • 

••• Many high-class stores with a clientele that is interested 
throughout the year in quality and style, and many small stores 
with little traffi.c, follow the policy of late markdowns. 
They often hold two annual clearance sales a year, in January 
and July, and take very few markdowns in between. 44 ... 

In part this seems to be price discrimination, with marJtets separated 

by time. Customers more concerned with quality and current fashion pay the 

·full price at the beginning of the season, and bargain hunters pay reduced 

prices at the end-of-season sale. Frequent off-season sales would eventually 
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persuade even fashion-conscious buyers to hold out for lower prices at mid-

season sales. As the probability of encountering a mid-season sale rises, 

the expected cost in utility of waiting for a sale declines. At the margin, 

even the most fashion conscious consumer will be inclined to wait or to. search 

for the next sale. The second major reason for avoiding sales and maintaining 

high margins is simply to keep prices high as a signal of quality. This will 

be discussed more fully in Section III. 

Concentrating on the price discrimination argument, it appears that 

the FTC's reduction of Florsheim's ability to prevent out-of-season sales will 

increase consumers' surplus, if retailers are correct in believing that the 

whole price structure would eventually be eroded by out of season sales. 

However, given that twice-yearly sales at Florsheim's present clearance periods 

are an apparel industry tradition, it may be that Florsheim's influence is not 

cruc~al to maintaining this "focal point" pricing policy. Also, there is no 

evidence from the case record that Florsheim enforced prices during sales. 

Another problem with estimating the welfare effects is that prohibiting 

Florsheim from enforcing sales periods may affect only the timing rather than 

the aggregate amount of price cutting. Remember that the basic reason for 

having a sale on a particular item is that the merchant made an error. The 

error could have been setting too high a price, incorrectly anticipating the 

season's fashion, or ordering too much to be sold during the season (even if 

price and fashion are correct). The latter mistake can be corrected only at 

the end of the season; the first two will be corrected as soon as possible . 

by the unconstrained retailer. The retailer can either reduce prices and sell 

the merchandise himself, or sell the merchandise to a jobber. The latter course. 

will be followed by a retailer who fears damage to his quality image or fears 

encouraging bargain-hunting among his regular customers. Florsheim attempted 

to prohibit both solutions (sales to jobbers would mean losing control of 

distribution, thus a weakening of RPM). 
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The important point is that not all shoe styles will go on sale, or 

a'reduced by the same amount, so that allowing off-season sales may not erode 

be general price structure but only move forward the date at which unsuccessful 
, 

odel. go on sale. It is not obvious that earlier cle~rance sales of unsuccessful 

odels will reduce the average price at which the initial inventory is sold. 

he retailer will not reorder the style and will dispose of the entire stock 

t the end of the season in any case. 

Finally, it is worth noting that Florsheim claims that its average 

nitial markup under RPM, about 47\, was lower than the industzy average or 

keystone"_of 50\. Florsheim also claimed that because of its high quality 

nd lower initial markup, customers would perceive Florsheim as a good buy at 

he initial markup so that markdowns--discounts--would be less frequent than 

. d 44.1 
'J, th other bran s. Thus the average markup over the selling se.ason--the 

sustained markup" in Florshe.im's te%1DS-would be higher than with other brands. 

his argument turns out to be another literal textbook example, presumably by 

:oincidence. 

Another important reason for tracking markdowns is to decrease 
errors which necessitate price reductions. Finally, such 
information is useful in planning purchases. For example, two 
suppliers' brands of shoes may have similar purchase prices, 
assortments offered, and advertising support. Still, one brand 
may be clearly superior to the other because it rarely requires 
markdowns. Hence, a merchandise buyer should be able to make 
better purchase decisions with information on relative markdown 
levels for the brands being considered. 45 

~ implied by the textbook passage, Florsheim emphasized its ·sustained markup" 

~ attract dealersJ in effect telling them that the variance of their margins 

~uld be lower with Florsheim since large clearance discounts would be less 

.ikely. 
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d. Perceived Differences Among Retail Outlet Types 

A recent survey of shopping behavior provides some information on how 

shOppers perceive the three basic t~s of apparel outlets: department stores, 

fashion specialty stores, and discount stores. This survey of male shoppers 

was conducted like the "exit" poll of politics: men were asked to rank the store 

at whl.'ch they last shopped. 45 • l F 1 64 f h h 1 h or examp e, \ 0 t e men w 0 ast sopped 

in a discount store ranked that outlet type as having "lowest prices" while 

only 3\ of those last shopping in fashion specialty outlets thought that outlet 

type had the lowest prices. Interestingly, shoppers at department stores 

thought they got the best value for the money (62\), followed by specialty 

stores (39\) and discount stores (36\). Discount stores were also weak on 

sales help compared to other outlets: only 15\" of the shoppers at discount 

stores felt they had the ·mo~t knowledgeable, helpful salesclerks" while 50\ 

of the department store shoppers and 56\ of the specialty store shoppers felt 

that their outlet type had the best sales help. Finally, only 4\ of discount 

shoppers felt that disco~t stores had the "largest overall assortment/selection," 

compared with 51\ for department stores and 30\ for specialty shops. 

If these shoppers are acting in accord with their preferences and income 

constraints, we can conclude that there are real differences in the services 

offered by various outlet types. People shop in discount stores because they 

are interested in low price, not because they believe they are getting more for 

their money "(at least in men's clothing). Discounters do not have lower"costs 

for performing the same services; they perform fewer services and stock lower 

quality products (again, this applies to apparel only). 

C. Manufacturer-Retailer Interaction: Alternative Hypotheses for RPM 

The analysis to this point has established that the men's shoe market is 
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segmented, and that domestic manufacturers are obliged by import competition 

to select the middle-to-high price/quality segment. Retailers may pick any 

.narket segment, but can serve only one segment from each outlet. Indivisibilities 

Ln the provision of service compel high-margin retailers to stock only brands 

dth high lllU'qins. 

Because of cross-shopping, low-margin dealers could presumably sell at 

least some high-quality merchandise, but are prevented from doing so in two 

~ays: directly, by Florsheim's refusal to sell to discounters, and indirectly, 

by Florsheim's policy of RPM, which deprives them of their one competitive 
I 

~dvantage. These policies are almost certainly complementary. Given the 

traditional retailing focal points of twice-yearly clearance sales and 50\ 

~kups, prohibiting Florsheim from enforcing RPM may be ineffective unless it 

is also compelled to sell to discounters and/or mass merchandisers, as suggested 

~ Steiner'S memo, "Implications of Levi Strauss, A New Emphasis." 

We are now prepared to consider alternative explanations for Florsheim's 

RPM policy (supported by refusal to deal with discounters). There are three 

basic hypotheses which explain why RPM may be rational for all or part of 

Florsheim, plus the previously mentioned hypothesis that the present marketing 

::trategy is simply a mistake. 

First, Florsheim may pursue its policy of RPM in order to provide high 

margins for its dealers in the belief that the retail services offered by them 

are essential to its sales. This explanation assumes both that services are 

essential to sales, and that contractual arrangements to provide thos"e services 

are less efficient than RPM, perhaps even impossible. The diversity of tastes 

in this market and the low advertising/sales ratios of even leading companies 

are consistent with the assumption that retailers' promotional efforts are 

"crucial. The indivisibilities in services explain why contracting for brand-
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specific service is difficult. 

This is the traditional RPM analysis of Telser, Posner, et. a1.. 

Briefly, Telser's hypothesis is tha~ RPM is essential to ensure provision of 

services which increase sales and which are subject to free-riding. Absent 

RPM, dealers who provide the service would find themselves losing sales to 

dealers who had lower costs and prices because they dispensed with services. 

"Consumers would obtain service at the high-cost, high-price outlet; e.g., 

extensive salesperson assistance in selecting the appropriate model, then 

make their purchases at a low-cost, low-service outlet. If, as in our example, 

it is difficult or impossible to establish a separate fee for the service 

provided, no dealer will have an incentive to provide the service (or the 

optimal amount df the service) because at least some and perhaps most of the 

increased sales will be made by other dealers. RPM prevents other dealers from 

cutting prices-to £ree-ride. Furthermore, if the retailing sector is competitive, 

the high margins created by ~M will be used to provide services, not flow 

through to higher retaile~ profits. 
. 

Note that the Telser hypothesis requires both that services be essential 

to sales, and subj ect ~o free-riding problems. There seem to be few Possibili ties 

for free-riding in shoe retailing, especially since the retailer's basic 

service is his inventory. However," the essence of the free riding argument 

is really that a high-quality, high-cost outlet creates positive externalities; 

i. e., increases in the sales of other outlets. High-qual! ty shoe stores might 

well create such externalities. 

The shoe store itself contributes to consumers' impression of shoes' 

"~' 
'. -) 

qual! ty • Such qual! ty signals are important for shoes, as explained in Section _~ 

~ll, and are subject to free riding. Discounters can take advantage of the 

favorable impression created by high quality outlets by stocking the same shoes 
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in spartan settings. As with the ·traditional Telser hypothesis, high-quality 

outlets will probably drop brands carried by discounters, especially as overall 

'store quality and ambience are the.most indivisible of store services. In 

8hort~ RPM is optimal~ for Florsheim and for society, if retailer services 

(including the advertising services of the outlet itself) increase sales and 

:can be obtained in no other way. If these assUmptions are incorrect; i.e., 

if margins need not be at traditional levels, then prohibiting RPM will lower 

margins and increase sales with no change in wholesale price. Both Florsheim 

and consumers will be better off. 

A second, fundamentally different but not mutually exclusive explanation 

for Florsheim's RPM is that Florsheim is directly interested in retail prices, 

not indirectly interested in retail price as a means to the end of maintaining 

adequate retail margins to compensate for retailers' services. If Florsheim 

has strong views about the profit-maximizing retail price of its shoes, it has 

every reason to enforce that. price. Company-owned outlets should prevent 

prices from rising aboVe the optimum price, and RPM should prevent prices from 

falling below the optimum. 

Note that this hypothesis about vertical restrictions, unlike the Telser 

hypothesis and its advertising variant, is completely symmetrical. It is as 

important to keep independent retailers from raising prices above the specified 

level as it is to keep them from undercutting the prescribed list price. Setting 

wholesale price alone is not adequate, because retail margins are not uniform. 

GiVen the amount of overhead in any retailing operation, the margin on any 

particular brand or style of shoe could vary significantly even in a perfectly· 

competitive retailing market. 

Note also that there could be several reasons why Florsheim wanted to 

supercede local retailers' judgments about retail price. The argument presented 
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in Section III is that price is an important signal of quality, and that local 

retailers could-interfere with Florsheim's quality signalling strategy by raising 

as well as by lowering prices. However, Florsheim could also believe it had superior 

information about own and cross price elasticitiesCshort run or long run); could 

have a longer planning horizon; or could have better information about the response 

of foreign producers to changes in prices. In any of these cases, Florsheim would 

have an interest in setting the retail price, an interest which could not be 

satisfied simply by setting wholesale price. 

A final explanation for Florsheim's RPM policy is that it is trying to "protect" 

its considerable investment in its own stores from competition from more efficient 

retail outlets. This hypothesis was suggested by a local retailer, and is one of 

the problems inherent in dual distribution. If the distribution division and the 

manufacturing division are each profit centers, there can be intra-company conflict 

over such matters as transfer pricing. 46 The same conflict could lead to RPM, even 

~0) 

though RPM is suboptimal for the corporation as a whole. Certaintly such outcomes ~ 

are possible in business decisions; for example, Porter has suggested that divestiture 

decisions are often suboptimal because of intra-company profit-center conflicts. 47 

The hypothesis gains plausibility in this case when we recall that average sales of 

Florsheim Shoe Shops, $150,000 to $200,000 per year in 1977, are at or below the 

national average. 

Fortunately all four hypotheses are distinguishable. If the traditional RPM 

analysis applies and retailer services (including store quality signalling) are 

essential, then abolition of RPM ~hou1d cause both sales and price to" fall. Quantity ~ 

sold and consumer welfare may rise in the short run, for it will take some time for 

the quality signal to erode, either from deterioration of existing Florsheim outlets", 

or the ~py~~l~~Ce of Florsheim in discount stores. Unfortunately there is 

no evidence on how long the "short run" lasts. Advertising will.probably 

rise, as "pull" via advertising replaces "push" via retailer provision 

of servic~s. If the hypothesis that there is a single, 
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;ales-maximizinq price is correct, then abolition of RPM should increase the . 

,ariance but not necessarily lower the mean of the retail price distribution • 

. ~e short-run effect on sales is indeterminate, but in the lonq run sales should 

~all. If the third hypoth~is is correct; i.e., if RPM is a qlobally irrational 

Lttempt to preserve the local maximum of Florsheim's retailinq division, 

Lbolishinq RPM· should reduce retail prices and increase sales, but reduce the 

lumber and sales share of Florsheim owned stores. Finally, if the present 
, 
~lorsheim strateqy is simply mistaken, abolition of RPM should lead to lower 

~rices and hiqher sales. Assuminq no impact on wholesale prices, both Florsheim 

~d consumers will benefit. 

The welfare effect implications of each hypothesis follow directly from 

:he predicted effect on sales. As Posner arques, any reduction in physical 

iales represents a loss of consumer satisfaction; any increase in sales"an 

Lncrease in consumer welfare. 

Evidence on the likelihood of these hypotheses is presented next. 

I[II. Price and Other Quality Siqnals 

This section will demonstrate that Florsheim had a direct interest in 

~~2 retail price of its shoes and establish the nature of that interest. 

Florsheim's price policies were consistent with the notion that it believed 

price to be a siqnal of quality, and controlled prices in order to preserve the 

quality imaq!! created by its advertisinq, company and franchise~ stores, and 

physical product. A larqe body of research and our own experience indicate 

that consumers do perceive price as a siqnal of quality. ~e research will be 

reviewed below; as an example of the more casual empiricism of experience I 

quote an ad from the Wall Street Journal: "SUPER WATCH ($29.95) Don't be 

fooled by the price ••• ,,48 Other quality siqnals will also be considered. 
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A. Types of Quality Signals and Their Importance 

There are many clues to the quality of a product: the physical character-

!sties of the product itself, brand,· store, and price. The relative importance 

of each signal varies from product to product, and the signals interact strongly. 

The more difficult it is for the consumer to evaluate the physical product 

itself, and the larger the consumer's perception of quality ~ifferences between 

brands, the greater the importance of attributes such as price, brand, and store. 

As one study summarized the relationships: 

Products which were perceived to have very undesirable 
consequences [of mistaken choice], large brand-to-brand 
variation in quality, a pronounced price-quality relationship, 
and a high social significance with respect to brand choice, 
had a positive or upward-sloping price preference function. 
In contrast, products that were seen by the subjects as having 
mildly undesirable consequences, small variation in quality 
among brands, a dubious price-quality relationship, and 
little social significance had a price-preference function 
generally consistent with conventional assumptions [i.e., 
downward sloping].49 

Note that the price signal becomes stronger as the correlation between 

SO price and perceived quality becomes stronger. Shoes have all of the character-

istics of a product where signals of quality (particularly price) are important. 

Consumer Reports has been unable to devise laboratory methods for judging quality 

of shoes; men's leather shoes are costly enough that errors are serious; and 

my own comparison shopping has revealed both enormous brand-to-brand variation 

in quality and a strong -correlation between price and quality. We cannot "prove" 

that shoes are perceived by most consumers to have these characteristics without 

performing the kind of consumer survey used in the study cited, but the available 

evidence indicates that risk-averse consumers do face a real information problem ~] 

in buying shoes. The fact that shoes are relatively simple and shoe technology 

relatively static compared to electronic devices and other hard goods often 
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~scounted, does not make their quality relatively easy to judge. The performance 

~ shoes, unlike the performance of a TV for example, cannot be adequately 

'~led either in the store or by o~serving the performance of a friend's 

archase. Limited ability to judge perfonnance "(e.g., durability, comfort 

rer an eight hour period) plus the large variance in the quality available 

a the market, make consumer reliance on brand, price, and store quality signals 

i .ausible. 

The notion that consumers use price, brand, and store primarily as 

~gnals of quality is appealing to the economist because it is a rational 

~sponse to risk aversion in consumption activities. Thus one can believe 

lat higher prices could lead to higher demand, at least over some price 

Inges, without resortin~ to bandwagon, snob, and Veblen effects, i.e., to 

~rationality or to interdependent utility functions. 

There is also a more objective reason for emphasizing brand, price and 

~tlet as quality signals rather than as manifestations of the impulse to 

~nspicuous consumption: most shoes are not conspicuous consumption items. 

llike Levi's, automobiles, Lacoste shirts, etc., the brand of one's shoes is 

~erceptible to others, so that the only opportunity for conspicuous consumption 

les in chance encounters with one's friends and associates at the local haber-

Ilshery. Some shoe manufacturers are attempting to gain a toehold on the 

~nspicuous consumption market by developing visible brand devices: Bass puts 

ts name on an external brass or cloth tag, French Shriner shoes are adorned 

i th a small French horn ornament in brass, Etienne Aigner shoes sport a distinctive 

rass horseshoe, and some Pierre Cardin shoes display the designer's initials. """ 

f course people intensely interested in fashion can also distinguish brands by 

ppearance, but for the average person brands are indistinguishable. Florsheim's" 

raditional styles make its shoes particularly difficult to distinguish from 
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those of its closest competitors; recall the New Orleans department store 

manager's indifference to which wing-tip was stocked (p. 28). 

The interactions among price, brand, and store are worth pointing out 

before a detailed examination of price alone as a quality signal. These signals 

I are generally believed to be complements rather than substitutes, vhich has 

two implicationS for out analysis. First, manufacturers and retailers vill 

try to present consistent signals; e.g., Florsheim refuses to sell to discounters 

because the discount outlet itself, and the price at which the discounter sells, 

would undermine the quality image built up by years of high prices and high 

advertising budgets. What makes Levi's an excep~ional case is that the brand 

signal now completely dominates other signals, and thus. can be substitute~ for 

store services and high retail prices. Second, the hypothesis that RPM maintains 

margins in order to provide store services and the hypothesis that RPM maintains 

prices in order to signal quality are not conflicting explanations of Florsheim's 

behavior. Each would be sufficient to inspire ~ RPM policy, but Florsheim 

may well have had both motives in mind simultaneously. 

Many experimental.studies have been made of the ability of price to 

signal quality, where price vas the only quality signal available to the test 

subject. Fewer tests have been made of the effect of price in experiments 

where brand and store information vere also available, and the results of these 

studies are less conclusive. Gardner found that brand vas a much stronger signal 

of quality than price vhen both vere present in a study involving men's shirts, 

51 men's suits, and toothpaste. Yet Andrews and Valenzi found in a study involving 

shoes and sweate~s that w ••• the lover the price, the greater the influence of 

br~d names, but in combined quality judgments price was clearly the dominant 

cUe. wS2 This suggests that the subjects distrusted low prices, but that this 

distrust could be overcome by reliance o·n brand. One survey concludes that 
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Determining the specific effect price has on buyers' 
perceptions of quality is complicated by the-multitude 
of research designs and products tested. But throughout 
the findings surveyed here emerges the suggestion that 
brand name is important and possibly dominates price 
for relatively inexpensive grocery products and beverages. 
For clothing there is an apparent increasing concern with 
pri~e, although price may not always dominate-the influence 
of brand name. 53 

Unfortunately many of these studies did not explicitly introduce tests 

for interaction effects between store, price, and brand, which may obscure 

the significance of one signal in a multi-signalling environment. One .study 

which did test for interactions found that store and price interacted very 

strongly, even though store alone was not a significant signal of quality. 

En~s and Stafford's study of perceptions of carpet quality used both price and 

store name as signals of quality. Store prestige alone did not affect quality 

perceptions, while price alone did. But there were strong interaction effects, 

significant at the 99.9' level, indicating that high price and high store 

prestige together increased quality perceptions more than either one alone, 

even though store prestige alone had no discernible effect on quality rating. 54 

This study, which indicates both strong interaction effects and the difficulty 

of determining the true effectiveness of individual signals, gives us some 

insight into the problems of marketing a product which competes on quality as 

well as price. The marketer of such a product will want all of the signals to 

indicate. high quality, both because of possible interaction effects and for 

fear of missing an important signal. 

The marketer may also want to avoid inconsistent signals for fear of 

confusing customers.- Enis and Stafford found that the higher the status of 

a store, the ~ suspicious subjects were of the quality of a low priced carpet 

from that store. 
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Another interesting resu1t·was the inverse relationship of 
store prestige level or image and product quality perception 
for the low priced carpet.;.The present finding indicates 
that a prestige store's image might be endangered if it also 
carries a cross section of low-priced merchandise. In other 
words, retailers having attained a certain prestige image in 
the community may not be able to maintain a strategy of 
"being· all things to all peop1e."55 

Notice how similar this sounds to Filene's observation that customers 

of widely different income class will not shop in the same store. Price-

quality signalling is a less class-oriented explanation of the phenomenon 

that shoppers interested in high quality will cease shopping in a store that 

sells low-priced, presumably low-quality items. Now that incomes are generally 

far above subsistence, shoppers interested in high quality for a particular 

item are not necessarily high income customers, since tastes differ and most 

everyone can afford high quality for at least a small fraction of his 

"consumption bundle." 

The literature on quality signalling, and on the interactions among 

signals, may explain a puzzling phenomenon of discount stores. Many discount 

stores carry the most expensive and prestigious brands of appliances, cameras. 

stereos, typewriters •. etc., but no discount store carries a full line of 

high-quality apparel. There are a few discount stores in which famous brands 

of apparel appear: e.g., Filene's Basement, Loehman's, and the "Hit or Miss" 

chain. All of these. stores have the characteristic suggested by the name 

"Hit or Miss": they do not carry a complete size assortment or a broad selection 

of styles for each brand. They are a continual clearance sale, and probably 

have little impact on the overall price structure of the famouS brands they 

sell. Fi1ene's description fits the modern chains as well as the famous 

basement store he founded in 1909: 
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An ordinary store demands the correct assortment of sizes 
and pays the price. The Filene basement takes what sizes 
there are and gets bargains. It does not have regular stocks; 
it has bargain merchandise and just whatever it may happen to 
have. A customer may get an article today and not be able 
to duplicate it at the price, or at any price, in the basement 
tomorrow. S6 

What make!; appliances and sane other non-apparel items sui table for 

tontinual sales through discount houses? '!'hree features appear to explain 

he phenomenon. First, quality ratings for appliances are available through 

leneral readership magazines such as Consumer Reports, and through special 

.nterest magazines such as Modern Photography. Second, post-sale service is 

~rovided by factory-authorized repairmen, and the warranty is with the manufac-

~er rather than the retailer. The only warranty provided in most apparel 

lerchand!sing is the willingness of the retailer to accept retUrns. Many 

,lepartment stores, for example, will allow the return of any item, with no 

[Uestions asked. Third, the in"entory turnover ratio should be higher because 

=ameras and televisions come' in fewer sizes than shoes. Thus the discount 

~aler can carry a full line· of Sony teievisions or Pentax cameras while 

~ng an adequate return on inventory investment. These characteristics 

lake consumers more willing to buy these products at discount stores and may 
I 

~e discounters more willing to stock high-quality brands· of these products, 

Chan is the case for shoes and other apparel. 

While this explanation of the failure of discount stores to carry famous 
I 
:and apparel seems plausible to me, there are two alternative explanations 

mich are also plausible. First, it could be that virtually all manuf.acturers 

)f high~ality brands of shoes (and other apparel?) refuse to. sell to discoun~ers, 

)elieving that discount prices would destroy their quality image. Second, it 

~ould be that everyone is simply mistaken about the willingness of consumers to 

buy quality apparel in discount stores. There are successful discount stores 
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selling brand name women's shoes on a small scale (e.g., ,"Feet First Boutique" 

of New Orleans). More significantly,' F. W. Woolworth is testing the latter 

hypothesis by opening eight units of a new kind of discount chain (called 

J. Brannam, not Woolworth's J) • 

This latest retailing operation ••• sells famous name brands of 
family clothing, footwear, and household linens at substantially 
reduced prices, with particular emphasis on designer label 
ladies and men's apparel. Customer acceptance has been 
gratifying and 19 additional units are scheduled for 1980 
opening~ in the Kansas City, Houston, Tulsa and Des Moines 
areas. 

The performance .of these stores could provide an important indication 

of the potential welfare improvements from bringing the type of distribution 

case mentioned in the Steiner memo. 

B. Florsheim's Pric~ng Strategy 

Florsheim's pricing strategy is so common that marketing texts have a 

name for it: "perceived value pricing." In perceived value pricing 

• •• a company develops a product for a particular target 
market with a particular market position in mind with 
respect to price, quality, and service ••• Then the company 
suggests the needed plant capacity, investment, and unit 
costs. Management then figures out whether the product 
would yield a satisfactory profit at the chosen price and 
cost. If the answer is yes, the company goes ahead with 
product development. Otherwise, the company drops the 
idea. 58 

This is also how Filene suggested deciding whether or not to stock an 

item: first determine the price and quality combination demanded by the market. 

~~e~ determine if the product can be bought at a price yieldi~g an appropriate 
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return.* 59 

In any case, testimony and exhibits in the case. material indicate that 

Flol:'sheim first detendned the' price at which a shoe would sell. and then 

designed the shoe to meet that price while providing a ·normal margin. This 

was an itera'Uve process. with adjustments being made in quality until 

target margin was achieved (Tauer transcript, pp. 20 ff). Also, the wholesalel 

retail price lists circulated by Florsheim do not show a constant markup over 

wholesale. even when RPM was being enforced. Both pieces of evidence indicate 

Florshe1m practiced perceived value pricing. 

Finally, as mentioned in the preliminary report, Florsheim influenced 

maximum as well as minimum prices by having company stores. Both the FTC' s 

interviews (Wilston transcript, p. 21) and my own interview with a local 

independent Florsheim dealer indicate that independent dealers feel it is 

difficult to charge much more than the !'lorsheim store. Incidentally, my 

informant also noted that since the decree he does visit the Florsheim store 

to determine its prices, but that this is sufficient bother for him and other 

dealers that the variance of prices has indeed increased. His margins are 

now higher than under Florsheim's RPM, since he now uses the standard 50' 

markup on all shoes. 

The point of this brief but crucial section is that Florsheim tried to 

fix the price at which each Florshe1m shoe would be sold during the regular, - . 

* I mention !'ilene only to show that this description of how price-
cost margins are detexmined has been around .as long as the earliest studies· 
purporting to show that price is determined by a constant markup over cost. 
"irms actually have much more control over costs than over market price, so 
that information about price-cost margins tells one absolutely nothing about 
the validity of the administered price hypothesis. Companies a.r!! not compelled 
to p~duC'!" products for which returns are inadequate, and risk averse firms '. 
in competitive or even vigorously rivalrous markets are likely to invest any 
potential above-normal margin in increased product quality to reduce uncertainty 
in sales. 
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non-clearance sale period, not just the minimum price.* Of course, since no price 

survey was taken before the consent decree, we have no way of knowing how effective 

Florsheim was at eliminating price variance. For example, the mere existence of 

company stores is not itself sufficient to set maximum prices, -since above list 

prices were frequently observed in the post-decree price survey • Company stores 

probably reduce the extent of pricing above list, but evidently cannot eliminate 

believe that 

price was an important part of its marketing mix, and that lower prices do not 

always mean higher demand, is surveyed next. 

C. Plausibility of Florsheim's Strategy 

Florsheim's initial markup strategy and RPM seem to be contradictory. Florsheim 

claims an average initial markup of 47%, lower than the industry average, and argues 

to dealers that this policy will increase sales as consumers perceive Florsheim's to 

be a relative bargain. . Why then should Florsheim prevent discounts from the initial 

markup, which would enhance its reputation as a bargain? 

The answer is that while sale$ would increase in the short run, they would fall 

in the long run. As Scitovsky pointed out in 1944, we usually attribute two pri"ces 

to an article we see in the store: its normal price, an "indicator of worth" and 

its actual, observed price. 60 Immediately following abolition of RPM, actual prices 

would fall and consumers, comparing the observed with the normal price, would take 

advantage of the resulting bargains. In the long run, as discounting continued, the 

normal price of Florsheim's would drift below the normal price of brands now considered 

its equal in quality. This signal of relatively lower quality (presumably combined with 

reduction of store quality signal services as dealers dropped Florsheim) would switch 

consumers to other brands, reducing sales in the long run. Thus Posner's test for 

the social efficiency of prohibiting RPM--dc ·sales rise or fa11--is valid 

for both the free-rider and the quality signalling arguments for RPM. 

* There were few exceptions for exceptional local circumstances. Some stores 
in seasonal resort areas were allowed to set prices higher than list • 
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If service free-riding or price-quality signalling motivates RPM. then sales 

lld first rise and then fall (the time period before sales fall must b~ related to 

:hase frequency). The only element of horizontal collusion is that dealers 

et~es informed Florsheim salesmen of below-list sales. There is no evidence on , 

t fraction of RPM violations were detected in this way. But dealer cooperation 
I • 

enforcing RPM is not evidence that dealers imposed RPM. and there is no evidence 

manufacturer collusion in the testimony or literature. IF RPM is a result of a 

ler cartel. of subgoal optimization by the Florsheim retail division. or simply. 

1stake. then sales should rise permanently, assuming that other forms of tacit 

lus·ion do no t replace RPM. 

The only way to prove which hypothesis is correct is to abolish RPM, and. probably 

:compel sales to discounters. Since that experiment is not" yet complete, we can 

~y review the relevant evidence from smaller scale experiments. 

As mentioned above, numerous experimental studies have shown a strong correlation 

:ween test subjects' perce.ptions of product quality and price wh~n price is the only 

roal of quality. This effect disappears or diminishes when price is combined. 

:h other signals. 

A significant finding of several studies is that the price-quality relationship 

non-linear. 6l For example, in one study using beer, the low and medium price beer 

~e perceived to have the same quality; only the higher price beer showed significantly 

62 gher quality ratings. This non-linearity seems to be general. 

Another strain of the literat~re on price-quality relationships relies on 

·tensive surveys in which consumers are asked to name the highest and lowest .price 

which they would purchase the product. or to make a buy/don't buy response when 

·nfronted with a series of prices for the product. The most famous and to date 

~itious of these projects was a study by two English economists~ 

63 Lbor and Granger, in the early sixties. Their a priori hypothesis was that 

~ice does signal' quality and that because consumers do have a concept· 

: normal price, price can be too low ~ too high to induce purchase (they 
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controlled for income effects!). A paragraph of their article is worth 

~~ting at length, since it supports the analysis of this author's preliminary 

report. 

Before we embarked on this survey, some of our colleagues 
expressed the opinion that especially in view of the present 
populari ty of bargain offers few, if any, consumers would 
have a lower boundary to their range of price acceptance. 
We were reluctant to subscribe to this view since we believed 
that if, say, pork pies weighing a pound were offered for 
three pence each, this would repel most prospective purchasers 
even if the pies themselves looked perfectly acceptable. We 
felt that similar considerations applied to a wide range of 
other commodities, such as textile products, simply because 
their quality cannot be ascertained by sight and, owing to 
constant changes in technology and fashion, past experience 
is of little use in this respect. The reputation of the 
manufacturer, the brand and the shop do, of course, matter, 
but it would be difficult to deny that a reputation for high 
quality and high price generally go together. And the 
reputation which most of the retail outlets (ana, presumably, 
all manufacturers) endeavor to build up is precisely that 
of giving "good value," i.e., providing quality which is 
at least roughly proportional to their prices. Needless to 
say, "quality" does not necessarily mean physical properties 
only~ the assurance" that the current selection represents 
the latest fashion is also something for which the consumer 
may well be prepared to pay.64 

As anticipated, Gabor and Granger did find that "the typical short-run market 

demand curve for competitive branded products has a substantial backward. 

sloping portion.,,65 This is inferred from the consumer survey evidence on a 

typical "buy response curve," essentially a plot of the number of people responding 

with a buy decision at each price for a particular product. Figure 3 is"a typical 

buy ~esponse curve. Shape did not vary by income group, but mean did (cf. Filene's 

analysis!) • 
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FIGURE 1 

Price Quantity Demanded 

Gabor and Granger's results have been replicated in a few other surveys, 

and in experimental settings-, and the results of these studies have been 

l.ncorporated into leading texts on marketing and consumer behavior.66 Together 

these facts suggest that manufacturers do have, or at least believe they have, 

a plausible reason for preventing large price reductions. RPM may be a mistake, 

but it is not a paradox, for it prevents price reductions large enough to cause 

the consumer to question the quality of the product. Consumers have some notion, 

based on previous experience, of what shoes of a certain quality "should" 

costi i.e., are most likely to cost. Prices much below that level must be 

explained, and in the absence of other information the explanation most likely .. 

to occur to consumers is that quality has been reduced. As Arthur Leff points 

out in Swindling and Selling, it is precisely the average person's deep suspicion 

67 
.of "bargains" that makes both swindling and selling difficult. Of course the 
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price-cutter could present other indicators of quality: evidence of technological 

breakthroughs (digital watches and calculators are examples), quality certifica- t1 
tion by government agencies or other third parties, or performance guarantees. 

But the static nature of shoe production technology, the inability of such 

groups as Consumers Union to set standards for apparel, and the diffuse nature 

of shoe "performance," make such offsetting quality signals difficult to offer. 

Difficult does not mean impossible. Several plothing manufacturers 

provide durability guaranteesi e.g., Weather Tamer guarantees a year's normal 

wear for its children's outerwear, Monsanto's "Wear-Dating" program is a 
-~ .. 

guarantee by the fiber manufacturer that the garment will last for one year. 

Finally, tra~e associations frequently provide third-party certification of the 

type of material in a garmenti e.g., the woolmark, cottonmark, and Harris Tweed 

labelling programs. These trademarks are "To Certify Cloth Only" as the Harris 

Tweed label puts it. 

Perhaps shoe manufacturers could offer these additional indicators of 

quality, making price and store quality less important. Certainly abolition of 

RPM and the associated non-discount outlet strategy would lead ~hoe manufacturers 

to devise new quality signals. However, the appearance of new quality signals 

in such circumstances does not justify the inference that the supplanted sig:r.als 

were either unnecessary or inferior. 

IV • Summary and Evaluation of Explanations for RPM 

A. Al ternati ve Hypotheses and Evidence from the Industry Study 

Almost all discussions of RPM and other vertical restraints assume that 

their purpose is to keep retail prices higher than they would be in the absence 

of restrictions. The desirability of vertical restraints then depends on whether 
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not higher retail prices (reduced intra-brand price competition) induce the 

)vision of additional services or other promotional efforts, resulting in 

:e. interbrand competition. 

'!'he above industry study has shown that this conventional analytical 

~work is helpful but not entirely adequate for examining Florsheim's 

rtical restraints. Certainly Florsheim's distribution tactics were intended 

I reduce intrabrand price competition, thus encouraging provision of adequate 

6motional efforts. But Florsheim also claimed (and the Fl'C price survey 

,pports the claim) that it practiced RPM to prevent retailers from raising 

ices above suggested list, as well as to prevent discounting. 

Florsheim's approach to RPM, i.e., its attempt to fix a specific price 

ther than just a minimum price, strongly suggests that Florsheim regarded 

tail price as a marketing variable of direct interest. That.is, Florsheim 

nted to control r~tail price partly because of its direct impact on demand, not 

lely to adjust retail margins to ensure adequate promotion. 

This should no~ be surprising. All consumer goods manufacturers have 

interest in the price· and other conditions of retail sales, for retail sales 

'e the ultimate determinant of profitability. But this concern is not always 

: easily translated into control. Relatively few manufacturers can exercise 

,mplete control over distribution through forward integration to the retail 

!vel. Integration, either by ownership or franchise, requires a precise match 

!twee:i1 economies of scale in retailing and manufacturing. Furthermore, the 

Ltegrated firm must suffer no severe control or capital cost disadvantages • 

. orsheim could not achieve control over retailing by forward integration, for 

1e capital requirements are too greati orby~ranchising, for the economies 

: scale in footwear retailing penalize single brand outlets in Florsheim's 

trket segment. 
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Much of the literature on RPM overlooks this obvious point that retail' 

price is more than a means to the end of achieving a particular adequate 

,P;ovision of retailing services. Xeeping this fundamental point in mind, let 

us summarize once again the four basic hypotheses, this time evaluating each 

explanation of Florsheim's RPM with the evidence generated by the industry 

study. 

'l'he four basic hypotheses, previously discussed in detail in Section II.C, 

"Manufacturer-Retailer Interaction: Alternative Hypotheses on RPM," are 

summarized in the following table. This table shows the effect on price, 

sales, welfare and profits predicted by each hypothesis following abolition of 

Florsheim's vertical re~traints. 

Hvpothesis 

Prevent service 
or image free
riding 

Use price as 
quality signal 

Protect c0m

pany stores 

Restraints are 
a mistake 

PREDICTED EFFECTS OF ABOLISHING 
FLORSHEJ:M' S VERTICAL RESTRAINTS 

Effect 
on Price 

Price 
falls 

Price 
variance 
increases * 
Price 
falls 

Price 
falls 

Effect 
on Sales 

Sales 
fall 

Sales 
fall 

Total sales 
rise, com
pany sales 
fall 

Sales 
rise 

. Effect on 
Consumers 

Welfare 
falls 

Welfare 
falls 

Welfare 
rises 

Welfare 
rises 

Effect on 
Florsheim 

Profi ts fall 

Profi ts fall 

Total profits 
rise, retail 
profi ts fall' 

Profi ts rise 

Perhaps the most interesting conclusion to be drawn from this table is 

that Florsheim is not engaged in the zero-sum game with consumers. In all cases, 

~ean price constant. 
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osumer welfare and total corporate profits move in the same direction 

tlowing abolition of RPM. What's good for Florsheim is good for consumers, 

'though what's good for Florsheim as a whole may not be 'good for its retail 

vision.' This is not to say that Florsheim's present policies are correct in 

e sense of maximizing either profits or welfare. Abolition of vertical 

straints will increase both profits and welfare if either the mistake hypothesis 

I the retail division protection hypothesis are correct. 

The industry study itself produced no evidence on the likelihood that 

orsheim's vertical restraints are intended to protect its own stores. 

orsheim's testimony that it is reluctant to build stores itself, the 

parently sub-MES size of most Florsheim stores, and the probable advertising 

fects of company stores, all lead to the conclusion· that Florsheim may regard 

5 stores as a necessary advertising investment. Therefore, even solid evidence 

retail division profits below the cost of capital would not justify the 

ference that Florsheim was attempting to protect its company stores with 

'rtical restraints on the more efficient independents., Only a survey of 

I 
orsheim-owned stores' market share during the consent decree period can test 

.is hypothesis. 

This industry study did generate indirect evidence that the mistake 

IpOthesis cannot be dismissed. Some retailers are experimenting with brand

IJIIe discount outlets for other types of apparel, and if this experiment is 

Iccessful it could spread to shoe retailing. Onfortunately these exper~ents 

~e too new to give a good indication of their success. 

The evidence from the industry study on the free-riding hypothesis suggests 

lat the conventional, service free-riding hypothesis can be rejected, but that 

. new, image free-riding hypothesis should be accepted. The case against the 

~aditional, Telser,service free-riding hypothesis is that there seem to be no 
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services subject to free-riding. The most important se~ices, inventory and 

... ambience (including room to try on !;hoesl) are apparently immune to free-riding. 

However, the image created by high quality stores could be subject to free-

riding. The best evidence for this, aside from the Florsheim testimony, is the 

marketing literature, which indicates that the store itself is a strong signal 

of quality, and interacts with other quality signals. 

Unfortunately there is no experiment which could distinguish the two 

":,";'l 
; free-riding hypotheses; the effect of abolishing vertical restraints sho~ld 

be the same when the new equilibrium is reached. One would expect that the 

position of high-price, high-quality stores would deteriorate faster in the 

image free-riding case than in the service free-riding case, since some customers 

will want to use the services (e.g. fitting) in the store which provides them. 

This should be the case if the consumer's time has any value at all. However, 

distinguishing such subtleties is undoubtedly beyond our powers of observation. 

Finally, the industry study suggests strongly that price is also a signal 

of quality. While there is no evidence directly related to shoes, numerous 

consumer surveys and experiments have confirmed the common sense notion that 

p.:-ice can serve as a signal of quality. This is not to say that price is the 

unly, the strongest, or even an indispensable signal of quality. But retail price 

does seem to be a parameter that the manufacturer would like to control. The ,£j 

~vidence on the indivisibilities in retailing furthermore suggest that set~ing 

wholesale price is not adequate to control retail price, because of variance in 

retailers' margins. This conclusion from the industry study was dramatically 

confirmed by the preliminary FTC price survey, taken shortly after the consent 

decree. The results of that survey are analyzed next. 
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B. Analysis of the Price Survey 

In March 1980, the F1'C conducted a survey of the prices charged by 

. 68 
'~heim and independent retailers for four shoes in ten cities. The shoe 
I 

!ls covered by the survey were the "Nevada" (Florsheim' s' most popular model 

:he time), the "Imperial" wingtip, the "Stewart," and the Stuart Imperial 

~n 193137 (hereafter 93137). The cities covered were Atlanta, Boston, 

:ago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and 

~tle; the survey being conducted by F1'C Regional Offices in these cities. 

essential results of the survey are displayed in the price distributions 

each shoe (see Figures 4-7) I and the table below. 

SUMMARY OF PRICE SURVEY 

List Sample Mean price Standard deviation 
e Price Size (, below list) (' of mean) 

erial 80.95 48 79.13(-2.2'\)* 8.4'\ 

wart 69.95 38 69.39(-.8'\) 7.3' 

37 62.95 30 62.83(-.2'\) 3.5\ 

lada 58.95 51 57.73(-2.1'\)* 7.4\ 

iignificant at the 5\ level. 

The survey results are quite striking, both in what they reveal and in 

It they don't reveal. The most surprising and immediately apparent result 

the large dispersion of prices; the standard deviation of price is typically 

)ut 7\* Several conclusions follow immediately. One is that models of RPM 

* The sample of stores within each city is too small to make a formal 
nparision of variance between cities and between stores wi thin a city. Therefore 
cannot say precisely what the standard deviation of price is within a typical 

:yo This problem should be corrected in the next price survey. 
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which assume that retailers all.charge the same price in the same market, eve~ 

in equilibrium, are irrelevant empirically. Counter-intuitive as it may seem, 

search costs are high enough that different prices for .physically identical 

* items can persist within a single eity; indeed, within the downtown shopping'area. 

One can be quite certain of this conclusion, because the price dispersion 

discovered by the FTC is typical of such surveys. Thus the dispersion is probably 
.~., 

: ;'J' 
not a disequilibrium phenomenon applying only to the immediate post-consent decree 

period. A recent survey of this phenomenon of "persistent price distribution" 

found that the standard deviation ranged from 3.27% to 41.38% of the mean of 

retail price for 34 items ranging from dandelion tea to black and wh1te.TV's.69 

A second immediate conclusion is that RPM is in fact a price-setting mechanism, 

not an asymmetrical minimum price-setting mechanism. Almost as many dealers priced 

above list as below list during the· survey period. Unfortunately, we don't know 

what the variance was before the consent decree, so that we cannot assume the 

observed variances are an increase from a prior zero variance. For the Imperial, 

of 48 dealers surveyed, only 14 priced at list price, with 20 cutting prices 

below·list and 14 increasing prices above list. For the popular Nevada model, 

'only 22 of 51 independent dealers, priced at list, with 12 cutting prices and 17 

raising prices. Ten dealers simply added a dollar to the Florsheim price of $58.95. 

For the Stewart, 15 priced at list, 11 cut prices, and l2.raised prices. Finally, 

for the 93137 model the distribution was 8 above list, 8 below list, and 14 at 

list. Note that on the most popular model (the Nevada) more stores raised prices ~ 

than lowered,prices. 

Before commenting on the significance of these deviations from list price 

for consumer welfare, let me simply note that this price survey' should put an 

end to suggestions that manufacturers who wish to achieve a certain retail price 

* I personally observed a $5 difference in the price of a Florhseim Imperial 
wingtip in Seattle. in stores 2 blocks apart. 
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!ed only set the appropriate wholesale price. Retail margins do vary, even in 

lis competitive market, probably because of indivisibilities in retailing • 

. lerefore the manufacturer who wants to control retail price must do so 

Lrectly. Recall that manufacturers have an interest in setting retail price 

i1 order to present what they regard as the profit maximizing ratio of qua Ii ty 

) price, a matter on which the manufacturer is likely to have a longer run 

Lew than any individual retailer. 

The consumer welfare effects of the consent decree are impossible to 

luge from the price survey alone, because it contains no information about 

.. _. 
le sales at each outlet. Ideally, one would compare the sales-weighted mean 

c the post-decree price distribution with the list price. A mean lower than 

~st indicates an increase in consumers' welfare. While the data do not allow 
i 
)Ulputation of a sales-weighted mean, we can compare the unweighted mean with 

~st price, and test for significant differences. Notice from the" table that 

~l of the differences are small, ranging from .2\ to 2.2\, and that only two 

~fferences are significant. * 

Of course one would expect the independent stores to lower prices more 

rer time. And the mean of the independent store price distribution was never 

~ve list price, Which supports the conventional free-rider hypothesis. 

~ll, this first price survey suggests that Florsheim could have been as 

~terested in reducing the variance of the price distribution as in increasing 

~ mean. Finally, the initial survey indicates that potential increases in 

msumer welfare from this type of case could be small; i.e., on the order of 

·3" unless such a small price cut increases sales significantly. 

* I compared the mean of the independent store price distribution with 
Ie list price using conventional tests of significance for differences 
!tween the means of two populations with the same variance. I used the standard 
!viation of the independent sample mean as the measure of variance. 
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c. Preliminary Conclusions 

Unfortunately we c~ot conclusively accept or reject any of the four 

basic hypotheses explaining Florsheim's retailing practices and their effects 

on consumer welfare until data is collected on quantity as well as price (as 

described in the Task IV report). However, some progress has been made,for 

the price survey alone could have proven the price-signalling hypothesis false. 

If the mean price of every shoe in the survey were significantly below list, the 

variance were small, and no stores priced above list. then the price-signalling 

hypothesis could have been rejected. 
_.- ,e!O> 

As it is, all four nypotheses _ remain viable ~:: 

candidates. Just as governments are often formed by coalitions of parties, 

none of which has a majority, so the "true" explanation of Florsheim t s conduct 

may prove to be comprised of parts of all four hypotheses. 

However, rrrz own opinion is that the mistake hypothesis and company-store • 

protection hypothesis will be rejected if the FTC surveys both prices and 

quantities in sufficient detail to determine the effect of the consent decree 

on each. Both the store-image free-riding explanation and the quality signalling 

explanation are analytically plausible, and supported by the evidence available 
\. .. ~ : 

from an industry study. 

If the mistake hypothesis is correct, then virtually every major apparel 

retailer and rnanufact~rer in the country is following an inappropriate marketing 
.~ 

strategy. This is not impossible, but it is unlikely. ~here have been major 

changes in distribution methods before; e.g., the emergence of the department 

store-and mail order house. But these innovations followed closely upon the 

equa~y dramatic changes in manu~acturing and communication technology whi~h made 
@ 

them possible, and my research did not reveal any recent dramatic changes in 

the technology of retailing, in the demand for retailing services, or in the 

f 
. 70 

technology of shoe manu actur1ng. 
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While we must remain agnostic about the correct explanation for RPM. we 

.i, 
1n draw lessons for antitrust poliqy from the analysis thus far. An important 

,lnding of this study is that all of the plausible explana.tions for Florsheim's 

,!rtical restraints are intended to maximize long-run sales. Thus Florsheim's 

!lfare and consumer welfare are positively correlated. Florsheim may indeed 

~ mistaken in its beliefs that avoiding discounters is necessary to preserving 

:s bra~d image and that in-store promotional efforts are essential tq sales 

~imization. But such a mistake in judgment presents a very different policy 

;oblem than the typical price-fixing or merger case. where the interests of 

Ie business firm and the consumer are clearly opposed. 

That Florsheim's business judgment on these matters is being questioned 

, the antitrust authorities is a consequence of the mismatch between economies 

scale in shoe manufacturing and retailing. If Florsheim could employ 

ianchising (a legally inoffensive form of exclusive dealing) or complete 

Irward integration, its concern for,retail price would not have been brought 

the attention of the government. 

This suggests that vertical price restrictions imposed by manufacturers can 

!nefit both consumers and producers, unless there is evidence of a horizontal 

,nspiracy at the manufacturer or retailer level in imposing the restrictions. The 

Irm of the chain of transactions leading from the manufacturer to the consumer 
I 

Lould not dominate their substance in the eyes of the antitrust authorities. 

If an industry is competitive"and the firm imposing restrictions lacks 

.scernible market power. the restrictions probably increase rather than decrease 

Lterbrand competition and consumer welfare. 

In summary. the evidence of the Florsheim case is that a rule of reason 

'proach to vertical price restraints could yield economic benefits. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Our awr:I:;f: customer, then, buys :J. S10 hal for everyda.y 
wear. nut I here arc times when she wants 3. l1al :I; little 
bettcr than ordina.l)·, it may bc to Wl'ar 10 an c1auor:J.lC 
luncheon or ~imply hecause she feels more prosperous than 
usu:ll. So she wants to pay more, perhap:;$ls.l Conversely, 
shc may w:l.nl or be obligl-d 10 econol1li~e. Under the:;e 
conditions she p:l.ys k'SS, say, $5. 

The c:xact li!n]rcs nre important in operating our store; 
but in c.'\lllaining thc method, these aruitr&l.ry n~urcs wiii 
serve to illus;r~ the point. Our averagc customer pays in 
the m:lin, th~re, three different prices for h:l.ls accordingly 
3S she W:lDts something ine.'q)ensive, for everyday wear, or 
for best. She! behavcs simil:l.fly in respect to every class of 
goods, whether it is shoes at $5, $8, amI $12, or cloth coats 
at $25. $40, 3.Ild $60. 

O.stomers are not all or onc income cl:l.Ss, howeve:. 
Fo: our more prosperous customer a SIS hat is for cveryday 
wear, :I. $10 hal inc.'q)ensiyc, a S~5 h:1.t b(.'st. Our less pros
perous customcr considers a $10 hat expensh'e, a S5 hat for 
c\·erycJ:l.Y we:1.r, :I. $3 11:1.t cheap. 

Let us tabul:l.le this 10 visu:uize thc dcm:md: 

Low·iDcomc customer ..•••••••.• 
Average custumc:r •.•.•••.•••••• 
Bigher.income customer ..•••.•.• 

S l 
S 

10 

s S 
10 

IS 

$10 

15 
25 

It is obvious that most all of our customers buy at SIO a.t 
one tim"c or another. Whilc our aVCr:lge and low-income 
customers both :1.t times buy at $5, there is no demand at 
that pricc from our higher-income customers. Similarly, 
there is only :I. parti:u demand at $IS. While there is a 
dem:l.nd at $3 :md $25, thc demand is limited. 

Experienc-c shows that $5, $10, and $1 S, in this C1SC, arc 
the points at ,,'hkh our full lines would be carried. It 
shows :Usc that at $3 and S25 the dem:md is insufficient to 
warrant a full line. The tendency of the customer ,,;11 be to 
go for this type or merch:mdi:ie to a chc:lper or to a more 
exclusive storc. We shall meet and profit by this tendency 
in our bargain bascment 3.Ild in our de IU:ll:e dcp:l.rtmenlS, 
which ,,·iIl be described in det:w in subsequent chapters.' 

The three prices, S5, SIO, and $15, arc the three "fulJ
line prict:S;' and are kno\\"1l respc:ctivdy as the "cheapest 
fulJ-line price," "best-selling full-line pricc," "highest 
fulJ-line price." The three fuJI lines at those prices are the 
"che:lpest-priced full linc," "best-selling full line," and 
"highest-pricc.d full line ... 
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TABLE 1 

Distribution of Advertising by Medium, Total Industry 

Regular and Sport Protective and 
Casual Shoes Footwear Work Shoes Total \ 

~.3.zines 7,701.9 8,261.0 275.9 16,238.8 43.1\ 

,.rspapers 2,233.2 5.9\ 

"rspaper 
?plements 334.9 320.3 4.1 659.3 1.8\ 

,twork TV 4,085.4 3,723.9 0 7,809.3 20.7\ 

pt TV 8,942.1 1,137.7 486.9 10,566.7 28.1\ 

twork Radio 0 0 0 0 0 

tdoor 19.4 112.1 .4 131.9 .4\ 

rAL 21,083.7 13,555.0 767.3 37,639.2 
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TABLE 2 

Top 10 TV Advertisers 
Regular and Casual Shoes, 1978 

mpany Total TV Total Advertising 

Qm MeAn Shoes ,(Men and Women) 5,429.8 5,580.4 

:sh Puppies Shoes (Family) 1,233.4 2,944.6 

ster Brown Shoes (Children) 980.3 1,020.9 

,turalizer Shoes (Women) 841.0 1,576.8 

,'eeman • s Shoes (Men) 778.6 778.6 

tride Ri te Shoes (Children) 688.5 751.6 

lsh=ooms Shoes lFamily) 596.7 596.7 

:ho:l's Sandals (Family) 383.2 973.0 

Lorsheim Shoes (Men and Women) 341.8 1,357.0 

~nney 's Shoes (Family) 272.6 272.6 

figures are in thousands of dollars) 
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97.8\ 
;~ 
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96.0\ 

53.3\ 

lOD\. 
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91.6\ 

100\ 

39.4\ 
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TABLE 3 

Florsheim Advertisinq, by Medium 

Florsheim Men's Florsheim Total 

$(000) $ (000) , 
Maqa:dnes 833.8 833.8 61.4\ 

Newspaper Supplements 58.7 58.7 4.3\ 

Newspapers 123.5 9.1\ 

:ictwork TV 0 216.9 16.0\ 

:'pot TV 0 124.1 9.1\ 

Network Radio 0 0 0 

Outdoor 0 0 0 

1,357.0 100.0\ 
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TABLE 4 
~0 

Advertisin9~trate9ies of Florsheim and Rivals 

F10rsheim 1 Freeman 2 
Jarman 

3 .. 4 
Nunn-Bush Johnston ~ Murphy 3 

annes 833.8 0 82.2 48.6 228.3 :::";" .... ;.;. 

spapers 123.5 0 16.2 0 0 

spaper Supplements 58.7 0 0 0 0 

work TV 216.9 718.0 0 0 0 

tTV 124.1 60.6 0 0 0 r: 

work Radio 0 0 0 0 0 

door 0 .. 0 '0 0 0 

pany A/S .25' .27' .08' .06\ .08\ 

terce 

Shoe 

nesco 
.:0 

yenberg Shoe 
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TABLE 5 

Apparent Consumption and Imports of Leather Footwear 

Pairs in Value in Imports as Imports as 
thousands Smi1lions \ of pairs \ of value 

19713 787,734 6,103.7 51.9 41.6 

1977 745,710 5,125.0 48.3 35.7 

1976 781i,507 4,931.1 47.0 29.4 

Source: Current Industrial RepOrts, Footwear 1978, Bureau of the Census, 
u.s. Department of Commerce, MA-3lA(78)-1. 
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'l'ABU! 6 

Produ~ion of Men',. Diess and Casual Shoes 
" "by' PriceLiDe. 1976 

Price lirie ~ $) Pairs , of ProductiOJ\ 

<& 6.527,000 10\ ~~i~ 

6.01-10.00 17.976.000 27\ 

10.01- 14.00 22.976.000 33' 

14.01- 18.00 9~O61.000 14' 

)18.0Q' 10.565,000 16t 
:-:"; 

:' ... " 

'rotal value: $810,026,000 

'l'ota1 pairs: 66,1,49.000 

Average wholesale price/pair: $12.25 
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'l'ABLE 7 

Distribution of Manufacturers' Sales 
by class of customer, 

men'. shoes (except athl.tic)~ i978 

$ thousands 

322,743 

Independent retailers 500,558 

~ll other retailers 458,109 

O;:holesalers 104,176 

All o~~ers, including gov't and exports 57,555. 

Shipments not reported by customer cIa •• 146,848 

TOTAl. 1,589,989 
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20.3 

31.5 

,,':;; .... 28.8 

6.6 

3~6 

9.2 

100.0 
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TABLE 8 

Average Annual Sales/Outlet by Store Type 

All retail trade establishments $536,686 

All shoe stores 225,653 

All women's shoe stores 258,875 ~~ 

All men's shoes stores 202,473 

All children's shoe stores 157,615 

All family shoe stores 223,956 

~ 
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TABLE 9 

Sales and Stores by Sales Size, 
Men's Shoe Stores, 1977 

Payroll as 
Annual Sales in $000 , Sales , Stores , of sales 

5;000 J D .1 ' D 

2,000 - 5,000 

1,000 - 2,000 D .4 D 

sao - 1,000 12.4 4.0 13.6 

300 - 500 22.7 12.6 14~O 

100 - 300 53.4 62.6 14.6 

50 - 100 5.8 15.8 17.7 

30 - 50 .6 3.1 18.1 

20 - 30 .1, .8 20.2 

10 - 20 .0 .5 19.5 

10 D .1 D 

o denotes not reported to avoid disclosure of confi'dentia1 data 
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TABLE 10 

Sales, Firms, Outlets, and Payroll 
by NW!lber of Uni ts 

Number of 
Firms , Firms ~ Outlets , 

871 88.1 26.3 

55 5.6 3.3 

21 2.1 1.9 

18 1.8 2.3 

7 .7 1.5 

4 .4 1.7 

4 .4 3.8 

9 .9 59.1 

989 
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Sa1es/ payroll/ 
Sales Outlet Finn 

~~ 

21.6 165,002 15 ' 
,~.~ 

3.7 248,391 16.3 

3.0 .318,190 16.8 

4.6 400,182 14.7 
~ 

1.6 215,620 14.8 

2.3 278,927 13.6 

3.7 194,698 12.7· 

59.1 201,181 13.9 • 
201,349 all 

214,351 mu1tiunits 
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'l'ask IV Report: Specification of Data Col.Lec1:l.on L'leeW:i 

·~troduction: Goals and possibilities for Empirical Work 

I. Goals for Empirical Work 

II. Possibilities for 'l'esting Hypotheses 

III. 'l'ypes of Evidence 

~direct Hypothesis 'l'ests: Evaluating Behavioral Evidence 

I. Advertising 

II. Company Stores :~ 

III. In! tial Margins 

IV. New Accounts and Discarded Accounts 

lirect Hypothesis 'l'ests: Designing and Conducting the Market Survey 

I. 'l'ime Period, Frequency, and CQst 

II. Number and Types. of Stores 

III. Other Companies 

IV. Number and Types of Styles ~. 

v. Benchmark Price Levels 

VI. Sources of Error 

VII. Physical Sales Data 
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LSk IV Report: Specification of Data Collection Needs 

ltroduction: Goals and possibilities for Empirical Work 

I.' Goals for Empirica.l Work . 

It is particularly relevant for the Florsheim case that the Fl'C' s 

~ecification of Task 4 mentions two reasons for collecting data. First, the 

llta specified by the investigator should suffice -to verify or reject likely 
I , 

lternative explanations for the practices involved in the case.- Second, -this 

ata should also enable the investigator to measure the impact of the FTC action 

!n consumers, on competition, and on the particular industry.-

These are correctly perceived as two separate tasks, because evidence 

learing on the alternative hypotheses may exist inde~dently of the FTC's action, 
I 

and because it is possible that the lTC's consent decree had no impact on the 

:lIU'ket (and thus no, impact on the industry or consumer weifare). 

The available evidence independent of Florsheim's and the market's 

t'esponse to the FTC Consent Decree was included in the Task 3 Final. Report. That 

evidence enabled the investigator to frame hypotheses explaining Florsheim's 

marketing practices, and to reach tentative conclusions ~ut the relative 

likelihood of each hypothesis. Assuming that the restrictions imposed on 

Florsheim by the Consent Decree were. effective, .the Freis actlonshould have 

generated new ~vidence for testing these hypotheses •. ,This report explai~'how 

to JDake the relevant observations and use them to test the hypotheses. But 

before underi:aking these tasks, we must address the more fundamental question ..... 

of whether or not it is possible to deteDDine .if the FTc's actions had any effect' 

at all. That is, are there any conceivable observations we could make that woulq' 

. establish the FI'C's impact? And can we actually make those conceptually appropriate 

measurements? 

~''';"'-" --------.~ --. -,.-.:-:-..... -~---.-;-- ........ ..,.. -;-:-:-----.. - ~.- '.-.;:-;---~. --.' - - - ---,---. -- ~~-, -- ----:-------"7i---:--~----___ . 



II~ Possibilities. for Testing Hypotheses ,. 

The most serious limitation on the possibilities for determining the 

'Cts impact in this case is the FTC: s failure to conduct any empirical work 

:fore the period of the consent decree. For example, the. consent decree aims 

! prevent resale price maintenance (RPM), w~ch should result in increased 

riance of prices. If the prohibited RPM practices were effecti va, pre-decree 

ice variance would have been zero and any observed price variance during or 

ter the consent decree would prove that the decree had some effect. But no 

ice survey was made before the decree was imposed, so that we have no idea 

. what the pre-decree variance of prices was in fact. We cannot assume that 

e-decree price variance was zero, both because of conflicting testimony on 

e subject and because retail pricl! surveys typically find considerable price 

riance. Therefore we cannot conclude that the FTC decree was effective simply 

.cause we now obs~rve some variance in prices. However, increasing price 

iriance over time would indic~te that the decree was having some effect. 

Another limitation on the possibilities. both for determining the effect 

: the FTC's actions and establishing the correct explanation(s) for Florsheim's , 

I:ions is the failure to include other shoe companies in the FTC's initial 

Irestigation or the present study. This should not be construed· as censure, 

:ause of the cost of including other c,?mpanies. The major cost would be 

?licating the collection and analysis of testimony and documentation that 

aprised the Florsheim case record. Additionally, including other companies 

the present study would probably require for each company about half the 

iourcesdevoted to the Florsheim study ~ perform tasks 1-4, and equal resources 

carry out the empirical tests described in this Task 4 report. 

Nonetheless, failure to make the Florsheim case into an industry-wide 
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rade practices case means that no rigorous test of such hypotheses as 

irizontal collusion at the manufacturing level is possible. For e:cample, my 

.eld interviews with retailers indi~ated no difference between Florsneim and 

~er leading manufacturers with respect to enforcing suggested retail prices. 

at such evidence, based on.& limited sample, is almost worthless. A price 

~y, taken before the consent decree and its attendant publicity, could have 

~tablished whether or not Florsheim achieved lower retail price variance than 
I 

:s rivals. A finding that Florshe:im was unique in achieving zero or insigni-

,Lcant price variance would have allowed one to reject the horizontal conspiracy 

~ oligopolistic coordination hypotheses. A finding of uniformly low or zero 

dce variance would not have proved the collusion hypotheses, since RPM may 

I • 
! optimal in a competitive market, but would have at least confirmed their 

alevance. But a price survey taken now, after the decree has been in force 

~r two years, could not test the horizontal conspiracy hypotheses even if it 

Deluded all of Florsheim's rivals. A finding of equal variance for each 

~mpany could indicate either that Florsheim alone was forced to abandon RPM 

r that all companies have abandoned effective RPM after observing the FTC's 

uccessful case against Florsheim. 
I 

Of course, we can car%Y out hypothesis tests assuming that Florsheim's 

ertical restrictions were effective before the Fl'C' s actions. But we must 

:eep in mind that this assumption implies that we can only estimate the upper 

ound of the impact of the Fl'C's action, not the impact itself. For ex~le, 

~ can estimate the maximum possible increase in price variance resulting from 

he consent decree: it will be the observed price variance, assuming that 

Ire-decree variance was zero. But the actual impact may be less, since the 

Ire-decree variance may have been greater than zero. 

Also, while we have no direct (market survey) evidence for the period 
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before the consent decree, we do have considerable information about Florsheim's 

marketing practices before the decree. Since some of the hypotheses imply 
I. _ 

changes in Florsheim's marketing after enforcement of the decree, those 

hypotheses can be tested with evidence that such changes have or have not 

;>ccurred. 
,., 

In short, while there are limitations, it 1s possible to define observations .. :;: .. 

100hich would determine the FTC's impact on Florsheim and the men's shoe market. 

fowever, we cannot carry out all of the necessary observations, since some must 

be made before the consent decree is imposed. Therefore we cannot measure the 
I 

;Unpact of the FTC's action, although we can make some inferences about the direction 

of the impact. But in addition to the problem of conceiving tests to determine if 

the FTC had any impact, there are the problems of carrying out those tests and' 
I 

)f determining precisely impacts and their welfare implications. First; is it 

?ossible to measure the evidence relevant to the hypotheses? Second, are the 

lypotheses empirically distinguishable? These problems are best addressed by first 

ceviewing the specific alternative hypotheses and their empirical predictions. 

The most important hypotheses explaining Florsheim's behavior are those 

!xplaining RPM. We can think of RPM as Florsheim's direct pricing strategy, 
1 

~th refusal to sell through discount outlets as its indirect pricing strategy. 

rhese strategies were intended to control both retail price and retail outlet 

type. The following table (reproduced from page 60 of the Task 3 Final Report) ~ 

;ummarizes the principal alternative explanations for Florsheim's behavior and 

their predictions for the post-RPM market. 
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othesis 

vent service 
image free-
iug 

price as 
l1ty signal 

tect com-
IY stores 

traints are 
,is take 

:ean Price Constant. 

PREDICTED EFFECTS OF ABOLISHING 
FLORSHEIM'S VERTICAL RESTRAINTS 

Effect Effect Effect on 
on Price on Sales Consumers 

Price falls . Sales fall Welfare 
falls 

Price Sales fall Welfare 
variance falls 
increased* 

Price falls Total sales Welfare 
rise, com- rises 
pany sales 
fall 

Price falls Sales rise Welfare 
rises 

Effect on 
Florsheim 

Profits fall 

Profits fall 

Total profits 
rise, retail 
profits fall 

Profits-rise 

The empirical measurement-problem is the most serious and arises from the 

ortunate tendency of the real world to ignore the economist's ceteris paribus 

'umptions. Since prices and quantities are constantly changing, it is by no 

'ns obvious how one is to determine if sales have risen or fallen, compared 

what they would been under continued RPM. 

The measurement problem is not serious for price; retail price_in company 

led stores provides a suitable benchmark since this is the price Florsheim 

:ld impose through RPM (assuming that RPM kept mean price at list and variance 

.zero before the decree). Thus we can determine from the mean of the non-company. 

i Ire price distribution if price has fallen or risen. 

The problem is serious with quantity. Since both the aggregate shoe 

'ket and Florsheim's share of the market are changing for reasons other than 

,ce (import restrictions, economic conditions, fashion), there is no reliable 

rith one qualification to be discussed below at page 17. 
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benchmark for the quantity which would have been sold had RPM continued. There 

is no good solution to this problem. The most that can be done is to collect 

data on Florsheim's market share, preferably measured in physical rather than ~f3 

-dollar volume, and interpret an increase in share to mean "an increase in sales, 

ceteris paribus." The implicit assumptions in this procedure are the external 

market conditions (e.g., removal of import quotas) affect all manufacturers 

equally, and that Florsheim exactly maintains its relative competitive position 

on parameters not affected by the consent decree (e.g., Florsheim correctly 

anticipates fashion changes). 

The only hypothesis not seriously affected by the problems of measuring 

quantity is the company-store protection hypothesis. Since external and 

non-decree parameters should affect company and non-company stores equally, 

changes in the share of Florsheim's sales going through company-owned stores 

should suffice to test this hypothesis. A fall in the Florsheim company store 

" share unambiguously indicates that RPM protected the retailing branch of Florsheim-

to the detriment of the company as a whole. 

Even assuming that price and quantity changes are measurable, it may be 

difficult or impossible to distinguish among the various hypotheses. For 

example, the first two hypotheses do not have mutually exclusive predictions, 

since the variance in prices could increase at the same time that the mean of 

the price distribution falls, and both predict a decline in sales. In fact, 

for two of the four shoe models in the preliminary survey the FTC observed both 

lower means and increased variance in price, while for two variance increased with 

mean price staying constant (assuming that RPM kept mean price at list and varian+e 

at zero before the decree). Thus for two models the quality signalling 

hypothesis is supported and the free-riding hypothesis rejected, but for the 
~ --' 

other two models (where mean fell) the two hypotheses receive equal support. 

However, each is mutually exclusive with the third and fourth hypotheses, 
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:h each predict an increase in total sales. Furthermore, the store-

~ection and mistake hypotheses are distinguishable from one another, since 
I 

. "the store protection hypotheses involves a chang~ in the company store 

tet share. 
i 

While it would be intellectually satisfying to distinguish the free-

Lng hypothesis from the price signalling hypothesis, that is not necessary 

welfare analysis since each hypothesis h,as the sarne implications for 
i 
;umer welfare and company profits. In short, there is some problem with 

,hypotheses not being empirically distinguishable, but that problem is not 

Lous from a policy maker's point of view. 

This discussion of the possibilities for empirical work in the Florsheim 

can be summarized by saying that meaningful empirical work. is possible, 

that many of the possible conclusions from that work will have to be qualified 

luse of the lack of evidence gathered before the consent decree was negotiated. 

III. Types of Evidence 

Despite the problems noted above, a great deal of information on the 

?eting models of Florsheim' s price and distribution strategies exists. This 

:ription of the types of evidence available and the relevance of each to the 

~theses being tested should enable the FTC to estimate the costs and legal 

mtial for gathering each type of information. 

The first important distinction between types of information needed is ·'that 

! information is public, and can be collected without Florsheim's cooperation, 

Le other information can be obtained only from Florsheim. The second 

,rtant distinction is that some evidence consists of market observations of 

:e and quantity sold, while other evidence consists of inforIr.ation about 
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Plorsheim's behavior. Market observations provide a direct test of the 

hypotheses listed in Table 1, since each hypothesis includes predic~ions for 

price and quantity changes following abolition of RPM •. Behavioral observations 

provide an indirect test of both the hypotheses in Table. 1 and the' hypotheses 

about marketing practices other than RPM. In the following taxonomy, the 

'direct market evidence is indicated by an asterisk, *. 

Publicly available information includes the following: 

* Sales periods--obtained by monitoring a sample of stores. 

* Florshe~ Prices--obtained by sampling. 

* Competitor Prices--obtained by sampling. 

Advertising expendi tares by media-available in published sources at 
nominal cost (about $200/year) • 

Number of company outlets, by type-available from SEC Fo:m lo-K's and 
annual reports at no cost. 

Percentage of company sales at retail and wholesale--available on lO-K' s • 
and annual reports. 

Information available only from Florsheim includes the following: 

* Shoe sales in pairs,. for Florsheim and selected customers and styles-
obtained from salesmen's "pairage" reports on each customer twice 
yearly, at the end of each season (Hamilton tr. p. 44). Not 
obtained during FTC investigation. Costly for Florsheim to 
supply at customer level, and perhaps at company level. 

* Wholesale and retail price lists-successfully subpo~aed during 
investigation. Low cost for Florsheim to supply. 

CUstomer lists-obtained during investigation as computer printout. 
Low cost for Florsheim to supply. 

Weekly lists of accounts added and dropped-not yet obtained by the FTC. 
Low cost, for Florsheim to supply. 

T.h~ purpose of collecting each ~e of information is ,straightforward. 

The next section explains how to use the indirect information to test 

the various hypotheses, and the final section explains how to make the direct 

market observations. The significance of the market observations has already 

been explained, and is reviewed in Table 1. 
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:!irect Hypothesis Tests; Evaluating Behavioral Evidence 

Information on Florsheim's advertising expenditures, company outlets, and 

+ -
Les through company outlets vili enable'uS to determine if Florsheim is 

mqing its distribution strategy in resPonse to prohibitions on RPM, and if 

I prohibition on RPM is effective. Remember that Florsheim has two methods 

• maintaining high margins: direct policing via RPM, and simply re~using to 

11 to discounters. Even if RPM is prohibited, continued refusal to sell to 
I 

.scounters plus retailers' focal point price and sales policies may mean that 

e present pricing structure ,continues more or less intact, or changes o.nly 

owly. In this case, there would be no reason for Florsheim to alter its 

V'ertising strategy or to curtail the operation of its own stores. 

I. Advertising 

If abel! tien . of RPM does . lead to extensive price cutting and thus lowers 

e average margin available on Florsheim's, we would anticipate an increase in 

vertising as Florsheim is compelled to shift from ·p'ush- to ·pull·· promotion. 

e pull from advertising must replace the push provided by retailers who were· 

eviously attracted to Florsheim by relatively high margins, or whose ins tore 

ducements were financed by high margins. 

II. Company Stores 

If Fl?rsheim's owned outlets decline in number or market share (relative 

. independent Florsheim stores), then we can infer that one effect of RPM vas . 
preserve the position of the Florsheim retail division, to the detriment of 

.th consumers and Florsheim as a whole. Assuming that Florsheim-owned stores 

~ relatively inefficient, profit maximi%ation at the corporate level would 
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require·clos~ng at least.some Florsheim owned stores if aboli~ion of RPM 

inspired independent stores to lower prices below Florsheim' s list prices, taking!5I 

".ales away from company stores. O~ course this may take some time, 'beth because 

of inertia in the independents' pricing and because of the difficulties most 

companies face in reducing the scale of unprofitable operations. Nonetheless, 

if we observe no significant change in the number of Florsheim-owned stores :;~ 

relative to- total Florsheim outlets, or in the proportion of Florsheim's sales 

made thrcughits own outlets, then we can reject the hypothesis that RPM was 

protecting the retail division. 

This test should be made sometime after the consent decree period of 1979-
m 

1981, to allow time for the hypothesized withdrawal from retailing to be carried 

out. While it is difficult to be specific, at least three to five years should 

be allowed. 

III. In! tial Margins 

Another indication that not only were some prices falling but also that 
". 

significant numbers of shoes were being sold at the lower prices would be 

reductions in the in! tial margins on Florsheim. Florsheim I s price lists show 

the wholesale price of each style, and the price at which Florsheim sells each 

style in its own stores. A check of the margins for shoes included in the 

price survey would be an indication of the degree of pressure on Florsheim I s 

own outlets, and thus of the quantitative significance of the price c~anges 

observed in.the price survey. This evidence would not be conclusive, but the 

information is available at vert low cost and thus is .werth obtaining. Also, 

whcl~~~'~ ~~ices are essential for the price survey, as they enable one to 

determine actual retail margins. 
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IV" NIS'W Accou.'ts and Discarded Accounts 

Florsheim's weekly list of new accounts and discarded accounts would be 

i 
-:y rewalil'l9 f for 1 t would enable us to detexmine two t:bings about Plorsheim I s 

Lic:y of not selling .to discounters. First, the new accOunt list would reveal 

~t.her or not the policy was still in force. A sample of new accounts would be 

iited to detenriine if discounters were included. Second, if Florsheim is still 

!ing to avoid discounters, the discard list should indicate whether or not the 
i 

lsent decree had any effect on its efforts to avoid discounters. My own 

.!SS is that simply prohibiting discussion of pricing policies will have very 
I " 

ttle effect on Florsheim's ability to detect and refuse to deal with discounters. 

: that guess is correct, then the frequency of discarding should be unchanged. 

t if Florsheim can no longer screen customers effectively, one would expect 

:reased discards of customers who turned out to be discounters. Of course, I 

r be overestimating Florsheim's ability to find a legal pretext for dropping 

account. 

rect Hypothesis Tests: Designing and Conducting the Market Survey 

The market survey consists of two types of information: data on price 

tained through FTC surveys, and data. on quantity sold obtained from Florsheim. 
, 
qetber these sets of data. should provide, "within the limits described above, 

nct tests of the hypotheses summarized in Table 10 Most of this section is 

voted to explaining the price survey, since the corresponding data. on quantity 

n be obtained only from Florsheim. 

The purpose of the price survey is to determine what effect (if any) the 

t had on reuil prices of Florsheim. The FTC has already conducted a preliminary 
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rice survey. A priori.w~ would expect such a survey to show increased variance 

f prices, and three of the four hypotheses in Table 1 also predict lower 

mage prices than would exist in the absence of the consent decree. The 

~l..iminary FTC report shows some variance of prices, wh~ch presumably is an 

DC%8ase from zero variance under RPM. The preliminary survey also shows that 

verage independent price was .2\ to 2.2\ lower than Florsheim company store 

rices, but that the difference was not significant for two of the four models 

Urveyed. 

Unfortunately we have no information about the variance of prices before 

,ne consent decree1 i.e., we nave no solid information about the effectiveness 

f Florsheim's RPM policies, or about the price cuts needed to trigger 

10rshe1m's attention. As indicated in the Task 1 report (p. 4), Florsheim 

alesmen testified that they were not concerned about $2-$3 cuts, but about 10\, 

0\, or greater cuts. Since $3 is 4.4\ of $68.20, the mean list price of the 

hoe styles surveyed, it is clear that the JIlean is not the only parameter of. 

he independents' price distribution that we need to examine in order to 

etermine if the consent decree is having an impact. What follows is my proposal 

or an adequate survey, and my suggestions for interpreting the results. 

In des~gning the su:vey, we JIlust consider the time period to be covered, 

be categories of stores to be covered, the benchmark price level to be used for 

CllZlparison, the styles to be included, the number of stores to be included, 

hether or not to include other companies, possible sources of bias in interpreting 

he results, and the potential for determining the significance of the observations. 

I. Time period, frequency, and cost 

The price survey should begin as soon as possible in order to capture 

hanges in behavior over the period of the consent decree. The consent decree 
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,rohibits price list circulation for three calendar years, 1979-1981, and thus . . 

Lx Belling seasons. After the three year ban, Florsheim can circulate price 

lats but cannot enforce RPM in any other way. The Fall 1981 selling season is 

.t1. earliest the survey could begin.' ~d it shou:td continue for two years 

fter the expiration of the price list bani i.e., to the Fall 1983 selling 

IASOD. The reason for continuing the survey beyond 'the ban is to determine if 

ay permanent increase in retailers' price competitiveness has been induced as 

~ result of the ban. 

The survey should be conducted in traditional non-sale periods; that is, 

he survey should not take place during the six weeks following January 1 or 

he six weeks following July 1. Florsheilll never attempted RPM during those 

eneral clearance periods, so that the variance of prices was always relatively 

19h and the average level of prices always low during those periods. My 

Qggestion is to pi~ a fixed day of the week in the middle of each shopping 

eason, e.g., the third '1'uesday in October and May, and make the survey twice 

early. Thus the survey will have to be conducted five times if we begin in 

,all of 1981. 

Each survey will cost approximately as much as the preliminary price 

urveyalready conducted by the FTC. Assuming that the preliminary price 

urvey is a reasonable quide, the survey should take 2 person-days per city--

, total of 20 person-days, with an additional five days needed to tabulate the 

abl. 

II. Humber and 'l'ypes of Stores 

The sample size for this'survey does not have to be enormous; remember 

nat the rule of thumb for applying the Central Limit Theorem is that samples 

~om practically any Population approach the normal distribution as sample size 

lpproaches thirty. This rule of thumb should be kept in mind when determining 
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bow many styles and categories of retail store are to be included. 

Potentially interesting store categories are Florsheim company stores, 

"~Partment stores, and independent shoe stores. 
, 

Within the independent 

category, there are probably important differences in e.fficiency between single 

outlet fUms and local ~ins, so that each category should"be sampled. If that 

iii not possible, all of the independent shoe stores should be of roughly the :'? 

AllIe type: the same sales volume, and the same number of outlets. The ideal 

would be to survey three categories of outlet types: Florsheim company stores; 

small, single-establishment independents: and local independent chains. Thirty 

stores in each category should be adequate to ensure a valid test of our 

hypotheses, and would require very little expansion over the preliminary 

survey size: 28 Florsheim shops and 68 independent stores. 

While the above survey scope would be ideal, it is certainly possible to 

do an adequate survey within a more limited scope. The distinction between 

local chains and independents is of secondary interest, especially for policy 

~ses. While it would be interesting to know which category of firm led 

any ·price-cutting which appeared after abolition of ~M, that infor.nation is 

not necessary for determining the welfare effects or testing the hypotheses. 

An adequate survey could be conducted simply by surveying every retail Florsheim 

outlet in the ten cities where the FTC has regional offices, as was attempted 

in the.preliminary survey. Florsheim1s customer lists should be checked before 

each Iliurvey to ensure that all outlets in each cith are included. 

III. Other Companies 

Although it would add considerably to costs, a similar price survey 

should be made for at least one shoe model of each major men I s shoe bra~. 

This would help establish the normal variance of a shoe price distribution, 
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fd could determine whether or not l'lorsheim was .!!2! similar to other fizms 

L its retail price variance. As explained Above, we cannot tell from present 

"ice variance observations whether Florsheim or other companies' pricing 

'~llci.s have changed. If the FTC optains a parallel sample of p:ices fo: 

:he: manufacturers; then conventional two-facto: analysis of variance wiU 
I 

!Yeal wethe: the variance of Florsheim prices is greater 0: less than for 

Ie entire sample. 

IV. Number and Types of Styles 

How many styles to include is mainly a matter of what will sound mOst 

Invincing to the potential readers of the report. Host of the costs of the 

~ depend on the nUlllber of stores visited rather than the number of styles 

Icluded, so that we should err on the side of too many rather than teo few. 

,:yles should be selected on the basis of endurinq popularity fo: .two :easons • 

.rat, we don' t want the style to be discontinued before the p:ice survey is 

.m.shed. Second, the larger cumulative sales, the la:ger the potential welfue 

~ (0: losses) from prohibiting RPM. Third, the more popular the style, the 

)re likely it is to be carried by each sto:e in the survey. 

I would suggest selecting enough styles to have 3-4 survive the price 

rrvey period; puhaps 6-8 initially. These styles should all be Flo:sheim 

~and, net othu Intuco brands such as Weeds, Worlhmore, Idlus by Florsheim, 

Lt:y Club, etc. We want to concentrate on styles which incorporate the Florsheim 

UDa, aince those are the ones most likely to be attractive to' discounters, who 

Lll want to -free ride- on the Florsbeim brand image. 

V. Benchmark Price Levels 

The benchmarks for comparison should be the Florsheim company store price, 
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1:14 the wholesale price. For each style, !l. signif~cant 4iffer~nce.between the 

~ependent price an4 the Florsheim pr!ce wo~d indicate a departure from RPM. 

Never. if the whole price structure begins to erode to competi ti va levels, 

: .. ~. -:- -(~ 

I ~ 
le margin maintaine4 at Florsheilll stores will also 4rop. lherefore we could, - -
" -
~tar two years, observe DO statistically significant &Ufference between 

,14ependeDt and Florsheim store prices, even though margins in both outlets 

~4 fallen 4ramatically as a result of the consent decree. Thus we need to 

:=spare observed retail prices wi"th wholesale prices to determine if margins 

III over the survey period. 

VI. Sources of Error 

Actually conducting the survey should be a fairly mechanical procedure 

~ich could be accomplished with a minimum effort by the rrc regional offices. 

!rtainly the Dumber of cities covered in the preliminary su:vey is adequate. 

\e only &Ufficulty-I foresee with doing these surveys out of regional offices 
! 

~ that the competitiveness of the shoe market may vary f~city to city. 

,r example, Hew York City has much better prices for cameras, calculators and 

Lectronics in general than Hew Orleans or Seattle, and a similar phenomenon in 
~ 

I (j 
:K)eS would introduce another source of variance into the results. Fortunately, 

~nventional analysis of variance can detect significant intercity &Ufferences 

11 price. 

The only judgment the price surveyors will have to make, and one which 

ay require the cooperation of the retailer or revisiting the store. i.. to avoid . " 

Ilclu&Ung prices of single style~ which are being disc~ntinued only by that store. 

IUs type of sale, on a particul~ shoe, must be distinguished from a regular 

clearance- sale which applies to the store' s entire stock, Or to more than .one 

boe. Anyone store may be 4iscontinuing a single style, even though Florsheilll 

ill continue to produce and other retailers will continue to sell that shoe •. 
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ps our decision to include only perennial styles will not preclude this 

oblem. 

Such sales are a problem because they are not larg~ enough to affect the 

ice structure. When the inventory- of a shoe to be discontinued is depleted 

nearly depleted of standard sizes, the remainder are drastically reduced to 

lear- space and working capital for its replacement. Leftovers from the 

earance sale are not kept around, but are sold to jobbers. Thus the volwne 

d the time period are too limited to significantly affect the market. We 

uld be in serious danger of overestimating the impact of the consent decree if 

included such single model clearance sale prices in our data. 

This does not mean that we should avoid all sale prices, of course. In 

'ct, one reason for picking a fixed mid-season date is to see if sale periods 

11 spread throughout the year. But we must determine the reason for any sale, 

.d ignore (or at least note) those which are connected with clearance of a 

~cular style. Sales are much more significant if they represent a permanent 

:ice reduction than if they represent correction of an inventory error. There 

: little corresponding danger of underestimating the decree's impact, for if 

Ie store's clearance sale does affect the local market price for that style, 

lat effect will be picked up by our survey of other store s in the same city. 

lUS the importance of conducting the survey on fixed dates, with a fixed sample 

stores. 

Finally, we must be prepared to cope with the possibility that the results 

the price survey will differ for the various shoe models. For example, in 

1e preliminary survey, the mean independent price was significantly lower than . 

1e Florsheim list price for two models, but insignificantly lower for two others. 

len the full survey is made, we should ensure that all surveyed stores carry 

Ll surveyed shoe models, which will enable us to perform the appropriate analysis 
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f variance test to dete~ne if in fact pricing behavior varies across models . . 
!. If the answer to that question is yes, then we must be prepared to explain 

!ly. This may require data on sales, as one a priori h~thesis is'that the ° 

,re pcpalar the shoe, the less likely is the nean independent price to be below 

Lonhem list. 
I 

Significant differences between shoe models may make it difficult to reach 

Lna conclusions about the welfare effects of the Florsheim case, but may 

rovide additional insight into the nature of vertical restrictions. 

VII. Physical Sales Data 

Florsheim is the only source of the physical sales data needed both to 

)nduct a meaningful price survey and to test the hypotheses in Table 1. Florsheim 

',es collect store-level sales data, pairage reports, and Florsheim records of 

;u.pments should provide sales by shoe °lllOdel. 'l'his infonmtion could be costly 

~r Florsheim to provide, depending on the way Florsheim keeps its records. 

owever, the info:mation is essential and should be obtained if legally poss~le. 

'l'he first use of the quantity infOrmation is to construct sales-weighted 

rices for determining haw much the mean pr,1ce Of independent .tore. diff.r. from 

:ne Florsheim company store price. One failing of the preliminuy price survey 

• that prices couldn' t be weiqhted by sales, clearly a, necessity both for 

etumining welfare effects and the actual impact on the market. 

'l'he second use of the quantity information is to determine the relative 

arut share of Florsheim owned and independent shoe stores for each shoe model, 

D °order to test the company st:ore protection hypothe~is. 

The third use of the quantity information,is to determine if sales have 

hanged in response to the apparent change in price brought about by the abolition 

f JtPH. Here ve encounter the ceteris paribus problems explained above. x.ac:Jdng 
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i rigoz:ous model of Flor~heim's equilibrium market share under RPM, the best 

bat can be done 1& to compare changes in Florsheim velume over the survey period 

tth an industry-wide index of physical volume for comparable shoes. • '1'his should 

• doD. for Florsheia as a whole, £or iD4i vidual shoe models in the lIurvey, and 

~r the aggregate vol\De of all shoes included in the price su:vey. 'l'he physical 

Jldex most comparabie to Florsheim' s maD' s shoes is the series '-Men' s dress and 

asWLl. shoes,· product code 31345 15 iD the ·Current Industrial Reports: 

eotwear· prepared by the Bureau of the Census. 

If Florsheim' s sales grow faster than iDdustry sales as measured by this 

Ddex (or fall less in recessionaxy periods', we may inte%pret that as an 

=reese in quantity sold, ceteris paribus. Similarly, a fall in Florsheim's 

hysical market share would be inte%p~ted as a decline in quantity sold, 

'eteris paribus. If the study pz:oceeds that far, we would Deed to consult with 

he Census Bureau in order to deter.miDe how large a differeDce iD growth rates 

'OUld be significant. As explained above, th~s procedure assumes that Florsheim 

zactly maintains its relative competitiveness on all parameters Dot affected by 

he the Fl'C consent decree. 

, 
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Over the past few years there has been an intensified debate among 

onomists and lawyers about the appropriateness and desirability of 

rtical restraints on competition. This debate seems to have been 

~led in large part by the Sylvania case,l in which the Supreme Court 

andoned the per se standards implied by the Schwinn decision, and 

:,pted a rule of reason for evaluating non-price vertical restraint·s. 2 

! debate has focused on the extent to which vertical restraints con-

~bute to economic efficiency, for if they make a substantial contribution, 

3 
! rationale for their perse prohibition loses considerable force. 

The 'arguments in defense of vertical restraints rest largely on the 

!w that these restrictions enhance efficiency. by reducing transactions 

its between manufacturers and retailers.
4 

A formal restrictive agree-

~t may help to reconcile conflicting goals and to discourage rxploita-

te or opportunistic behavior. Where such difficulties are significant, 

! gains from vertical restrictions could outweigh the losses from a 

iuction in competition. Of course, arguments against vertical restraints 

td to emphasize the possible anticompetitive effects. From this point of 

!w, vertical restraints are tools used to enhance market power or help 

:ract monopolistic rents. 

It should be noted in this context that in the Sylvania case the Court 

~tinguished non-price restraints from price fixing restraints and 
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.ic::<!pted tho:! pos:.;ibl .. "'.llu.: of iI ~~ ;-cs~:-i.::tio ..... ~ th .. L.:.tter. ';. 

However, many authors have suggest~d that th~ benefits of vertical 

, l' 11 d h . 1 ' f" 6 restra1nts oglca y ~xten tu suc vertlca prlce lXlng. While 

this view is perhaps debatable, it is at the same time clear that 

vertical price fixing is simply one of an array of possible actions 

available in establishing the manufacturer-retailer relationship.7 

In terms of public policy, a £!! !! prohibition of resale price 

maintenance (RPM) rests on an assumption that potential anti-competi-

tive effects of the practice ar~ likely to outweigh any potential 

efficiency-enhancing benefits, and a rule of reason examination would 

d d b f 1,,' 8 pro uce an un uenum er 0 lt1gat1on errors. Moreover, it is also 

assumed in those circumstances in which the efficiency-enhancing effects 

dominate, it may be possible to achi~ve essentially those same effects 

while not generating anti-competi:ive side effects through some so 

called "less-restric;tive-alternative" business relationships.9 

The potentially anti-competitive effects typically associated with 

RPM are possible restraints on both interbrand and intraband price 

competition, and th~ potential dampening effect of RPM "n initiative 

and innovation in the distribution of the product (since more efficient 

retailers cannot capture a larger share of the market by lowering price). 

Potential efficiency-enhancing arguments for RPM include the reduction of 

transactions costs, typically associated with the free-rider problem, and 

facilitating the entry of new firms by allowing them to reward retailers 

willing to carry the new (and unfamiliar) brand. 

The purpose of this article is to ('valuate the arguments about 

vertical restraints by examining the experience of one industry, audio 
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~ three reasons. First, the industry has a history of using vertical 

.traints. Notably, for a number of years, the major firms in the 

~ustry engaged in vertical price fixing through the imposition of 

"1 arrangements. Second, the industry is one where conditions seem 

~ticlilarly appropriate for the transactions COSts argument. Indeed, 

"~ industry often has been cited as an illustration of the argument's 

1 I Odo 10 lceptua va 1 1ty. Third, the industry offers a natural experiment 

th~ consequences of eliminating a vertical restraint. In the mid-

70's the Federal Trade Commission forced six major components manu-

:turers to sign consent decrees in which they agreed to cease engaging 

RPM. 

The discussion begins in Section I with the presentation of some 

:kground material on the industry and the FTC's actions. Section II 

!n evaluates three alternative explanations of RPM's use in the in-

;try. In Section III the three theories are compared while in Section 

some conclusions are drawn about the validity and value of the FTC's 

:ions. 

The Audio Components Industry and the FTC 

The Industry 

This industry possesses unique characteristics, an understanding 

which seems critical to any evaluation. For definitional purposes 

! audio components industry can be viewed as a subset of the broader 

Isumer electronics industry, which consists of two major groupings-

leo products and audio produccs--plus various electronic devices such 
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,neortanc br~dkth~ough in the jndus~ry ~~s ~h~ devclopm~n: in :957 

f the tWin-channeled, stereophonic record. By 1958, major record 

~mpanies were producing stereo records and this ,generated demand for 

le new phonographic ~quipment required to play these records. Stereo 

!cords could still be played on the single channel phonograph, but to 

lpture the effect of stereo, a new system was required. 

Another important event in the development of high fidelity was the 

,ltroduction of frequency modulation (FH) into c:::n.-:tercial radio broad-

lsting after World War II. This method of broadcasting greatly ~x-

lnded the audio range, which meant that most musical tones could be 

~ansmitted with greater fidelity. FM transmissions also produced less 

:atic than AM. Moreover, in 1961, the system was perfected to transmit' 

h · . 1 . lFM .11 ; stereop onloC slgna over a slong e ~ statlon. 

The simplest stereo high fidelity system consists of a record 

~ayer, a receiver, and two speakers. A more sophisticated system 

.ght require individual purchases of a turntable, cartridge, stylus, 

Idio tuner, tape deck, preamplifier, main amplifier, equalizer, dynamic 

Inge expander, speakers, and headphones. The record playcr--sometimes 

~oken down separately into a turntable, a stylus, and a cartridg~--trans/ers 

Ie recorded signal from th~ record to the amplifier. The signal is 

Imetimes run through a preamplifier to magnify certain sounds before 

ley go into the main or power amplifier. The pre- and main amplifiers 

'e often combined into an integrated amplifier. Amplifiers serve several 

Inctions. Tuners are employed to capture radio signals and feed these 

gnals into the amplifier. Tape decks--reel-to-reel, cartridge, or 
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n~ calculators, digi~a! watcll~~. =nd cumpu:cr g~mes. Vi~~n p~oducts 

encompass black-and-white and color television sets', video tape recorders, 

and home video cameras. Audio products include .tape recorders, console 

stereos, compact stereos, audio components, and radios (including citizens

band). Although most manufacturers specialize in the production of 

particular products, some often produce in two or even three of the 

consumer electronics groupings. Because the technology and the electronic 

components are often interchangeable across prod~ct lines, t.here are 

often synergistic interactions which enhance joint production. 

Audio components themselves, as the term implies, consist of the 

various components or parts which together form a system for producing 

transmitted or recorded sounds. These components include tuners, amplifiers, 

turntablp.s, loudspeakers, tape player-recorders (including cartridge, 

cassette, and reel-to-reel), stereo headphones, plus assorted dccessories. 

Compact, single-unit stereo systems are in a strict sense not audio com

ponents, but in fact the distinction between such units and compact multi

component systems is often blurred. For the purposes of this study we 

will view audio components as essentially synonymous with stereo equipment, 

although our analysis will concentrate on the sale of individual com

ponents. 

The history of the industry as we know it today is a relatively 

short one. Its development is perhaps best understood when we recall an 

alternative name for the industry, one particularly popular in its early 

years, the high fidelity industry. The work fidelity means faithfulness 

to the original sound, and a prime objective of advances in the industry 

has been to convey recorded sounds more clearly. Perhaps the single most 
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c~ssntte--c~rry record~d signa13 en m~gn~tic ~ape and transf~r these 

. 1 hI· f· 12 slgna s to t e amp 1 ler. 

In the early period of.high fidelity, audio components were sold 

primarily to the serious hi-fi enthusiast, who spent much time evaluating 

specifications and assembling his own system. Far more popular with 

the average stereo consumer were compact systems and c.onsoles. The basic 

compact system today contains a record changer, two speakers, and a 

furniture-styled enclosure, with usually an AM -;.nd stereo-F1-I. radio plus 

a cassette tape deck or eight-track stereo cartridga player. Almost 

all consoles also include AM and stereo-FM radios plus built-in cartridge 

tape recorders and players. 

Before the industry became dominated by the Japanese, the manu-

facturing of individual compon~nts, particularly speakers, was centered 

in New England, with such brands as KLH, AR, Bose, Advent, and H. H. 

Scott. These brands are still recognized today as quality high-end pro-

ducts. With the rise of audio components, a new group of consumers became 

much more serious purchasers of audio products--young adults. The age 

group between 18 and 24 appears to represent the major group of consumers 

of audio components. 

It was not until the latter part of the 1960's that the Japanese 

began to get heavily involved in U.S. audio component sales. 13 Though 

there is no generally regarded source of industry data, one estimate 

of the value of phonograph and audio systems imports shows them growing 

from around $100 million in 1965 to over $500 million in 1970. And 

between 1970 and 1973, the value of imports approximately doubled to 
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I 

wer one billion dollars. These figures include consoles, compacc 

. 14 
,seems, plus. various audio components. 
I 

In the audio components industry in 1974, the year the major 

rc investigations began, the majority of all components were 

Inufactured in the Far East, particularly Japan. Some U.S. firms 

'!lported parts for assembly; other U.S. firms, especially Japanese 

wsidiaries, imported the finished components for distribution. Com~ 

rnents were distributed either directly to retail dealers or through 

:gional representatives. Typically the suppliers divided the United 

~tes into 10 to 15 regions and appointed independent firms to promote 

~ suppliers' products and to service retailers Within a region. Th~re 

:re thousands of retail dealers. 

The FTC's Intervention 

In May of 1970, James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. (JBL), a manufacturer 

loud speakers, signed a consent decree tendered by the Federal Trade 

mmission in which JBL agreed not to fix resale prices in those states 

thout fair trade laws. The decree limited JBL's ability to establish 

rformance stancards for sellers =f its loud speakers. It could not 

event dealers from freely reselling to other dealers. JBL was still 

I 15 
lowed to continue to set prices in fair trade states. 

In early 1974, an audio dealer from Kansas charged in a letter to 

e FTC that several audio component suppliers had either refused to 

11 co h~ or had terminated him as a dealer because he discounted the 

ices of eheir produces. Since Kansas was not a fair trade state, a 

eliminary investigation was undertaken by the FTC. On July 11, 1974, 
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the FTC authorized the use of compulsory process. The New York 

Regional Office requested and subpoenaed documents from the six firms 

initially investigated. The Office also interviewed retailers in 

several states and held hearings in the District of Columbia and Kansas 

City, neither of ~hich was in a fair trade area. 

In. April of 1975, the ~ew York Regional Office recommended that 

complaints be issued against Sherwood, Sansui, and TEAC, charging them 

with violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibiting restraint. of 

trade, in this case, through resale price maintenance and customer 

restrictions in the sale of high fidelity audio components. FTC in-

vestigators argued that efforts to reduce or eliminate intrabrand com-

petition resulted in considerably higher prices to consumers. During 

the investigation of the audio component industry, dealers interviewed 

contended that, if allowed to discount, they could make profits at far 

lower markups than had been required by audio suppliers. The nverage 

enforced markup by Sherwood, Sansui, and TEAC t~as l'sc.imated by the in

vestigators to be approximately 40%.16 

The investigators also noted that although JBL had not violated 

its 1970 consent order, the industry-wide invesc.igation concluded that 

there was a lack of intrabrand competition among what are considered 

"high-end" audio p~oducts--and JBL was no exception. Indeed, the in-

vestigators charged that complaints against JEL by dealers attempting 

to discount audio equipment were received as frequ~ntly as Lhose against 

h . d d 17 ot er compan~es not un er or er. Hence, there was strong sentiment 

for making the consent order more binding to include not only free trade 
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~tates, but fair trade states as well, and to restrict the use of 

I. ' 
tools the audio firms employ to detect price cutting and transshipping, 

18 tools such as warrantly cards and shoppers. 

By July of 1975, the New York Regional Office had secured signed 

~onsent agreements from not only Sherwood, Sansui, and TEAC, but also 

?ioneer, the largest audio component supplier in the United States. 

~e proposed consent orders were virtually identical and contained what 

)ne FTC official called "the strongest provisions of any orders here-

:ofore issued by either the FTC or the Justice Department in a resale 

19 'rice maint:enance case". The complaints and orders were issued for the 

:our companies by the Commission on October 24, 1975. 20 The complaints 

Lllegeci that the firms had fixed the resale prices of their products and 

'estricC:ed the customers to ~"hom dealers could resell. The compl.:lints also 

.llegeci that these practices ~ad reduced competition among dealers ~nd 

hereby inflated the prices paid by consumers for the firms' high fidelity 

udio components." The order prohibited the four firms from (1) fixing 

he resale prices of their products, (2) fair trading their product for 

,ive years (in those states with fair-trade laws), (3) suggesting resale 

,rices for two years, (4) withholding ~arned advertising allowances from, 

'r refusing to sell :0, price-cutting dealers, (5) limiting the class 

f customers to whom dealers could resell the products, (6) requiring 

ealers to report price-cutters; additionally, the order forced the firms 

o (7) reinstate certain dealers they had preViously terminated, (8) main-

ain a file for three years of all records relating to their refusal to 

~ll to dealers, (9) report annually during this three-year period to 
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the FTC's New York City Regional Office, listing the names and 

addresses of all dealers with whom the firms have refused to deal 

and the reasons, and (10) distribute the order to their sales per-

sonnel and advertising agencies, terminate th~ employment or the 

business relationship with willful violators, and take appropriate 

disciplinary and corrective action, including termination, for non

willfu! violators.
21 

The New York Regional Office continued its investigation of the 

audio industry and in the spring of 1976 recommended that complaints 

be issued against United Audio Products and Nikko Electric Corporations. 

Th d d l · 22 . d . 1 h d e consent or ers an comp alnts were 1 entlca to t ose accepte 

by the FTC in 1975. 

In April of 1978, Lansing Sound (JBI.) petitioned the Commission 

to reopen proceedings on the consent order issued in 1970. 23 JBL lawy~rs 

argued that in the Sylvania case the Supreme Court overruled the holding 

in Schwinn that non-price vertical restraints were per se illegal, and 

held that such restrictions were govern.ed by the rule of reason. Hence, 

the consent order should be reconsidered to remove the prohibitions 

against non-price vertical restraints, particularly in view of the com-

petitive nature of the industry. JBL noted there were a total of 165 

different brands of loudspeakers sold in the United States, and JBL's 

24 share of the product market was "no more than 7"1.". They argued that 

competition was "extremely intense" and it was therefore contrary to 

public interest to burden them with prohibitions more restrictive than 

those confronted by JBL's competitors. The petition to reopen the case 

was de .. ied. 
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In April of 1981 JBL again petitioned the Commission to modify 

.h~ consent decree so that it would no longer prohibit JBL from 

25 stablishing performance standards for sellers of its loudspeakers. 

,BL claimed that under terms of the order it could not prevent its 

ndependent dealers from transshipping JBL components to discounters 

or resale. This time the Commission found 

that JBL has a very small market share and that JBL would 
likely suffer significant competitive injury unless the 
order is modified. 26 

he order was modified so that JBL would not be prohibited 

from establishing lawful, reasonable, and non-discriminatory 
minimum standards for its dealers, including standards that 
relate to promotion and store display, demonstration, in
ventory levels, service and repair, volume requirements and 
financial stability~ nor shall thi~ order prohibit respondent 
from requiring its dealers who sell JBL products for resale 
to make such sales only to dealers who maintain such minimum 
standards. 27 

bus for the first time in the decade of intervention in this industry, 

be FTC accepted an efficiency-enhancing argument in support of vertical 

estraints. Of course vertical price restraints were still prohibited 

~rthe consent eecree, but the Commission was much more receptive 

~an it had been in 1978 to possible benefits of non-price verticdl 

estraints. 

In Septe:r:oer of 1981, the Commission entered into a consent C'rder 

o cease and desist with Onkyo u.S.A. Corporation,28 a producer of stereo 

quipment. The order required Onkyo to refrain from resale price In<1in-

!nance, but it did not prohibit Onkyo's ability to prohibit tr<1nsshipping 

f its products. 
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In June of 1982 Pioneer pecicioned the Commission co reopen 

29 proceedings on the 1975 consenc order. Citing Sylvania, JBL's 

relief~ and the Onkyo consent order, Pioneer asked chat the Order 

be modified 

[s]o that any customer resale restrictions t4hich respond ... nt 
may wish to include in its agreements with dealers will be 
governed by the rule of reason, pursuant to Sylvania, and 
not prohibited per !!. as is currently the case under the 
Order. This would bring the terms of the Order into line 
with current law as that law is applied to respondent's 
competitors, the vast majority of whom are not subject to 
similar restriccions. 30 

The FTC denied the petition, asking Pioneer to show cause. 31 

Pioneer was permitted, however, to choose only dealers who would not 

resell to those dealers not complying with Pioneer's standards. 32 

In effect Pioneer was given control over the distribut~on network 

to monitor and police transshipping ~f its components •. 

To summarize the FTC's actions in this industry, ,in the 1970's 

seven firms signed consent decrees agreeing not to fix the retail 

price of their components. Two of these firms could be viewed as 

specialists--JBL with speakers and United Audio with its Dual record 

changer. The other five sold a fuller line of components. The firms 

und~r consent decrees were some of the industry leaders at the time. 

Dual was the leading brand of record changer Rnd Pioneer was the leader 

in receivers, amplifiers, and tuners. The consent decrees were Signed 

not only by leading firms in the industry but by Nikko. a firm 14ith 

only one-fourth the sales of the next largest respondent firm. 
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II. Three Theories of Resale Price Maintenance in Audio Components 

Any assessment of the effects.of the consent decrees must rest 

on an understanding of the reasons for RPM's adoption in this industry. 

In this section we present three alternative theories and, based on the 

various structural features of the industry, evaluate their potential 

relevance. The first theory, a service argument, was initially discussed 

by Telser and is generally interpreted as an efficiency-enhancing 

rationale for RPM. 33 As noted ~arlier, a number of authors have assumed 

. I' b '1 . h' . I . d 34 1tS app 1ca 1 1ty to t 1S part1cu ar 1n ustry. The second theory is 

a collusion theory. Such a theory would 5uggest that RPM's effects were 

clearly anticompetitive. The third theory is what we term a life-cycle 

theory and relates RPM's use to the historical development of the industry. 

This theory suggests some procompetitive ~ffects from RPM. 

A. The "Service" Theory 

Under the service theory, as first discussed by Telser, RPM is 

viewed as a tool employed by manufacturers to assure that certain special 

services are provided to customers by retailers. 35 This argument assumes 

a situation in which manufacturers. for some reason feel that retailers 

~an provide such services more effectively or efficiently than manu-

facturers and see RPM as the means to encourage the services' provision. 

Retailers' advantage over manufacturers in providing special ser-

vices would seem to exist for products that Porter cal$nonconvenience 

36 
goods. These are goods purchased relatively infrequently, perhaps by 

a fairly small subset of the population ?ossessing iimited knowledge about 

the products' characteristics. Pro61ems in timing ~nd fucusing ~atian~l 
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advertising may make such promo~ional activity inferior to direct point 

of sale promotion or product explanation and demonstration by retailers. 

Since it would be difficult for retailers to chaTge customers directly 

for any informational or other special services provided, manufacturers 

try to assure the services' provision by using RPM. The role of RPM 

in this scenario is to prevent a "free-rider" problem. Customers may go 

to a retailer who provides special services to learn about a .product. 

After acquiring the desired pre-sales information, however, a customer 

may go on to buy from a retailer who, because he does not provide special 

services, is able to sell the same product at a lower p~ice. The poten

tial for such customer activity may give retailers strong disincentives 

for providing special services unless protected from discounting retail~rs 

by RPM. 

This service argument seems to have ~articular relevance to the ~udio 

components industry. Audio components embody technology that is unfamiliar 

to a large number of potential purchasers. The products tend to be pur

chased rather infrequently, at extended intervals of time, and, aside 

from the audiophiles, consumers have little incentive to devote ex-

tensive resources to developing real expertise in this area. As a result 

retailers take on an important role. They are able at the point of 

sale to explain and demonstrate personally the features of particular 

audio products. They may even be able to instill confidence in a consumer. 

confused by a myriad of products and technical features. In short~ re

tailers seem able to provide information and persuasion far superior to what 

can be accomplished at comparable costs via advertising by manufacturers. 
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A closer evaluation of this argument, however, suggests that 

its relevance may vary across clas~es of components and customers. 

Note, first, that only certain elements of service or promotion are 

subject to free-rider problems. Information or advice provided by 

retailers seem to fall into this category. On the other hand, other 

elements of service, such as guarantees, liberal return ~olicies, nr 

promises of trade-in privileges, may well be retailer specific. Since 

retailers can potentially capture the returns from providing such 

services, RPM would not be required to assure their provision. Nor 

will RPM necessarily preclude free-riding on these pre-sales services.
37 

Consider the two types"of service that are potentially subjecr. 

to a free-rider problem: pre-sales information provided by th~ sales-

person and pre-sales product demonstration. Some pre-sales information 

is likely requir~d in the sale of all component lines, although the 

complexity and p~rceived importance of this information will vary across 

component lines. Similarly, the feasibility of product demonstration 

differs among components. Demonstration appears most feasible for 

speakers, earphones, cartridges and tape recorders", which can be com-

pared by the customer, albeit in an imperfect way, based on the fid~lity 

of the sound. In contrast, most audio ~onsumers would have real 

difficulty distinguishing based on fidelity ~mong various brands of 

bl . l·f· l·f· d 1· 38 turnta es, rece~vers, preamp ~ ~ers, amp ~ ~ers, an equa ~zers. . 

Moreover, among those components that are most suitable for 

demonstration, the cost of providing that service differs across type. 

Speakers, tape recorders, and cartridges require that the components 
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be arranged for comparison as in a sound room, and extra space may be 

required. Earphones, on the other hand, are self contained and require 

no special arrangements. Those components requiring special demonstration 

arrangements impose greater costs on retailers. If this were reflected 

in price, the incentive to customers' free-riding would be strong. 

Overall, it seems that free-riding is a potential problem in the 

sale of all audio components. However, the problem seems most acute 

when dealing with products capable of on site demonstration and, witl1in 

that group, for products requiring special demonstration facilities. 

Thus, the service argument for RPM may be particularly relevant to chis 

subset of products. 

To go much further in assessing the service argument, however, we 

must consider not only the product lines but the customer base. Just 

as different component lines have varying special service requirements, 

different customers also will likely require different services depending 

on their own familiarity with the equipment. Notably the "first-time 

buyer" appears unique. This buyer confronts the myriad choices of 

putting together an audio component system. Because he is less likely 

than an experienced buyer to understand objective technical information, he 

may be more likely to be influenced by sales promotion at the retail level. 

Also, in order to reduce search costs such a buyer may be likely to 

buy an entire prepackaged system rather than shop around for individual 

componen~s. If the first-time buyer is indeed more apt to buy a system, 

there is perhaps less incentive for this buyer to free-ride on the special 

services provided by the retailer. Consider the 5equence ~f ~vents if 
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free-riding is to occur. The first-time buyer acquires"information, 

benefits from a demonstration with a full-service retailer, and is thereby 

able to choose among components for an audio system. This novice then 

resorts to a no-frills retailer or a mail-order house to mnke the actual 

purchase. This scenario apears unlikely for two reasons. First, the 

buyer will not likely find the preferred combination of audio components 

available through a specific discounter, particularly since systems 

. 39 often ~nclude a house brand. Second, RPM will be less of a binding 

constraint for the retailer when the component is sold through system 

sales, in which discounts on individual components can be hidden in 

the price of a system. Hence it appears more difficult and less necessary 

for the first-time buyer to free-ride particularly if system sales are 

involved. The free-rider service argument appears unpersuasive when 

considering only first-time buyers. 

This situation may be different for more experienced buyers. 

Typically buyers ~ho already own a system are not looking for an entirely 

new system but rather are selectively upgrading by improving ~n"the 

quality of particular components. These buyers are able to concentrate 

on a specific co~?onent, and may seek out extensive pre-sales service. 

Indeed, the true auciophile probably requires much more service than his 

less experienced fellow buyers. It is here that opportunities for free 

riding on information and especially on demonstration are more likely to 

arise. 

Yet there are factors that could mitigate the extent of free riding 

among high-end purchasers. First, if retailers providing little in the 
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way of pre-sales or free-ride~ type services also provide less post

sales or retailer-specific services, then customers in upgrading their 

system may prefer the full-service retailer. Specifically, activities 

such as trade-in policy, return policy, retailer-specific warranty, com

ponent calibration, and repair are not subject to the free-rider problem. 

Second, often when an individual is upgrading a system, he wants to hear 

how a new component works in his own system. As a result retailers 

will sometimes allow the customer to take a component home and try it 

in his own system. This home demonstration requires no special service 

facilities by retailers. Although customers could still buy from 

another retailer, this situation is perhaps less likely to be conducive 

to free-riding. Finally since the audiophile is a frequent repeat 

buyer, buyer-dealer relationships have the opportunity to be developed. 

It may be that such relationship engender loyalty and reduce free-rider 

problems. 

Overall, therefore, the service argument has limited applicability 

as a rationale for RPM. First-time buyers may be prone to rely on sales

persons for pre-sale-s information and advice. Retailer promotion and 

puffery may be most effective on this group. Yet because systems sales 

are the predominant method of purchase, RPM's ability to ensure the pro

vision of such service appears limited. At the audiophile end of the 

market, systems sales are much less common. Pre-sales information and 

advice will be sought, but it is likely to be more informative than 

persuasive, given the experience and ~xpertise of the group of bUYl'rs. 

Such information is still susceptible to free-rider problems. Yet, as 
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we have noted, there are some factors that mitigate the tendency to 

-Cree-ride at the high end. 

B. The "Collusion" Theory 

The "service" argument discussed above is based on an analysis 

of the motivations of a ~ingle manufacturer to impose RPM. Another 

view of RPM considers the motivations of a group of firms, acting 

collectively. Under this scenario RPM becomes the tool of a cartel 

attempting to ensure adherence to a collusive price. This cartel could 

be composed of either retailers or manufacturers. 

To a colluding group of retailers, RPM's attractions seem clear. 

RPM sets a retail price. If this price generates monopoly profits for 

retailers, the retailers w~uld be attracted to a mechanism that facili-

tates maintenance of the price. Of course, ~ne must recognize ~hat 

profits of this sort might ~end to be dissipated by excessive non-price 

. competition among retailers. Even under such (onditions, however, re-

tailers might support RPM because of the potential profits during the 
r 

adjustment period after the initiation of RPM and the potential losses 

in any adjustment period after RPM's elimination. 

Certainly, there are indications in this industry of some retailers' 

desire for RPM. For example, in the TEAC case file there is ~vidence 

cited of retailers' threatening to boycott the manufacturer's product if 

40 
RPM was not enforced. How widespread such interest was is unclear. 

A more important issue, however, is whether ret~ilers as a group had the 

ability to collude on price and the power to draw or coerce manufacturers 

into assisting in the conspiracy. 
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Although some retail chains have had large market shares in 

certain areas. retailer market power nationally is widely dispersed. 

It seems highly unlike ly that such a group (.·ould. collude pffective ly 

. 41 on prlce. This is not to say, however. that retailers are completely 

powerless •. Many have advantages of reputation and location that new 

entrants could not duplicate without incurring additional costs. these 

"product differentiation" advantages do confer some power on retailers. 

Thus while such a group could not unilaterally impose its will on manu-

facturers. it could approach the bargaining process with much to cffir. 

Cartelized manufacturers may also see RPM as a means of dis-

couraging price-cutting competition. With a fixed retail price for the 

product, any price cuts by manufacturers to retailers cannot reduce 

retail price directly and thus cannot increase sales via a price effect. 

(This presumes that the cartel is effective in preventing the use of 

special credit terms, systems sales, liberal trade-in policies, or ether 

devices that allow the RPM price.to be circumvented.) Of course. a price 

cut to a retailer could potentially cause the retailers to favor one 

brand over another. Exclusive dealing arrangements would prevent such 

favoritism so they might be expected to accompany RPM under this scenario.
42 

For similar reasons, a cartel adopting RPM would also have to inhibit 

retailers' ability to shift "exclusive" allegiances as price concessions 

were offered. 

Note that the involved set of arrangements described may also have 

the effect of inhibiting entry. Potent ial E"ntrants at·the manufacturing 

level would have a choice of establishing new retailers or bidding away 
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'etai1ers committed to existing manufacturers. If entry were dis-

:.oyraged, any competitive effects of entry on price would not be forth-

:oming. 

A cartel argument must naturally rest on an assumpt'ion that a 

:artel could be- effectively formed and policed. This would seem in 

~urn to depend among other things on the existence of a concentrated 

.tructure. Does such a scructure ('xisc in audio components? To deter-

nine this one must first recognize that there are a number of submarkecs 

~ithin the industry. These submarkets correspond essentially to specific 

~omponents, e.g., speakers, turntables, receivers, ~tc. Although market-

share daca are sketchy, fragmentary evidence suggests that the degree of 

::oncentration of market power nationally varies considerably acrosS com-

ponents, with record changers appa~ently the most concentrated (having a 

four firm concentrat-ion ratio of more than 80 percent) and speakers 

the least (having a four firm concentration ratio of less than 30 per-

43 
cent). 

Interpretation of such figures is complicated by a number of factors. 

First, some manufacturers such as Pioneer operate in most of these sub-

markets, while othe=s, such as Koss (a headphone producer) or BSR (a 

turntable manufacturer) focus on only one. Among the multi-compon~nt 

producers, who have had the largest shares of the overall audio market, 

there seems some possibility for mutual forbearance to discourage competition. 

Also, the important role of Japanese manufacturers suggescs a possibilicy 

for coordination through the good offices of that government. 

A further complication arises when one considers that even within 

~ single component, the nature of the customer may vary with manufactur~r. 
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Certain speaker manufac~urers, e.g., McIntosh, clearly marke~ to the 

audiophile while others, e.g., Panasonic and Pioneer; have a broader 

range of potential customers. Thus, concentration in an "audiophile" 

submarket may be a bit higher. Overall, while it appears that structural 

conditions in the industry are such that some limited collusion is a 

possibility, such collusion would be likely to be incomplete and difficult 

to maintain. As in the previous section we are left with a rather 

incomplete rationale for RPM. The next section attempts to remedy this 

problem. 

C. A Life-Cycle Theory 

Although each of the above theories seems to offer some useful 

insights into the industry's behavior, neither is altogether satisfying 

as a comprehensive explanation for the practice of RPM in ~udio components. 

Given the complexity of the industry and the rapid changes it has undcr-

gone, it is perhaps not surprising that a single static theory could 

not explain what has happened. In this section we offer a dynamic theory, 

one based on observation of the life-cycle of the industry. This theory 

suggests why RP~1 ~as adopted and then gradually discarded.· La~er, in 

Section III below ;:e will offer some comparisons of this cheory's pre-

dictions with those of the two above-mentioned alternatives. 

Following Caves, we take the view here that vertical restraints, 

including RPM, come about as a result of a bargain between manufacturers 

44 
and retailers. In this context, the particular form RPM has taken 

in this indus~ry would be the resul~ of the par~icipants' objectives, their 

relative bargaining s~rengths, and ~he particular features of the market, 
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and would have to be interpreted in conjunction with other possible 

~ertical restraints. Let's consider these matters and in particular 

let's view these in a dynamic conte·xt, observing changes in the bargain 

over the life-cycle of the audio component industry. 

Both manufacturers and retailers have something to offer in an 

industry where the product is differentiated at the wholesale level 

(in terms of characteristics of the product itself) and at the retail 

level {in terms of the characteristics and conditions of sale}. Under 

these circumstances a manufacturer might find RPM attractive, with this 

appeal varying according to the manufacturer's stage of development. 

In its infancy, the audio component industry was dominated by U.s. 

manufacturers. The industry essentially grew out of the home electronics 

industry, in which televisions and phonographs had long been sold through 

independent retailers. Televisions notably had been subjected to RPM, 

and it was perhaps not surprising that stereo equipment was introduced 

on an RPM basis. Indeed, many early stereo sales were in combination 

television-stereo consoles and were subject to RPM. 45 

Coincident with the emergence of this new industry was the growing 

importance of foreign manufacturers, particularly from Japan. Consider 

the perspective of these foreign manufacturers. They were entering an 

industry where a certain market strategy and a specific manufacturer-

retailer relationship had already evolved. They entered with products 

and with brand names unfamiliar to the mass of consumers. They were at 

some physical distance from the market, with no established distribution 

system. In addition, at the time the "made-in-Japan" stamp was in the 

eyes of the consumer perhaps more of a liability than an asset. Moreover. 
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RPM was consistent with a Jap~nese marketing strategy of offering 

dealers high profit margins to push the product rather than spending 

h "l d "i 46 eaV1 y on a ver~1S ng. 

At this stage in the industry's life-cycle the foreign manufacturers 

had littl~ choic~ but to use the ~stablished retail distribution system. 

The costs for each manufacturer's integration forward to establish its 

own retail network were apparently prohibitive. Similarly, national 

advertising to the mass market was an inefficient means of reaching the 

then-limited audio consumer market. What the established retail system 

had to offer was the service necessary to introduce and to "push" the 

unfamiliar product. Retailers also presumably had developed some good 

will and respectability in their market and could thereby cloak the foreign 

product in this mantle of respectability and, to some extent, certify 

product quality. To encourage these special services and to ~nsure shelf 

space, foreign manufacturers offered retailers RPM.47 Indeed sinc:e this 

device was already used in the industry, foreign manufacturers may have 

been too risk-averse to fail to adopt it. 

Thus RPM during the early days o·f the product life cycle was the 

qUid pro quo, the bribe to secure shelf space and to encourage retailers 

to acquant a relatively affluent subset of the consuming public: with both 

an unfamiliar product and an unfamiliar brand. This suggests that there 

was both a service motive and an entry motive in manufacturers' adoption 

decisions. Given our arguments in the discussion of service above, the 

service motive was probably of significance primarily for high-end pro-

ducts, i.e., sophisticated products for the audiophile. 
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In the next phase of the industry's life cycle the power of the 

Inufacturer had grown relative to that of retailers. The terms of 

:e bargain change. Entry had been accomplished. The manufacturers' 

'and names had become more established, and the" role of retailer 

:e-sales service and promotion had become less important for low-end 

roducts since the growth potential of the customer pool had made it 

!asi~le to advertise nationally. Indeed, although service still 

lemed important for high-end products, a mass-marketing approach had 

lcome attractive for low-end products. 

Although RPM became dispensable for the low-end products of established 

48 
rands and perhaps even an obstacle to the adoption of newer mass-marketing 

!chniques, RPM's elimination· may have been hampered by habit and per-

Lstence, or by retailers' pressure on m~nufacturers not to give it up.' 

Lnce a number of manufacturers were in the same situation, anyone might 

~ve felt reluctant to act alone, even though all would gain from its 

ommon elimination. Manufactu:rers may have been in a "prisoners' dilemma" • 

. manufacturer may have feared that unilaterally ending RPM would lead to a 

!teriorating product image because of enSUing discounting. At the same 

Lme retailers may respond by actively discriminating against a product 
i 

!cause of the dwindling gross profit margin. There was perhaps a quiet 

igh of relief when the FTC, the courts, and Congress acted against RPM. 

In summary the life-cycle view sees RPM as part of a bargain between 

articipants whose relative bargaining strengths changed over time. In 

he first phase manufacturers' desire for service and entry led to the 

ffer of RPM to retailers with localized market power. In the second 

hase manufacturers with established brand names operating in an e~panded 

arket had gained in strength and found RPM dispensable for a wide range of 

roducts. 
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Ill. Comparisons of the Theories 

On what grounds can one defend this theory over the alternatives? 

Note that the cartel and service theories are not entirely inconsistent 

with this life-cycle view. According to the life-cycle theory, in the 

early years manufacturers did view RPM as a means to encourage service 

although this service could be broadly interpreted to include access 

11 .. f· f . 49 to consumers as we as prov~s~on 0 1n ormat~on. And in the early 

years there was retailer market power (albeit not a cartel) which ex-

tracted RPM in return for service provision. Where the theories part 

most clearly is in the later stages of development when the life-cycle 

theory argues that manuf~cturers no longer feel a ~ressing need for 

retailer services for low-end products and retailers are no longer 

powerful enough to secure RPM. In effect the life-cycle theory suggests 

that whatever validity the cartel and service theories had tends to 

dissipate as the industry matures and expands. 

It follows pe~haps that the best way to test the life-cycle 

theory's validity is to focus on the changes that occurred over time. 

Three areas where =~anges occurred over time enforcement, marketing 

strategy. and prici~g--do seem to offer support for our arguments. 

One clear i~plication of the life-cycle view is that as industries 

mature their attraction to RPM diminishes. Therefore, we would expect 

that RPM would be voluntarily abandoned or, more likely, as firms in-

creasingly realize that RPM may not be helpful, and may even hurt them, 

and consequently move toward the goal of abandonment, that RPM would be 

enforced less and less enthusiastically by ~stablished firms. Thi~ ~eems 
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~o have indeed been the situation in audio romponents. There is ~vidence 

,f-retailers' skepticism during the 1973-1974 period about manufacturers' 

:ontinued co~nitment to RPM.
50 

In addition, several manufacturers, pri-

larily from the low end, announced plans to drop fair trade in advance 

If any official government actions.
51 

Note that this does not imply that the service provision supposed 

:0 be encouraged by RPM was no longer desirable. Indeed, for the high-

d d o oIl 52 !n pro ucts It stl was. However, for the low end, RPM's cost relative 

~o alternatives had become too high. This seems true not only because 

;ervice was less important for established'brands but also because the 

~xpanding market made RPM increasingly costly to administer. This occurred 

:or three major reasons. First, as the market grew there was an incrcasing 

lse of "house" brands. Using a house brand as one component in a system 

~nd pricing this component artificially low, a retailer could arrive 

it a systems price which ~ffectively circumvented RPM.
53 

Second, as 

~he market grew a transshipping market pvolved with it. Transshipping 

illowed retailers to obtain and dispose of products without direct con-

:act with manu£ac~urers. It facilitated the avoidance of RPM ~nd sub-

~idiary provisions, such as volume forCing aimed at encouraging retailers 

. h 0 • 0 54 
:0 pus a procuct ~lne. Third, the number of brands and models 

nultiplied thus i.:creasing the number of prices that had to be maintained. 

The pre-consent decree marketing strategies of manufacturers offer 

;another oppor~unity for contrasting the two theories. Under the servifc 

:argument manufacturers choose to market through "non-convenience" stores, 

¥hich provide pre-sales service. The life-cycle argument suggests that . 
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mature manufacturers may, having established brand identi~ies, choose 

retailers that don't offer such service. This is co~sistent with the 

pre-consent decree decisions of a number of manufacturers to sell 

their products through mass merchandisers such as Woolco in 1974 and 

Sears in 1976. 55 Although obviously reputable, such stores don't 

offer the sorts of pre-sales service (such as sound rooms) envisioned 

in the service argument. 

Note in this regard, however, that the products marketed through 

mass merchandisers were generally not the "top of the 'linC!". Some 

manufacturers such as Sansui and Fisher even marketed a special lower

end set of products through this mean~. Thus, it ~ppears some manu

facturers viewed the low end as susceptible to brand name ~xploitation 

while the high end, with it audiophile market, was not. 56 The pur

chasers of high-end products were viewed as requiring the services likely 

to be supplied by conventional audio retailers. 

This differen:i3l view of high-tmd and low-end products is furtbo!r 

evidenced by events in the po~t-consent decree period. Consider the 

situation manufact~rers faced. Presumably the manufacturers'· marketing 

objectives were u .. ~~anged. The difference was that RPM was no long~r 

available as a stretgic too~. Under the iife-cycle theory this shouldn't 

have disturbed fir=s whose low-end products had ~stablished brand.names. 

Of course, to the extent retailers saw their profit margins eroded by 

RPM's passing, they might have fought to secure other concessions.
57 

However, in a market with many compe~itive retailers such concessions 

seem unlikely to be significant. Yet concessions did seem to rmerge foc. 
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e high-end products. Such movement would be consistent with our 

gument. Manufacturers seeking to 'find an alternative to RPM that 

uld ensure the provision of the desired pre-sales service could 

11 k 
,58 

see some constra~nts. 

Finally, consider the post-consent decree movement of prices. 

1 the alternative theories would suggest that retail prices would 

cline. Under the service argument a decline would result because 

thout RPM, free-rider problems will push prices down. Since the 

turn to services cannot be captured by retailers, the incentive 

provide them will be eliminated. Under the cartel ;lrgument. prices 

11 because the cartel loses an important collusive tool. Under the 

fe-cycle theory prices also fall because services are no longer pro-

,ded. In this case, however, established manuf~cturers deem them 

:necessary for low-end products. Because under the latter theory 

tailers' services are no longer highly desirable, the retailers' 

rgaining position is weakened·. Thus, the life-cycle theory would 

~gest that retailers would be forced to bear the brunt of the price 

,duct ions. 

Assessment c:. ?rice information is problematic both because data 

~ difficult to ~b:ainand because prices are influenced by a wide 

.riety of facto~s other than RPM. Yet the evidence available supports the 

, h . - 1159 did h' h d h h Lew t at pr1ces !e an our ow-en - ~g -en ypot eses. At the 

~ end where manufacturers lost interest in RPM we see pressure on 

:tailers and the growth in .:hain store retailers, which t:ould be ~'xpected 

, have lower costs (and/or greater monopsony power). Yet manufacturers' . 
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prospects seem sufficiently good to have attracted (·ther electronics 

firms such 'as Zenith into the field.
60 

At the same time at the high 

end of the product line profi~ margins remain higher, apparently in 

part due to techniques such as exclusive dealing, which were employed 

as somewhat less effective substitutes for RPM. And, of course, under the 

FTC consent orders, manufacturers were still allowed to select dealers 

on the basis of quality and service. This part of the market does not 

appear to have suffered greatly. 

Support for our low-end-high-end distinction can also b~ drawn 

f P · , . d 61 rom loneer s request to reopen lts consent or er. A Pioneer executive 

in an affidavit supporting the petition notes that problems resulting 

from the consent decree have not surfaced at the low end of its product 
" 

line but at the ~id and high end: 

..... Pioneer's presence 3S a competitive force in the mid to 
high end user market has been sharply ~urtailedand in ~ome 
product lines is becoming de minimis. • .• Pioneer has 
determined that the most significant factor in the slackening 
sales, and especially in the reduced markee position of [its] 
products, is the weakened support of its dealer sales network 
caused by serious product distribution problems. 62 

The "serious product distribution problems" referred to arise in the 

executive's view because of Pioneer's inability to keep its product 

out of the hands of discounters: 

These non~authorized dealers, lacking any contractual obligatiun 
to Pioneer, have no incentive to ~rovid~ the education, support, 
promotion and service which "haracterize .1uthorized Pioneer 
dealers. They receive .l free ride (·n. the efforts of the .Juthor
ized dealers and then are able to undersell those dealers ~ithin 
the same market because of this free ride ~dvantage.63 

Another potential test of the life-r.yc1e theo~y would focus ~n the 

effects of the FTC's intervention on r:he quantity C'f !'Iudio :C'mpcIO'!nts ~old. 
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RPM was at the time preventing optimal behavior by manufacturers, 

s elimination might be exp~cted to increase sales. On the other 

'nd, if RPM was encouraging the provision of otherwise free-rideable 

rvices, its elimination could affect sales negatively. Application 

such a quantity test is hindered by a number of practical limitations. 

,r one thing, such effects would probably occur only gradually. The 

:rket could not be expected to adjust instantaneously. Indeed, itT the 

~rtrun, one might observe effects opposite to those expected in the 

~nger run. For example, although the service argument may be valid, 

rtailers could react to RPM's ~lim'ination by shading service and ex-

·~oitir.g the good name of their product. In such ;1 case sales may In

'ease, if only temporarily. Second, it would b~ difficult to sort OUt 

lantity changes for a constantly changing variety of models and brands 
I 

: components. Third, many other factors besides the FTC's actions were 

!fecting the mat'ket at the time. Notably, technological change clearly 

~fected quality, quantity, and price. 

r. Conclusions and Implicatj,ons 

Our analysis of the available ~vidence suggests that by the time 

the FTC suits manufacturers were losing interest in RPM for their 

,w-end products. Having established brand identities these firms no 

,nger required the incentives RPM.provided. On the other hand, for 

Lgh-end products, sold to an audiophile market, certain service features· 

:fered by traditional retailers still had value. To the extent that RPM 

lcouraged the provision of these serVices, its elimination stimulated 

\e adoption of alternative procedures such as limited distribution, or 

Ire careful selection of high qualitY or high ~ervicc dealers. 
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If one acc~pts this view of RPM in audio components, what can be 

concluded about the value of the FTC's intervention? Consid~r first 

the low end of the market. If RPM had lost its attractiveness to manu-

facturers, what did the intervention accomplish? Youldn't RPM have been 

expecced CD die on it·s own? Cercainly, as was noted ~arlier, manufaccur.:rs 

did exhibit signs consiscenc with a lack of enthusiasm for RPM. Enforce-

ment efforts were limited and some manufaccurers rven announced ~ians to 

abandon RPM in advance o~, albeic perhaps in anticipation of, its Jegal 

terminacion. 

Yec it is clear that in the period before the FTC's inter~ention, 

RPM was influencing behavior. Those ret~ilers who did vio13te RPM 

generally chose to circumvent it rather than challenge it. There was 

widespread use of devices such ~s transshipping and systems s~les, both 

techniques which facilit~ced'~voidance of RPM. If RPM no lunger meant 

anything to manufacc~rers, why use such subterfuges? After the consent 

decrees there was scce movement away from such. accivities, even though 

both served purposes beyond·the avoidance of ·RPM.
64 

Thus, it ap?ea~s that the intervention speed~d up the demise of RPM 

at the low end of ~:'e market. To determine the ~conomic value of che 

intervention, one lo:c~ld need .c·o know how much longer RPM would have sur-
. 

vived without interventipn as well as. the economic costs (or beneficsr 

associated with this increased longeVity. As we argued earlier it does 

seem chat RPM's death by natural caus~swas imminent. A precise quantifi-

cation of t~e is not possible giv~n che rvidence at hand. Some indi-

cation of time mighc be ubtained by considering th~ factors that helped 
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lep RPM alive, once its role, according to th~ life cycle theory, was 

~Dished. Such a consideration would also help in the assessment of th~ 

:onomic costs of RPM's concinued presence. 

According to the life cycle theory, RPM had by the time of the FTC's 

ltervention become dispensable to the manufacturers of established brands. 

'spite this chere are reasons why RPM may have persisted for a period 

:yond this point. Manufaecurers may simply have experienced·.some inertia 

moving co the new optimum position. Or they may have been averse 

the risks associated with abandoning a device thac had served them 

11 in the past. Anyone manufacturer's fear might be enhanced by 

ncerns over what rivals would do. If other manufaccurers maintained 

H while one abandoned it, retailers might discriminate against the 

tcer's brand. This ~resumes some retailer market power, of course. 

~ever. a manufac~urer could· also fear the ~ossibility of losing an 

age of quality if its products were t"xtensively discounted while ·.others' , 

cause of RPM, we=e not. Concerns of this sort provide a sensible 

onomic rationale for one manufacturer's c~ntinued acceptance of RPM, 

~ they suggest that a common decision to cease using RPM ne~d not b~ 

ilred. 

If factors seeh as those just mentioned would have led to RPM's con-

Ilued use for even a short period beyond the intervention, then the·' 

tervention could be judged to have made a positive contribution to 

lnomic welfare. Again, since RPM would nave eventu"lly and perhaps 

lte soon have died on its own, these ,_ains may well be rather limited. 

~thermore, they must be balanced against any losses due to the dis-
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f . I • f RPM . 1 6 5 couragemenc 0 pocenC1a new enCranCS USe 0 co aCerace reta1 ers. 

However, given che present compecieiveness of che industry, such losses 

.~re probably minor. 

Wbae now can be said about the high ~nd of the market? Here, there 

was some service raeionale for RPM, some economic value to ics use. 

The consenc decrees caused an involuntary abandonment of RPM, but ie 

. 66 
appears ehat oeher arrangements have been made. Dealers tend eo carry 

many produces on an exclusive basis and profit margins on chese lines 

appear to have held up.67 These margins may reflect a superior quality 
--. 

of service, but not a situacion notably different from the pre-consen~ 

decree period. 

Since RPM was the method of choice before the consent decrees, the 

aleernative arrangements adopted as substituces for RPM cannot be assumed 

to be any more efficient in meeting the manufacturers' objectives of 

service provision. rorcing manufacturers away from RPM may well have 

created inefficiencies and economic costs. If so, the effects of the 

FTC's intervention ~ere negative for the high pnd of the market. 

On balance. although it 15 difficult to make firm judgments in the 

face of limite~ syscemaeic eVidence, it ~ppears that the intervention had 

some positive effec:s at the low end of the market and some negativ~ 

effects at the high end. Neither set of effects can be safely viewed ns 

substantial. Ho~ever, since the low end of the market is the larger, 

68 
~king up 85~ to 90~ of the component market, one might conclude that the. 

FTC made a positive, albeit probably slight, contribution to .~conomic welfare. 

~ote,however, that this finding should perhaps not be interpreted 3S 

supportive of a per se restriction on price-relatnd vertical restraints. 
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! FTC's actions had both positive and negative effects. Although 

balance the effects in this case were positive, there is no 

.rantee that they would be in other RPM cases •. Furthermore, if 

s industry is at all indicative, it appears that the impact of RPM 

quite varied and complex, especially when RPM is interpreted as a 

plement to other non-price vertical restraints. 

:~ 
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Ftlot.noces 

-i. Continental T.V. Inc. 'lis. GTE-Sylvania Inc., 433 ·U.S. 36 (1977). 

2. u.s. vs. Arnold Schwinn & Co., 388 u.s. 365 (i967). Under Schwinn 

an attempt by a manufacturer to prohibit transshipping, that is, 

sales of goods between retailers, was a eer se violation of Section 1 

of t.he Sherman Antitrust Act. But the Sylvania decision upheld t.hat. 

company's imposition of restriccions on the locations from which its 

franchised dealers could resell Sylvania's products. In overruling 

the Schwinn holding on vertical customer rest.rictions, t.he court~ot.ed 

that "[i]n intent and comp~titive impacc, che retail ~uscomer re

strictions in Schwinn is indistinguishable from t.he location restrictions 

in the present case. The fact t.hat one restriction was addressed 

to territury and the other to customers is irrelevant to functional 

anticrust analysiS ••• " (433 U.S. at 46). 

The. court concluded tha.t while particular vertical restraints 

might well be anticompetitive, non-price vertical restrictions in g~neral 

should be judged under a rule of reason. 

3. This presumes, of course, that efficiency should be the prinCipal 

criterion for antitrust. For a discussion that advocates this 

posi·tion see Bork, THE ANTITRUST PARADOX (Ne\i York: Basic Books, 1978), 

esp. Chap. 21. See, however, Lande,"The Goals of t.he Ant.itrust Laws~' 34 

HASTINGS L. J., (198Z), which asserts that efficiency is cnly ,'ne goal 

of ancitrust laws. Lande argues that Congress cared more about. pr~

vencing "unfair" transfers of wealth from consumers co firms with market 

power than about promoting efficiency. 
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The Sylvania decision discussed the possible efficiency-enhancing 

contribution of various vertical restraints: 

Economists have id~ntified ~ number cf vays in which manufacturers 

can use such restrictions to lompete more effectively •••• Established 

manufacturers can use them to induce retailers to ~ngage in promo-

tional activities to provide service and repair facilities nec~ssary 

to the efficient marketing of their products •••• The availability 

and quality of such services affect a manufacturer's goodwill and 

the competitiveness of his product. Because of market imperf~cticns 

such as che so-called "free rider" cffecc, these services might not 

be provided by retailers in a purely ~ompeticive situacion, despite 

the fact that each retailer's benefiC would be greater if all pro-

vided che s~rvices chan if none did. 433 U.S. at 54-55. 

See also Williamson,'~ssessing Vertical Market Restrictions: Antitrust 

Ramifications of the Transaction Cost Approach~ 127 U. PENN. L. REV. ~S3-93 

(1979) • 

Prohibitions on resale price maintenance were first laid down in 

Dr. Miles MedicaL Co. vs. J~hn D. Park & Sons Co., 220 U.S. 373 (1911~. 

In Sylvania the Supreme Court again proscribed resale price maintenance 

noting "The E!! !! illegality of price restrictions has been ~stablished 

firmly for many years and involves significantly different questions of 

analysis and policy". See 433 U.S. at 51, n. 18. Though in his con-

currence, Mr. Justice White noted that "[t]he ~ffect, if not the intention 

of the courts opinion is necessarily to call into question the firmly 

established per!! rule against price n!straints." Id. at 70. 
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Most recently the per se rule was upheld in California Retail Liquor 

Dealers Ass'n v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc., 445 U.S. 97 (1980). In 1975 

Congress broadened the coverage of RPM prohibitions by repealing the 

Fair Trade exemption in the Consumer Goods Pricing Act of 1975, Pub. 

L. No. 94-145, 89 St.at. 801 (1975). Thus as d March, 1976 manufacturers 

risked a p~r se violat.ion of the Sherman Act. Section 1 if they were 

found imposing ·resale price maintenance in interst.at.e commerce. 

6. See, for example, Williamson, supra, note 4; Meehan and Larner,"A 

Proposed Rule of Reason for Vert.ical Rest.raints on Competition:' 26 

THE ANTITRUST BULLETI~, .195-225 (1981); Bork, supra, note 3 at chap. 14; 

Posner, "The Next Step in Antitrust. Treatment of Restricted Distribution: 

Per Se Legalit.y~' 48 UCHI. LREV. 6 (1981). 

7. Vert.ical restraints include a wide variety of arr~ngements that 

control the condit.ion of produc~ dist.ribution ~nd sales. Resale price 

maintenance (RPM), 't.errit.orial confinement, and customer allocat ion 

provisions have received the greate.st scrutiny in the antitrust 

literature. RPM sets the price at which a dealer can resell a manu

fact.urer's goods. Territorial confinements require a dealer co solicit 

business or sell to cust.omers only wit.hin a defined geographic area. 

Customer allocation prOVisions limit a dealer to a specific class of 

customers. Several territorial and ,'ustomer .,llocation systems C'xist. 

For example, "airtight" territorial .:lllocation clauses convey to the 

dealer an exclusive right to sell or solicit business in a g~ographic 

area. "Location" clauses illl.ow t.he dealer to se II t.J <lOy ~ lass of 

cust.omer but only from locations .lpproved· by th~ manufacturer'. "Pri:nary 

J:espolLsibility" clauses require dc~lers t'o spend ;J ,,-pecificd .lmount .,f 
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of time or money developing sales in 3 cerricory or to a (lass of 

Customers before they are free co sell wherever or to whomever chey 

_ desire." 

Manufacturers' may also attempt to control selling conditions by 

dictating criteria for product display, advercising,service policy, 

inventory, and de~ler training. Dealers may be required to stock the 

manufacturer's full product line chrough tying restrictions, or to sell 

lDore th~n some designated amount of the product through volume forcing 

requirements. Exclusive d~aling agreements require th~ r~tailer Co 

devote its efforts ~xclusively to distributing che product. ;ine of A 

particular manufacturer. Other product iines are prohibited. 

Vertical restraints may also limit the manufacturer's behavior. 

For example, under ~xclusive dealer franchise the manufacturer agrees 

to appoint only one distributor in a given territory. Under density 

limitations manufacturers space out retailers to conf,orm With some desired 

combination of customers per' retailer. In the frilllchise agreement manu-

facturers may be required to provide a specified amount of advertising 

support, technical advice and training. dealer credit, return provisions, 

and the like. 

Pitofsky has argued that the rule of reason impos~s a heavy burden 

on the enforcement process: 

A standard under which all circumstances are weighed, and violations 

found only upon demonstration ~f specific anticompetitive eff~cts, 

may sound sober and moderate. but in the real world has :ittle 

deterrent ~ffect, produces trials ~f lnordinate length ~nd rxpense, 

~nd uftcn undermines ancictust ~nforc~ment. Busj~ess ~r~ctlccs 
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treated under a full rule Df ~~ason, with no presumptions ~ased 

on any Set of facts and with the burden rf showing anticompetitive 

effects on the plaintiff.will usually turn out to be legal. 

Pi~ofsky,'~he Sylvania Case: Antitrust Analysis of Non-Price Vertical 

Restrictions!' 78 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 2 (1978). 

Since Sylvania every deCision analyzing purely vertical non-price 

restraints under the rule of reason has found such restraints to be 

reasonable. For example see Newberry v. The Washington Post Company, 

438 F. Supp. 470 (D. D. C. 1977); Cowley v. Braden Industries, Inc., 

613 F. 2d 751 (9th Cir. 1980); Donald B. Rice Tire Co. Inc. v. Michelin 

Tire Corp., 483 F. Supp. 750 (D. Md. 1980), Aff'd 638 F. 2d 15 (4th Cir.), 

cert. denied 70 L. Ed. 2d 164 (1981); A. H. Cox Co. -. 
v. Star Machinery Co., 653 F. 2d 1302 (9th Cir. 1981); Sports Center, Inc. 

v. Ridd~ll Inc., 673 F. 2d '86 (5th Cir. 1982); Krehl v. Baskin Rubbins . 

Ice Cream Co., 664 F. 2d 1348 (9th Cir. 1982). 

Several judicial decision models ·have been propused ror .,pplying 

~e rule of reason based On the Sylvania case. See Bohling,'~ Simplified 

Rule of Reason for Vertical Restrainf.s: Integracing Social Goals, 

Economic Analysis, Gnd Sylvania," 64 IOWA L. REV. 461 (1979); Strasser, 

"Vertical Territorial Rescraincs After Sylvania: A Policy and Proposed 

New Rule," DUKE L. J. 775 (1977); Comment,'~ Proposed Rule .,f Reason 

Analysis for Restraints on Distribution," 47 FORDHAM L. REV. 527 (1979); 

Posner, supra note 6; Zelek, Stern, nnd Dunjee,"A Rule of Re:lson Decision 

Model After Sylvania:'68 CAL. L. REV. 13 (1980). 

9. But whether non-price vertical restr~ints are always less restriccive 

than RPM remains an u~~n questi~n. Tn rhe Ea~~~rn Scientific ca~e. 
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the First Circuit failed to suppor~ the Sylvania distinction 

between price and non-price restraints. See Eastern Scientific 

Co. v. Wild Heerbrigg Instruments, Inc., 572 F. ~d 883 (lst Cir.), 

cert. denied 439 U.S. 833 (1978). In upholding the defendent supplier's 

right to prohibit a dealer from selling outsid~ uf its territory at 

less than list price, the court noted "[W]e are unable to conceive ,'f 
"~ 

how the resale price restrictions used to enforce the nssigned 

territories in the present case can possibly have a greater anti-

competitive effect t~an a pure policy of territorial restrictions." 

Id. at 885. For a discussion of Eastern Scientific see Posner supra 
: ' 

note 6 at 9., 

o. See Meehan and Larner, ~, note 6; Areeda, ANTITRUST ANALYSIS: 

PROBLEMS, TEXT, CASES (Boston: Little, Brown, 1981), p. 647. 

and White, "Vertical Restraints in Antitrusr. Law: A Coherent Model," " 

26 ANTITRUST BULLETIN, 336 (1981). 

1. This approach \Was also i'mono-~tereo compatible" in that il mono FM 

radio providec Ii! mono version of the stereo Signal, while a stereo FM 

set received a:.: reproduced both the left and right-hand channel for 

a stereo p:-e:>er::ation. The perfection of FM stereo trilnsinissiull ctnd 

reception aedri another component to the high fidelity system. 

~. Thus, the a=.?l~:ier can receive si&nals from the record player, the 

radio, or the tape deck. The radio tuner ~nd the pre- and main 

amplifier are scmetimes combined into a single unit C'<llled .1 receiver. 

From the ilIIlplifier the signal goes to the speaker system or t.u a set 

of earphones. Each speaker actually hus several speakers designed to 

reproduce different sounds. Two speakers <lr~ reqUired for .;.r.er.;:" high 

fidelity. 
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13. Of the seven firms under consenc: decrt=es, c:he four JapaIl"s~ firms 

established U.S. subsidiaries in the lac:e 1960's; U.S. Pioneer and 

Sansui were incorporac:ed in New York in 1966; .TEAC and Nikko were 

incorporated a year later in California. In contrast, Unic:ed Audio 

was incorporated in 1939 i~ New York, JBL was incorporated in 1946 in 

California, and Sherwood was incorporated in 1955 in Illinois. 

14. See c:he. Predicasts' Basebook. 

15. See James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., Docket No. C-1785, issued August 

24, 1970. It was subsequently 3rgut=d thac: ~BL was thereby ~ble to 

prevent its pruduct from being sold to discounters in' non-fair-c:radc 

states. See U.S. Guvernmenc: Memorandum, April 1, 1975, "Extracted 

from Omnibus File No. 741-0042 -- Unnamed Manufacturers, Distributors 

and Retailers'of Audiu Components," p. 39. 

16. "Omnibus File," p. 43. 

17. "Omnibus File," pp. 39-40. 

18. According to the background investigation, warranty cards were used 

to check the sale price of the audio component. The customer would 

fill out the card, providing the manufacturer with Lhe deal~r, the 

purchase price, along with the seridl number. Hence the manufacturer 

could discover which retailers were selling below the mainc:ained price. 

The cards could also be used to trace components Lhat were Lrans

shipped, or sold by one retailer to rinother retailer~ perhaps one 

not in the formal distribution ,·hain. 

Shoppers were private investigators sent into '['etail stores 

posing as customers to observe how rigidly prices were maintained. 

These shuPliers would then pruviJ~ r.he ,1 •• .uU["cturl.:r "Ii tll .1 ! iSL ot 

Violators'. 
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f. As quoted in F.T.C. Memorandum dated July ~3, 1975. 

I. TEAC Corp. of America, 86 F.T.C. 981 (1975); Sherwood Electroilic 

Laboratories. Inc., 86 F.T.C. ~88 (1975); Sansui Electronics 

Corporation. 86 F.T.C. 995 (1975), and U.S. Pioneer Electronics 

Corp., 86 F.T.C. 1002 (1975). 

TEAC. Sansui, and Pioneer were wholly owned subsidiaries 

of Japanese manufacturers. TEAC sells tape decks and their accessori~s, 

high-end amplifiers and tuners, loudspeakers, and professional recording 

eqUipment. It had sales of about $18 million in 1973. Sherwood, 3 

:;~ 

u.s. company, primarily imports receiVers, ~mplifiers, tuners, and 
~. .: 

speakers from the Far East. Its sales in 1973 were about $12 millien. 

Sansui imports and sells a full line of components, with sales of 521 

million in 1913. U.S. Pioneer was the largest ~udio component supplier 

in the U.S., with sales of $45 million in 1973. Based ~n a 1974 survey 

of audio sales Pioneer had the leading market share in receivers (with 

15-'7.), amplifiers (20%), and tuners (21'7.). See U.S. Memorand.um, July 

10, 1975, p. 3. 

Presumably the firms were still allowed to select dealers on the basis 

of the quality and kind of services prOVided and were still free to 

inspect dealers and cut off dealers who did not meet the manufacture~s' 

standards. The Compliance Division of the Bureau of Competition 

monitored the requirements of the order. Cumpliance reports were 

submitted by the firms for ~ach of the three years. No major issues 

appeared to arise, aside from the 'Jse of "approximate natiunally-

advertised- value" by some of the firms, even though there was a twO-yo,o"r ~~ 

ban on :iugg.:!sting r':lail tl1."ice inform.:at:ion. 
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22. See United Audio Products, Inc., 88 F.T;C. 24 (1976), i~sued 

July 12, 1976, and Nikko Electric Corporation of America, 88 

F.T.C. 31 (1976), issued July 12, 1976. Uni~eq Audio Products 

imported record players from Germany and sold them under the n~me 

of Dual. With sales of $30 million in 1975, it was a leading 

seller·of record players. Based on a 1974 reader survey by HIGH 

FIDELITY magaZine, Dual had the large~t market share of record 

changers with 35 percent of the market. Nikko, a wholly-owned 

sub.sidiary of Nikko Electric of Japan, imporcs amplifiers and 

tuners from Japan and had sales uf only S5 million in 1975 (53 

million in 1973). 

23. See Petition to Reopen Proceedings and !1emoralldum of James B. 

Lansing Sound, Inc. in Support of Petition to Ruopen Proceedings, 

Docket No. C-1785, April 14, 1978. 

24. "Affadavit of Irving R. Stern," aPP(!l1dC'd to Memorandum of J.imes B. 

Lansing Sound, ~. ~. 

25. See Petit.ion to Reopen Proceedings .:ind Memoraudum of James B. Lansing 

Sound, Inc. in Support of Petition r.o Reopen Proceedings, DockC!c No. 

C-1785, April 10, 1981.· 

26. James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.: Reopening and Modification of Order, 

97 F.T.C. 914 (1981). 

27. Id. at 914. 

28. In the }tatter of Onkyo U.S.A. Corporation, Docket No. C-3092, 

(August 24, 1982). 

29. In the Matter of U.S~ Pioneer Electronics Corp., Docket No. C-2755, 

1982. 
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30. Id. at 4. 

31. In the Matter of U.S. Pioneer Elec~ronics Corp., Reopening of Order 

and Order to Show Cause, Docket No. C-2755, (November 5, 1982). 

-32. ld. at 2. 

33. Telser, "Why Should Manufacturers Want Fair Trade?" 3 J. LAW AND ECON., 

86-105 (1960). 

34. See supra~ note 10. 

35. Supra, note 33. 

36. Porter, INTERBRAND CHOICE, STRATEGY, AND BILATERAL MARKET POt-lER 

(Cambridge, .Mass: Harvard University Press, 1976). 

37. We note that even under an iron-clad RPM system, r~tailers may s~ill 

have an incentive to free-ride on the pre-sol~s services pruvided by 

competitors. Retailers may choose to provide only post-sales or 

appropriable services, and could thereby provide a more attr~ctive 

bundle of services. Consider the following example: There are tNO 

retailers, both selling. the same aucio component at the s~me price 

under RPM. The first dealer provides a full range of pre- and post-

sales services, costing him a total of $100 per unit sold. Assum~ 

this cost is evenly divided between pre- and post-sales services. The 

second deAler provides only post sales services valued at 575, yielding 

the second dealer a net of $25 per sal~ more than received by the first 

dealer. A customer would have an incentive to shop a·t the first dealer, ~ 

taking advantage of the pre-sales services, then buy at the second 

dealer. This strategy would yield the customer 3 total of $125 of pre-

and post-sales services, compared to only $100 if the component were 

purchased from the first dealer. Thus RPM does not necessarily guarant~e ~ 

[h~t ~ll cicdlcrs will pruvide pre-s~les services. 
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38. Comparisons of this sor~ are of ~ourse complicated by the fact 

~hat some components must be interconnected for such In uvaluation 

to occur. 

39. Indeed, a house brand may be included in the mix by the retailer 

to prevent free riding of this type. 

40. FTC Case File, TEAC Corporation of America, at 26. 

41. Furthermore, retailers with market power may choose not to engage 

in RPM. Before the consent decrees were signed the two most active 

markets in terms of discounting were Los Angeles and Chicago. Each 

market was dominated by a major audio chain: Pacific.Stereo (With 

65 stores, including 14 in Los Angeles) and Playback (with 64 stores 

throughout Illinois, including 24 in Chicago). Hence in markets where 

there appeared to be a dominant retailer there dlso ~ppeared to be 

open violation of RPM, ~ven though a retailer cartel rationale for 

RPM would suggest RPM to be strongest where there was retailer market 

concentracion. For ~vidence of flagrant discounting in these two 

markets see, ~arketplace USA: The Los Angeles Spread, MERCH&~DISINC, 

121 (June 1976). 

42. Telser and Pcs~a= also suggest that exclusive dealing fits into such 

a scenario, bu: Schwartz and Eisenstadt disagree. See Telser, supra 

note 33 at 97-90; Posner, "The Rule of Reason and the .Economic Approach: 

Reflections on the Sylvania Decision~" 45 U .CHI. L REV. 78 (1977); and 

Schwartz and Eisenstadt, "Vertical Restra ints," Economic Po licy Of f ice 

Discussion Paper, EPO 82-8 (1982), 45. 

43~ Data on market concentration has been n:ported in legal t>roceedings, 

bu~ is carefully pro&~ct~d and generally not publicly avail~tle. 
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Th~se estimates are based on a 1975 'ons~mer study of ~pproximatcly 

1,000 college students. (See, Time: Stud~nts Eager to Buy Hifi, 

MERCHk~DISING WEEK, 9, 11 (March 21, 1975) •. Although nut ideal, 

the figures seem useful in gaining p~rspective on this issue. 

According to the survey the top four brands of record changers 

(as components) were Garrard (39%), Dual (23%), BSR (22~), and 

Miracord (4%). (Note, however, that BSR actually manufactures many 

of ochers' brands). For speakers, the top four were KLH (9%)~ AR (7%), 

Utah (7~~), and JBL (4%). For receiv,=1"S, the ord~r wa~ Pi.Jneer (19%), ~ 

Kenwood (lO~), Sht:r~"olJd (8~~), and Sony (n.). Finally for stereo 

headphones, ,Koss l~d wi'th roughly 330;; cf r.h&: markl!t. follo.;wed by 

Pi"nel:r olt 7% .ind ScnnhciseL' .Jud Suny ~ach ..It 6%. 

45. We do noc addrt::.s IIt:L·f.!' t.he quu~t ion "f why products in t.ho: home 

el~ctr.,"ics wer~ ~~ld under RPM. ~(',r.'I~ id .. as .'1re giv~n by Coldbf!rg 

in his ~ualysis of M3gn~VQx. M~gl1ovax h~d p~rhaps th~ most ~losely '-' 

monitorelj RPM system in the telcvision il1du:.tr-,'. :H,d h .. 1f :-f ~1i.\gn.lvox'lO 

color television vulurne in 1966 c .. m~, from combi.n .... tiun t~l.avisiou-

stereo units. Sl:e Goldberg,'~esal~ Price Malnt~nance .lnd the Federal 

Trade Commission: The Lenox .. nd }!,lgnolvox Cases ," Unpublished manuscript, 

p. 51. 

46. Tfiis strategy, according to one industry analy~t has aLsu b~en used, 

with other consumer I:lectronics products such as televisions and micl'o-: 

Wave ovens. Sc:e Polrticelli,"The Japanese lire Coming: Cl"bal Stl'.ltl:!gil!s 

Pl",nning in Ar;:;i ... : •• "OUTL00K, 22-30 (Spl"illg 1981). 
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As suggested earlier RPM was often used in conjunct~on with other 

vertical restraints. Nt:vertheless, the kt.·y c-lement in r.he ~ystl;.:m, 

the element focused on by the FTC, was RPM. 

Telser seems to recognize this possibility lhat manufactur~rs of 

t!stablished brands wi 11 lose intf!rest i.n RPM. He cortant:!nts that 

II if in the course of time conSumers becom~ so won (.Iver to a 

product or so familiar with it thOlt costly special persuOlsion by 

retailers becomes an unnecessary inducem~nt to purchase it, the 

mOlnufacturer '~ill discover that he n~ed lIot indint.1in dlt~ '·c,L.:Ii 1 

price and will ration~lly .1bAlld.;n his fair r.rclde p'.Jlicy." T .. 1!:.,~r. 

supra nott:! 33 at 92. But ;lOU! ' . .t.:lt IlI:W ·<,·III:~·.lilL';; mi.g;\!. scili '.ho~.;.·, 

RPH as on~ :-:.eans of eompt:ting for sh~lf ~p-t<';t! ~"i.th lht:l:tl! .~stoJblish,~d 

br:lnds. 

Such ill intt:!!'pretcltiun ~culd, of ';Qurse, h.· di.:.linct fr'.Im th~ Tl~lso'!r 

view uf special services. T~lser, ~upra nott: 33. 

I. Fur f'xample, ol "prof·..:ssiwn .. l !;hopper" cmpllJyt'd by a m'ln1Jfactur~l· r w 

check ,"'n .:etailer compliance ;s quoted ,is "aying thal "v'~I:Y (t:',f 

dealers" beli~ved that manufacturers '''en! . nfo.:r.ing RPM. St· .. Zl;r.~, .. r, 

"Shopper: O!::al~rs -Ol)n' t Believe 1 Exist~, :-IERCHANDISING t'lEEK, 3 (~bl'.;h 

24, 1975). Also a retailer in Phoenix ('laimcd that P.iullt!t!r did 'tut 

"11ft a pinky" to maintain RPM. S"e McCullaugh, "Audio Prot i le': Phot=1I i x:' 

~ERCHANOISIXG WEEK, (June 16, 1975). C.:rt:aiuly pdor tu1975 :.hc.:rt!· 

was abundar.:: evidence that brands subject to RP!-! were be~ng di.scoul~t(~d. 

The most active markt:ts in terms \Jf discounting ::ict=med to be;:, in , rdt:r; 

Los Ang~les, Chicago, New York, Bustoll, ~nd PhQcnix. Four uf thes~ 
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cities are in stdtes that at the tim~ had fair trade laws covering 

both signers and non-signers. Boston was in a fair trade state for 

signers only. 

51. Th~se announcing plans to drop fair trade were Pioneer, GTE Sylvania, 

TEAC, and 3H. Of this group only TEAC, ~.;hich manufactures a high qu .. dity 

tape recorder, could be considered a high-end producer. Sc~ Zucker, 

'~~=io Turnabout to a Fair Trade;' MERCHANDISING WEEK, 1, 6 (June 9, 1975). 

Of course t~":l of these fir:ns (Pioneer and' TEAC) WE::re tmder investigation ~ 

by the FTC at the time. 

52. Once the prcduct and brand becomes commonly known .Ind respected, 

a ~ifferent sort of free-rider problem ~~uld ~merge. Here a par-

ticular t"etailer might be .. ble to reap shQrt run profits by trading 

on the good name and good l ... ill of t.he recognized !)I."and. The letailcr 

cc:.;ld sell the ;:oduct in ... way thilt would diminish thE:: quality and 

reputation "f t:i:.:: co~ponent; r.he loss of gfJod will would be bOl."ne 

pri~arily by t~. ~3nuf~cturer ~nd ~tber deal~rs. Hence dUt"ing th~ 
:,:j 

mature phase cE :hc product life cycle, RPM could be employed to 

prevent sha~~~~ ~~ality on .n dlready-est~blished and r~5pectcd brand. 

This would a?~aa= ~specially t"elevant at the high ~nd. 

In this r:~;=d consid~r the ~tatement by a Radio Shack ~perator 

presented in .... ~£fidi:lvit supporting Pioneer's petition to modify its 

consent decree: 

1". 
It is ~y experience that the continued competitiveness of ~ny 

manufacturer in the highly competitive ~tereo products mgrket 

depends greatly on that manufacturer's success in selling enly 
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through- dealers who know the pL"oduce: and promoe:e ie: 

aggressively and ine:ellig~ntly. Moreover, the ace:ivities 

of the non-aue:horized dealers who do not support e:he produce:, 

who adv~rtise and display the product in a "warehouse" fashion 

next to other products of very cheap quality, and who are unable 

to service e:he product afe:er sale if something goes wrong, all 

serve to cheapen the image of the produce: itself in the con-

sumer's eyes. Legitimate dealers who carry the same product 

then have their image tarnished by association with the pro-

duce: that has become cheapened in the eyes of the consumer. 

Thus authorized d~alers of a particular product who promoe:e 

and fully support the product suff~r when that produce: is 

transshipped in their market area and sold through low-quality 

cutlee:s. I have seen Lhis cheapening of its image occur with 

regard to Pioneer stereo products in the market area serviced 

by the Radio Shack stores which I run. 

u.S. Pioneer El~ctronics Corp. Affidavit of Willi~m Holt in supporc 

of Petition to Modify Consent Order, Docket, ~o. C-2755, at 1-2. 

Curiously, FTC invese:igators viewed the inclusiun of a private-label 

brand in th~ system as follows: 

By discounting the private label component and cartridge 
~-1hich is customarily available below list pt"ice, the 
retailer creates a deceptive image of substantial savings 
on the fair trad~d components. It is extremely difficult 
for the consumer to determine the actual value of such 
package deals due to the deliberate inclusion of privat~ 
label equipment which is not evaluated by consumer gUides. 

See "Extracted from Omnibus File No. 741-0042 -- Unnamed Manufacturers, 

Distributo.rs and Retailers of Audio Components," U.S. Government :-h~:::or.andum, 

Ap ri 1 1, 197 3, p. 7. 
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54. The transshiper was essentially a broker who buys components 

from one dealer and sells to another -- often to a deal~r without 

a franchise to buy the goad directly. Transshippers moved goods all 

over the country. Dealers appeared to use them much .ike a small 

bank might use a larger bank or a Federal Reserve bank .1S a "'ource of 

liqUidity. Cash flow appears co be a problem in audio ~ales because 

the business fluctuates so much from month to month and from year to 

year. Having an alternative sales outl~t, even if it is only 5% 

above dealer's costs, provides a cushion in the syst~m th~t de~lers 

apparently found attractive. Since on the one h~nd, ret~ilers ~~ce 

encouraged by distributors to overstock, y~t un the ether h~nd, th~y 

faced higher costs when goods were in inv~ntory for long, the trans-

shipper could buy this excess sto~k and redu~e the pressur~ en r~-

tailers. 

At the same time, transshippers reduced the need for r~tailers 

who buy f:cm ::a~sshippers to carry as much inventory or to comply 

with the requi=e~ents of a franchise. Dealers who buy goods frem a 

transshipper co ,,~t necessarily do so to discount the components, 

but transs~i~~ec goods rVidently were often purchased by discounters 

(since most cis:::i.butors would not sell knowingly to discounters). 

55. Tae Woolco seo:;; in Phoenix were ~elling in 1974 such brands IS TEAC, 

Marantz, JVC, Ga:rard, and Jensen. See McCullaugh, supra ~ote 50. 

Sears experimented with uudio sales in the 1960's but the limited 

scope of the market at the time doomed the ventur~ clOd it W.JS dri.1pped. 

Bu~ in 1974 the "Sears-by-Fisher" label was test marketed in fi.ve 

cities. The t~st cvid~tttly proved ~uc~essful. Akai t.lpe dHcks, K~ss 
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headphones, B-I-C curnc~bles and Jen~en spc~k~~s were 3dded ~s 

Sears began selling components nacionwide in ~arty 1976. See 

"Sears Blankets Major Markets with Hifi t" HERCHANDISING, 122-3 

(July 1976). 

56. One markecing problem confronted by high-end audio manufacturers was 

how much to exploit the brand name through sales of mass-mark~ted, 

low-end components. The problem was chat using the brand name on lo~-end 

components could in turn reflect negatively 0n ~he reputation at the 

high end. For rxample in ~arly 1975 several high-end ~pe~k~r manu-

fcicturers introduced new ;ow-end 'ines. :-!.::st "f tht:se "ew;::odt>ls 

were m~rkcted under new brand ncimes "to ?reclude nlienating regular 

line customers," according to ont: industry specialist. S('!;: Zu.:ker, 

"Prestige Speaker Firms Score at L~w End ~iLh N~w Mad~ls:'MERCHANDISI~G 

WEEK, 1 (April 14, 1975). The failure :0 be sensitive to the 

customer's perception of the brand reportedly cost une firm, Sopt:r-

scope, its position dS a sales leader at the high cnd. Superscope'~ 

decision t~ use its brand name on a luw-f:!l1d lil1t: of cumponents d"lmagc:c 

the reputation of its high-end lines. S~e,'~up~~scopc S~en co Pha~c: 

Out Imperial Line of Audio Equipment,"~O/ALL STREET JOURNAL, 30 (April 

2, 1979). There is also some evidence that t:.he same ration...lle works 

in the ocher direction as well. When BSR introduced a computerized 

turntable in 1976, targeted specifically at suphisticat~d audio ~on

sumers, they marketed it through ,J subs idiary ca lled ADC tv "mask the 

origins of the component from the tt'ue hifi "nthusialOts, who l quate 

BSR with lo~., prices". SL'e, "to/hy BSR Domin,Jtes the Record Changer ~tark~t," 

• BUSI~ESS ~EEK, 84 (Jun~ 7, 1976). 
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',7. One dealer is quoted as saying, "With fair trade on the ~olay out, 

you have to look for limited distribution". Apparently many others 

agreed. S~e Zucker,"Limited Distribution Lines New Hot Target for 

Audio M~rchants:'MERCHANDISING WEEK, 1, 10 (May 26, 1975). Limit~d 

distribution refers here to a situation in which a class of customers 

or marketing territory is effectively granted to a retailer, but the 

retailer is not prohibited from carrying the products of rival manu-

facturers. This is to be distinguished from exclusive dealing in the 

sense used by Marvel to describ~ a situation in which r~tailers ~gr~e 

not to handle competing products. See H ward Marvel, "Exclusive 

Dealing,"25 J. UW AND ECON., 1 (1982). 

Rather, limit~d distribution is akin to Posner's restricted dis-

tribution, in which illc,.::abrand competi,tion i.s limited. St:!e Posnur, 

'The Next Step in the Antitrust Tr~atment uf Rt!~trict~d Distcibution: 

Per Se Legality;' supra note 6. 

58. Efforts to conteol distribucion were ~videnced in high-end lines such 

as ~1c!ntosh and Klipsch. See Zucker, "No Holds Barred ~ow in Hif i ," 

MERCHANDISI~G ~:C:t:K, (0, tober 13, 1976) and id~m., "Is Hifi Franchising 

Doomed?" MERCHANDISING WEEK, (OLLober 6, 1975). 

59.' In late 1975 and 1976 there is ref~rence mad~ to "price wars," LO 

"price promotion hystt!ria," and (for a TEAC product) to prices 

dropping to a level "consid~rably lower than list". See, respectively, 

McCullaugh, "Trendings: Audio IHighFidel ity ," ~!ERCHANDISING, 14 (November' 

1976); ''Los Angeles Market Survey;'125 MERCHANDISING, (June 1976); 

Zucker, '~EAC Move Triggers Upsurge in Open Reel," MERCHANDISING WEEK, 1 
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(June 30, 1975). For further discussion of high ~nd-low ~nd 

differences see Zucker, "Trendings: Audio/High Fide 1 iey," MERCHANDISING, 

14 (March 1976); Zucker.'~ifi Dealers Maintain Profies as Sal~s Rise 20% 

and Hore:~ HERCHANDISING {.JEEK, (~ovember 24, 1975); McCullaugh, "Up

grades, Discounes Driving Hifi Speaker Sales Harathon;'MERCHANDISING 

WEEK, (S~ptember 15, 1975). 

Based on industry data, c.he ilverage "ret.lil value" "f a simple 

stdreo system - consisting of a receiver, .i ::urntabl~, ;'l1ld t.wo 

speakers -- refl~cted th~ folloWing year-tv-year patr:ern: 1974, S685; 

1975, 5670; 1976, S694; 1977, $722; 1978, $735; ..tnd 1979, S721. The 

average retail vilue of a syseem increased by d total ~f five p~rc~nt 

between 1974 and 1979 at a time when the C.P.I. increased by 47%. Fgr 

the individual component d.3,ta on which c.hc 'lverage system value ~-1as 

based see MERCE~~DISING, (March 1980). 

There is ~=~e additional ~videnc~ rcg3rding price muvements in 

1976. In la:~ ~~gust and early S~ptembcr uf 1976 the FTC's Bur~au 

of Compeei:ion :elephoned around the country to ten r~tail de~lers of 

Sansui, S~e:-.:o.:'=. TEAC, and Pioneer co survey Lht! cl'end in 'Judi 0 cum

ponent p=ic&s .~= to weigh the influence of the FTC consent decre~s. 

Eight of the :~~ dealers said prices were falling; in most instanc~s 

this fall began in the spring of 1976. The two instances ~h~re prices 

appeared stable ~ere, as might be expected, in rather i~ulaLed markets 

in Arkansas an~ Virginia. Six 0f~ight de~lers who ~.\id prices dr0pp~d 

cited increased retail compecition as th~ reasoll. The same number .IIso 

mentioned the demise of fair trade (which <'l1ded "fficially dt"cund tho:: 
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counery in March 1976) as a reason for declining-prices, ehough 

ehe conviceion here was less serong. Ocher explanaeions included 

a "soft market," new models introduced ae a tower price than last 

year's model, increased competition at ehe manufacturer's level, and 

"lowering quality to satisfy production for mass markec.ing c.~chniques". 

Not one dealer felt that c.he FTC consent decrees had an effect on 

prices. One conceded ehae the FTC activity did "free up" the pricing 

d~cision and may have thereby indirectly influenced ehe price level. 

Ie is ironic thae the compeeieive markue environmene most dealers 

described was the very o~jective uf th~ 'ons~nt decrees, yet the 

dealers saw no I ink bt!tw.et:n the ("onsene decrees :ind Lhat· market c:n-

vironment. 

60. Other new entrants included Morse, Sharp, QU<lsar, Toshiba, and 

Admiral. 

61. U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., supra nOle 52. 

62. U. S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., AffiJd'.Lvit of William Mat.thies in 

Support of Petition to Modify Consent Order, Docket ~o. C-2755, at 3. 

63. Id. at 4. 

64. Systems sales were of course still popular but individual components 

sales gained in prominance. In part this seems associated with up

grading, moving consumers component by component to better quality 

systems. See ~!cCullaugh, "Hifi Systems Explode in Unexpected Surge,· 

~lERCHA!'lDISI~G t-lEEK, (August 25, 1975) and idem.,"Upgrades, Discounts 

Driving Hifl Speaker Sales· Harathon," MERCHANDISING WEEK, (September 

15, 1975). 
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'65. Nikko, one of the firms challenged by thl! FTC, was very sma 11 .Jnd 

may have seen RPM as a means of facilitating entrYr Nikko has 

. apparently met with little success. 

6~. Note that there was a time limit imposed in the consent d~crees. 

~7. As noted earlier this could be attribut~d to having l,mited distri

b\1;~on lines. See ZuckeX',"Limited Distribution:' supra. note 1.8. Also, 

according to MERCHANDISING WEEK, in the post r.onsent decree ?eriod, 

established dealers "decided that they T.,ill !..ompere in the major br<lnd 

price arena this fall only under extr30rdinary ~ircumstances. Many "re 

planning to offer sharply priced sysr:.ems dlmost ('xclusively with 

private l",bel speakers". See Zucker,"Scl.: Fall Ad Emphilsis Shift rr.Jm. 

Price Promotion Base,"MERCHANDISING {-lEEK, 5 (September 8, 1975). 

68. Our calculacions bas.!d. on the numb~r and typo:! of componrmts sold in 

1974 indicate that :Jbc.ut one million lc;~~-end Judio systems and 100,000 

to 150,000 high-end uudio systems were sold in that year. Thus in 

that year the audiophile represented ~nly ~bout 101. to 15% of the· 

component market in terms of units sold. These calculat.ions are 

based on sales information provi.ded in 1'IERCHANDISING WEEK, (~13rch 1980). 
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VERTICAL RESTRAINTS IN THE AUDIO 

COMPONENT INDUSTRYa 

POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE m4PIRICAL WORK 

Introduction 

William A. 14cEachern 
and 

Anthony A. Romeo 

Our present report, we feel, raises a number of provoca

ive and important issues. Although we are rather confident of 

Llr analysis it obviously c'annot be regarded as definitive. We·' 

ere forced to rely on limited information -- that available from 

he case files, readily ~ccessible secondary sources, and some 

nformal contacts with industry members. 

It seems logical to assume that a more ~o~prehensive 

ffort would teach us more or at least give us more confidence in 

hat we've already tentatively concluded. But how would such an 

~fort proceed? What questions would be asked and how would we 

10 about trying to anSwer them? 

Since our report has generated a theory of resale price 

aintenance (RPM) in the industry, it seems wise to begin from 

,hat base. A future study can be viewed as a test o~ our theory. 

:vidence either in support of or in contradiction to the theory ~ 

,ould be of value. In the latter case the evidence would be 
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useful in constructing an alternative theory of RPM in audio 

components. 

The following sections layout a general structure for 

possible future work. In section II below we consider some 

basic questions that might be asked in this work. In section 

III we suggest some methodological considerations. Section IV 

then offers two p~ssible projects. 

II. Research Questions 

Our report suggests a life-cycle theory of RR~. Events 

under that theory will be different from events under alternative 

theories. Aiconstructive approach would be to consider some 

areas where these differences are most likely to exist. In the 

following five sections we note some such areas. 

A. Enforcement 

Our theory suggests that as brand names became more 

established RR~ became less attractive to manufacturers. Since 

the enforcement of RR4 provisions is costly. we would expect to 

see Borne decrease and perhaps even abandonment of enforcement 

efforts. A follow-up study could usefully examine the nature of 

enforcement during the late 1960's and the 1970's. One might 

begin by establishing some baseline evidence on enforcement. In 

the periods during which RR.1 was attractive. what resources were·· 

devoted to its enforcement? To what extent were professional 
, . 
shoppers, warranty cards, and other devices used to check on 
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'etailer compliance? How often were penalties imposed on 

iolators? Numerical counts or dollars spent would be.useful 
.1 , 

ndicators. If we then found. that in the early 1970's the extent 

!f enforcement had diminished (when RFM's attractiveness accord

.ng to our theory had declined), this would lend credence to our 

theory. 

At the same time it would be helpful to examine the 

lechanisms by which retailers could avoid RFM. If system sales 

md transhipping were effective avoidance mechanisms, then RR~ 
I 

lay not have been truly enforceable. Thus, any decline in 

~nforcement efforts could be interpreted not as support for our 

;heory but as evidence that manufacturers simply learned and 

Lccepted this fact. 

B. Entry 

Our life-cycle theory suggests that RR4 served some use

tul function in facilitating manufacturers' entry into the 

:~ 

I ~ 

Lndustry. A follow-up study should ex~~ine the nature of entry 

Lnto the industry in the pre- and post-consent decree perio~ .• 

rwo basic questions could be asked. First, was there a decline 

in.entry in the latter period? Our theory would suggest that 

:eteris paribus entry would become more difficult without RR4 

~d thus the rate of entry would decline. Numbers of new en

trants or market shares of recent entrants would be quantifiable 

~easures of the degree of entry. 

A second question would involve a slightly different 

approach. Did new entrants in the pre-consent decree period 
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adopt RPM? Our theory suggests that they saw REJ as an attrac

tive mechaJ'!ism for entry. Our analysis suggests that many new 

entrants did but if we were 'to find that many others chose not 

to employ RR~, this would tend to create doubts about our theor,y. 

c. Vertical Arrangements 

We've viewed RR4 as one of a possible array of vertical 

arrangements between manufacturer and retailer. When RPM was 

eliminated from consideration, how did manufacturers and re

tailers respond? According to our theory manufacturers would for 

the most part not be distressed. Their efforts to find sub

stitutes for RPM would likely be limited to high end products. 

If significant alternative arrangements were developed, however, 

and these extended to dealings with respect to low end products. 

then our theory would not be supported. 

D. Prices 

All of the theories considered, including our favored 

theory, suggest that RR~'s demise would lead to lower prices. 

However, our theory suggests that retailers will bear more of the 

burden of these declines. Any follow-up study should try to 

examine whether prices did indeed decline and whether retailers 

did suffer relatively more. Indirect evidence of the latter 

might be found by examining retailer survival patterns since fall

ing profits would lead to many retailers' demise. 
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E. High End-Low End Differentials 

Our theory suggests th~t as brand names became estab

shed RR4 lost its appeal primarily at the -.low end- of the 

dio components market. A follow-up study should examine care-

~ly the dif:ferences in the way marketing occurs at the two ends ':':' 

. the market. 

Are the low-end products more likely to be mass merchan

sed? Are high-end products more likely to be sold in special

·ed audio stores? Did manufacturers adopt vertical restraints 

, replace RH~ for high-end products and not for low-end ones? 

~e price-cost margins fallen less for high-end than low-end 

'oducts? Positive answers to all these questions would be con

.stent with the life-cycle theory. 

:I. Methodological Considerations 

A. General Apnroach 

The basic approach of a future study would involve an 

~lysis of changing events over time. For some issues, such as 

~orcement, we wo~d want to observe the period of the mid- to 

~te-1960's through the early 1970's. For other issues, we 

)~d want to compare events in the periods prior to and after 

1e consent decrees. 

Any analysis of changes over time will face the difficul

, of sorting out the causes of those changes. To what extent 

~e changes due to the consent decrees or to their anticipation? 
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To what extent are changes due to other circumstances? Our 

analysis has focused on the former question. but it is clear that 

.~he environment in which the industry operat~s has changee dra

matically over time for reasons unrelated to the FTC's activities. 

Notably, changes in technology have led to considerable improve

ments in pr9duct quality and reductions in cost. Along with this 

has come an important expansion and increasing sophistication in 

the market. Certainly many changes would be expected to accompany 

such developments. 

To sort out causes and effects we could proceed in at 

least two ways. One would be to build a formal quantitative 

model of behavior. For example, a simple model of supply and 

demand could provide a useful framework for analyzing price. But 

specification of such a model would appear particularly difficult 

for analyzing issues such as enforcement or vertical arrangements. 

Another approach would rely on a less formal assessment 

of changes. One would combine quantitative and qualitative 

information from a variety of sources and draw inferences from a 

careful analysis of the information. In essence this would be a 

slightly more quantitative .version of the approach used in our 

report. 

B. Data 

1. Choosing a Sample 

There would be two basic units of analysis in our study. 

One would be the firm, either manufacturer or retailer. A second 

would be the product, audio components. By focusing on the firm 
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. ~ould consider questions of enforcement, entry, and vertical 

rangements. By focusing on products we could more clearly 

sess prices and high end-low end di~ferentials. 

¥ the two approaches would be complementary. 

Needless to 

For assessing firm behavior we will want to choose some 

mple. There are hundreds of man~acturers and thousands of 

tailers. At the man~acturer level we could choose either the 

rgest firms or a·more broadly based sample. Given the signi

cance of the large firms we would opt for the fo~er. For 

tailers we would choose by geographic market area looking both 

frea trade and fair trade localities. 

For products we again face a myriad of choices. Certainly 

makes little sense to talk of prices in general. We would 

oose two or three particular products for analysis. We would 

nt a product geared to the high end of the market -- for 

ample, pre-amplifiers or ampli~i ers -- an::! cne geared primarily to 

.e low end -- for example, receivers. By choosing a few models 

each we could more easily assess price changes and high end-low 

d di:rferences. 

A problem with this of course is that models and product 

ality have changed over time. It may be possible to :rind models 

model series that are traceable over time. Alternatively we 

y be able to construct an hedonjc price index to control for 

.ali ty vari a ti ons. 
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2. Data Collection 

Any empirical work undertaken on this industry would face 

serious problems of data collection. We woulq, of course, start 

with the FTC case files information, but this is not sufficiently 

detailed to allow for as rigorous an analysis as we would prefer. 

Since none ,of the cases resulted in litigation, there are no 

extensive court documents. Moreover, even the consent decree 

files provided us are incomplete; they contain no dealer or com

pliance information on the industry's major firm. U. S. Pioneer. 

Other published sources of data are also limited, because~he 

audio components industry is just now beginning to be distin

guished from radio and TV. 

Much of the data would have to be collected by surveyor 

interview. However, our efforts at primary data collection would 

also face obstacles. We suspect there would be some reluctance, 

particularly on the part of manufacturers. to cooperate in a 

study sponsored by the FTC. Even with cooperation, we would have 

to deal with a large number of manufacturers and retailers. Some 

uf the firms affected by the consent decrees are no longer in 

business. Other firms have started up after the decrees. And 

many of the ~irms in existence over the whole period have seen 

changes in ownership. J. B. Lansing. the producer of JBL 

speakers. for example, has had three different o\~ers since 1975. 

Selecting a representative sample. identifying knowledgeable 

respondents, and gathering retrospective data from them would seem 

a formidable task in such a dynamic industry. 
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r. Two Possible Projects 

We see two scales at ~hich a further'study might be 

)ne. 

A. Study One 

We envision one study which would rely almost entirely on 

~condary sources of information. As noted earlier, these sources 

,.1 have limitations, but we would hope that together they would 

enerate some useful information. For general information on 

ldustry activity we would rely on the FTC files (including the 

~w York Regional Office Files not supplied to us for this report), 

~de journals (e.g., r,~erchandising, High Fideli ty Trade News), 

!partment of Commerce data (particularly on imports), and on any 
I 

iher existing studies of the industry that may be discovered 

IUch as brokerage house reports). Product info'rmation could be 

~eaned from some of these sources, particularly the trade 

,urnals, as well as books such as the Orion Marketing Trade-in 

\ide and the Hi-Fi Trade-In Guide. 

For a small number of market areas, say J or 4, we would 

.so try to gather price and market entry and exit data. In this ~ 

;:rort we would rely on newspaper advertisements and telephone 

rectories. We might. for example, look at Hartford (a fair-

ade market). Washington, D. C. (a free-trade market) r Milwaukee 

, market often cited as "dead"), and the market in some rural area. ~ 

careful perusal of newspaper ads we could gather some information 

pricing and competition, at least for certain products. It 
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might also be possible in these markets to obtain copies of some 

franchise contracts, which could be useful in interpreting any 

findings. 

We would expect this study to cost approximately $)0,000 

and to take about one year to complete. Such a study could 

generate useful information on the industry. We suspect, however. 

that any conclusions will have to be based largely on our sub

jective interpretations of the evidence. 

B. Study Two 

This study would involve essentially the same efforts 

described in Study One, but would supplement the secondary sources 

of data with the collection of survey data from manufacturers and 

from retailers in the :3 or 4 selected market areas. We envision 

a sample of about 25 retailers from each of the market areas plus 

a manufacturing sample to include the five firms under consent 

decrees plus about 15 additional firms. A survey would at least 

in principle enable us to gather better data on pricing, profit 

margins, and various features of the manufacturer-retailer rela

tionship. However, such data would undoubtedly be quite dif

ficult to collect. The issues under study are complex and 

sensitive. A survey instrument would have to be constructed very 

carefully and must be rigorously pre-tested. 

Cooperation will certainly be a problem. Manufacturers 

may distrust us. Retailers may be reluctant to devote any time. 

to filling out a potentially complex questionnaire. Thus the 

survey would probably have to be by personal interviews rather 
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an by mail. We envision a study of $50,000 to $70,000, with 

"e lower value possible only if a mail survey proves "feasible, 

d a time required of roughly 18 months. Such a study would 

kely provide more information than Study One (although it would 

:"subject to"more risk); it should in particular provide a clear-

picture of the complexities in the relationship among market 

rticipants. 
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Introduction 

The hearing aids industry presents an archetypal case of manufacturing 

. companies attempting to control th~ distribution of their products through 

contractual vertical restraints on their dealers. Prior to FTC actions 

Igainst a number of leading hearing instrument manufactures. the dominant 

distribution system employed by the industry involved virtually everyone of 

the vertical restraints identified in the economics literature. To those 

who assert that such restraints are inherently anticompetitive, the enormous 

markup obtained by dealers -- two hundred percent and more -- indicate~ ~t 

actions to proroote competition seem warranted. On the other hand, the nature 

of the industry's clientele -- predominantly the elderly, often institutionalized 

persons with limited opportunities to compare products or to obtain independent 

information on product quality -- suggests that a second approach to the inter

pretation of vertical restraints may have merit. This second approach is a 

derivative of the (now) standard economic analysis of vertical restraints. 

It holds that vertical restraints playa constructive role in maintaining 

the quality of dealer services provided in combination with the hearing 

instrument. Manufacturers may have wi shed to protect deal ers from IIfree 

riding" by rival dealers of the same brand through exploitation of, for example, 

brand reputation established in part by the efforts of a particular dealer. 

According to this second interpretation, the net result of a removal of the 

industry's contractual restraints would have been -a change in the composition 

of the industry's product. The new product may have sold for less, but would _ -

have been of appreciably lower overall quality than that provided under the 

restraints. 

Each of these fairly conventional approaches to the analysis of vertical 

restraints has severe drawbacks when applied to the market for hearing aids. 
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he monopoly argument appears inconsistent with the behavior of the industry. 
I 
'anufactures imposing vertical restraints may have imposed those restraints 
I 

~ order to prevent entry, but if blockaded entry was their goal," they ~ere 

ptably unsuccessful. The chances that dealer margins may have been inflated 

y monopoly rents seem slim in view of the options other than hearing dealers 

pen to hearing instrument customers, the ease of entry into the hearing 
I " 

ealer profession, and the reasonably substantial number of instrument makers 
I 

~mpeting for business through hearing aid dealer networks. Entry could occur 

,..d, indeed, did occur, both at the manufacturer and dealer levels. But if 

~e monopoly argument is unconvincing, the special services argument is not 

lrticularly superior. Brand identification in the hearing instruments market 

les not appear to have been substantial, and little comparison shopping occurs. , 

~ the extent that reputation capital is a factor guiding consumer decisions, 

Bat capital appears to be as much dealer-specific as brand-specific and is 

,erefore not susceptible to erosion through free riding. The restraints 
I " Iy have served to enhance dealer quality, but the effect must have been 

.Irginal at best, for the observed qual ity of service provided by dealers 

F vertical-restraint manufacturers was relatively low in comparison with , . 

~her marketing channels. The quality aspects of the dealer services ex

lanation for the vertical restraints in hearing aids is essentially untestable, 

,r the counterfactual holds that in comparison with a standard of perfo~nce 

lat the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection shows to be abysmal, the alter

Itive without the restraints would have had to have been nightmarish. 

A third view of the restraints is possible, one which is dependent neither 

i anticompetitive nor on quality maintenance arguments. This third view 

!rives from the economist's notion that vertical restraints are designed 
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to protect property rights, but unlike conventional special service formulations, 

identifies those property rights as residing at the manufacturer level. The ap-

'proach holds that the restraints are to be interpreted as arising from manu

facturer attempts to create property rights to information generated by their 

own selling expenses but used by dealers to obtain hearing aid sales. Manufac

turers advertise in national media to obtain "leads" to potential customers. 

These leads are assigned to dealers and are charged for by means of an increase 

in wholesale prices. Exclusive dealing prevents dealers from using the leads 

while avoiding their tie-in charge. It could be argued that the national adver

tising is employed to erect entry barriers, but both the industry's structure 

and its entry experience provide evidence which conflicts with this anticompeti

tive position. In addition, it is shown that the evidence commonly adduced to 

support the monopoly approach--primarily a post-c.o. price decline--is also im

plied by the property rights view. The distinguishing implication of the two 

explanations of the observed restraints deal primarily with sales, with the 

monopoly view predicting an increase in sales resulting from the erosion of 

monopoly prices while the property rights view predicts diminished manufacturer 

sales efforts and correspondingly reduced sales. The task 3 final report con

cludes with a brief discussion· of the likely impact of the c.o.'s on hearing 

aid consumers. This section is necessarily preliminary, and consists primarily 

of caveats that must be entered when converting conclusions about the c.o.'s on 

the private well being of the impacted firms into assertions about the social 

costs of benefits of the orders. 

Appended to this report is the task 4 report outlining the available data 

and suggesting how these data could be employed to test the various explanations 

for the pattern of restraints observed in the hearing aid industry. The primary 
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focus of the data analysis is on the argument that manufacturers of hearing aids 

adopted vertical restraints to keep dealers from scrimping on complementary local 

sales efforts and to rebate to dealers the lead charges on instruments sold solely 

through dealer-initiated sales efforts. While this last approach does not seem .;~: 
" .. -.. 

to be represented in the vertical restraints literature. the preliminary data 

work in the appendix suggests that it explains an important subset of the ver~ 

tical restraints employed by the hearing aid manufacturers. 

This report is divided into several broad sections. each of which contains 

numerous subsections. The first section contains background material both de-

tailing the vertical restraints to which the FTC objected and outlining the or-

ganization of the hearing health care delivery system. Fairly detailed consid-

eration is given to the allegations of poor service provided by hearing aid 

dealers and the options available to consumers. This material is provided to 

serve as a basis for an evaluation of the social impact of the FTC consent 

orders. The second section of the report presents the property rights view of 

the vertical restraints and includes a detailed discussion of their interre-

lationships. The third section presents an extensive critique of the aids mar-

keto This report also includes a discussion of related information dealing with 

the efficacy of leads. The conclusion reached is that these ancillary infor-

mation sources are apt to be misleading and that only direct tests of the ~ 

pact of the orders on sales can be expected to yield reliable conclusions. 
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I 

1. The Vertical Restraints Challenged by FTC 

The cases to be analyzed in this report consisted of a series of 

actions brought against several leading hearing instrument manufacturers. 

each of which resulted 1n a negotiated consent order. The companies involved 

were (listed in order of market share -- 1970 shares in parentheses): 

Dahlberg Electronics. Incorporated (8.0~. ranked 3rd) 

~1aico Hearing Instruments (6.6~. ranked 4th) 

Sonotone Corporation (5.9%. ranked 5th) 

Radioear Corporation (4.4%. ranked 8th) 

These companies engaged in marketing -hearing aids through highly organi~ed 

dealer distribution systems. systems which were characterized by the Bureau 

'.::" 

of Competition staff as parallel. A fifth company. Beltone Electronics ~ 

Corporation. employed and continues to employ a similar distribution system. 

Beltone was the leader marketer in 1970, with a market share estimated to 

be 20.4%. An FTC complaint was lodged against Beltone at roughly the 

same time that the cases listed"above were filed, but the Beltone 

Corporation chose not to enter into a consent order and the case remains 

in litigation. 

The complaint for each case summarizes the vertical restraints typical 

of dealer contracts employed by firms using the industry's dominant 

distribution system. The restraints included the following: 
• 

1. Exclusive sales territories established for each dealer. This 

requirement was enforced in part by manufacturers refusing to honor 

requests for issuance of instrument ,,'arranties submitted by dealers for 

instruments sold to consumers outside of their specified territories, 

though warranties served a second role as well. 
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2. Dealers required to deal exclusively in the products of one 

. -manufacturer. Exclusive dealing had been challenged by previous FTC hearing 

aid actions, but was still practiced by each of the respondent firms. 

3. Cooperative advertising arrangements. The complaints alleged 

that the manufacturers provided dealers with the opportunity to participate 

in manufacturer-subsidized local advertising promotions. Thoughthese 

cooperative arrangements are interpreted in the complaints as facilitating 

enforcement of the single-line dealer restrictions imposed by manufacturers, 

we shall see that while they did aid in this fas:,ion, the real reason for 

their existence is quite different. 

4. t~nufacturers engaged in volume-forcing by assigning sales quotas. 

As Caves (1979) notes, such volume forcing may··be designed to force the 

dealer to operate on an efficient scale, as vie\Oled by the manufacturers. 

Certainly in the case of hearing aids, it will be necessary to investigate 

carefully the different incentive structures facing manufacturers and 

dealers regarding the optimum level of sales-related expenditures. 

5. Restrictions on the classes cf customers with whom dealers could 

deal. The price discrimination aspects of this sort of behavior are 

apparent, though. it would be interesting if manufacturers sold to large 

commercial customers for more than the price levels set for small ·dealers. 

This condition would seem to be required if the resale restraint on de'alers 

were to be necessary. That is, it would be odd if the demand schedule of 

Sears or the VA as faced by a manufacturer were less elastic than that of 

a small dealer .. 

6. Required dealers to submit names and addresses of all customers 

directly to the manufacturer. This rather amazing degree of manufacturer 
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control over distribution was enforced through a clever arrangement. 

Manufacturers refused to allow retailers to issue product warranties 

directly. To make this stricture important. manufacturers further refused 

to allow dealers to operate-service facilities of their own. thus ruling 

out dealer warranties. Dealer service facilities were impracticable since 

manufacturers refused to sell spare parts for their instruments. 

7. Suggested price lists provided. Several manufacturers provided 

extensive price lists for instruments and services. These could perhaps 

have had the effect of resale price maintenance, given the lack of infor-. 

mation available to dealers about conditions in the hearing aids market 

generally. It would be interesting to know how manufacturers managed to 

obtain information dealing with the price lists of rivals. 

8. Insisting on short-duration dealer termination ~lauses. Dealer 

agreements were subject to cancellation on thirty days notice. All hearing 

aids were to be resold to the manufacturer at previously specified prices. 

In short. the manufacturers took steps to prevent their own dealers 

from competing with one another. attempted to control the performance of 

those dealers, and took great pains to retain control over their customers. 

, The pattern of restrictions is potentially consistent with attempts to 

control dealers in order to restrict entry; as well as with the alternative, 

explanation that manufacturers were anxious to develop and protect brand

specific reputation capital. But as we shall see. the most likely explanation 

is that manufacturers wished to protect their rights to pro"fit from sal es .... 

generated by their own promotional efforts. 

While this distribution system characterized a number of the leading 

firms in the industry, it was not the sole form of distribution used. One 

of the firms involved in the complaints, Dahlberg. sold instruments to 
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Sears, Roebuck for Sears private label distribution •. The second leading 

manufacturer (at the time of the-orders). Zenith. eschewed restrictive 

dealer covenants altogether. and chose instead to supply instruments to 

all dealers .it regarded as competent. l Imports, a sizeable and growing 

segment of industry sales were sold via the professional referral market, 

a separate distribution system (see below). Finally. the VA appears to 

have been a major consumer of instruments. These separate distribution 

schemes will permit bench-marking of pre- and post-consent order experience. 

lSeltone debates this assertion, and the evidence demonstrates that Zenetron, 
Zenith's successor, does refuse to deal on occasion. -
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2. The Hearing Health Care Delivery System 

This section provides an introduction to the various participants 

, in the hearing aid market, describ~s some of the characteristics of hearing 

loss and the available treatments to mitigate such loss, and sketches 

the hearing aid dealer's training and techniques. The principal source 

for this discussion is avery lengthly FTC Bureau of Consumer Protection 

Staff Report on the hearing aid industry (BCP staff report). The BCP 

investigation is one of long standing and has paralleled the Bureau 

of Competition's and has led to several proposed trade regulation rules. 

Action is still pending at this writing. The staff report produced by 

BCP is a very extensive description of the industry and hearing loss 

generally coupled with a lengthy catalog of the sales practices of hearing 

aid dealers. For detail beyond that provided below, the reader is directed 

to that report and the extensive references provided therein. 

A hearing impaired person has the option of receiving assistance 

from one of three types of hearing health care professionals: physicians, 

audiologists. and hearing aid dealers. It is important to understand 

the nature of the physician-patient and audiologist-consumer relationship 

in the hearing health care delivery system, for these groups represent 

clear alternatives to the dominant pre-C.O. system, hearing aid dealers. 

Physicians. Physicians dealing with hearing problems are 'customarily 

those known as otolaryngologists, or ear, nose, and throat (ENT) specialists. • 

It is not uncolllnon for their specialties to include eye problems as well. ,,' 

According to the American Council of Otolaryngology, there were approximately 

4500 practicing otolaryngologists as of 1978, a not inconsequential number 

when compared to the approximately 5,000 hearing aid dealers as of 
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1970.2 Despite the comparati~ely large number of specialists, prior to 

1976, many hearing aid users purchased their aids without first consulting 

I physician. Estimates quoted by the BCP staff suggest that of some 14.5 

million Americans who have hearing problems, some 10 million have not 

received medical attention for their hearing difficulties. Moreover, 

of the portion of the hearing-impaired population that purchased a hearing 

ai~ only one-fourth consulted a physician or audiologist prior to the 
.. _-

purchase. More recently, FDA requirements that each prospective hearing 

aid purchaser consult a physician or formally waive such a consultation 

have most likely changed this situation. Nevertheless, the situation 

prevailing at the time of the consent order was clearly that physicians 

were consulted in a minority of cases. Contributing to this omission 

was the behavior of hearing ai~ sellers: of those persons with whom a 

hearing aid seller made initial (as opposed to referral) contact, one 

estimate suggests that only about three percent were referred to physicians. 

Perhaps the principal reason for this low referral rate is the com

peting nature of medical-surgical and prosthetic (hearing instrument) 

treatment. Hearing aid dealers are understandably reluctant to refer 

patients to .physicians for examination given that those patients with 

conductive losses most amenable to mitigation through the use of an 

instrument are often prime candidates for surgery capable of reducing 

2The otolaryngologist figure is from the BCP staff report, p. 102. The 
hearing aid dealer figure is from the BCP staff report and is included 
in the complaints. The number of sales personnel was estimated as 
approximately 10,000. The BCP report, p. 106, puts the number of dealers 
at 5,600. 
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)r removing the need for an aid. This problem will be discussed more 

=ullY below, but it is worth noting at this point that the referral 

",roblem runs in both directions. H:aring aid sellers complain that 

,hysicians are remiss in referring patients for purchase of aids. In 
I 

.ome cases where conductive loss has been only partially remedied by 

nedical techniques, an aid may be warranted. In addition. the wide-

;pread belief that sensorineural loss cannot be treated by an aid appears 

in many cases to be unfounded. Finally, in cases where surgical techniques 

sre either risky3 or offer only limited gains in hearing ability, it is 
I 

~ot clear that the medical alternative is superior to use of a hearing 

instrument. The BCP staff suggests that hearing aid dealers are likely 

to fail to refer in many cases owing to their narrow economic interest; 
I 
staff does not appear, however, to consider the possibility of parallel 

physician behavior.4 

Audiologists. Though the term audiologist has been adopted rather 

~roadly by hearing aid sellers. the remainder of this report will confine 

its meaning to that used in the BCP staff report. An audiologist will 

be defined to be "a university .trained professional who allDOst always , 

has at least a master's degree in audiology and who specializes in the 

rehabilitation of persons with hearing loss and associated communications 

3Surgical techniques designed to ameliorate conductive loss may. through 
the attendant trauma or infection. induce sensorineural loss. 

4From the point of view of the hearing-impaired person. medical treatment 
will dominate a hearing instrument, even·if the effects on hearing perfor
mance are similar. This is because the medical treatment will often be 
covered under"an insurance plan with a low coinsurance rate. By contrast, 
hearing aids are not covered by Medicare or r~dicaid and are rarely paid 
for by private plans. The United Auto Workers contract is a major -- and 
lonely -- exception to this rule. Accordingly. from society's point of 
view. fully informed consumers will tend to overconsume physician services 
.relative to hear.ing aids. 
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Iroblems.5 Audiologists occasionally sell hearing instruments, sometimes 

: a "non-profit" basis. There are approximately 3,000 accredited audiologists,6 

:presenting a loose lower bound on the number of practicing audiologists. 

,e same sort of conflict observed between physicians and hearing aid 
I 

'llers is found between audiologists and dealers, and can be expected 

, intensify as more audiologists enter the business of dispensing hearing 

'ds. Concurrently, hearing aid dealers are attempting to adopt the term 

udiologist" for their own purposes: their trade association, the National 

:aring Aid Society (NHAS) confers the title "certified hearing aid audi

:ogist" on hearing aid dealers who complete a ,twenty lesson home study 

lurse and who possess some experience in hearing aid sal es. Not sur

lisingly, representatives of the ASHA-certified audiologists and of the 

;olaryngologists take a dim view of such certification.7 Hearing aid 

~alers respond that while audiologists may be better able to diagnose 
, . 
,r problems. they are ill-prepared to fit hearing instruments. 

There is little substance "at issue in these arguments. Audiologists 

~e almost certainly better trained than hearing aid dealers in the medical 

;pects of hearing loss. and as they increase sales of hearing aids. their 

Impetence in chOOSing and fitting an appropriate instrument is almost 
I 

~rtain to improve. Were it costless to do so. every hearing impaired 

!rson would be best served by first consulting with a physician. preceding 

ICP staff report, p. 104. 

ludiologists may qualify for a Certificate of Clinical Competence in 
Idiology granted by the American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA). 
!quirements for the certificate include a masters degree in audiology, 
one year apprenticeship, and satisfactory performance on an examination. 

~CP report, p. 125ff. 
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.then to an audiologist or dealer according to the referral proposed by 

the physician if an instrument is warranted, assuming, of course. that 

the physician provided appropriate guidance. 

Of course·, a visit to the otolaryngologist is not costless. and 

therefore an economic appraisal of hearing health care delivery cannot 

appropriately adopt the tone of the .BCP staff report that high qual ity 

services -- i.e. physician or audiologist provided services -- are auto

matically to be preferred to service delivery initiated and carried 

through by hearing aid sellers. The statistics on the rather low fraction 

of hearing-impaired persons who consult physicians for relief bear eloquent 

testimony to the need for an active canvass of hearing impaired persons. 

Indeed, these data almost certainly underestimate the extent of the problem ~ 

among the elderly, and it is to precisely that group that the sales efforts 

of hearing aid sellers are directed.S 

Hearing Aid Sellers. The companies with which the FTC negotiated 

consent orders each concentrated heavily on the development and maintenance 

of extensive dealer networks.9 Accordingly, considerable effort must be 

8According to the BCP staff report, p. 109. between 50 and 70 percent of 
hearing aids are sold to persons over 65 years of age. For the leading ~ 
case-finding marketer. concentration on sales to the elderly is considerably 
greater than this. Beltone reports that in excess of 85: of its sales 
are to persons over 55. 

9The industry's leader. Be1tone, is almost totally dependent on its dealer· 
network. Indeed a Beltone brief remarks that liBel tone has been strikingly· 
unsuccessful in obtaining sales from professional referrals. u This lack . 
of success is understandable in the context of the property rights argument ~] 
to follow, for audiologists should resist paying the high price of Be1tone 
aids, a price reflecting the value of )eads to new customers that are not 
provided to audiologists. 
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devoted to characterizing the qualifications, mode of operations, and 

performance of such dealers. This section attempts to provide these 

characterizations. The sources employed include documents entered as 

evidence in the proceedings terminating in the consent orders, the FTC 

Bureau of Competition (BC) staff report in that case, FTC and Beltone 

briefs prepared in April, 1980. and the BCP staff report. 10 

We begin with an outline of hearing aid seller practic~s that emerges 

frqm the BCP staff report. The picture of hearing aid dealers that emerges 

from that document is uniformly dismal; both in an absolute sense, and 

more particularly in comparison to the performance of the alternatives, 

principally dispensing or prescribing audiologists. The BCP staff repre

sents hearing aid dealers as often unsavory high-pressure salesmen much 

more interested in selling their aids than in the technical aspects of 

satisfactory instrument performance or the medical consequences of hearing 

impai.rment. This uniformly negative picture is certainly drawn in an 

effort to buttress staff's proposal for a t.r.r., but that does not render 

it inaccurate. Indeed, support for aspects of BCP staff characterization 

is forthcoming not only from testimony obtained by BCP, BC, HEW, and 

congressional investigati.ons, but also from internal company documents. 

Single line dealers of leading American companies were under considerable 

manuracturer pressure to sell aids. ll The training manuals available 

lOyhe Beltone material is relevant because Beltone wa$ named as respondent· 
in the original action, because Be1tone has developed its vertical restraint: 
in very interesting ways in response to FTC and FDA proceedings, and because 
the systems outlawed by the consent orders were very similar to that which 
Beltone employed and continues to employ. 

11 Each of the companies was charged with imposing sales quotas. Beltone 
argues that its quotas were not enforced through dealer terminations 
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~m two of the companies are divided relatively equally between the 

'!chnical and sales aspects of operating a hearing aid dealership. The 
, i-

,idence suggests that hearing aid dealers are predominantly salesmen 

irst and technicians second. This conclusion is compelled both by their 

~aining and by.the nature of their business. 

Several conclusions emerge from the Bep staff report in regard to 

,e technical preparation of hearing aid sellers. These include: 

Ca) Hearing aid sellers receive training in hearing testing which 

is several orders of magnitude below that to which audiologists 

are exposed. The courses which dealers can take are regarded 

by physicians and audiologists as being of inferior content, 

and even those courses are attended by only a portion of the 

dealers. Individual manufacturers provide training programs 

of varying strength, but again, these programs fall far short 

of audiology education. u12 

1Ccontinued) despite the fact that only about one-half of Beltone's dealers 
xceeded 75% of their assigned quota. "Of the 159 dealers terminated from 
973 to 1977, only twenty-three were terminated for lack of market penetration." 
his evidence is not particularly convincing for at least two reasons. 
irst, Be1tone dealerships can be valuable properties, as evidenced by 
he selling prices advertised in Hearing Instruments. The threat of ter
ination for lack of market penetration was real: twenty-three terminations 
s equivalent to about one of every twenty Be1tone dealers. But beyon~ 
his point, the arguments to follow will indicate that enforcement of sales 
uotas is a rational, profit-maximizing technique for a company in Beltone's 
osition. They would be foolish not to impose quotas, and whatever the 
harges leveled against Be1tone, they have not included a lack of business 
cumen. 

2Se1tone claims to be an industry leader. By the end of 1979 fewer than 
ne-fourth of Be1tone's dealers had completed training sufficient· to provide 
hem with a complete copy of the Be1tone technical training manual. 'The 
'equisite training amounted to nine days of seminars. . 
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(b) The task of assessing hearing loss is customarily separated 

from the problem of fitting an approprfate aid. The disparity 

between dealer and audiologist is smaller in fitting than in 

testing less due to the competence and training of the dealer 

(learning-by-doing or tria1-and-error appear common) than to 

the lack of audiology training in this area. 

Hearing aid sellers are not typically skilled. trained professionals but 

are instead relatively poorly educated (high school graduate or less). 

poorly trained (formal technical training measured in hours rather-than 

in days) highly motivated sales people. The picture that emerges from 

the BCP staff report. the Beltone record. and the c.o. evidence is one 

of dealers whose sales practices are much more finely honed than their 

technical prowess. 

The sales techniques employed by the respondents in the FTC complaint 

center around various "forms of lead generation. As we shall see. the 

principal result of the FTC orders has been to shift a good portion of 

the lead generation effort from manufacturers to dealers. In so doing. 

the efficiency of the lead generation process has thereby been reduced. 

leading to a substitution away from lead-generating firms toward manu

facturers more successful at cultivating professional referrals through 

detailing audiologists and physicians. 

Lead generation at tile dealer" level quite often involves working the 

dealer's existing clientele to obtain friends, relatives, etc., of current 

customers who may be experiencing hearing difficulties. While the BCP 

staff appears to fin~ such practices remarkably unseemly (p. 142 ff). 

they would appear to be necessary in order that the rather dispersed 
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Id sometimes isolated potential clientele of hearing aid dealers can be 

!ached. In addition w to the extent that dealers must rely on their 

':fsting customers for referrals. th,?se dealers must pay considerable 
I 

,tention to post-sale services designed to promote satisfied customers. 

lough the BCP staff has demonstrated numerous inadequacies on the part 

, dealers, thes'e pale beside those which could be anticipated if ,referrals 

\re unimportant. 

Beyond business generated from the dealer's existing clientele, new 

lsiness is generated through local advertisements from promising every

ling from free hearing tes~s to free bibles to free chickens (I), to 

lose who agree to consult with a dealer. The techniques are remarkably 

'laginative and are often suggested and occasionally supported by manu

~Cturers.13 Free "cl inics" and door-to-door "free hearing tests" are 

~parently favorite inducements. The companies accused of promoting such 

Ictics are predominantly those listed as respondents in the FTC complaint 

ith the addition of Audiovox. 

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the Bep staff discussion of 

!ad gerterating techniques is the absence of references to significant 

Inufacturer efforts to generate leads. With the very significant exception 

F Beltone, lead generation in the post-consent-order-era appears to be 

~aler based. This situation can be contrasted to that prevailing prior 

) the consent orders when the leading domestic manufacturers each engaged 

1 substantial lead generation activities. The FTC orders removed the 

350me of ,the techniques are as appropriate to selling aluminum siding 
; to marketing hearing aids: " ••• a number of ads [indicate] that one 
,. another hearing aid is being "field tested" and that "volunteers" are 
~eded to participate in these tests." BCP staff report, p. 151. 
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prope"rty rights to such leads that the manufacturers possessed contractually 

in consequence of their elaborate pattern of vertical restraints. As will 

be seen below, there is clear ~vidence that the FTC action resulted in 

lower prices charged by manufacturers to dealers, but that those lower 

prices were accompanied by a decline in the "services" provided by the 

manufacturers, principally leads. But before turning to a direct economic 

analysis of the vertical restraints, it is necessary to complete the dis

cussion of the environment within which the hearing instrument industry 

operates, first through consideration of the technical aspects of hearing 

loss in the next section, and followed by a discussion of the technology 

of hearing instruments. 
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Economic Consequences of the Medical Aspects of Hearing Impairment 

The analysis of vertical restraints to be presented below is developed 

'~ording to the objectives expressed, by the Be staff in developi.ng the com

,aint against the pattern of restraints typifying the industry. These 

~ectives dealt with the competitive advantages possessed by manufacturers 

valved in lead' generation. Our analysis predicts that the consent orders 

~uld have acted to impair substantially the ability of these manufacturers 

compete, benefiting their competitors (principally importers) and the com

~itors of hearing aid dealers (principally audiologists) and reducing the 

ility of hearing aid dealers to reach the hearing-impaired public. From 

e perspective of the BCls objectives, its actions may well have been 

unterproductive. This conclusion will be based on welfare judgments 

rived from demand curve for aids. If a consumer receives information 

om a manufacturer which induces him or her to purchase an aid, it will 

assumed that the price the consumer pays is less than or equal to the 

lue of the aid to the consumer. The adoption of this viewpoint is almost 

requirement if progress is to be made in an evaluation of the industryls 

stribution arrangements. 14 It nonetheless ignores a range ~f problems 

'sed by the special characteristics of the hearing impaired popul ation 
I 

'd the sources and consequences of hearing loss. This section considers 

;iefly the medical aspects of hearing impairment in order to chart the ' 

'mensions of the problems to be ignored below. 

'This assumption does not mean improvements in the system are unimaginable. 
Ir example the FOAls new requirement of a mandatory physician screening 
'ior to the fitting of an aid could lead to a time-of-sale demand curve 
lich more closely approximated the hearing aid consumer l s wi 11 ingness-to-pay 
!asured after some amount of experience as a user. Presumably that ex-post 
!mand curve is what BCP and FDA implicitly have in mind for use in welfare 
.dgments. 
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The point of this section is to indicate that the system attacked 

by BC for competitive reasons was exactly that wh~ch was concurrently 

and continues to be the focus- of· a BCP effort to obtain a TRR to control 

deceptive sales practices. That is, BC's action may have had the 

consequence of furthering BCP's objective of altering service delivery in 

the hearing health care market. It is therefore of some importance that 

the BCP's goals be evaluated in order to assess fully the impact of the 

consent orders. In order to do so it is necessary to consider: the nature 

of hearing loss and the benefits potentially available from hearing instru

ments. The discussion of technical points which follows is derived from 

the technical appendix to the BCP staff report, to which the interested 

reader is referred for a fuller discussion. Our purpose here is simply 

to note the points at which the medical environment of the hearing aids 

industry conditions its economic performance. 

Technical Aspects of Hearing loss 

The BCP report indicates that hearing impairments can be classified 

as fall ing into one of five basic categories. Virtually all of the im

pairments which can be mitigated through the use of a hearing aid fall 

into one of two of these categories, conductive loss and sensorineural 

loss. Conductive loss results when some portion of the ear structure 

devoted to gathering and transmitting sound vibrations fails to perform 

in an adequate fashion. Conductive losses can result from blockages of 

the outer ear due to, for example, impacted cerumen (ear wax) or swelling 

due to infection, or from an impairment of the tissue transmitters of 

vibrations, the tympanic membrane (ear drum) and the ossicular chain 
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lnes of the middle ear). While the nature of conductive loss is one 

:mechanical failure at some point in this chain, sensorineural loss 

.,as the name indicates, a nervous system, or electrical, disorder. 
i 

! vibrations reaching the inner ear must be converted to nerve impulses 

.. transmission to the brain. Should the nerve fibers in the inner ear 

11 to accomplish this conversion satisfactorily. the resulting loss 
I 
termed sensor,i neura 1. Under thi s headi ng is included presbycusis. 

~eneric term used to describe the loss of hearing due to nervous tissue 

~erioration accompanying the natural aging process. Not surprisingly, 

'lsorineura1hearing loss is often found in conjunction with conductive 

~s, especially among the elderly clients typically identified by the 

~ring aid dealers. 

The two medical aspects of hearing loss bearing most directly on the 

lice of an appropriate treatment are first, that hearing instruments 

~ medical-surgical treatments'are substitutes in the treatment of con

:tive losses and second, that both conductive and sensorineural losses, 

well as central loss (brain or eighth-nerve impairment) may be symptomic 

,otherwise hidden but serious and potentially treatable disease condit10ns. 

e availabil ity of the substitute treatments is sometimes suggested to 

se a conflict of interest dilemma for sellers of aids, for while in

viduals with conductive losses can generally adjust to a hearing aid 

th minimal difficulty and can expect the aid's performance to be quite 

tisfactory. the surgical option often does away with the need for any 

plification whatsoever, and falling short of that, reduces the power 
-

nd cost) of the requisite aid. In view of this possibility, it would 

deed be surprising if hearing aid dealers referred all potential customers 
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to physicians for screening p~ior to fitting hearing aids in the absence 

of some legal requirement to do so. The conflicting interests of hearing 

aid dealers and physicians couldtnerebylead to some, perhaps many cases 

of hearing-impaired persons failing to receive treatment for the disease 

conditions underlying their hearing difficulties. 

Some indication of the magnitude of the failure to refer problems 

is provided by a study conducted by an audiologist of case histories of 

2369 individuals who has otosclerosis, a conductive loss correctable 

through surgery. Of the 1500 individuals who had seen a hearing aid dealer 

before consulting an otologist, 98.86~ had been sold a hearing aid without 

being told to seek medical attention. Of course, these data need to be 

interpreted carefully. In the case of individuals with conductive loss, 

hearing aids often provide satisfactory performance. 15 The BCP staff 

conclusion based on this sort of evidence is particularly forceful: liThe 

hearing impaired must be seen by a physician before purchasing a hearing 

aid to make sure that the hearing loss is not treatable by medical and/or 

surgical means and that it is not a sign of a serious underlying disease ll 

(emphasis added).16 Is this a correct argument from an economic standpoint? 

The answer is that is is at a minimum incomplete, for it does not consider 

the costs involved in such a policy prescription, costs which are likely 

to be simultaneously subtle and substantial in magnitude. 

15SCp Staff Report. p. 202. 

16SCp Staff Report, technical appendix, F-12. Of course. given the FDAls 
ru1emaking. the point is moot insofar as FTC po1i~y actions are concerned. 
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The principal cost of mandated referrals arises from their impact 

i the profitability of the lead generation system. leads will be sought 

, long as the expected net revenue from hearing aid sales generated by . , . 

lead exceeds the cost of obtaining a lead. Mandatory referrals reduce 

:e expected profitability of lead first by increasing the probability 

,at the potential hearing aid user will opt for a medical alternative 

. a hearing instrument and secondly by inserting the physician as a 

tential source of information about the availability of hearing aids 

om audiologists or dealers other than the one generating the lead. 

t surprisingly. then. the quantity of lead generating expenditures 

n be expected to fall as a result of the referrals. The problem is 

mply that the property rights of the lead's developer are Significantly 

luted as a result of the policy. Evidence in the Beltone record indi

tes that companies that continue to emphasize lead generation have be

me increasingly unsuccessful. lOSing sales to professional-referred

pendent marketers (principally importers) and companies such as Maico 

at have altered their focus away from lead generation and toward pro

'ssional referrals. 17 

The Bep staff report clearly finds the increasing reliance on 

~iologist and physician referrals to be desirable. but the question 

.ich must first be answered is: how many potential beneficiaries of 

aring instruments (and/or medical attention) will fail to receive 

y assistance because of the decline in lead generating effort. It 

implausible to assume that hearing aid dealers manage to sell instru

nts to individuals who otherwise would have consulted a physician. 

See Beltone's "Proposed Findings of Fact of Respondents ••• ". April 25. 
BO. p. 75 ff. 
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The BCP report properly alludes to the lack of market penetration as a 

,major failing of the industry.18 Moreover, the very magnitude of the 

dealers' selling efforts and the difficulties they encounter in inducing 

persons experiencing hearing difficulties to sample the benefits of an 

instrument bear witness of the difficulties associated with reaching the 

impaired population. The choice facing policymakers appears therefore 

not to be one between comparatively low quality care provided by dealers 

and the higher quality services of audiologists and physicians, but rather 

one between low quality care and no care at all. Viewed in this light the 

case for requiring physician referrals seems hardly so clear cut. 19 

The costs imposed by the operation of the lead generation marketing 

system are smaller than the apparently illusory foregone opportunity of 

the hearing impaired to contact high-quality hearing specialists. That 

is, while physician referrals may be desirable, the choice available to 

policymakers may instead be between hearing aid dealers and no mitigation 

at all. They are instead limited to costs of two sorts. First, the BCP 

report suggests that clear-cut consumer fraud is not uncommon in the hearing 

aid market. Given the nature of lead generation and the attendant high 

pressure tactics it would indeed be surprising if some fraud did not exist, 

l8Admittedly, BCP regards such allegations of low penetration with con-. 
siderable, and to some extent warranted skepticism. There appears to 
be a tendency on the part of dealer and manufacturer spokesmen to regard 
every hearing-impaired individual as a candidate for a hearing instrument, 
a gross overstatement. Nevertheless, BCP reports that at least 50-60% 
of those with hearing impairments can benefit from instruments. (BCP, 
pp. 96 ff) 

19BCP Staff's argument is analogous to the arguments in support of licensure: 
Indeed, BCP's justification for action appears to be that existing state 
licensure regulations are insufficiently rigorous (BCP Staff Report, pp. 221 ff). 
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:lough the repeat-purchase20 and customer-supplied-lead motives for main

lining a satisfied clientele will tend to limit such fraud. 

A second cost results from the possibility that a hearing instrument 

ay give perforn:Jance so satisfactory that it obviates the need of the 

ustomer to contact a physician by masking hearing-impairment as a symptom 

f a more serious ailment. But once again. the issue is not whether a 

hysician examination would be preferable to dealer examination, but 

~ther the number of persons who would have consulted physicians had their

earing problems not been" mitigated. Moreover tHis cost must be balanced 

aainst any referrals which do occur as a result of the hearing aid dealer 

ncountering ear problems of a serious nature. 

'The evidence on repeat purchases 1s discussed below. 
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. 4. Pre- and Post-Sale Services Provided by Hearing Aid Dealers 

As noted in the introduction, one of the principal arguments for 

allowing manufacturers to impose vertical restrain~s is that such restraints 

may encourage dealers to provide a more desirable bundle of ancillary 

services than that which would be made available in the absence of the 

restraint~. This section considers the nature of the special services 

provided by dealers in order to assess whether those services require the 

property rights protection of vertical restraints. The services at issue 

are complex and are inherently difficult to perform to the customer's full 

satisfaction, thus accounting for the large number of complaints lo~ged 

against sellers of aids. They do not. however, pose substantial property 

rights or "free rider II probl ems, as evidenced by the fact tha·t at least 

the pre-sale services involving testing for hearing loss are available 

separately from audiologists,2l while the presale service of fitting an 

aid is essentially indivisible from the purchase of the aid itself. This 

section is designed to show that quality-of-service monitoring is quite 

difficult and that many disgruntled consumers are to be expected even if 

a dealer is both competent and reputable. 

The central characteristi.c of hearing aid fitting for our purposes 

is its imprecision.. The BCP Staff Report asserts that "no hearing and. 

evaluation procedure even remotely approaches the efficiency or accuracy 

of analogous procedures for correcting visual defects.1f The testing 

.procedure must identify the range of signal strength that the hearing

impaired person can hear without discomfort (often a narrow range owing 

21The provision of these services by audiologists is primal facie evidence 
that property rights are enforceable, and that dealers cou ~ least in 
principle, unbundle hearing testing and instruments. 
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) the nature of sensorineural loss) and must determine the customer1s 

.)eech discrimination ability. The evaluation is typically carried out 

, the hearing aid seller through the use of an audiometer (essentially 

,signal generator) and a master hearing aid. 22 Once the preliminary 

!sting is accomplished, several sample aids are tried. Though it might 

!em that through this sampling an appropriate decision as to the model 
I 

~escribed could be reached, the task is not so simple. Hearing aids are 

,I pract ice experi ence goods that cannot be eva 1 uated full y until the ~ser 

as become accustomed to their performance and has encountered difficult 

earing situations (restaurants, classrooms. churches). In addition, 

Ie performance of the aid as finally fitted will often differ from the 

~ial aid as a result of adjustments made by the dealer (principally 

rentingll - drill ing holes in the earmold). 

The net effect of all these variables in the fitting procedure is 

) render the whole process highly inexact. As a result, there is no 

Jreement as to the appropri ate procedure to be employed, nor on whether 

~aring aid sellers or audiologists provide superior service. ~lhat is 

lear is that the procedure adopted by a particular seller is highly 

.iosyncratic. Dealers can be expected to differ markedly in their 

~i1ity to provide satisfactory performance. ~'oreover. given that hear:ing 

Istruments are inherently incapable of restoring hearing to IInonnalll 

!vels, some consumer dissatisfaction is to be expected even by the most 

~T~s~ing practices vary widely within and especially b~tween the various 
lasses of hearing specialists. Dealers tend to use ma~ter aids while 
Jdiologists and otologists do not. Otologists, on the other hand, often 
nploy tuning forks, devices which appear to be inferior to audiometers. 
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ethical and capable of sellers. Accordingly, dealer and brand reputation 

can be expected to provide important signals to hearing aid customers. 

Manufacturers can be expected to take elaborate precautions to protect 

their brands' reputations, but can expect to experience difficulty in 

monitoring dealer performance owing to the difficulty of separating cus

tomer complaints due to dealer malfeasance from those due to failure of 

a properly fitted instrument to meet unrealistic performance expectations. 

There can be little doubt that the characteristics of the hearing 

impaired population, the difficulty of assessing aid performance in the 

dealer environment, and the imprecise nature of the fitting process have 

combined to produce a market susceptible to "sharp practices" by dealers. 

Dealers attempt to represent themselves as hearing professionals and cus

tomarily refrain from identifying themselves as sellers. Indeed, many 

dealers represent themselves as "certi.fied hearing aid audiologists" a 

practice which the BCP staff report finds questionable at best: "It is 

important to point out that the amount and quality of the education and 

training that is required for certification by NHAS (the dealer trade 

association) does not even begin to approach that required for a graduate 

degree in audiology from an accredited university or college." Staff's 

concern with the integrity of the term "audiologist" is no doubt commendable 

when viewed from the perspective of graduates of audiology programs. 

Beyond these attempts to attach real or imagined credentials to 

themselves, sellers (and manufacturers) tend systematically to promise 

performance beyond that feasible with any instrument. Such representations 

include claims that "normal" or "natural" hearing is possible, that usage 

will retard progressive hearing deterioration, and that "new" aids are 
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ailable with markedly improved performance. The BCP report documents 

.~ care the inflated claims typifyin9 the industry's advertising. 

:markably. the patently false claims made by manufacturers include not 

ly lIexperience" characteristics, but also "search" characteristics. 

ny manufacturers promote their products as "invisible" or "concealed." 

is difficult to regard these claims as harmful since they are easily 

ecked by the customer prior to purchase. They do, however, contribute 

the low repute of the industry generally and suggest that market or 

~ernmental regulations can be expected to arise to attempt to cope with 

me aspects of the problem. 

Beyond these direct consumer services -- testing and fitting-- and 

e possibility that local dealers need protection of their dealer-generated 

t brand-specific reputations, there is one other type of "service" or 
I 

set which dealers could wish to have protection. Dealer's local pro

tional expenses -- advertising, clinics, and the like -- could lead 

I brand identification by consumers (as opposed to dealer identification) 
I 

d could therefore motivate manufacturers to'establish exclusive territories. 
I 

ch as Sylvania did for its televisions. This possibility cannot be entirely 

$counted. but should not be given excessive weight for two reasons. 

rst. the fear of rival dealer free-riding could explain exclusive terri

~ies. but it does not lead readily to an explanation for the remaining 

nd varied) restraints imposed in this market. Second, a large pottion 

dealer sales effort is. in fact. dealer specific. "Free clinics." 

ree demonstrations," in-home sales and "prospecting" all lead to private 

formation. Only local advertising expenditures present a problem, and 

en then the chances of free riding can be reduced at little cost either 
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by featuring the dealer. not the brand. or by incorporating a self-addressed 

mailer in the ad. Some manufacturers have attempte~ to maintain Sylvania

style exclusive territories in the wake of the consent orders, indicating 

that free riding may be something of a problem in the hearing aid market. 

It simply $eems not to have 'been the principal determinant of the pattern 

of restraints observed. 

In summary, this section shows that while manufacturers may' wish to 

monitor dealer quality, the task posed by that desire is difficult indeed. 

Moreover, though substantial "special services" are required in the pro-
. 

vision of hearing a~ds, in most instances there do not exist free-rider 

effects. Because hearing aid fitting is an idiosyncratic process not 

currently amenable to strict formalization. it is unlikely that a hearing 

aid customer coul~ obtain a fitting from one seller and then purchase an 

aid sep~rately from another. The explanation of vertical restraint thus· 

does not derive from the special services provided by dealers. 
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5. Technological Progress in the Hearing Aid Industry 

Most hearing aids are air conduction, as opposed to bone conduction, 

'devices designed to collect, ampl ify. and transmit to the tympanic membrane 

~ll or part of the sound spectrum. Aids must be designed in such a way 

,to avoid amplification to painful levels, either through peak-cl ipping 

or through automatic gain controls. For appearance reasons, small, in

the-ear or easily concealed devices are preferable, but the size of the 

device is limited by difficulties in controlling feedback in small devices 

and power source limitations. 

The nature of technical progress in the industry has been a pattern 

)f evolutionary, rather than revolutionary development. But while the 

~asic design has not changed markedly over the period under study. advances 

In miniaturization and feedback control have changed markedly the types of 

)ids sold as well as the attractiveness of aids to the consuming public. 

rable 1 reports trends in the sale of various types of aids. It appears 

~hat the rapid growth of in the ear aids observed to 1977 has stabilized, 

~uggesting that while considerable changes occurred between 1973 and 1977, 
I 

:he technological improvements which presumably lead to those changes have 

)een exhausted. 

The shift 1n technology which occurred subsequent to the negotiation 

If the consent orders may tend to confuse inferences concerning the effect 

If the orders on market shares, particularly if the lead gen~rating companies, 
23 ' " 

:ended to be slow to adopt new technology._ This factor should serve as a ", 

:aution, but is likely to be impossible to correct for. One might speculate 

,hat it is most important as an issue leading to differential experience 

3The FTC "Complaint Counsel·s Post Trial Briefll in the Beltone case makes 
his allegation in regard to Beltone (po 40). 
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TABLE 1 

Trends in Hearing Aid Sales 

Type of Fitting Year 

1963 1973 19751 19762 19772•3 

Body Aids 20.0 8.6 5.6 4.3 3.0 

Eyeglass Aids 34.5 23.5 16.5 15.3 10.0 

Behind-The-
Ear Aids 43.4 65.6 65.9 59.4 56.2 

In-The-Ear-Aids 2.1 2.2 15.3 21.0 30.8 

eROS-Type Aids 5.64 3.05,6 3.1 5, 6 3.55 

Source: BCP Staff Report. p. F28, except 1979 from Hearing Aid Journal 

at 6 (November 1979). HIA sales and nonmembers reporting. 

1. From Hearing Aid Journal at 6 (November, 1976) HAlC sales only. 

2. From Hearing Aid Journal at 6 (November, 1977) HAlC sales only. 

3. Refers to first 6 months only. 

4. Includes both ear-level and eyeglass versions. 

5. Includes eROS and BlCROS aids only. 

6. Figures extrapolated from ear-level aid data. 
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of import and new entrants (Starkey, etc.) in comparison to lead generating 

manufacturers but may have had a smaller impact within the set of lead 

generating companies. 
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THE ECONOf.uCS OF VERTICAl RESTRAINTS 
IN THE HEARING AIDS INDUSTRY 
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1. Vertical Restraints and Property Rights to "Leads" 

The economic explanation for the vertical restraints imposed by 

the hearing aid manufacturers is straightforward. though it does not seem 

to have appeared in the literature. Because of the difficulty of targeting 

local advertis·ing to the hearing impaired. advertising designed to identify 

potential hearing aid wearers is. at least in part. most efficiently 

carried out on a national basis. Accordingly, national manufacturers 

provided local hearing aid dealers with two products, the hearing aid 

instrument itself and a package of "leads." potential customers obtained 

as a result of national advertising. The difficulty facing a manufacturing 

firm was one of determining how to protect its property rights to those 

potential customers. If a manufacturer does not receive compensation 

for services provided, it is obvious that the manufacturer will not long 

continue to provide such services. The purpose of the control exerted 

by manufacturers over their dealers was simply to ensure that the dealers 

could not avoid paying manufacturers for customer leads. 

Given that the firm is providing these services (leads) to its dealers. 

the question facing it is how best to charge for them. The most straight

forward option is simply to include the cost of the services in the cost 

to the dealer of the hearing instrument. The logic of this approach is . 

obvious: instruments and the leads facilitating the sales of those in

struments are close complements. similar to or perhaps closer than shoes 

and shoelaces. Selling them in a bundle comes quite naturally. just 

as shoes and shoelaces are marketed together. The difficulty of 

charging one price arises when dealers ~ave the option of purchasing 
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alternative instruments from ot~er manufacturers, instruments whose price 

reflects the marginal cost of production but not the cost of leads. If 

the dealer receives lead information irrespective of his/her sales of 

aids, he/she will have a powerful incentive to substitute alternate (cheaper 

to the dealer) instruments for those of the manufacturer providing (and 

charging for) the lead. Accordingly, the manufacturer must contract to 

prevent such substitution, necessitating the vertical restraints. 

Several characteristics of the hearing aids industry are particularly 

relevant in assessing the manufacturing firm's ability to generate and 

protect its leads. In order to make it worthwhile to generate the leads 

at the manufacturer level, as opposed to relying on dealers to develop 

their own clientele through exclusively local promotions, there must be 

significant advantages associated with national advertising media. Lead 

generating advertising is primarily magazine advertising. The advantages 

of magazines are two. They can be targeted fairly directly at the elderly, 

with less waste than, say, local newspapers or, to a lesser extent, the 

electronic media. The second advantage of magazine advertising -- an 

advantage vis! vis the electronic media, is that a pre-addressed reply 

card can be included in the ad, to be mailed back directly to the manu

facturer. These cards obviate the need for brand recognition by consumers, 

apparently an unlikely prospect. Evidence of national advertising's im-, 

portance to Beltone is provided by its advertising budget. Approximately 

90 percent of Beltone's advertising budget is devoted to lead advertising. 

National lead advertising primarily magazines, accounted for 60 percent 

of this budget, 30 percent was devoted to direct mail, and the remaining 
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10 percent went to cover local newspaper advertising. Accordingly. by 

far the largest portion of the advertising budget went to advertising 

'options not available to local dea1~rs.l 

Once leads were generated, the manufacturers were faced by the problem 

of protecting their stake to the sales produced by dealers "prospecting" 

those leads. At this point, a second important characteristic of the 

hearing instrument industry came into play. namely. the existence of a 

set of hearing aid manufacturers to whom dealers could turn for IIbargain" 

instruments. i.e •• instruments sold without manufacturer services such 

as leads and priced accordingly'. '!be ConSent order record indicates that 

Electone. later, Nu Ear. and a number of bargain imports were available 

to dealers at prices substantially below those charged by the leading 

hearing aid manufacturers. These instruments. known in the industry as 

"Squeal-Tones" were apparently widely available to hearing aid dealers.2 

Two caveats need to be entered at this point. The first is that 

while bargain imports were available. such aids should not be confused 

with imported instruments generally. Leading importers operate through 

the audiologist/otolaryngologist referral market. These importers IIdetail" 

professionals. employing salespersons in a fashion analogous to pharmaceutical 

detail men. The prices of imported instruments marketed through professional 

lRepresentative magazines in which Be1tone ' s advertisements appeared included 
National Enquirer. TV Guide. Reader's Digest, Family Weekly. Catholic 
Reglster. old Farmer's Almanac. 50-Plus, V.F.W. Magazine. National Observer, 
Baptist Standard. and Saturday Evenlng Post. See Beltone PTB, p. 44 ff. 

2Dah1berg testimony. at 18702. Dahlberg characterized these instruments 
as being "loft product(s) of lesser quality" though his conunents did not 
refer to the above-mentioned manufacturers directly. Neither is it necessary 
to the argument that they be lower quality than the products of Dahlberg, 
et ale The BCP staff report does not single out secondary brands such 

• a!iElectone for criticism. 
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referrals thereby must reflect such selling ex~nses that detailing induces 

audiologists and physicians to prescribe by brand or model, the property 

rights problems of lead generating producers are avoided and the need for 

vertical res;raints by importers on dealers is removed. The importers 

choosing to detail physicians and audiologists should be expected to prefer 

multiline, directly competitive dealers over any sort of restricted distri

bution network. 

The second caveat concerns the success of Electone and similar firms 

in the post-order environment. Though Electone assisted the COl111lission 

staff by providing testimony and price data, the company would not necessarily 

benefit in the wake of orders. Prior to the orders, Electone was in the 

positon of benefiting from marketing efforts that it had not paid for. 

Had that marketing effort continued unabated. the increased access of 

Electone would clearly have led to an increase in its sales. In fact, 

the prospect of that very sales growth should have led to reduced mar-

keting efforts and concomitant price reductions by consent order firms. 

The Beltone record suggests that this is precisely what did happen in 

the case of Dahlberg. Accordingly. one would expect any benefits accruing 

to Electone as a result of the consent orders to have been of short duration. 

Other evidence from the records of the consent orders and of the 

Beltone case supports the view that manufacturers faced a difficult task 

1n safeguarding their property rights to the leads generated by their 

advertising. The consent order includes a number of instances of dealers 

terminated for carrying a bargain line of aids -- principally Electone, 

and later. Nu Ear. Given that a ~ingle-line dealership was a valuable 

economic asset. dealers had a substantial incentive to conceal from 
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manufacturers their dealings with bargain instrument suppliers. Moreover, 

since the sales of hearing aids by dealers were primarily in-horne, there 

is reason to expect that such concealment would n"ct be particularly dif-

ficult. Corroborating evidence is provided by Beltone's post-trial brief, ~ 

. wherein Be1tone argues that it did not and could not require Beltone 

dealers to handle Beltone products exc1usively.3 Beltone's complaints 

are no doubt overstated on this point.4 The evidence suggests that chiseling 

on the property rights to leads was a serious problem, requiring other 

measures -- additional restraints -- to allow those rights to be enforced. 
-

One final characteristic of the hearing aid industry is relevant 

to this assessment of the difficulty of enforcing property rights to 

leads. Both Be and the BCP staff reports emphasize that there is little 

possibility of comparison shopping by the elderly hearing-impaired persons 

typical of the clientele of hearing aid dealers. For their initial pur

chase, branding is probably not nearly so important as the recommendation 

of the hearing aid dealer. There is little in the record to suggest that 

hearing aid dealers would be compelled by customer pressure to provi'de 

the brand of instrument named in the advertisement generating the initial 

lead. 

3See Be1tone PTB at 6 ff. Beltone's evidence consists of information 
concerning significant sales by rival firms to Beltone dealers.' In 
several cases, the sales were probably generated by referrals, and so 
are not directly relevant to the lead argument. Starkey, Oticon. Siemans, 
and others sold aids to Beltone dealers, but as the prices charged by 
these companies should have reflected the value of the detailing-generated 
referrals, theirs were hardly the sort of instruments that a "Beltone dealer 
would want to substitute, were he free to do so. Only the Nu Ear sales 
are directly relevant. 

4Complaint counsel's response to Belto~e is compelling on this point (BIA, 
p. 16 ff). Beltone should have (by our argument) and did (according to 
complaint counsel) seek to enforce its exclusive dealing arrangements. 
They were perhaps not fully successful in doing so, but certaJnly Belto~e 
overstated its case. Electone would not have cooperated so vlgorously 1n 
the development of FTC cases had not exclusive dealing been reasonably 
pffpctive. I 
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In summary. the evidence from both the pre- and post-consent order 

experience suggests that dealers of lead generating hearing aid manufac

turers had both the incentive and the opportunity to avoid compensating 

the manufacturers for leads by substituting bargain brands for those 

priced to reflect the lead value. By preventing manufacturers from en

forcing vertical restraints designed to minimize this substitution, the 

FTCls consent orders impaired the ability of lead generating firms to 

compete in the marketplace. This analysis predicts that in the wake of 

those orders, 

a) Market penetration of hearing instruments generally should have 

fallen as lead generating activity declined. 

b) Even allowing for the smaller overall sales of hearing aids, 

the share of lead generating companies should have fallen. 

c) The wholesale. prices of lead generating companies should have 

fallen relative to those of other companies, reflecting the 

reduced services. The effect on retail prices is ambiguous. 

d} Advertising expenditures by such cOlilpanies shoul d have dec1 ined .• 

especially elderly-targeted national media advertising. 

These predictions follow from the assertion that the FTC challenged 

vertical restraints were essential to the enforcement of manufacturer 

property rights to leads. and that those leads were significant enough 

for their absence to have affected sales appreciably. The next section 

considers the property rights protection provided by the restraints. 

Whether the leads themselves were an important contributor to sales ;s 

fundamentally an empirical question turning directly on the sale~ figures, 

though some indirect evidence in the record suggests that leads were not 
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of central importance. This evidence is discussed in the accompanying 

task four report in conjunction with a discussion of di~ect tests of the 

argument presented above using sales figures. 

2. The Pattern of Vertical Restraints 

The argument presented above begs at least two questions. ·The first 

question is why lead-generating manufacturers did not simply opt for an 

alternative system of charging for leads. The most obvious· system would 

involVe simply billing dealers for each lead provided, negating the propgrty 

rights problem inherent in the tie-in sales. The second question is why 

the pattern of vertical restraints chosen was as complex as the one ob

served. The argument above suggests exclusive dealing restrictions but 

does not seem to imp)y either the exclusive territories or the warranty 

restriction employed by the manufacturers. Though these two questions 

are seemingly unrelated, the. answer to each stems from a common source, 

and they accordingly are both considered in this section. 

Both the BCP report and the Beltone case brief suggest that leads 

provided to dealers often do not result directly in sales, but instead 

place the dealer. in a position to identify an expanded set of potential 

hearing aid users. The BCP discussion of industry sales practices is . 

particularly graphic in 1ts depiction of how this "prospecting" occurs . 

(BCP report at 142 ff). Moreover, the return to a successf41 h~aring aid 

lead, one resulting in a sale, accrues not only at the time of that sale, 

but also when repeat sales are made to the same customer or referrals to 

hearing aid frie~ds and relatives are productive. Repeat sales are indeed 

an important consideration: though the working life of an aid may approach 

: 10 years, its effective life, according to the Hearing Aid Journal (November 
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1979 at 6) is closer to 3.5 years.5 By charging a fixed price for each 

aid and by providing leads free of charge, i.e., charging for the lead 

as a part of the instrument price, the manufacturer assumes the risk 

associated with the leads provided. 

The problem with supplying leads to dealers not under strict control 

is one of monitoring the actions of those dealers to ensure that they do 

not misappropriate the leads for their own use. Were the leads to be 

sold directly, the monitoring problem would still exist, but in re~erse, 

for then the dealers would be required to monitor the manufacturers with 

whom they dealt. Moreover, the risk of a series of leads not resulting 

in sales would be transferred by means of a fixed price lead contract 

from manufacturers to dealers, almost certainly a suboptimal move. 

Manufacturers are in a position to diversify the risk of unproductive 

leads across dealers •. Therefore even were the attitudes toward risk of 

dealers and manufacturer identical, the risks of failed leads would best 

be borne by the manufacturer. It is important to note that the risk 

associated with the purchase of a particular lead would be substantial. 

The lead price would need to reflect the expected present value of not 

only current sales generated by the lead, but also of the replacement 

sales occurring in future years. Clearly, the variance of the outcome 

associated with a lead would be substantial. In addition to the need to 

assume this risk, dealers would need to monitor lead quality to ensure 

5Eff~:!1ve life is shorter than mechanical durability particularly among 
users suffering from presbycuses, a progressive hearing loss suffered by 
large numbers of the elderly customers so favored by hearing aid dealers. 
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~hat the leads were generated in ways likely to yield the intended benefits 
, , , 

, task of considerably les's importance if leads were charged for as part of 

~he ,instrument price.6 !ffl 

It appears, therefore, that the long payout period and uncertainty 

sttached to leads will make it considerably more efficient for manufacturers 
I ~ 

~o bear the risks associated with leads than for dealers to acquire that 
c" 

risk through a fixed price lead contract. This same argument e~plains 

~hy manufacturers entered into elaborate warranty restrictions in an effort 

to acquire names of the customers of their hearing instruments. The manu-

facturer's investment in leads yielded dividends not only on the initial r·, 

sale but also on each repeat sale. If the ma'nufacturer did not' obtain 

access to the names of customers, there would be a substantial dealer 

temptation to appropriate those returns by flrst establishing a clientele 

through use of a manufacturer's leads, and then either switching to a 

competing manufacturer's products (e.g., Electone) or selling the customer 

list to a competing dealer. The manufacturer's retention of, a client list 

reduces the value of such an action and thereby reduces both the charge 

for an initial lead and the incentive to price discriminate on initial 

versus repla~ement sales. 

6Consider two magazines, one reaching moderately well-informed~ well~ 
educated persons curious about the source of hearing loss but informed 
,enough to comparison shop before purchasing an instrument.' Let the second, " 
reach customers who though 'generally unlikely to acquire information in ' 
any fashion -- including mailing for booklets -- are amena6le to hearing '.~ , 
and sale when identified. Advertisements in the first magazine will generate 
numbers of generally unproductive leads while ads in the second will ~eld 
fewer but more promising leads. To monitor a manufacturer's leads, a 
dealer therefore needs to monitor that manufacturer's advertising. This 
point 'should not be overemphasized since any manufacturer who attempts to 
charge a premium lead price for low yield leads will soon find his dealer 
organization deteriorating. Nevertheless, dealers would likely find it 
necessary to do some monitoring, a task they can avoid if charges for 
leads are tied to sales. 
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The explanation of the manufacturers' willingness to provide dealers 

with exclusive territorial rights is somewhat more complex. The reason 

for this practice does not lie in some perceived necessity on the part of 

manufacturers to offer their dealers a quid pro ~ for the dealer's 

willingness 'to handle only a single line.7 Dealers receive valuable 

services (leads) in return for their exclusive dealing. Any compensation 

to a dealer for agreeing to deal exclusively can therefore be provided 

directly through a downward adjustment of the wholesale price of the 

hearing instrument. This direct method of compensation avoids dealer 

monopoly problems caused by exclusive territories and would therefore 

seem clearly to dominate as a means of dealer compensation. Accordingly, 

the explanation of exclusive territories must lie elsewhere. 

The most likely source of the exclusive territorial restrictions is, 

once again, the need to define and protect property rights to customers. 

The Telser "special services" argument applies. A considerable portion 

of z:epeat purchases are, as noted a.tove, a substantial incentive to provide 

satisfactory initial in~trument performance. This incentive will be 

stronger for a dealer to the extent that the dealer can be guaranteed 

that the repeat purchases will accrue to him/her. The likelihood of 

this happening is greatly enhanced if the dealer possesses exclusive 

rights to a marketing territory. 

An even more important reason to maintain a satisfied clientele is 

that those customers are available for "prospecting" for further leads to 

7See ·the conflicing view in the FTC Seltone PTa at 33. See also the 
discussion of the anticompetitive theory of the leads below. 
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potential hearing aid customers. Here the free rider problem is particularly {} 

,important for,if an unscrupulous dealer sells unsatisfactory instruments to 

large numbers of customers in an a~ea, the hearing impaired in that area 

will become increasingly resistant to hearing aid dealers generally and in 

particular to those selling the brand marketed by the offending dealer. It 

is the referral element of the hearing aid dealer's business that sets up 

the opportunity for a "free rider" problem and leads therefore to the 

adoption of exclusive territories. 

Note that the "special services" in this case are "services" only 

under a very broad definition. For the sake of this analysis, let us 

adopt the view of a typical hearing aid customer put forth in the BCP 

staff report. 8 Such customers are characterized by 

a} "Reluctance to Acknowledge Loss and Seek Assistance,: (BCR at 37) " 

b) "Ignorance About Hearing Loss, Hearing Aids, and Members of the 

Hearing Health Delivery System" (BCP at 40). 

c} "Reliance Upon Seller Expertise" (BCP at 44), 

d) ''l'he desire to regain normal hearing" (BCP at 45), 

e) "Lack of Sales Resistance" (BCP at 46). and 

f) "%nabil ity to engage in careful comparison shopping in an attempt 

to secure the best possible amplification at the lowest available 

price." (BCP at 47) 

These characteristics, according to BCP staff, produce "an extremely vul

nerable consumer." (at 50) Granting this view, it becomes apparent that 

. Brhese characteristics "are typical of hearing-impaired individuals ••• 
[H]earing aid sellers often take advantage of these traits •• in generating 
and finalizing hearing aid sales. BCP staff report at 37. The list of 
traits follows immediately. 
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the dealers have an enormous incentive to milk such consumers and therefore 

the "special services" in thi~ case are nothing IIDre nor less than the 

dealer's forbearance. Dealers who do not choose to sell an aid to cus

tomers quite willing to pay for the false promise of hearing improvement 

must do so not because of ethical standards or COmnDn decency. but rather 

because it 1s not in their long run interest to do so. A dealer of a 

bearing aid manufacturer possessing exclusive rights to a territory exper

ieFlces an increase in that long run interest. 

This argument is extremely difficult to pose in a testable fashion. 

It holds that the sales practices of hearing aid dealers possessing 

exclusive territories are ~ ethical than they would have been in the 

absence of the territorial restriction. The counterfactual is therefore 

hard to frame. In the wake of the c.o.'s. dealers losing exclusive terri

torial rights but continuing to sell in the home should have reacted by 

engaging in less desirable selling practices. This development should 

have led to a reduction in home sales generally as soon as word spread 

that average customer satisfaction was declining. The problem with testing 

is that it is impossible to separate the effects of increasingly shady 

sales practices from reduced leads. One prediction that could possibly 

be tested is that rising customer dissatisfaction should have led to an 

increased demand for certification of dealer competence and so to a growth 

in the professional referrals market. 

Perhaps more important from an empirical standpoint is a catalog of 

potential tests that do not bear on the issue: 

a) Evidence that hearing aid dealers provide service inferior to that 

offered by audiologists does not address the proper issue. This 
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sort of argument merely shows that hearing aid dealer performance 

could be improved at a cost. It does not mean t~at hearing aid 

dealers provide the worst service imaginable. The BCP staff 

characterized the performance of dealers as being quite poor.9 

But the issue is one of changes at the margin. That iss one can 

employ the territorial restraints argument to predict that further 

deterioration in performance would occur in the absence of those 

restraints. " 

b) A failure to identify tangible "special services" offered either 

pre- or post-sale is not evidence "that territorial restraints 

are induced by considerations other than spillover effects of 

poor dealer performance. The "services" here are not directly 

observable. They are composed merely of dealer restraint in 

selling aids to persons whose likely benefits from those instru

ments are limited. O~e prediction of this analysis which could 

be tested in principle is that complaints against dealers should 

be more comroon among isolated customers, say those elderly living 

with their families s than among retirement community dwellers 

where performance information is more readily available. 

The exclusive territories argument, unlike that for exclusive dealing, 

, familiar from the literature, but one nevertheless suspects that it "is 

!SS centrally related to the operation of the hearing aid market than the 

!ad investment argument for exclusive dealing. Had the consent orders 

The Bep report provides compelling evidence to this effect. It is clear 
rom their findings that the hearing aid dealers include some who choose 
o engage in a wide variety of unscrupulous practices. 
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simply ruled out exclusive territories (Areas of Primary Marketing Respon

sibility, in Beltone's terminol~gy), the quality of hearing aid dealer 

performance might have declined somewhat from its already low level. Given 

the isolated nature of potential customers, this quality decline seems 

. unlikely to· have yielded substantial changes in marketing. If quality 

deterioration turned out to be a severe problem, other avenues to deal 

with service quality could have been explored, including, for example. 

various sorts of regulation such as state licensing and FDA rulemaking. 

In sunmary, two separate property rights explanations have been offered 

to explain the principal vertical restraints imposed by lead generating 

hearing instrument manufacturers or their dealers. Exclusive dealing is 

required to protect manufacturer rights to leads, while exclusive territories 

are a device to promote improved dealer performance. These restrictions 

are separable and the arguments concerning each can be considered indepen

dently. Each sort of restriction induces a series of ancillary restrictions. 

Warranty restrictions flowing from the single line rules have already been 

discussed •. The next section considers sales quotas and cooperative adver

tising arrangements, the former necessitated by exclusive territories and 

the latter arising from the tie-in sale of leads and instruments. The 

economic analysis concludes with a discussion of an unrelated restriction 

the use of battery sales to facilitate price discrimination. 

3. Ancillary Vertical Restraints: Sales Quotas and Cooperative Advertising 

Once a manufacturing firm agrees to provide its dealers with exclusive·· 

sales territories, it must confront the problem of coping with the perverse 

incentives provided to the dealer by his/her newly acquired monopoly power. 

The problem from the manufacturer's point of view is that dealers will 
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,n~~rprovide selling effort. attempting to substitute leads (for which 

hey are not charged directly) for s'ales effort in the generation of 

eta;l sales. Dealers will choose to set selling expenses so that the 

alue of margin~l product of an additional unit of sales effort (the dealer 

argin times the additional sales generated) equals the cost of that sales 

ffort. So long as sales effort is subject to diminishing returns. the 

ealer will provide less sales effort than the amount consistent with 

:ero economic profit. that is. sales effort such that the cost of an 

dditional unit of effort equals the value of average product of that 

\ffort. In order to prevent such monop'oly rent extraction by dealers. 

~anufacturers wi 11 need to ·resort to sales quotas. 

The computation of a sales quota for a particular dealer is apt to 

,e straightforward. Manufacturers know the number of leads they have 

~rovided to their dealers. There overall sales experience suggests to 

~hem the proportion of leads which'can realistically be expected to result 

in sales. Therefore their problem is one of terminating those dealers 

mose sales have fallen short of levels predicted by reasonable sales 

:ffort combined with leads for a time interval sufficient to convince the 

~nufacturer that the source of the shortfall is insufficient effort. not 

iimply chance. Naturally quotas will be lower relative to leads in new 

~erritories (those with little opportunity for repeat business) and 

ligher relative to leads in close-knit retirement communities where each 

,ead is apt to generate multiple referrals for the dealer. The conclusion 

~rorn this discussion is that if dealers are to be granted exclusive terri

~ories. manufacturer efforts to enforce quotas are efficiency enhancing 

.ince they limit dealer monopoly rent extractions. That is. if exclusive 
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territories are permitted by law, sales quotas ought also to be allowed. 10 

Cooperative advertising arrangements under which manufacturers agree, 

to Hsubsidize" the local adve:tising efforts of dealers also appear to 

result from manufacturer concerns about dealer underprovision of inputs. 

However, the explanation for these subsidies is somewhat different than 

101t is worth noting at this point that our explanation for sales quotas 
provides the reconciliation for a seeming paradox in the FTC's Beltone 
post trial brief outlined in Beltohe's reply memorandum. To quote the 
Be1tone RM, 

"complaint counsel cannot make up their minds whether Beltone"coerces 
its dealers, 'combines' with them or offers then a 'quid pro quo.' 
For example, complaint counsel argue throughout their PTB that Beltone 
'pays' its dealers for product exclusivity by granting them territory 
exclusivity, or provides a 'quid pro guo' of exclusive dealing in 
exchange for territorial and customer restrictions •••• At the same 
time complaint counsel argue with as much conviction that 'Be1tone 
has not let up on its policy of coercion and intimidation of dealers 
who do not adhere to company restrictions.' 

••• 'Elsewhere, complaint counsel assert that 'Be1tone and its dealers 
have long recognized the reciprocal advantages to exclusive dealing 
in exchange for territorial exclusivity.' If this is so, why has it 
been necessary for Beltone to engage in the 'coercion' repeatedly 
alleged by complaint counse1?" 

Though this argument may at first appear convincing, on reflection 
it is not. Be1tone and its dealers may indeed recognize the advantages 
to each other of exclusivity and customer restrictions. It is clearly in 
Beltone's best interest to cultivate a strong dealer network. To do so 
it must endow dealerships with rights at least as great as those the pro
spective dealers could obtain elsewhere. Beltone dealerships were and are 
valuable assets. Nevertheless, within this cooperative framework, strains 
between Beltone and its dealers are inevitable given the divergence in _ 
incentives between manufacturer and dealers. Beltone dealers will always 
attempt to behave in monopolistic fashion while it is clearly in Seltone's 
interest that they behave as if faced by competitive pressures. Moreover, 
Beltone's dealers will always be prepared to violate Be1tone's property 

. rights to leads should Beltone relax its vigilance. Hence Beltone dealers 
will profess (truthfully) to be pleased with their lot, while continually 
conniving to better it. Each dealer's behavior will be exactly analogous 
to that of a cartel member who receives monopoly rents while simultaneously 
scheming to cheat on the agreement generating such rents. 

'Ironically, the PTB argues that had Beltone not coerced i:ts dealers, 
no violation would have been recorded. (See RM quotation-at 2.) Clearly, 
given that the exclusive dealerships were granted, Beltone's restraints 
are to be judged as clearly beneficial from society's point of view by 
the PTB standard since they served to increase dealer efficiency. 
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lat ap'plying to sales quotas. Recall that dealers are charged for leads 

lrough the price of the hearing instruments. Note, howe·ver, that this 
I 

large is applied whether the sale of a hearing aid results from a dealer 

,itiated lead or whether the lead was supplied by the manufacturer. Hence 

,dealer who undertakes his own advertising campaign will end up incurring 

ie expense of the campaign directly while simultaneously paying the manu

Icturer .for aport i on of the returns genera ted by the dealer's own efforts. 

,:cordingly the deal er incentive to advertise is reduced and both deal er 

.,' 

.;:. 

Id manufacturer suffer. One possible solution would be for the manufacturer :",-,. 

, rebate a portion of the purchase pric~ of an aid when the sale of that aid 

; derived from the dealer's own efforts. The drawback to this approach is 

le obvious monitoring problem of determining the source of the sale. It is 

lerefore considerably more direct.for the manufacturing finn to rebate its 

!ads fees in advance through the input subsidy. Of course. from this argument, 

t is clear that the cooperative advertising arrangements are not, in fact, 

',bsidies but rather represent an attempt to avoid overcharges to dealers 

~r their local advertising. ll 
I 

The FTC's complaints against each of the 'lead generating manufacturers 

Ileged that the purpose of the cooperative advertising programs was to 

"force exclusive deal ing arrangements •. Only dealers following the required 

Jngle-line policy were allowed to participate in the cooperative sche~es. 
I 

~e complaints were correct in recognizing the linkage between exclusive 

ealing and cooperative advertising. but they reversed the direction of 

ausation. Rather than cooperative advertising inducing dealers to handle 

IThe cooperative payments for which oealers were eligible were tied to sales. 
ne topic that could be investigated is whether the payment scale was sliding. 
or example. could firms which exceeded their quotas. presumably in part 
hrough local. not lead-generated. efforts qualify for larger payments? 
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, 
only a single line, the exclusive dealing requirements and their accompanying 

package price for leads and irystruments forced the cooperative schemes on 

the manufacturer as a method to allow provision of an appropriate amount 

of advertising. Dealers would have been willing to maintain a single line 

policy in' the absence of cooperative advertising simply because the induce

ment they received for so doing derived from the leads, not the subsidized 

advertising. 

4. Suggested List Prices 
I 

Most companies issued elaborate lists of suggested list prices for 

instruments, batteries, dealer services. and so forth, and such lists 

are available in the exhibits on file at the FTC. Curiously, Beltone 

appears not to have provided its dealers with such a list. The ID at 

32 includes the following passage (references deleted): 

The retail prices at which new Beltone hearing aids are sold 
is set by the authorized dealers. Although Beltone had issued 
suggested retail prices Sateti.mes during the 1950s, it hasn't 
had such suggested retail prices since then. 

Given that Beltone chose not to maintain resale price maintenance (RPM). 

it seems likely that the price lists provided by rival manufacturers were 

unsuccessful. Moreover. any attempt to impose RPM contrary to dealer 

wishes could easily have been evaded by dealers. It would have .been ex

ceedingly difficult for manufacturers to have policed RPM by contacting 

all customers. and any customer obtaining an aid from a dea1era~ a discount 

from suggested list would not have had much of an incentive to disclose 

that discount to the manufacturer. Accordingly. RPM is not taken to be 

an important issue in this analysis. 
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Price Discrimination through the Sale of Batteries 

-One minor restraint imposed by manufacturers of aids was the requirement 
I • 

It dealers purchase replacement batteries directly from the manufacturer.12 

lufacturers contracted directly with battery suppliers to provide batteries 

la brand-specific design in order to enforce customer (and dealer dependence}.i> 

~teries appear to have been resold at prices well in excess of cost to the 

lufacturer. and well in excess of the prices of batteries of similar perfor

Ice available for general use. What purpose did this restriction serve? 
I 

i The answer is provided by Aaron Director's analysis of IBM's decision 

:tie purchase of IBM cards to use of IBM card tabulating equipment. 13 

:t as in the case of hearing aid batteries. the IBM cards were priced 
i 
1 in excess of marginal production cost. These tie-ins are adopted to 

iilitate price discrimination. Users of hearing aids who experience 

~isfactory performance from those aids are willing to pay higher instrument 

ices than those who are dissatisfied. Satisfied customers are also apt 

'use their aids more consistently and as a result will need more batteries. 
I 
! difference between the competitive price of a battery and the price 
I 

.rged by a hearing aid dealer becomes a surcharge applied to consistent. 

~refore presumably satisfied hearing aid users. 

rhis "minor" restraint appears to have been a major irritant to many 
Iring instrument customers. The batteries used by hearing instruments 
re designed to prevent substitution by much cheaper but basically identical 
5S market calculator or watch batteries. The restraint is here termed 
,or because it does not relate directly to the lead generation argument 
:ept to the extent that manufacturers could use battery sales to estimate 
~eat purcha~~~ and thereby adjust sales quotas. 

:,-

See Aaron Director and Edward H. Levi. "Law and the Future: Trade Regula
:m," 51. Northwestern University law Review, 281 (1956). 
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If manufacturers were not allowed to tie-in in this fashion, the 

likely consequence would be an attempt to increase initial purchase prices, 

though it could be argued that the effect would be small. Moreover, the 

incentive to provide continuing satisfactory service would be reduced. 

Obviously, these negative effects have to be measured against a direct 

reduction in battery prices paid by consumers. Economists have concluded 

that this sort of price discrimination improves resource allocatiDn, though 

it may lead to a redistribution of wealth from consumers to producers which 

could be viewed as undesirable. The exceptions to the resource allocation 
• 

result occur when it is difficult to prevent resales to certain classes of 

customers -- certainly not a problem in this case. 14 If the hearing aid 

manufacturers are competitive, the income distribution consequences are not 

a serious problem. The battery charge~ (the excess over the cost of an 

equivalent general-purpos~ battery) can be regarded as deferred payments 

increasing the price of hearing aid services, but, of course, under compe

tition, the higher prices simply serve to induce additional sales efforts 

by dealers and manufacturers, hence more potential users of aids reached 

b 1· 15 Y supp lers. 

6. Summary of the Economics of Vertical Restraints in the Hearing Aids Industry 

As Caves (1979) emphasizes in his protocol for the vertical restraint 

investigation, such restraints cannot appropriately be consideredjn isolation, 

.<. ~~. 

l4For a discussion, see B.S. Yaney "Monopolistic Price Discrimi~~'tion 
and fc~.,omic Welfare," 17, The Journal of law and Economics, 377 (1974), 
and the references cited there. 

15Again, this conclusfon can be challenged if one does not accept the 
premise that purchasers of aids are better off as a result of their ac
quisition of the instruments. 
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It rather are closely interrelated. The discussion of vertical restraints 

~ the hearing aids market demonstrates the nature of these relations. 

:ch of the restraints is at least in some measure an attempt to facilitate 

Ie definition and enforcement of property rights. The most fundamental 

!straint is the. requirement that dealers handle only the products of a 

ingle manufacturer. This restraint stemmed from an attempt by manufac

Jrers to charge for leads provided to dealers. The tie-in between in~ 

truments and leads accomplished through incorporating the lead charge 

lto the instrument price is possible only if deal ers are prohibited from 

Jrchasing the instruments separately. as from alternate suppliers. But 

le tie-in also implies that dealers are overcharged for leads generated 

Irough their own efforts. As a result. a second "restraint" in the form 
, 

~ cooperative advertising is required. As pOinted out above. these co

Jerative programs were really rebates to dealers for sales generated 

Ically, that is, ~/ithout reads. The only restraint involved in the programs 

liS that they were available only to single line dealers, that is, only to 
I 

!alers who agreed to pay for sales generated by the manufacturer's promotional 

:forts. The tie-in of lead and instrument compensation for the manufacturers 
I 

!fers a portion of their return to lead generation to repeat sales, requiring 

lat they take steps to protect that compensation. This was accomplished 

Irough the requirement that warranty cards be filed with the manufact~rer, 

restraint enforced through companion restraints on service and parts. 

Ie presence of repeat sales and the usefulness of satisfied customers as 

course of further leads induced manufacturers to offer exclusive territori'al 

:ghts to dealers to minimize "free rider" problems. But the territorial 

~straints spawned their own offspring, namely. sales quotas to limit the 

!alers' ability to derive monopoly rents from their territories. Finally, 
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the manufacturers sold batteries to dealers and required exclusive dealing 

in order to permit price discrimination. Satisf~ed customers were charg'ed 

more than dissatisfied ones -by pricing batteries substantially in excess of 

marginal cost. 

The nc attack on this distribution system chall enged all of these 

practices, forcing a major restructuring of the industry·s distribution 

system. The commission cou'd have restricted itself to freeing the 

sales of batteries from manufacturer control. The effects of this action 

would have been to reduce the price of batteries, to increase the selling 

price of an instrument, and to reduce somewhat the incentives to dealers 

and manufacturers to undertake services designed to maintain a pool of 

satisfied customers. This step would have been fairly minor, however, 

and probably would not have had an appreciable impact on the industry. 

The next possible action would have been to attack the territorial re

stri~tion without challenging the single line requirements. This inter

mediate course was perhaps legally untenable, and moreover would prove an 

administrative nightmare since the commission would need to ensure that 

all single line dealers in an area were apportioned a "fair share" of 

leads. By challenging the territorial restrictions, the FTC would have 

done away with the need for sales quotas. 

The line of attack chosen by nc was probably the only one avai1a~le 

which was simultaneously feasible and likely to have an ap~reciable impact. 

The challenge to single-line dealers went to the heart of the restraints, 

and accordingly, the impact of the consent orders should have been sub

stantial. Lead generation should no longer have been a profitable option 

for manufacturers, since compensation for leads became difficult to ensure 

when the restraints were removed. Manufacturers should have stopped 
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tempting to obtain leads, evidenced by marked cuts in their national 
J ' 

dia advertising. Since leads would-no longer be provided to dealers, 

olesale instrument prices would no longer reflect the value of the leads 
I 

~ would therefore decline. Though manufacturers would dispense with 

operative advertising programs, local dealer advertising would not be 

pected to decline as a result. Finally, the decline in lead generation 

Juld have been accompanied by an overall decline in industry sales, one 
! 

rne virtually in its entirety by the lead-generating manufacturers. 

If this analysiS obtains· empirical support, the FTC Bureau of Com

tition actions against the vertical restraints imposed by hearing aid 

'lufacturers must clearly be regarded as a failure when measured against 

~ objective of promoting competition. 16 The consent orders impaired 

?stantially the ability of an important segment of the industry to com

:e. Viewed more broadly, it ~s not as clear that the cases were harmful 

:their impact, since the distribution system they outlawed was the source 
I 
most of the consumer abuses cataloged by BCP. But even when viewed 

1m this latter perspective, the BC cases can be defended only if one adopts 
, 
~ (licensure) argument that persons sold hearing aids through lead genera-

In would have been better off had they never been contacted by a hearing 

I seller. 

;ee also the section on welfare effects below. The hearing aid market 
, have remained competitive following the orders, but it is impossible 
argue that their effect was to enhance competition. The goal of en-
cing competition through removing entry barriers appears to the exclusion 
all others in the staff reports preceding the orders. More recently, 
the Beltone case, the BC objectives appear to have been broadened. It 
clearly beyond the scope of this analysis to argu~ whether that broadened 
pe is appropriate. 
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ANTICOt~PETITIVE EXPLANATIONS FOR VERTICAl RESTRAINTS 

IN THE HEARING AIDS INDUSTRY 
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Jtential Anticompetitive Effects of Vertical Restraints 

! 
The Supreme Court's 1977 ruling in Continental TV, Inc. v. GTE-

,lvania, Inc. l requiring a rule of reason analysis in vertical restraint 

!ses implied more than simply an increase in the difficulty of obtain-

19 judgments against firms employing vertical restraints. The per ~ 

Jle against vertical restraints overturned by the Sylvania decision 

~d implied that sophisticated economic analysis was unnecessary baggage 

·1 restraint cases. The move to a rule of reason forced the FTC to 

Jttress its position with much more careful arguments than those of 

~e-Sylvania days. Accordingly. the complaint counsels' post-trial brief 

1 the Beltone case (on remand in consequence of~ylvania) presents 

,lalysis which is markedly superior to that in the BC staff report on 

~e hearing aids industry which generated the initial series of complaints. 

le arguments presented in the Beltone brief and in related sources2 are 

lalyzed in this section since they represent the strongest case for re

lrding the effect of restraints to be anticompetitive. and therefore 

xnprise the most cogently stated alternative to the analysis presented 

love. The complaint counsel's arguments include a restatement of the 

'~uments which buttressed Schwinn,3 and which retain popularity despite 

1eir abandonment by the author of the FTC's Schwinn brief. Richard' . 

1443 • U~S. 36 (1977). 

2For example, Abbott (1980), Caves (1979), and the closely related 
'C briefing material on vertical restraints. 

3388 U.S. 365 (1967). 
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Posner,4 and by the Supreme Court in Sylvania. The argument holds that 

-S'eltone's motive for the intrabrand restraints is to induce its 

dealers to carry only the Seltone line, itself a restraint on interbrand 

competition ••• Be1tone's territorial restriction, which is ancillary 

to and exists for the purpose of promoting unlawful exclusive dealing, 

should also be per ~ unlawful once it is established that the exclusive 

dealing is a restraint of ~rade.n (PTB at 69-70). Interestingly 

enough, the economic expert retained by Seltone, Professor Victor Gold

berg, testified that this line of argument was flawed because it failed 

to indicate how Beltone might have gained by restricting competition 

among its dealers. Complaint counsel responded that "[wJe should im

mediately be suspicious of any system of vertical restraints which is 

defended on the grounds that ••• the restraints are not anticompetitive 

because a manufacturer knows best how to compete, and should therefore 

be left alone. This is the sum and substance of (Professor Goldberg's) 

economic argument.- It is ·also the sum and substance of the Posner 

argument adopted by the court in Sylvania. 

Complaint counsel have a point. It is not difficult to conceive 

of circumstances wherein vertical restraints might he anti competitive. 

Telser's classic article on vertical restraints contains one such pos

sibility: manufact,urers may want their actions to be reflected clearly. 

in easily monitored dealer behavior in order to facilitate manufacturer 

collusion.5 That particular argument does not apply in hearing aids, 

4Posner. The Rule of Reason and the Economic A roach: Reflections 
on the Sylvania Decision, 45 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1 1977. 

STelser (1960) at 96 ff. 
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,r if it had explained industry behavio~Beltone would not have proved 

.~ -recalcitrant once its rivals entered into their consent orders. It 
! 

j nevertheless true that those arguing that vertical restraints are in 

Ineral induced by considerations of efficiency ought to be under 

ne obligation to specify those efficiencies in a reasonable number 

~ cases. Such a specification is the goal of the preceding analysis. 

lile a judgment of the success of the arguments developed above await 

Ipirical analysis. it is clear that economic efficiency considerations 

~sent a viable potential explanation of the vertical restraints em

'oyed in the hearing aid market. 

Moving to more specific considerations. complaint counsel also 
I 

~ue (PTa 5-11) tilat the lack of compari son s;lopping alleged 
I 

I typify persons obtaining hearing instruments from door-to-door sales-

In implies that hearing aid dealers possess market power. "Because the 

~aring impaired do not have the opportunity to make an infonned choice. 

ley are particularly vulnerable to the effects of restraints on the 
I 

Itrabrand and interbrand competition" (PTB at 6). This is. of course. 

I incorrect statement. A person purchasing a hearing aid without 

mparison shopping will not be protected by competition of either sort. 
I 

I matter how vigorous that competition. 6 By assumption he/she knows 

~ly of the offerings of the particular dealer who arrives on the 

6Uninfonmed consumers may benefit from multiline versus single 
ne dealers if those dealers are assumed to be ethical. The dealer 
In serve as the consumer's agent for information gathering. choosing 
Ie most suitable product from an array of devices offered by various 
mufactures. much as occurs in the market for insurance. {lowe this 
lint to John B. Kirkwood.) The usefulness of this consumer defense is 
imited by the requirement those consumers pick a competent agent. If 
Insumers are unable or unwilling to compare the offerings "of various 
lents. there is little market pressure to improve the agency function. 
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doorstep. Vigorous competition may result in more dealers seek.ing the 

cust~m of the hearing impaired. but cannot prevent the first seller 

reaching a customer ignorant of the options to that dealer's offerings 

from extracting a sum well in excess of the amount a well informed 

customer would pay. The simple point is that the number and quality 

of options available to a consumer are irrelevant to a consumerignor

ant of those options. 7 

As a result of consumer ignorance, multiline-hearing aid dealers 

possess precisely the same amount of "power" versus their potential 

customers as do single line dealers. 8 Given that single line dealers 

have the option of switching.to other product lines. a manufacturer 

imposing restraints cannot extract any dealer rents without losing its 

dealers. There is no liquid" for the quid pro guo. Therefore. another 

explanation for the single line requirement and other vertical restraints 

is required. That explanation is provided by the property rights analysis. 

The anti competitive argument for vertical restraints is so popular 

among lawyers and economists that a more extended discussion of its 

potential applicability to the hearing aids cases seems warranted. One 

7Note that this argument implies that an individual consumer will· 
not be protected by competition only if one accepts the premise of com
plaint counsel that potential hearing aid users are totally uninformed 
and are thereby ripe targets for unscrupulous hearing aid dealers. If 
a somewhat more optimistic view of the elderly is adopted. the market 
can be expected to provide the consumer with those defenses character
istic of the workings of competition. 

8In dealing with uninformed. relatively price insensitive customers. 
dealers will compete through non-price dimensions. In this case that 
competition will occur through selling effort designed to identify such 
price insensitive customers. Such competition can be as effective (or 
more effective) in bidding away supra-competitive profits as price compe
tition. See Stigler on "Price and Non-Price Competition." in Stigler's 
The Organization of Industry (1968) at 23-28. 
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of the more common variants of the argument holds that the manufacturer

~~aler relation is one of bilateral monopoly, a symbiotic relation in 

which each party is willing to enhance the other's position vis-4-vis 

consumers in order to consolidate its own market power. Dealers enter 

into such an arrangement to protect themselves from other dealer compe

tition, while manufacturers "payoff" their dealers with monopoly 

margins to blo:kade entry from rival manufacturers. Variants of this 

argument place more or less bargaining power at one or the other level, 

but all fOMmS of the argument require that existing monopoly power pre

sent on at least one level of the distribution system be enhanced by 

the restraints. The potential for monopoly rent extraction at each 

level needs therefore to be considered. 

Hearing aid dealers would seem at first glance to be ill-suited to 

acquire and maintain rents of any sort. Dealers do not undergo rigorous 

training programs,·nor are there any special qualifications for the job. 

A representative dealership is a small operation consisting 

of the dealer and perhaps one or two other salespersons. Were it not 

for the need to establish a referral base, a cliente~of satisfied 
I 

customers willing to direct the dealer to other hearing impaired persons, 

entry would be trivially easy. Therefore, the only significant bargain

ing chip available to dealers is their set of contacts and referral net

~ork. The importance of this asset is attested to by the efforts of the 

respondent manufa~turers to check dealer power through thei~ warranty 

registration requirements. 

The existence of referral rents does not imply that significant 

narket power is possessed by the dealers. That is,' the rents are not 
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monopoly rents. More importantly, their existence does not imply that 

dealers would be willing to provide protection to "associated manufacturers 

by means of exclusive dealing contracts. Many examples of markets with 

reputation or referral rents are available to suggest that the exclusive 

dealing requirement imposed by hearing aid manufacturers is certainly 
• 

not necessitated and perhaps not even typical of such markets. To take 

an obvious example. Sylvania conferred exclusive territories on' its 

dealers without requiring exclusive dealing in return. Even closer to 

the point is the insurance market where a mix of contractual restraints 

persists--exclusive dealing without exclusive territories (State Farm, 

Allstate) and mukiline agents (so-called independents) with or without 

territorial protection. 9 

The quid pro quo argument based on dealer-possessed rents also 

stumbles when confronted by the other practices employed by manufacturers. 

If the dealers have market power deriving from their customer connections, 

a first priority in any dealings with manufacturers ought to be to con

solidate those rents by protecting their customer lists. They should 

9The argument is sometimes made that no manufacturer could unilateraly 
move to drop exclusive territories, but that manufacturers might benefit 
generally from a reduction in dealer power resulting from an across-the
board move to multiline dealers with overlapping territories. This does 
not seem valid for markets in general or hearing aids in particular. In 
general. other industries have single line and multiline dealers co- " 
existing (insurance again comes to mind). The argument for hearing aids 
is weakened by Beltone's reluctance to drop its territorial restrictions 
in the wake of the consent orders. In the Beltone record, other companies, 
including Zenetro~expressed reluctance to establish new dealerships in 
areas served by existing fiMms. This experience makes it difficult to 
credit this "domino effect" analysis of the exclusive territory re
straints. 
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therefore be expected to resist strenuously any contractual provision 

forcing them to supply lists to manufacturers. and given the 

presumption of a strong bargaining position. they could be expected 

to win such contract arguments. The existence of the warranty and 

service provisions of the dealer contracts provides evidence to the 

contrary. 

Upon turning to the possibility that the manufacturers employed 

vertical restraints to enhance their own market power. one sees 

that this argument requires several conditions. First. the notion 

that a firm must enter the market with a full-fledged. nationwide 

dealer network requires that there be substantial economies of scale 

on either the production or the marketing of hearing instruments. 

Since the record suggests that the production economies were not 

substantial. one is left only with the a.rgument that nationwide pro

motion campaigns are an effective and important complement to what-

ever local sales effort generated by either dealers or th~ manufacturer. 

Ironically. if one accepts that these economies are present. one 

thereby grants an important underpinning of the lead generation 

theory. 

A second condition of this analysis takes the form of a prediction. 

If the purpose of the practice of maintaining exclusive d~alers was to 

blockade entr,y by rivals, the practice should have been abandoned by all 

firms once an appreciable number of accessible multiline dealers arose. 
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Beltone's reluctance to settle and the continuance by Dahlberg and 

Zenetron of limited dealer networks casts doubt on the accuracy of this 

prediction. 

Finally. the argument that both dealers and manufacturers gained 

by means of a mutual exploitation of contractually shared monopoly rents 

cannot deal with the range of entry options available. A new manufacturer. 

by accepting a competitive margin. would be in a position to undercut 

monopoly-rent-inflated wholesale prices charged by existing firms. The 

new firm could provide any and all related services such as advertising 

displays. training, instrumentation. and still price below the existing 

firms if those firms continued to attempt to recover rents in their 

prices. There is no obvious candidate for a missing factor, a left out 

ingredient for the success of entry that would prevent new firms from 

bidding for dealers. More specifically. there was an important pre-c.o. 

entrant--Starkey Labs.10 Of course. Starkey benefited from a new product-

custom earrno1ds from dealer-provided impressions--but were the entry 

barriers substantial enough to blockade entry. Starkey would have been 

better advised to market through an existing firm and distribution 

system. that is, through acquisition of a Radioear or Sono'tone. or 

through licensing. Not only Starkey's success, but also the way in 

which that success was achieved argues against the efficacy of estab-: 

lished dealer networks as an entry blockading device. 11 
.. 
1. 

10According to Kenneth Dahlberg, Starkey entered by purchasing a 
swlG,l ~ervice station that repaired a variety of hearing aids. In so 
doing, they acquired a list of dealers and set of connections with 
those dealers useful in introducing their aids. Starkey sold partly 
through its own exclusive dealers and partly via multiline dealers. 
(Dahlberg testimony, p. 18680 ff.) 

llTnere is some controversy in the record over whether Starkey's 
successful entry depended centrally on the 1974-1975 consent orders. 
See, in particular. BIA at 26. Starkey might not have been successful 
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In summary. the quid pro ~ argument fails to fit the facts of 

the hearing aid industry. Dealers stood little to gain from agreeing 

to exclusive dealing if they possessed prior market power. In an 

industry with limited brand name recognitio~ their options were of 

considerable s~ope. The stability of dealer networks attests to the 

likelihood that dealers received valuable considerations from their 

suppliers. Any supplier attempting to incorporate a supra-competitive 

return into its wholesale price was vulnerable to an erosion of its 

dealer network. Production scale economies do not appear to have been 

formidable. and even had they been important. potential marketers could 

have purchased foreign instruments much as Sonotone has chosen to do 

more recently. Marketing scale economies may have existed, but the 

firms were small enough and did little enough advertising that the 

capital requirements for a competitive advertising campaign were trivial. 

'The relatively low scale of advertising. 12 is evidenced by the absence 

'of all manufacturers except Bel tone and Maico from the 1 isting of. leading 

11 (continuedJ as a de novo entrant attempting to emulate ~eltone, etc. 
Its innovation -- customiearmolds -- was not a particularly new develop
'ment, naving been trica 1n tne 1~6U's, Dut possessed a major advantage 
insofar as distribution was concerned. Dealers marketing Starkey aids 
were not required to carry inventories. All they were to do was take 
an ear impression. measure the extent of hearing loss in order to compute 
,he para~eters of tne aeS1rea instru~nt, ana sena tne impression an~ . 
specifications to" Starkey. With no inventory on hand, a single-line 
a~aier of a rival manufacturer coula nave coneeaiea its aealings wltn 
Starkey from its ~upplier fairly easily, and could ~ave shifted primarily 
or entirely to Starkey if consumers appeared to prefer Starkey devices. 
Accordingly, Starkey's entry (prior to the orders) and its success (dif- '. 
ficult to measure without ffrm sales data, but probably starting pre-c.o.) 
appear :lot to have iJe~n crueia 11y dependent on the orders. .' 

l2Relative to other industries, not to sales. 
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advertisers in National Advertising Investments. This combination of 

. ~haracteristics of the hearing instruments market renders the task of 

an analyst desiring to explain industry arrangements using a monopoly 

model a difficult one indeed. 

This anal.ysis suggests that a sol id argument supporting the possi

bility that the restraints are anticompetitive is lacking. But without 

evidence that the restraints serve some other purpose related to economic 

efficiency. one ought not automatically conclude that the restraints are 

beneficial. 13 Accordingly. this report concludes with a discussion of 

the ways in which the property rights argument can be tested. Before 

turning to that discussion. however. it is useful to consider the evidence 

adduced to support the view that the vertical restraints are anticompetitive. 

2. Evidence for the Anticompetitive Effects of Vertical Restraints 

The evidence cited in s·upport of the FTC argument that manufacturers 

imposed restraints for anticompetitive purposes fails to provide strong 

support for that argument. That evidence includes: 

(i) Dahlberg. Y~ico. et ale sold hearing aids at prices substantially 

in excess of the prices charged by rivals. e.g., Electone. Subsequent 

to the consent order. their (wholesale) prices fell. Bel tone 

maintains its price aeove all of its rivals. "The fact that. 

respondents have set their prices substantially above those 

of other manufacturers. (in camera material) show~ Beltonfs 

real market power and its ability to exploit it.M (CRS at 13). 

(ii) Beltone was less innovative than its rivals (PTS at 11). 

13Tnis is an economic conclusion, not a legal one. A per se approach 
may be preferable in law even if some desirable conduct ;s pres~ribed or 
if some inefficient or anticompetitive behavior is tolerated. 
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(iii) The restrictive distribution system served as .an entry barrier 

to new manufacturers of instruments. Indeed the entry whi.ch 

occurred (Starkey and others) was facilitated by the c.o.'s 

against Dahlberg, et ale 

Though some additional snippets of evidence are cited, the above appear 

to constitute the most substantial empirical support for the anticompet

itive position. Unfortunately, this support is unconvincing. Item (i) 

does not serve to distinguish the anti competitive theory from the vertic~l 

restraints for property-protection theory. The prices of the respondent 

firms should have been higher than those of Electone and NuEar, reflect

ing the value of additional services, principally leads, provided by the 

respondents to their dealers. Accordingly, wholesale prices should have, 

and apparently did fall subsequent to the c.o.'s. Were retail prices 

available, the task of deli~eating the predictions of the two approaches 

would be somewhat easier. The anticompetitive theory suggests that any 

wholesale price reductions should have been passed on more fully than 

if dealers were forced to compensate for the absence of national promo

tions with more local promotions of their own.14 

Item (ii) deals only with the actions of a single firm and may in 

any case be characteristic of manufacturing in general. That is. some 

economists argue that R&D breakthroughs are more likely to occur at 

smaller firms anxious to share in the market leader's success than 

. l4local.promotion should have risen markedly only if national and local 
, promotion expenditures were fairly close substitutes. If the absence 
. of national promotions did not increase the produc~ivity of local efforts, 

no change in dealer behavior should have been observed in the short run, 
and dealer numbers should have declined in the longer term. Markup data 
would not, therefore. tend to discriminate clearly between the two views. 
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,within the leading firm itself. Indeed, in the industry, the major 

advance appears to have been made by a de ~entrant, Starkey. Finally, 

though the data are unclear, it may be that entry into the industry was 

fairly easy before the c.o.'s, as suggested by the rapid growth of imports. 

The difficulties experienced by bargain firms (first Electone, later NU-Ear) 

in penetrating established dealer organizations are predicted by the 

property rights argument and in that context are not necessarily something 

worthy of public policy concern." 

There is only one reasonably conclusive test of the effect of the 

restraints on the market for hearing instruments~ That test derives 

from the distinguishing predictions of the property rights and anti

competitive approaches regarding the change between pre-c.o. and post

c.o. period sales. The monopoly argument predicts that erosion of the 

wholesale price and retail "margin resulting from increased competition 

in the wake of the orders should have increased sales of the vertical 

restraint firms and should have encouraged new entry. Sales of domestic 

firms should have increased relative to those of foreign firms, an in

crease induced by a decline in the relative price of domestic aids. Tne 

property rights approach also implies a fall in the relative price of 

the domestic aids, but as this price"decline (at least at wholesale) 

would be accompanied by a more than offsetting decline in promotional" 

services -- principally leads -- sales should have fallen. Though the 

evidence currently available supports the property rights view, it "is 

sketchy at best. Accordingly, the development of industry and firm 

sales figures should receive top priority in the empirical analysis. 
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WELFARE ASPECTS OF THE FTC CONSENT ORDERS 
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. _ 1. Welfare Judgments for the Hearing Aids Market 

If the analysis of vertical restraints in the hearing lids industry 

developed above is correct, the clear result of the FTC consent orders 

against Dahlberg, Maico, et 11. should have been to impair substantially 

their abil ity to compete. By placing these companies It I disadvantage 

vis a vis the firms employing alternative distribution systems, the order 

should have strengthened rivals -- primarily importers, secondarily 

Starkeyl -- while increaSing the role of audiologists and physicians 

relative to that of hearing aid dealers. The orders certainly should 

not have been interpreted IS promoting competition -- domestic hearing 

aid manufacturers were retreating in the face of an onslaught of foreign 

competition and the orders increased the pace of that retreat. Radioear 

Ind Sonotone both essentially failed, with Sonotone converting from I 

domestic manufacturer to "a marketer of foreign aids. Sales It Dahlberg 

Ind Maico slumped. These developments hardly seem consistent with the 

view that the orders fostered competition. Since c,ompetition is generally 

viewed as being socially desirable, lowering prices and promoting efficient 

distribution and production, on these grounds the c.o.'s seem to have 

been socially undesirable. 

It is important to stress It this point that the issue in a welfa~e 

evaluation is not whether the consent orders harmed I particular group 

of competitors. As is well known, it is possible, indeed likely that 

l~t!!"!:£'y should have benefitted by increased access to hearing lid dealers, 
but those benefits are expected to be attenuated by a decline in dealers 
relative to audiologists. " Other domestic firms such IS Electone Ind Nu-Ear 
may also have benefitted in the short term but not in the longer run. 
As instrument prices set by c.o. firms fell, Iny price advantage (un
related to quality) enjoyed by the second-line firms should have vanished. 
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measures to increase competition will harm firms which have previously 

. benefitted from an insulated environment. Had the consent orders ~reed 

rivals of inappropriate restrictions on their ability to compete. the de

cline of the market leaders could be viewed as a healthy sign of renewed 

competitive vi'gor. However. our analysis indicates that such was not the 

case in the hearing aids market. Entry was possible prior to the consent 

orders and did, in fact. occur. Beltone's unwillingness to dispense with 

its exclusive dealing in the wake of the consent orders' effect of markedly 

increasing the available multiline dealers strongly suggests that the 

purpose of exclusive dealing was other than simply to serve as a barrier 

to entry. The harm done to the lead generation manufacturers seems unlikely 

to have yielded a/significant increase in competition. 

The most lik~ly outcome of the orders was that they neither,decreased 

nor increased significantly the rigor of competition in the hearing aids 

market. In the post-consent order world. the relative strength of the 

professional referral segment of the industry should have increased. but 

it is unlikely that these orders would have conferred any monopoly rents 

on this segment. Entry is too easy and import supply schedules too elastic 

to permit monopolization. The effect of the orders was instead 

to effectively outlaw a distribution system which had proven successful 

under competition. Given that competitive success. one can presume that 

the effect of the orders was to reduce the efficiency of the distribution 

of hearing instruments. This conclusion deserves restatement: If one 

asks whether the consent orders promoted competition in the hearing aids 

. market, the answer is a resounding no. 
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Unfortunately for the purposes of evaluation. the hearing aids in

dustry is not so simply analyzed. The problem is that the quality of 

information which many hearing aids customers choose to obtain is appar

ently miniscule, leading to the possibility of market failures up to and 

including fraud. The segment of the industry placed at a disadvantage 

by these orders was by general agreement that consisting of firms and 

dealers providing the lowest quality package of services to hearing aid 

consumers, certainly lower than the import-dominated audiologist- and 

physician-referral markets. Hearing aid dealers sold aids in a low volume. 

high price fashion, and because of single line restrictions, may not have 

had access in some cases to an aid of optimum performance-for a particular 

patient. even assuming the dealer were able to ascertain the appropriate 

aid. The catalog of abuses compiled by BCP is lengthy and troubling. 

certainly the kind of thing to stir the latent reformer in most outside 

observers. By placing the lead generating firms at a disadvantage, the 

FTC's c.o.'s almost certainly increased the average quality of services 

received by those consumers who obtained help for their hearing impairments. 

But this limited group is not the appropriate one for evaluation from a 

social welfare point of view. The question is whether the population of 

hearing-impaired persons as a whole was benefitted or harmed by the FTC 

actions. and as before. that is a much more difficult question than a~king 

what happened to the group receiving services. 

If the hearing aids market were one in which tolerably complete in

formation were available to consumers at a trivial cost, it would be enough 

to equate the outcome of the competitive process with the most desirable 

allocation attainable from the point of view Qf consumer welfare. Unfor

tunately, though. the hearing aid market is radically different from the 
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'perfect information ideal. Fraud is possible, and may indeed be a common 

outcome in the dealer-supplied segment of the industry. Competitive hear

ing aid dealers will continue to enter the marketplace so long as the 

gains to them are greater than or equal to the opportunity costs of the 

resources they employ. Their private returns will exceed society's return 

from the operation of the market if a portion of their sales result from 

the exploitation of a particularly vulnerable set of consumers. In such 

cases, a BCP order forbidding dealers to sell to consumers could, in 

principle, benefit society even while it impaired competition. The consent 

orders had the same effect as a very stringent BCP trade regulation rule 

and as a result could be evaluated under the same sort of standard that 

would be applicable to a BCP action. 

An evaluation of this sort poses a substantial set of challenges for 

an economist. Foremost among these challenges is the requirement that 

one make interpersonal comparisons of utility between those persons re

ceiving better hearing aid service in consequence of the FTC orders and 

those who were deprived by those same orders of assistance they might other

wise have obtained. Since such comparisons are beyond the range of the 

economist's tool kit, the best which can be done with the aid of economic 

analysis is a careful formulation of the issues, one which permits value 

judgments to enter the evaluation only when the gains and losses to various 

affected groups have been catalogued. With this disclaimer in mind, one 

can summarize those gains and losses of the consent orders as follows. 

'On the plus side, one could include the reduction in fraud and abuse 

visited on those individuals approached by hearing aid dealers. Since, 

however, this is virtually impossible to measure i·n any objective way 
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due to placebo effects and other differences in perceived hearing improve

ment. this effect will not weigh. heavily on any evaluation. Perhaps the 

best measure of the benefit of the orders concerns the increased success 

of the audiologist distribution system. Assume that because of the decline 

of c.o. firms. audiologists were able to see and refer more hearing-impaired 

persons than they would otherwise have seen. Let us overstate the case 

by assuming that this effect is a clear-cut benefit of the orders} 

Against this must be placed the customers who. because of the attenuation 
_.-

of lead-generating activities no longer receive any assistance whatsoever. 

That is, any improvement in average quality must be balanced against the 

decline in market penetration expected to result. 

This study will permit one to compute the weights that would be 

required to make the consent orders appear socially desirable. That is. 

it will indicate the increase in audiologist sales and the decrease in 

overall market penetration. It is then simply a value judgment whether 

the benefits to receiving improved service offset the losses to those 

not served at all. 3 

ZIt is an overstatement first because audiologists are not costless. and 
second because one must incorporate any time lags between the time an 
impaired person would have been approached by a dealer and the time that 
person actually sought assistance. 

3Casting the problem in this form, complex though it may seem, nevertheless 
abstracts from a number of extremely difficult issues. For instance. while 
audiologists may capture some sales which previously went to single line 
dealers. the hearing improvement is likely to reach consumers with some 
delay. One should discount the enhanced quality of the audiologist's 
operation against the earlier receipt of assistance from dealers. As a 
second example, the attack on exclusive territories contained in the orders 
may have reduced the quality of dealer-provided service in the post-order 
world, biasing the case in favor of finding a positive effect of the 
orders. The range of possibilities is so large that any sort of definitive 
conclusion is impossible unless one ignores quality change altogether and 
concentrates on market penetration. 
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Before leaving this topic, it seems appropriate to comment on one 

aspect of industry performance cited time and again as evidence of the 
, ' 

'Inadequacy of competitive pressures, in this industry. It is time to 

put to rest the notion that the very high retail margins earned by hearing 

aid dealers serve as an indicator of poor performance. This notion seems 

to derive from the idea that someho~ the margin that a dealer obtains 

for a sale depends cr~cially on the amount of time and effort spent on 

that customer. In fact, a successful sale may "cost" the dealer much 
! 

~ess than it yields. What is relevant is not simply the time devoted 

to a successful sale but also the amount of time spent searching down 

blind alleys. The records in this case show that most leads -- an ex

pense in themselves -- do not yield sales when followed up. Just as 

the cost of a successful oil well includes the failures along the way. 

so the markup obtained from a successful hearing aid contact reflects 

the many unsuccessful activities of that dealer. Markups cannot be 

judged excessive simply by inspection. 4 Indeed, given the insignificant 

limits on dealer entry, excessive returns to dealers are very implausible 

in the hearing aids market. 

2. Concluding Remarks 

The chief goals of this investigation have been positive. not nor- ' 

mative. The lesson of the analyses of vertical restraints provided by 

4This is a very crude discussion from an economist's point of view. 
Historical costs are never directly relevant to current value. One 
successful (or lucky) dealer might experience very few false leads per 
success while another might have a reverse experience. Ceteris paribus, €~ 
each will charge the same price. The only issue in determining whether 
the dealer margins are excessive is whether other potential dealers would 
like to emulate the existing dealers but are somehow artificially pre-
vented from doing so. In the absence of entry barriers. and, especially 
given the interest of manufacturers in preventing "excessive" retail 
margins, there is little reason to regard the existing margins as excessive • 
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Lester Telser and Richard Posner is that such restraints should be analyzed 

to identify the purposes they serve for both suppliers and retailers. 

Once those purposes are identified, one can determine whether or not they 

Ire justified by competitive considerations. In the case of hearing aids, 

the elabo'rate pattern of restraints which evolved developed primarily to 

protect manufacturer property rights to valuable information provided to 

dellers. The nc consent orders,destroyed this protection and in so doing 

removed the incentive to manufacturers to invest in such information, 

thereby impairing substantially their ability to compete. In most cases, 

this positive analyses of the restraints would be enough -- they arose 

not to limit competition but to promote an efficient provision of infor

mation. Clearly, assessed in terms of the goal of promoting competition, 

the preceeding was counterproductive. 

The question of whether society benefitted is much more difficult, 

is the preceedingdiscussion shows, but one must remember that if society 

did·benefit, it was a.serendipitous event. The Be action certainly aided 

EK::P in its own qoal achieve!!eIlt, and indeed, was probably nore effective 

than Inything the BCP would have been able to do even if its initial TRR 

hid been adopted. Whether this "benefit" is substantial enough to offset 

the decreased market penetration by hearing instruments is in the final 

Inllysis beyond the scope of this report. 
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- Administrative Law Judge 

- American Speech and Hearing Association (primarily 

audiologists) 

Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Competition 

:p Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer Protection 

:P staff report - BCP Hearing Aid Industry Staff Report, 2 volumes: 

[A 

.0. 's 

)A 
1 

AIC 

AJ 

EW 

D 

DF 

Report with Appendices A and B; Appendices C through F, 

September 1978 

Beltone case, Complaint Counsel's Brief in Answer to 

Respondent's Proposed Findings of Fact and Legal Argument 

- Consent orders negotiated by BC against Dahlberg, Maico, 

Radioear, and Sonotone 

- Food and Drug Administration, promulgators of a rule 

governing hearing aids as a medical device. The most 

important aspect of the rule is its requirement for a 

physician examination of prospective instrument users 

- Hearing Aids Industry Conference, later HIA, Hearing 

Industries Association. ~~nufacturers' trade association. 

- Hearing Aid Journal, one of two industry pub1ications 

serving (among others) the lead-generating segment 

- (fonner) Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

HEW carried out a parallel (to FDA, BCP) study of the 

hearing aids delivery system. 

- Initial decision in the Beltone case by the ALJ, re

manded by the Commission in light of Sylvania. 

- ID finding 
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National Hearing Aid Society - dealer trade association, 

parallel to ASHA. 

- Beltone case respondents' "Proposed Findings of Fact 

and Conclusions of Law ••• " 

- Beltone case complaint counsel's Post-Trial Brief 

- Resale price maintenance 

- transcript page 

- Veterans Administration. A major purchaser of aids 

and a source for instrument performance rations. 
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EHPIRI CAL ANAlYSIS OF THE HEARING AIDS t·IARKET: 

TASK 4 REPORT 
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~roduction 

The final task 3 report stressed-the importance of sales figures in 

iessing the accuracy of the property rights argument and in delineating 

~ predictions Qf that theory from those of the anticompetitive view. 

is report considers in some detail the possibilities for obtaining these 

les figures from the Beltone record and other trade and governmental 

Jrces. In addition, ancillary data needed to frame an appropriate 

Jnterfactual are also considered. Before turning to consideration of 

at material. it will be useful to consider briefly some direct evidence 

the importance of leads in generating hearing aid sales. 

The Beltone record contains quite varied estimates of the sales 

nerated by leads. The direct sales resulting from leads are estimated , 

be from l~ to 14% of sales. The low-end estimate comes from a company 

her than Beltone which may have chosen to emphasize an alternative 

rketing strategy. It seems much too low to be representative of the 

ading lead-generating companies, especially in light of their substantial 

penditures on national advertising. The source of the high-end figure 

Beltone, and as such may be inflated. One may infer that the true 

~l ue is somewhere in between these extremes. 

Estimates of the direct sales resulting from manufacturer-provided 

ads fail to provide a valid guide to the importance of such )eads in 

nerating dealer sales, for several reasons. First. there will be a 

ltip1ier attached to leads representing the number of additional pros-. 

:cts developed on referral from the initial cusomter. Sales manuals of .. 

Ie c.o. companies emphasize the need to "prospect" leads. When one con

ders the large retailing margins earned by dealers on each instrument 

.le. it should not be surprising to find that those sales are the result 
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of a lengthy process of contacting potential buyers. A sale resulting 

very indirectly from a lead·should nevertheless be counted, in part, as 

derivative from that lead. In addition, repeat sales based on lead

generated original sales should also be counted, though certainly dealers 

would be ill-suited to compute a reasonable guess as to the proportion 

of repeat sales in some way dependent on leads. 

One other statistic of note regarding the efficacy of leads derives 

from a Be1tone survey summarized in Complaint Counsel's Brief in Answer: 

Dealers themselves recognize that Be1tone's leads are worth less to 
them than their own leads. In a survey conducted by Beltone in 1976, it 
was found that Be1tone dealers sent the material requested to the lead in 
only 56: of the cases, and as to those persons to whom the material was 
sent. the dealer or his consultant made the follow-up call on 79% of them 
in order to attempt to sell the person a hearing aid. Follow-up calls by 
dealers was (sic) therefore only 45% of all factory leads. (BIA, at 53.) 

If anything, this evidence is too strong an argument for the use

lessness of leads. Had leads in fact been regarded by dealers as worthless, 

the lead-generating manufacturers could have dispensed with their national 

lead advertising and thereby increased profitability. Even if the motive 

for exclusive dealing were simply to exclude rivals from a significant 

share of the market, that exclusive dealing co~ld still have been required 

in the absence of leads. In addition to the basic implausibility of the 

argument for the valuelessness of leads, there are reasons to expect that 

dealers could judge the potential productivity of pursuing particular 

leads, and could therefore have ignored unproductive leads based on prior 

information. Leads may apply to persons or groups with whom the dealer 

has previously had contact, may have come from persons in particularly 

poor (or wealthy) areas, or may have applied to institutionalized persons 

with access to subsidized and controlled hearing health care. The 45% 
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i leads that were aggressively pursued would then represent those leads 

.ich represented new and promising information. 

The difficulties of the interpretation of these data suggest that 

! significance ~f national lead generation cannot be judged by intro

!ction. It is uncontroversial that national leads are themselves re-

)nsible for only a small proportion of a dealer's sales. The direct 
I 

Idence on ttle usefulness of the leads supports this conclusion. More 

Jortantly. the Dahlberg testimony indicates that the drop in wholesale 

strument prices accompanying the consent orders was only about $10. or 

Jghly a lO~ decline. Compared to the dealer margin of several hundred 

Ilars -- a margin which apparently covered primarily selling expenses 

. it is clear that lead generation did not contribute much to dealer sales. 

The real question, though, is whether the "pump-priming" effect of 

tional lead generation is central to the operation of the lead-generatioll 

Iring aid dealer n.etwork. Much as the water used for priming a pump is 

ivial in comparison to the volume of water that is then attainable. 

e informational content of the leads provided by manufacturers to dealers 

y be quite small in comparison to the followup information generated 

dealers. Obviously, the question is not whether lead generation yields 

rectly an important portion of a dealer's sales. but rather whether the 

tional leads are a necessary input to initiate the dealer search process. 

These considerations suggest that. only direct sales estimates will 

rve to test the lead generation argument. The fol~owing material 

scribes the available data and sketches some of the problems associated 

th its use. This material. is in the form of an outline of the empirical 
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work to be done, rather than a careful statement of how the appropriate 

controls might be implemented. Most of the testing should be expected 

to be quite sensitive to the choice of time period, as other influences, 

such as the FDAls rule making, may have altered the success of various 

segments of the industry. These sorts of problems are not emphasized 

in this analysis. simply because the tests are apt to be governed by the 

data which actually became available. Once the data are obtained, appro

priate caveats will need to be entered concerning these outside influences. 

Data Sources and r-1ethods 

1. Industry sales figures 

Industry quantity and value sales figures are important for this 

analysis for several reasons. It is important to be able to infer 

whether the reduced .efficiency of lead generation activities has led 

to a decline in overall industry sales. In addition, since most of 

the individual company sales figures available appear to be expressed 

in terms of shares, some benchmark will be required. 

Industry quantity figures are available from two c)osely related 

sources. Members of HAIC, the Hearing Aid Industry Conference (since 

1977 known as HIA, Hearing Industries Association) submitted to Price 

Waterhouse & Co., the HAICls accounting firm, records of their unit 

sales for purposes of dues assessment. Price Waterhouse did not under

take a review of the records based on company docume~ts and assumes no 

responsibility for their accuracy. Nevertheless, the member sales es

timates are apt to be far superior to nonmember estimates. Table 1 

contains a list of HIA members as of June 30, 1977 with a notation 
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igarding several significant changes in membership. The most noteworthy 

'lange was the departure of Oticon if) 1976. Oticon is a leading importer 

~ aids. Also notable is the absence of Sonotone from the membership 

,st. The remaining respondents are members. 

During the early 1970's the HAle sales estimates are likely to 

've been reasonably accurate. Nonmember sales were estimated based on 

'nfidentia1 reports to HAle from a leading component.manufacturer able 

infer units produced from its component sales. In approximately 1975. 

e information that component manufacturer was providing data on non

mber operations was leaked to nonmember firms. resulting in an irritated 

mponent manufacturer and the need for a new source of data. HAle 
\ 

termined to rely on estimates provided by its own members. a most 

satisfactory technique as indicated in Table 2. Examples of confusion 

these estimates include disagreement on whether Adcomo1d ' s instruments 

re imported. of domestic manufacture. or both; disagrement as to whether 

not Amp1evox was out of business; and disagreement as to whether Audium 

nufactured instruments. An especially serious problem in the HAle 

timates is the status change of Oticon in 1976. Given that Oticon was 

timated to have sold between 12.500 and 55.000 instruments in the U.S. 

only the first six months of 1976. the loss of Oticon's figures could 

si1y have accounted for the drop in industry sales reported by HAle.' 

Dissatisfaction with HIA/HAle figures led the Hearing Aid Journal 

construct its nwn estimates beginning in 1974. The ~ figures are 

ported in the November issues. They appear to exceed the comparab1 e 

Ie figures by a significant margin. It is difficult to evaluate these 
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figures. though they appear somewhat more plausible than those of HAlC. 

Mr. Milton Bo1stein. editor of the Hearing Aid Journal, has proven to 

be very cooperative and well informed. and has promised to provide further 

infonnation. 

r·'ore recently. HIA has agreed to provide nonmember firms with por

tions of its statistical output in return for their sales figures sub

mitted confidentially. Apparently this initiative has been a success. 

Attempts will be made to date the change in procedure in order to assess 

the accuracy of the data. 

Value of product shipment figures from Bureau of the Census sources 

will allow a rough check on the accuracy at least of broad movements 

in the HAIC/HIA data. Sales figures are available from the Census of 

manufactures for census years and from the Annual Survey of Manufactures 

for intervening years.l 

2. Foreign Trade 

Data on imports (quantity and value) are available from Departme' 

of Co~erce data. While Schedule A breakdowns seem to lump togethe 

aids and parts. TSUSA classified data include separate figures fo" 

instruments. The following caveats apply. according to HIA: 

Implicit prices computed from data reported by 
Customs may appear low for a number of reasons. 
These figures do not include a 6~ tariff and they 
are only at wholesale cost or at nearly manufac
turing level. The actual retail cost may include 
a 100% mark-up. In addition. 

1The 1972 Census of Manufactures reports a quantity figure as well with 
an intriguing footnote indicating that the datum is from unpublished 
material collected in conjunction with the ASM. Correspondence with 
the Bureau indicates that the material ceased to be collected in 1975. 
It may however. provide at least limited guidance as to the accuracy of 

. the HAIC fi gure. 
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1) Hearing aid units are included under this 
classification if they are assembled or unassembled, 
are complete or incomplete.. No figures are available 
fo' the amount in each sub-classification. Future 
classification in this fashion could be accomplished 
by an administrative order; and 

2) Th~ basis for determining the actual dollar 
value is the actual cost to the manufacturer upon 
arrival. 

An interesting loophole, that may lead to a lower 
unit price, is Provision 807. Under this provision, 
parts may be manufactured in the United States and 

. exported for assembly to another country. Upon 
re-entry to the United States only the added value 
(i.e., labor cost) is declared to tbe customs agent. 
Therefore, some hearing aids, upon importation to 
the United States, are only declared at a fraction 
of their value. A lower unit cost is the end result 
of this process. 

,)ort data would be very useful to obtain. Unfortunately, quantity data 

not appear to be available from Department of Commerce publications. 

would be very enlightening to find that export-import price relatives 

led differently from domestic-import relatives. If lead generation 

~enditures declined, export-domestic relatives should have risen. 

Prices 

Ideally, price data from Dahlberg, Beltone, Maico, Sonotone, Radioear, 

irkley, Zenetron. Siemons, and OUcon would be solicited. Perhaps some 

this data might be on file with COWPS. Complete lists would be de~ir

Ie, both to allow within-type comparisons across companies and over-

ne comparisons within companies. The Beltone record suggests that 

11berg cut prices immediately on completing the consent ordernego

ltions. Some data to back this assertion would be exceedingly useful. 
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Implicit prices for domestic producers and imports can be constructed 

from the available quantity and value data. The primary purpose of 

obtaining these data would be to check whether the apparent sales de

cline suffered after the orders were issued was due to an increased 

import price advantage. Evidence for the hypotheses we have advanced 

concerning FTC impacts on lead generation would be provided by an in

crease in the relative price of imported aids observed in spite of an 

increase in their market share. 

One final note on prices. Sears markets Dahlberg aids, ~bntgomery 

Ward markets aids from ReI. These prices are to be investigated for 

availability and divergent movement post-1975. 

4. Individual firm sales experience 

Data on individual firm.sales obviously would be of great importance 

to a clear resolution to the issues involved. Beltone could be taken 

as a control (in a very rough sense) 'against which Sonotone, Radioear. 

and Dahlberg would be measured. Maico is somewhat more difficult given 

the evidence suggesting that Maico II'Dved aggressively into the professional 

referrals market. The market share data are clearly part of the Beltone 

record, but have been. afforded !! camera treatment. Some of this material 

may appear in the AlJ's findings. Since in camera treatment 'expires on 

the date of the Commission's decision (see Attachment A) it may be possible 

to proceed further at that point. 

If these data do not become part of the Bel tone publ ic record at 

.some point, it would probably no~ be worth substantial efforts to obtain 

the figures via subpoena or negotiations with the impacted companies. 
, 
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rhere are two reasons for this conclusion. First. since only Beltone 

-emains as a rather tenuous control. formal statistical inference will 

~e impossible no matter how extensive the data obtained. Second. it 

.ppears that it will be possible to derive sufficient information from 

;rade association and publ ished data to permit reasonable conclusions 

~o be reached. The role of the firm data then becomes one of increasing 

Ine's confidence in the inferences drawn. rather than serving as a nec

~ssary link in any such inferences. The secondary nature of this role 
I . 

. rgues against expending a substantial amount of energy and ~ney on 

. he task of coercing the companies involved to part with their data. 

ioreover. the data presumably would remain unavailable for any publishable 

ersions of the final report. In particular. it is difficult to imagine 

ow one could refer to Beltone data without revealing Beltone's identity. 
I 

The tone of this section has perhaps been overly pessimistic in 

omparison to the potential fo.r obtaining data from the Beltone record. 

he data most useful for this analysis include company data from Dahlberg 

'nd '·taico that are in the Beltone record. and which are presumably avail
I 

ble if disguised. In particular. the Beltone ALJ. Judge Brown. noted 

n regard to Dahlberg data that " ••• the Commission may use these statistics 

n the tabulation of certain market data. II2 It should be possible to· 

lnstruct overall measures of c.o. company performance without revealing 

~dividual company data. 

This sort of information is important not only in regard to the 

1vestigation of the effects of the earlier consent orders. but also 

)ahlberg tr at 18614. 
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witn respect to the ongoing Beltone case. In that connection, the findings 

of fact of the ALJ do not appear to provide much guidance, and, indeed 

do not appear to accord with the Beltone record. The problem is posed 

by Judge Brown's findings that market shares of the companies which 

signed consent orders have not declined appreciably and that their sales 

fell by about 5~, much 1 ess than the decl ine suffered by Bel tone. Com

pare this with the experience of these companies: Sonotone was sold by 

Gould, ceased producing hearing aids, and now has been reorganized as a 

marketer of imports. Radioear also ran into considerable difficulties 

and was sold by its parent to a company formed to market aids through 

the old Radioear dealer network. Dahlberg testified that sales fell 

markedly as a result of the abandonment of its lead program (Dahlberg 

tr at 18702). After the consent order, Dahlberg doubled the number of 

its dealers, but the new dealers were "cas.ual dealers" sell ing 'Imaybe 

one to two hearing aids a year,l (Dahlberg tr. at 18610). Sales per 

(existing) Dahlberg dealer declined "substantially.·" Dahlberg's sales 

held up because of an aggressive move to professional referrals. Dahlberg 

sales and profits apparently collapsed soon after the orders, and have 

recovered slowly {tr p. 1872 ff.l. The evidence is even sketchier for 

Maico, but, again, the fact that the company was sold may indicate that 

it encountered substantial difficulties in the post c.o. argument. 

Another problem posed by the judge's findings is the seeming incon

sistency with the market share data in the record. Beltone's share fell 

from 22 to l5~ of the market during the seventies. Starkey rose from 

nowhere to probably number 2. The other leaders are probably imports, 
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, that Halco and Dahlberg have almost certainly been displaced from their 
1 . 

'tsitions as leading finns. Perhaps, the shares are of dc:rtestic sales, 
1 

I inappropriate measure from the point of view of this analysis. In 
I 

Iy case, it is clear that further work is needed in order to derive 

Iternally consistent share estimates. 

The universe of hearing-impaired persons 

In order to assess the BCP arguments dealing with the usefulness 

, a case-finding distribution system (as opposed to a professional 

ferral system), industry sales need to be normalized with reference 

growth in the hearing impaired population. To do so, it will be 

cessary to construct a time series on the number of Americans with 

,aring problems for the 1970-1978 interva 1. The procedure for con

ructing this series is still under exploration. The simplest approach 

uld be to obtain estimates of .the fraction of various components of 

e population beset by hearing problems and then to project those frac

ons over the period using CPS population data. The two sources of 

aring problem incidence data are: 

(1) National Center for Health Statistics, Health Resources 

Administration, results of 1971 survey of the hearing impaired; 

(2) Data presented as part of U.S. Senate hearings into problems 

of the hearing impaired (1973). 

ta on hearing problems among the institutionalized population will 

ed to be inferred from V.A. experience. 
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6. Prof;ts 

. No attempt will be made to derive inferences from hearing aid firm 

profit data. There are two ~easons for this decision. First, it is 

likely that reasonable profits data are unl ikely to be available and that 

for several ·of the owner-manager firms, e.g., Beltone and Dahlberg. 

owner withdrawals will be larger in order to permit avoidance of cor

porate income taxes on a substantial portion of corporate profits. 

Second, and more important, the profit data will be biased sharply by 

the mere existence of leads themselves. It was argued above at length 

that lead generation expenditures are properly regarded as capital 

investments yielding multiyear return streams. This implies that sales 

expenditures of hearing aid manufacturers, especially those for adver

tising, ought properly to be depreciated rather than expensed. If the 

company is 1n a steady state, so that its current expenses for advertising 

equal the appropriate charge for depreciation, the numerator of the 

profit rate expressed as a rate of return on assets is unbiased. The 

denominator is understated because of the omission of intangible capital 

from the firm's assets. In the case of an industry as promotional as 

bearing aids, the degree of understatement is likely to be· substantial. 

Though this source of bias is familiar from the debates over advertising 

generally, no one familiar with those debates is likely to be prepared 

to compute the corrections necessary in hearing aids. 

7. Advertising 

Advertising data would obviously be useful, but it appears that 

those data will have to be gleaned from the Beltone record, if that 
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record becomes public. Beltone advertising is recorded in the 1972 

edition National Advertising Investments, a publication of Leading 
i 

National Advertisers, Inc., but except for Maico (Textron) the c.o. 

Fompanies are not included in the list and Maico figures are not credible. 

a. Large buyers 

The role of large buyers -- V.A., Sears, Marcor, etc., -- has not 

3een emphasized in the analysis of the hearing aids market. This omis

sion stems from the exp~ctation that, with the exception of the V.A., 

data will not be available. Sears and ~1arcor each appear to have pur

~hased their aids from Dahlberg. Given the low likelihood of obtaining 

individual company data combined with the long term Dahlberg connection. 

It does not seem useful to pursue analysis in this potentially interesting 

I. Other data . 

Data from HIA/HAIC indicate hearing aid sales by state. These 

lata will be combined with Hearing Aid Journal figures on the extent 
I " 

lnd stringency of state licensure requirements of hearing aid dealer 

i.o see if there exists a relation between licensure and sales. Pre

"iminary investigations along these lines have not been promising. 

One remaining information source is classified advertising of hearing 

.id dealerships. Ads for 1979 have been inve~tigated which give a Beltone 

iealership price of $20,000-$25,000, similar to the price of a multiline 

;ealership. Beltone dealerships should have declined in price relative 

:0 other dealerships beginning in 1977. Dahlberg dealerships may have 
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appreciated slightly at the time of the consent order, though the likely 

effect is unclear and will be worked out only if sufficient data appear 

to be available. 

* '* * * 
Once. these various data have been amassed, the empirical work should 

be straightforward. The analysis in the accompanying report predicts 

that the removal of vertical restrictions imposed by the hearing aid 

manufacturers should have placed the case-finding dealers at a competitive 

disadvantage. Their prices should have fallen reflecting the decline in 

their advertising expenditures and the concomitant reduction in "sezvices" 

(leads) provided to dealers. Their sales should have declined both through 

losses to professional referral manufacturers and through foregone customers 

not reached by any hearing professionals. The decline i{lsales should 

occur after the price decline, though the data may not permit this inference. 

Import shares should increase despite an increase in the relative price 

of imports, but the overall increase in import sales should fall short 

of compensating for the domestic sales slackening. Companies like Starkey 

and perhaps Maico should grow relative to Beltone while Dahlberg, Radioear. 

and Sonotone should fade, both absolutely and in comparison to Beltone. 

Finally, were data available for the post-1977 FDA rule experience, 

Beltone's position should worsen and its experience should approach 

that of Sonotone, Dahlberg, and Radioear. 
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TABLE 1 
I 

'I' MEMBERSHIP IN HIA. June 30, 1977 
! 

ludiotone 
ludivox, Inc. 
:eltone Electronics Corporation 
lahlberg Electroni cs, Inc. 
lana vox , Inc. 

Qualitone 
Radioear Corporation 
RCI, Inc. 
Shalako Group 
Siemens Corporation 

:lectone, Inc. 
ehr Instrument Corp. 
~gnatone Hearing Aid Corp. 
laico Hearing Instruments 
,GO Corporati on 

Starkey Laboratories, Inc. 
Telex Communications Division 
Unitron Industries, Inc. . 

orth American Philips 
Company, Inc. 

Vanco Industries, Inc. 
Widex/Hal Hen Comapny 

ource: Price Wa~erhouse memo to HIA dated September 29, 1977. 

he companies listed are those members of HIA who reported sales to 

rice Waterhouse.r Given the nature of the dues assessment process, 

t is taken to beccmplete. 

hanges in HIA/HAIC membership (incomplete) 

dditions Effective Deletions Effective 

lectone, Inc. 1975 (second half) Vicon 1975 (second half) 

oldentone, Inc. 1 1976 (first half) Oticon 1976 (first half) 

Goldentone appears neither as a 1977 member nor in the nonmember 

sales estimates of HIA. 
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Other Regulation. The industry has been subject to a great deal of govern

ment intervention beyond that contained in the Bureau of Competition consent 

orders. The Bureau of Consumer Protection has prepared a lengthy staff 

report on the industry and has proposed a t.r.r. The FDA. after consider

able study. has issued rules governing the devices themselves, ~ich 

could have impacted competition through their relative effects on U.S. 

versus foreign and large versus small manufacturers. Finally. at the same 

time one might have expected quality of dealer performance to deteriorate 

as a result of FTC actions, state moves toward licensure may possibly 

operate in the opposite direction. 

For purposes of the empirical analysis, the BCP and HEW investigations 

will be ignored. While industry sources attribute a portion of the 1976-1977 

sales decline to bad publicity generated by these proceedings. there is 

little evidence to support this inference. In particular. the industry 

received as much or more bad publicity during the early 1970's as a result 

of Senate hearings conducted under the auspices of Senator Charles Percy. 

There does not appear to have been a corresponding sales decline consequence 

to those hearings. 

The most important regulation imposed on the industry during the 1970's 

was almost certainly the medical examination requirement promulgated by 

the FDA in 1977. Indeed. it is ~ikely to have been significant enough to 

require that the samples be terminated in 1976. Should more recent data 

be employed. it will be imperative to check for discontinuities in the 

various series occurring in 1977. The post-FDA rule experience can be useful 
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in testing the property rights explanation (cf. "The Hearing Health Care 

Delivery System" above) but will certainly involve a serious confusion 

Df C.D. and FDA effects. 
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TABLE 2 

STATISTICS UNDERLYING HIA ESTIMATES OF NONMEMBER SALES 
SIX ro1OrrrH PERIO.o ENDING JUNE 30, 1976 

NUiiiber Average Range Standard 
of of of Deviation 

,mpany Country Respondents Estimates Estimates (6+ responses) 

bco Electronics Co., Ill. 
oyaltone) U.S. 2 250 200-300 
ccmold, Colo. U.S. 9 411 100-900 257 
plivox England 5 340 100-600 
alog (Computer), Minn. U.S. 7 429 200-1.000 262 

dium Holland 5 220 100-300 
rex, Ill. U.S. 7 350 100-1.000 292 

rna phone Switz. 4 213 100-300 
rtiton Japan 2 225 200-250 
delity-Interton Gennany 11 5.355 9,00-8.000 3,630 

delity-Viennatone Austria 
es Spain 4 600 100-1.500 

) t. Electronics, Calif. U.S. 9 4,583 1.000-12.000 3,625 

'nke Gennany 2 350 200-500 

:gnatone, Fla. U.S. 8 938 200-3,000 825 

croson Spain 1 1,500 1,500 

Intaphon Switz. 2 800 100-1.500 

likron Switz. 7 1.371 600-2,000 620 
, 
:arion, N. Y • U.S. 3 1,700 100-3,000 ! 
,icon. N.J. U.S. 9 27,167 12.500-55,000 12,640 

!ivox Spain 1 1,500 1,500 

Ion Japan 4 613 250-1.500 
i ,notone. N. Y. U.S. 8 3,813 2,000-9,000 2,135 

iundfinder. N.Y. ,U.S. 1 500 500 

1levox, Cal if. U.S: 2 200 200 

!xas Hearing. Texas U.S. 5 1,040 200-3,000 

'utone, Texas U.S. 1 100 100 

tima, Fla.· U.S. 4 575 300-1.000 

mco. Fla. U.S. 8 1,900 1,000-4,000 939 

icon. Colo. U.S. 9 5,067 3,000-11,000 2.259 

)urce: Worksheets provided'by HIA. 
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5. Comparisons of the Property Rights Theory With Other Efficiency 
Explanations for Vertical Restraints on Hearing Aid Dealers 

Attempts to explain vertical restraints as efficiency enhancing 

devices seem generally to have concentrated on promotional activities 

of dealers. Following Telser (1960). JOOst investigators have concentrated ,~) 

on uncovering "specia1 services" provided by retailers designed to promote 

the product -in~ question. For example, a dealer sell ing personal computers 

might be expected to provide customers with some introduction to the 

capabilities and applications of the equipment. If the equipment were 

sold widely, some dealers might be tempted to Ilfree ride" on the services 

provided by rivals. reducing prices and attracting customers who have 

decided which machine to purchase based on information obtained from a 

full service finn. This free-riding leads'. of course. to underprovision 

of these special services. and thereby to inadequate proJOOtion of the 

products in question. The difference between the special services argument 

and the property rights to leads is simply whose rights are being protected. 

The special services argument treats vertical restraints such as territorial 

restrictions as devices to define and protect dealer rights. while the 

leads analysis treats the restraints as designed to protect manufacturer 

rights. The two approaches are in no way inconsistent. and indeed, the 

restraints observed may be governed by elements of each. Nevertheless. 

when the vertical restraints are taken as a package. the manufacturer . 

rights appear to provide a better explanation for the contractual con

ditions settled on than does the special services argument. 

The principal obstacle faced by the special services argument is 

provided by the manufacturerls insistence on exclusive dealing. As has 

already been indicated. lead generation requires exclusive dealing. In 
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contrast, were the goal only to protect dealer rights, exclusive dealing 

would not be necessary. To see this, consider the fQllowing arguments: 

A multi-line dealer isn't likely to spend time 
and money promoting one of his brands if the only 
effect is to take an equivalent amount of business 
away from another of his brands (on which he obtains 
an equivalent mark-up or other return). Yet the 
manufacturer of the first brand would prefer the 
dealer to do so, if everything else was equal. Thus, 
one important rationale for exclusive dealing seems 
to be its ability to remove conflicting or competing 
incentives from a dealer's promotional decisions. 

This argument seems plausible, but fails because it does not explain 

why the dealer and the manufacturer interests diverge. In a market 

with little brand recognition, a dealer would not choose to carry a 

second product line unless that second line proved complementary to 

the first. If the second line proved to be complementary, a manufacturer 

could only force the dealer to forego that line by offering a higher 

markup on his own line -- clearly a counterproductive move.3 Indeed, 

the thrust of the special' services argument generally is that manu

facturers attempt to protect a dealer's rights to profit from the 

. dealer's own promotion in order to ensure an efficient provision of 

that promotion. This exclusive dealing argument is quite the opposite. 

It says that manufacturers would wish to enforce upon their dealers a 

second-best solution •. There is no solid reason why they would wish 

to do so. Some restraints may be designed to protect dealers, but pro-. 

tection of manufacturer rights must be an important part of the explanation 

for the pattern of restraints observed. 

3The argument is similar to the anti competitive argument and fails for 
the sa~ reasons. As in the case of those restraints, comparisons can 
be made to the insurance market. Companies which advertise heavily 
and so have well identified trade names protect their rights to those 
brands by requiring their agents to be single-lin~. When brand ide~
tification, i.e., supplier rights. are not at issue, exclusive deallng 
is not required. 
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. This proposal deals with an extensi'on of the economic analysis of the hearing 

!s industry reported in the final report of Federal Trade Commission Contract 

,05. The goal of the work outlined below is to develop a publishable paper 

ed on the theory already developed combined with empirical analysis as per

',ted by the available data. I thus propose to link the theory developed 

the Task 3 report with the empirical analysis contemplated in the Task 4 

lort. The work to be.done on the theory section consists generally of the 

!paration of a more concise presentation, but will be supplemented by increased 

:ention to the effect of changing the standard under which antitrust actions 

linst hearing instrument manufacturers are to be judged. In particular, the 

,Isumer welfare standard supported by Bork and others as a justification for 

/9in9 antitrust on economic efficiency grounds does not fully support an 

,~iciency test in the hearing aids market. This disparity arises in con-

luence of the significant amount of fraud which is alleged to occur in the 

~ring aids market. Clearly, the efficient exploitation of guillible or 

)rly informed elderly persons is inconsistent with consumer welfare maximiza

In. The modifications of the theory that are contemplated should not prove to 

substantial, however, so that the bulk of the effort will be concentrated on 

leloping the empirical analysis. Accordingly, the remainder of this proposal 

devoted to consideration of the empirical issues of the Task 4 report in 

~ht of my current understanding of data availability. 

Empirical Analysis of the Hearing Aids Market: The Company Focus 

Federal Trade Commission Contract L060S required that I analyze the effects 

FTC-negotiated consent orders against Sonotone Corporation, Radioear 

rporation, Dahlberg Electronics, and Maico Hearing Instruments. These orders 
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forced eaCh of the companies to abandon a broad range of vertical restraints' ~ 

. on their dealers. practices which ranged from control over warranties and spare 

parts to exclusive dealing and exclusive territories. Upon reviewing the com

plianceinformation obtained by the FTC for these orders. it became clear that 

something very dramatie. and. indeed. catastrophic had occurred in the hearing 

aids market. Sonotene Corporation had been a significant domestic manufacturer 

of hearing instruments; in the wake of its consent order it virtually disappeared. 

reemerging as a marketer of imported aids without any manufacturing interest of 

its own. Radioear was also rescued at the last moment when it was sold to a 

consortium of its dealers. It appears that these firms have continued to exist 

in name only. 

The remaining two firms had a different experience. Maico apparently suf-

fered a very substantial sales decline. This decline resulted from a dramatic ~, 

change in marketing strategy: the company simply gave up on sales through its 

dealer network and switched to professional referrals. Like Radioear and 

Sonotone. Maico was sold. and the company now operates in a very different 

fashion than did its predecessor. The most curious experience of the four 

companies was that of Dahlberg Electronics. Like r"aico. it switched aggressi"vely 

into the professional referrals market. but unlike Haieo. it retained. and 

indeed expanded its dealer network. As a result. Dahlberg's sales apparently 

held up reasonably well. though its profits may have suffered. Dahlberg's 

sales experience is therefore a mixture of the inhibiting effect. if any. of 

the FTC's consent order (and other factors) with the stimulation effect of its 

efforts in the professional referrals market. Clearly. for our purposes, the 

'eit:va .... ;)ales are those made by Dahlberg to hearing aids dealers. These have 

apparently declined substantially. 
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Between the preparation of my Task 3 and 4 reports an~ this proposal. some 

ditional information on sales appeared in highly processed form as part of the 

ltone litigation. This information is interesting. but far from conclusive. 

pecially given the censored form in which it appeared. It appears that 

ltone. the leading exponent of vertical restraints in hearing aid distribution. 

perienced sales declines comparable to those of its rivals. Another important 

rm. Zenith. also found its sales in decline and, following the example of 

ico, Sonotone, and Radioear, was sold. It is clear that sales difficulties 

re not limited to the firm's whose distribution systems were restructured by 

e consent orders. 

The problem with all of these figures is one of an appropriate standard 

r comparison against which the sales experienc~ of these companies can be 

lasured. The industry was buffetted at this time not only by the consent 

'ders, but also by the negati~e publicity generated by an FTC BCP study and 

'oposed trade regulation rule and by an FDA proceeding which finally resulted 

a physician waiver rule. Each of these factors should have had an adverse 

Ipact on the hearing aids market. While it appears that the rapid growth 

; hearing aid sales ended in 1973, roughly coincidentwith the FTC action. 

iis'sales slowdown maY'well have been due to factors totally separate from the 

',nsent orders. 

How good are non-consent-order firms likely to be as standards for compari

In? Beltone seems to be the best candidate, and the evidence of its poor 

~rformance certainly calls into question some of the task 3 report's predictions. 

; should be recalled, however. that Be1tone has been under FTC attack for pur

ling the same set of practices enjoined by the consent orders. Its defense is 

Ised on a claim that Beltone abandoned the enjoined practices some time ago, 

It would like to readopt them in the future. Beltone's claim is less than 
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totally credible, but to the extent that Beltone reduced dealer terminations or ~l 

jtherwise scaled back efforts to po~ice exclusive dealing, its worth as a test 

;tandard is diminished. 1 

The considerations are rendered_moot by the black veil of secrecy that 

!nvelopes the Beltone litigation. Without access to the Beltone record, it is 

10t possible to imagine a successful empirical analysis of the hearing aids 

industry using the company as a unit of analysis. As a result. the rest of this 

~roposal deals with the data analysis which is feasible. analysis of industry 

trends. 

2. Empirical Analysis of the Hearing Aids Market: The Industry Focus 

I propose to collect price data by computing deflators. Data on value of 

.~-

products shipped are available from the Annual Surveys of Manufactures and from ~ 

the manufacturing censuses. Collection of these data apparently ceased after 

1977. Impl i ci t pri ces come from di vi ding these data by shipments fi gures. 

There are three related sources of such figures, two of which are referred to 

in my Task 4 report. The third is part of the Beltone Record (see Docket No. 

B928, Answer to Respondent's Motion to Supplement the Record). The resulting 

prices are expected to indicate a price decline for domestic aids resulting 

from the severing of the tie-in between leads and instruments. 

Once these prices have been interpreted, they can also be used to see if 

increasing price competitiveness of foreign aids accounted for the success 

of these products--success which occurred even in the slumping post con-

l,It is worth noting that the sales figures which are available provide less 
than overwhelming support for the argument that hearing aids vertical restraints 
served as an effective anticompetitive device. Imports managed to increase 
their share of the U.S. market both before and after the consent orders. Im
ported aids are marketed through audiologists rather than hearing aids dealers. 
Is one to interpret the attachment of hearing aids manufacturers as akin to 
increasing the strength of a Maginot line of entry barriers even as imports 
were outflanking their position? 
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; order market. Since hearing aid brand names do not appear to have wide 

:omer recognition, there is little reason to expect that the effect of "other 

';ors "--the BCP and FDA actions--shoul d have affected 1mports less than sales of 

~stic firms. 2 Hence, if the foreign/domestic price relative did not decline 

:edly as during the mid 1970's, the results of the analysis will suggest 

~ U.S. marketing was less competitive than before. 

'The central focus' of the data section will be on the analysis of industry-

~ data such as these. They are available and are not difficult to interpret, 
I 

~gh a limited number of observations means that the results will have to be 

~rpreted impressionistically rather than statistically. Nevertheless there 

ns to be an opportunity to go well beyond the typical vertical restraints 

lysis, here one eschews data entirely to concentrate of theorizing. 

,Auxilliary Tests 

IA number of auxllliary tests are proposed in the Task 4 report including 

ie involving advertising and larger buyers. One additional test that could 

)f great interest concerns the numoer of hearing aids dealers. While this 
I 

ler is difficult to come by nationally, several states have had licensing 

rds in place since the early 1970's. For those states, it should be possible 

trace the number of dealers before and after the consent orders. If verti cal 

~raints had an anticompetitve effect, removing them should have increased 

ess to dealers while lowering manufacturer prices, thereby making the dealer 

is needs to be qualified, because the FDA and BCP investigations may have 
reased consumer demand for certification and shifted sales from dealers to . 
iologists and otolaryngologists. The consent order firms approached the . 
fessional referrals market only after the consent orders suggesting strongly 
t the relative attractiveness of the two channels was directly affected by 
orders. 
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" an attractive distribution outlet. My analysis predicts the reverse. Hence 

it may be possible to discriminate" between the two for at least some states. 

If data from several states were available. the set of aux11~ tests 
\ . . 

would be correspondingly enhanced. "The largest decl ine in the dealer network 

should have occurred for customers Who were relatively inaccessible 

through dealer sponsored advertising or other direct dealer approac~s. ~s 

may characterize potential hearing aid customers in rural areas or states with 

low population density. This is consistent with the little we know about the 

location of Beltone and other single line dealers. 

5. Summary 

This proposal is intended as a supplement to the Task 3 and 4 reports 

already available to the FTC. I now believe that the industry focus is adequate 

to provide some support for"the theories advanced previously. Clearly, it is 

not ideal. but neither is the company level alternative. The industry level 

approach has the advantage of being eminently feasible and. when combined" with 

the auxil1a:ry tests, has the potential to enhance conSiderably our understanding 

of vertical restraints in the hearing aids market. It also permits the analYSis 

to be divorced entirely from the Beltone litigation. The results obtained would 

apply solely to the consent order cases. 
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VERTICAL m:sn.uNTS loN INDUSTRIAL GASES 

Gerald Brock 
August 2~. ~980 

Final Report prepared tor the Federal Trade Commission Bureau 
ot Competition in tult.111ment ot Task 3 ot Contract Lo6ol 

lmma1"1 of Report 

Prior to the late ~960 IS. the most protitable segment ot the 
I . 
ldustrial las business vas the production and distribution ot the las 
! 
). ~arle direct customers. Smaller customers were ~ert to independent 

:lstributors who purchased las in bulk from the manutacturers and resold 

t in weldinl supply stores. liev entrants and changing technology during 

1e ~96o'S produced a situation ot increased competition and excess 

lpply at the gas manutacturing level. The result ot the increased 

,:=petition was a reduction in the protitability ot direct sales to 

J.rse customers and an increase in the protitability ot sales to small. 

~tomers who were less able to seek competitive bids for their gas 

eeds. In the existing envircmment of independent distributors, the 

at result vas a decrease in the profitability of gas manufacture~s and 

n increase in the profitability of independent distributors. The 

vo ~argest manutacturers, the Linde Dividon ot Union C~b1de and 

irco, responded to the increased manutacturer.level competition by 

mposing restrictive contracts (requiring the purchase of a package ot 

11 industrial gases and welding equipment as a condition to purchasing 

nything) with their distributors and beginning vertical integration into 
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the distribution stage. The vertical restraints allowed the manufacturers 

to reap the advantages of being a tul.l line producer and having customers 

and distributors dependent Upon branded velding equip!lent. The vertical 

restraints transterred protits 1'2'cm the distributors t.o t.he manur·acturers, 

1ncre~ed consumer prices. and reduced distribution tlexibility. The 

removal ot the vertical restraints as a result of the FI'C action vill 

increase distributor profitability. decrease manufacturer profit.ability. 

reduce prices, and increase distribution tlexibility but the effects 

will t.ake several years t.o develop completely. 

Production and Use of Industrial Gases 

In order t.o Understand t.he use ot vertical re£traints in industrial 

8as, tnovledse ot t.he production t.echnology and ·demand conditions is 

useful. Oxygen, nit.rogen, and argon are derived 1'2'om t.he liquefaction 

ot air (78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen. and 1% argon). The production process 

consist.s of cooling air t.o t.he point ot liquefaction. t.hen raising t.he 

t.emperature slightly t.o boil off the three gases separately. The 

different boiling points (-320 F. tor nit.rogen. -303 tor argon. - 297 

tor oxygen) allow t.he recovery of the individual gases. Arter separation. 

t.he gases are either moved t.o t.he tinal user in gaseous torm through a 

pipeline or cooled t.o liquid torm again tor storage and delivery. '!'be 

process is technicll.ly ccmplex because ot t.he extremely low temperatures 

required. but is a vell underst.oo.d and long established production 

process. Plants are highly automated and operate vith very tew personnel. 

The only significant purcbased input tor t.be production stage is electric·· 

power. 

Acetylene is used as a welding tuel gas and as a chemical teedstock. 

It has been a dominant velding tuel since t.he invention of the oxy-
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.~¢_et7lene torch in 1901 because o~ its 60000 name, the bottest o~ 
~". 

Il.l names in commercial. use. Welding acet7lene accounts for 21% 
I 

?f the total. acetylene market. In 1971&, velcU.ng acet~lene vas produced 

in 275 smal.l calcium carbide plants.. Calcium carbide is brought 

lnto contact rith vater resulting in a chemical. reaction in vhich 

'Lcet71ene gas 1& released. The gas is then purified. compressed, and 

I1ssolved in acetone in special. cylinders. Acet71ene cylinders are 
, 

?~ different desigo tban other compressed gas cylinders because pure 

1 
:ompressed acet7lene is subject to violent explosions. The other 

f9% of the total acet71ene market in 1971& vas ~or use as a chemical 

reedstock, primari17 tor the production of vin71 chloride and acrylates. 

jost chemical teedstock acet7lene is produced in nine large plants b7 
2 

~he thermal cracking o~ hy'drocarbons. Although fuel gas acet;ylene and 

:hemical teedstock acet;ylene _are chemicall.7 identical, the markets 

are sharp17 differentiated on both the supply and demand sides. The 

'acetylene market" tor purposes of the FTC vertical restraints action 

refers on~ to the 21% ot the total acet71ene market used as a ruel gas. 
I 

Jlelium 1s present ()I1ly in minute quantities in the atmosphere 

{5.3 ppm). It is consequently possible but. general~ uneconcmical. 

'~o recover belium along ritb the air liquefaction processes used tor 

~gen. nitrogen, and argon. The standard source ot helium is trom 

utural. gas deposits. Helium is otten purchased and resoid 'b;y the 

lndustrial gas companies rather than being produced direct~ 'b;y them, 

rhe primary velding related use of helium is as an inert protective 

atmosphere to allov high quality velds vithout contamination fram 

atmospheric gases. 
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B;yc!rogen 111 used as a low heat velcl1ng ruel (110000 name vith 

oxysen) tor alum1llum, magnesium, and lead processes and tor the azmeal1ng 

and heat treatms ot metal products. It 1& commonly produced from the 

electrolysis ot vater, the electrolysis of sodium chloride, or the 

decompositiOD ot hydrocarboDS. 

Of the six mdustdal sases, mc;ysen, nitrosen, and acetylene are 

by tar the dominant ones, vith hydrogen, helium, and argon sold ilUDUCh 

smaller quantities by the same distributors. Thus Bisn1ticant competitive 

issues can senerally be confined to oxysen, nitrosen, and acetylene. 

The dominant use tor oxygen is the basic oxygen process of steel 

productiOD._ III 1.977, steel companies accounted tor over half of the 

total oxygeD demanded. 3 A ncond industr;y vhich uses larse qwmtities 

of OX)"SeD is chemical· plants. The third major use ot OX)"SeD (and the 

ODe most relevant to the I'lC' s vertical restraints case) is to speed the 

combustioll and raise the temperature of sas torch tlames. Ox;rSeD 1& 

used ill cODjunction vith acetylene and other ruel sases ill velding, 

cuttins, and treatms of metals by sas tlames. IIlcl1vidual use quantities 

l'anse from ver;y substantial ill hiBb volume steel foundries to miniscule tor 

mdi vidual velders. 

The prilllLl"1' useage ot Ditrosen is to c!isplace air and provide a 

protective inert atmosphere. Arson and helium provide the same tunctiOIl 

at higher cost and senerally hisher quality and are used under condition~ 

vh1ch make Ilitrosen iDa4equate. Major users ot nitroSeD shieldiDS 

include steel, chemical, electronics, and veldins illdustries. A separate 

market tor n1trosen in its liquid state consists of using liquid 
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~trogen as a yery lev temperature coolant tor super-fast freezing 

It • roods and other very lov temperature processes. Liquid nitrogen 

";O'd treezing is more expensive than" other methods but al.so raster 

!sulting in higher f'roZeZl food quality. 

Lrket Poyer in Industrial Gas Production 

Table 1 shovs the concentration in industrial acetylene production. 

le four firm concentration ratio 1& 70%. with a long tail of small 

Ilnpanies. Thirty-seven percent of the plants and 17% or the capacity 

:"e accounted for by independent producers who are not ~ong the eight 

LJor industrial "gas suppliers. 

Table 1 
Industrial. Acetylene Market Shares (Calcium Carbide Plants en-ly) 

;mrPany Number of Plants 

Lnde (Union Cubide) 67 

lrco 

lemetron 

lr-Products & 

lquid Air 

lquid Carbonic 

1.g Three 

Llrdette 

t.hers 

Chemicals 

25 

18 

15 

19 

13 

1.1 

5 

102 

Share of Plants 

24% 

9 

7 

5 

7 

5 

It 

2 

37 

Share of Capacity 

37% 

21 

7 

5 

It 

3 

3 

2" 

17 

Source: John J. Par Jleport. March 29. 1976 (Cbemetron Corp.) -
in Docket 2990. Box 16. 

Barriers to entry into acetylene production are lev. Capitalcos~s 

re miniscule by industrial plant standards - on the order of $100,000 

, 
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tor machinery and equipment. A 1976 Chemetron proposal. to rebuild an 

acetylene plant in Eucl1~. Ohio vhich had been destroyed by tire shoved 

total capital expenditures ot $267.000 ot vhich $198,000 was tor the 

building and $69,000 vas tor the machinery and equipment. Operating 

costs vere projected at $36,000 per month of vhich $27,000 vas for ray 

material and $5.000 vas tor labor. 5 Similar costs vere given in 

Chemetron's proposed sale ot its Jackson. Mississippi acetylene plant 

to Chemetron' s largest distribUtor in Jacltson. The plant vas housed in 

a leased building aDd had a book Talue ot $8,970 aDd a proposed selling 

price ot $60,000 tor machinery. equipment. and office turniture. 

The incentive for se~ng the plant vas the threat of the distributor 

to build his own plllZlt and Chemetron' s belief that the distributor 

vas capable ot doing 80 aDd taking ava;y the acetylene business from 

Chemetron'. plant.6 

The lent capit&l costs, easy availability of equipment and 

technology. and standardized nature of acetylene make barriers to 

entr,y into acetylene production itself practically non-existent. The 

lent capital costs and lent economies ot Bcale make it feasible tor 

individual vel ding supply companies to produce their awn acetylene 

rather thllZl purchasing it trom the major industrial gas suppliers. 

Any prOfits above the normal competitive level in acetylene come fram 

control of the ray material calcium carbide or distribution restrictions. 

Calcium carbide is a concentrated market vith only four producers, tvo 

ot vhich are integrated industrial gas suppliers. Shares ot 1975 

calcium carbide production capacity vere ~8~ for union Carbide, 31% 

tor Airco, 17% tor Midwest Carbia..:. and 4% for Pacific Carbide and 

Alloys.7 Distributor requirements contracts vhich required the purchase 
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! acetylene from Union Carbide Dr Airco in order to purchase other 

.~~s Dr welding 'equipmeDt (prior to the FTC Consent Decrees) prevented 

,stributors from supplying their own' acetylene requirements. 

Table 2 shows the mark.et shares otl1quid air capacity for the 

lted States as, a whole and for major regions. Regional ccmcentration 

important because of the high transportatioD cost and the local. nature 

most sales. The three largest producers (Unicm Carbide, Air PrOducts. 

Table 2 
Air SeparatioD Capacity in 1978 

l!&.:. Northeast North Central South Atlantic ~ Calitornia 

ion Carbide ~% 

r Products 19 

,reo 

:1 'l'hree 

:quid Air 

'G 

IJ'dox 

11 

8 

5 

3 

79 

95 

37% 

21 

16 

o 

8 

o 

l2 

3 

86 

97 

21 

o 

9 

o 

5 

1 

89 

95 

27% 

37 

13 

6 

2 

7 

o 

4 

84 

96 

25% 

4 

o 

56 

8 

7 

o 

o 

100 

36% 

28 

11 

13 

o 

10 

o 

o 

88 

98 

Liquid Air acquired Chemetron's Industrial Gas Division in J1me. 1978. 
In September. 1979. the JTC required divestiture Dr aome competing plants. 

Source: Liquid Air Submission to the F'l'C Dr June 6, 1978, 
Section II. Schedule !. Docket 2990. Box 3. 

ld Airco) produce on a national basis and have maritet shares roughly 

;,ual. across the various regional markets. Union Carbide is the largest 

roducer in four 01' the five largest regional markets and the second 

roducer in the firth. The three national producers accounted tor 
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68% ot the total. U.S. capae1ty in 1978. The second tier ot companies 

(:SiS Three. Chemetrcm. and Liquid Air) have much more significant 

resional. special.1zation •. The merser ot Chemetron and Liquid Air 

in June. 1978 made the company a national producer and the tourth 

l.arsest in the industr,y. 

The market tor liquid air products is essentially l.ocal in nature 

because ot the hiSh transportation cost ot the product. 'l'ypical direct 

product prices incl.ude free delivery vithin fifty to one hundred miles 

of the producinS plant and signiticant transportation charses 'after 

that. In the t1i1ion Carbide schedule ot April. 1978, the transportation 

surcilarse tor each tifty miles beyond the first tifty vas approximately 

10% of the product price. 8 Thus the delivered price to a user over 

500 miles tram the producins plant would be double the delivered price 

within tifty miles ot the plant. A Liquid Air report. shoved that 

eighty-nine perce~t ot liquid oxysen and nitrosen vas shipped less than 

150 miles tram the producins plant. 9 The concentration of shipments close 

to the producins plants vould sive each company local monopoly pover 

around its plants it it vere not tor the practice ot tradins product. 

Because ~e product is an UDditrerentiated commodity (except tor standard 

sradius ditferences such as purity specification). the customer is 

UDconcerned with whicb company actually produced the product. Thus it 

is common practice tor the companies to trade products mons themselves 

so that each mq s1JPply its ovn customers tram a nearby pl:ent even if 

that plant is ovned by a competitor. '!he trades are des1sned ~o balanC~ 

out and cash settlement ot net purchases is discoura&ed. The exchanse 

a&reements amons the compenies specity a settlement price tor imbalances 

in the exchanse, but consiclerable eftorts are made to equalize the 

actual product trades rather than settle for cash. For example, the 
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~cord of trades with Air Products for the years 1967 through 1972 

lovs that Air Products received a total of 2622 million cubic feet of 

'cigen and nitrogen, shipped a total, or 277lf million cubic teet tor 

;her ccmpanies, and made a cash settlement for 131 million cubic feet.10 

Barriers to entry into the production of oxygen and nitrogen are 

lbstantially greater than for acetylene, but still modest by industrial 

:andards. Efficient sized plants are generally listed as about 300 

Ins per dq of a1r separation capacity, with an investment cost of 

'Proximately $10 million in 1976 dollars. An additional investment of 

; to $10 million in distribution facilities is necessary tor etfective 

'%llpetition in the bulk liquid market¥ Because total industry a1r 

:paration capacity in 1978 in the U.S. Vas 30,855 tons per day,12 the 

ficient size ot 300 tons per day is only one percent of the total 

rket. The significance ot economies ot IIcale as a barrier to entr,r 

pends upon the Significance ot trading possibilities md consequently 

on the signiticance of regional markets. Within the' etfective 

~etitive distribution distance (100 - 150 miles), a 300 tons per day 

ant would supply a large proportion of the demand in most areas of the 
I 

Wltr,r and thus economies ot scale vould be considered a major barrier 

I entry. It the fim is able to establish trading agreements with other 

::>ducers in order to allow it to consider its addition to capacity an 
, 
'!Sition to national capacity, then economies ot scale as a barrier to 

t.r:r are quite small. Economies ot scale of one percent ot the national 

rket would be less than all but four ot Ba1n' & benchmark twenty 

l!ustries.13 Market growth rates between 1971 and 1976 vere 3.5%/year 

pipeline oxygen, 13.1%/year in pipeline nitrogen, 5%/year in liquid 

,gen, and 9%/year in liquid nitrogentlf Thus several new plants ot 

r.i,cient scale were needed each year to satis~ growing demand. This 
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market srovth made entry much more teasible than it would have been in 

a static or declining market. 

Product ditterentiation and ray material or patent control are 

irrelevant in the production side 01' atmosphericsases. The sases are 

standardized products. Some attempts have been made to ditterentiate 

them by selling larse systems (such as Liquid Air's nitrosen rood 

treezins system), but this has little e1'1'ect on the overall market. 

Ray materials consist or air and electricity, both available on equal 

terms to all competitors. The technology is yell developed with no 

Bisniticant patent control. There are ditrerences in the technological 

sophistication or the various co~anies according to hoy much research 

they do on developins nev applications and engineerins improvements to 

the production process. 'Wh1le skilled technical personnel are needed 

to c~ete in the industrial las business, there 11 no evidence that 

such personnel vould not be available to a nev entrant. 

The only barrier to entry besides economies or scale is capital 

cost. The $10 to $20 million required tor an e1'ficient plant and 

the necessary c1istrlbution equipment is clearly beyond the ranle or 

many small businesses but 1& not biBb in comparison with the costs or 

building production tacilities in many other industries. In ter.=.s or 

lIain's tour catelories ot capital requirements as a barrier to entry, 

air l1quitication plants vo,ud raDlt in Category III ("moderate capital 

requirements - $2.5 to $10. million 1951 dollars")15 &lons vith such 

industries as tountain pens, metal containers, BYPSUlll products, and 

canned truits and 'ft:setables. Although the existence or some economies·· 

ot scale and moderate capital requirements prevent tree entry into 

air lique1'action, no substantial market poyer accrues trom the production 

barriers to entry. 
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Competition has been increasing iD iDdustrial gases. t1DiOD 

'rblde's c!cm1nance 01' the industr,y he:s declined as the smaller cDmpamies 
I 

re 'been aggressive about b1311ding nev capacity and pri ce cutting to 

i.n customers. A period 01' over capacity in the late 1960's led to 

:reased price competition among the industrial gas slZ,Ppliers. 

~hnological changes have allowed ecoDomical operation or small 

!c1al1zed plants dedicated to iDdividual users. This has glveD 
i 

~tloDal bargaiD$DS paver to large users relative to the gas slZ,Ppliers . 

lause it is teasible tor the large 'USers to produce their own 

l131rements. More ridespread knowledge 01' cr,rogeDic technolog:r has 

Ie users less dependent YpOD the package 01' services provided by 

, industrial gas suppliers. The overall etrect 01' these changes has 

n greater cClZllpetit10n and redueed pro1'1tability in the bulk supply 

'gases to large users. ~e changes had less impact OD amall users 

I could not ccmsider b1311ding their own tacilities or eYeD seriously 

k competitive bids 1'rom dittereDt suppliers. Increased competition 

the productiOD level consequently increased the profitability 01' 

'Ting small customers relative to the pro1'1 tabUi t7 01' serving large 

tomers. 

trlbutioD or Industrial Gas 

The cUatribution cost or industrial gas is lID importmt part of 

total. delivered cost to the customer. A central teature of the 

tributicm cost 1'unctiOD 1& strong economies of scale. Three basic 

es of distribution exist: (1) pipeline, (2) bulk liq131d, and 

high pressure C7linders. Gas 1s distributed throYlh pipelines 

short distance to Yer,y bigh volume customers. PipeliDe customers 
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\lalovn as" the "tomul€e mark.et n) generally take a substantial fraction 

o~ a plmt's capacity and purchase on long term ~ontract8 (1.0-25 years) 

nth cost escalation prov1s1-cns. The pipeline customer esaentially 

rents a plmt or a portion 01' a plant rather than purchasing gas from an 

existing plant. ~ availabil1ty of a pipeline customer often determines 

the siting 01' a plmt. Because 01' the econcmies of scale in building 

pipelines md right 01' vq problems for pipelines of any length, 

pipeline gas is cnl7 11el1 vered to ve17 close customers. In some 

cases, the air liqUefaction plant is built on the property 01' the 

pipeline customer. 

!rbe second method 01' distribution is the delive17 01' liquid in 

bulk. b7 truck. or railroad. Econamies o~ scale arise" both in the 

actual c1eli'Ve17 process md in the storage tacilities at the customer's 

site. 'lbe \Zit cost 01' storing liq"ll1d gases in c170genic form decreases 

with the volllDe stored. Delive17 costs are minimized it delivery takes 

place in truckload or carload lots.. In addition, some costs of l1ealing 

nth customers (salesmen's calls, 1nspecticn of tacilities) are 

eSBenti~ Indepenl1ent 01' 'VOlume used and thus contribute to distribution 

econClllies of scale. Because 01' the significant econamies 01' scale in 

cSistribution, all industrial gas suppliers have steep volume discounts. 

!rbe price ~or a small volume 01' sas is typical17 several times the price 

~or larse 'VOlumes. 

'lbe third and most expensive (per unit 01' gas) method is via 

compressed sas in cylinl1ers. Cylinder gas is the most e~tic1ent 

distribution method for small scale users because it eliminates the 

need tor c170genic transportation and storage facilities. It also 

eliminates the "boil-off" that occurs from liquid gas held vi thout 

usage tor a long period 01' time and allows long term storage for 
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ccaSional. use. The dominant (but not universal) mode of distributing 

ylinder gas is through stores or distributors. Rather than having 

8J.esmen make direct contacts with potential. users and suppl:y them 

'1rectly from the producing plant, a' store carrying welding supplies 

yPically stoc:ks cyl.inder gas tor walk-in customers. !1'be two level 

istribution system reduces the costs ot dealing With small scale 

ilstomers because salesman's calls and direct deli very trom the manufacturer 
i 
M! not required. !1'be manufacturer can deliver in bulk to the store 
I 

1d the store can resell to individual customers. Additional costs 
I 

:-e imposed because of the store operating cost but the econClllies 

r scale are reduced because ot the ease of dealing with large numbers 

~ customers in a store. 

Tbe economies ot scale in direct distribution to customers mean 

lat many potential customers will not be supplied it direct distribution 

: the only method available. Consequently, there is an incentive 

Ir entrepreneurs to purchase from the manufacturers and sell at retail 

• that is not prohibited by the manufacturer. In general, the manufacturers 

couraged independent distributors as a superior method to verticaJ,.ly 

tegrated retail outlets tor placing gases with small users. Small 

.antities ot gases are generally purchased in conjunction with welding 

pplies. Welding supply stores typically carry a wide range of goods 

oduced by various manufacturers as well as branded welding equipment 

d industrial gases. Prior to 1970, the gas manufacturers perceived 

e small customer as the least proti table ~egment ot the market 

d were willing to leave that segment to in~e~endent distributors 

ther than controlling it directly. Allowing independent distributors 

retail gases economized on capital outla;ys and managerial resources 

lle allaving widespread coverage ot potential small customers. The 
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distributors tor Airco and Union Carbide developed a close relationship 

with the manutacturer because they purchased both gases and vel ding 

equipment 1'rcm the same manufacturer. Even in the absence 01' fonnal. 

contractural requirements to do so, distributors typically purchased 

allot their requirements of all industrial gases from the same 

manufacturer. ~e manufacturers also developed ties with the distributors 

through capital assistance and advice provision. Distriuution or 

industrial gases to small scale users is very capital intensive bj!cause 

01' the expense 01' the gas cylinders. Users typi cally rent cylinders 

from the distributor rather than owning their own. A distributor 

m~ have an inventory 01'$250,000 or more worth of cylinders. The 

manufacturers orten assist the distributor in financing the necessary 

cylinder inventory through direct capital investments, assistance in 

tinding outside tinancing, or rental of cylinders to the distributor. 

So long as the manufacturer assists in financing the cylinder inventory, 

the cylinders are generally restricted to being used for the. gases 

produced by that manufacturer, thus restricting the distributor's 

freedom to seek competitive bids tor gas supplies. 

Increased competition at the production level during the 1960's 

reduced the dependence of distributors upon a single supplier. At 

least in the case 01' Airco, increased distributor ownership of t~e 

cylinder inventor,y also gave the distributors greater treedom to seek 

competitive suppliers. ~e increased competition also reduced the 

profitability of serving competitive bulk aCCOlmts and tocused manufacturer 

attention on the now reiatively more profitable mall user segment or 

the market. A 1972 Union Carbide analysis surmnarized the c.'lange in 

market condition$ as 1'ollovs: 16 
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Slovly owr the past decade, profi tablli t;y iD the 1Dduatri&l. 
sas business has shifted frOJD the manu1'acturiDs to the autetins 
acti'V1't7. In the late 1940' s vhen Linde first beSID streDSthellilll 
its distributor orsanizatioa, the profi tabll1t;y vhi ch could be 
deri wet from small accounts vas less than that from ma30r 
accounts and a cODcerted eftort vas made to put ill the hllDds of 
distributo~s product supply to and servicins of small users. 
tod~, the situation is rewrsed and a typic&1 distributor 
orsanization is more protitable than a bulk producer. Ve haw. 
theretore, established aD objective to participate to a sreater 
desree iD the small user market. tJntort unatel;y. past reliance 
on distributors has left the division without either the marketiDi 
or the distribution capabilit;y cf suppl;yinS such small users CD 

a direct basis. CoatiDued reliance on distributors to provide 
penetraticm iD this market is becOllliDS more tenuous for ae'Wt!ral, 
reasons: 

1. Other vel ding suppl;y manu1'acturers haw broadened their 
product line so that it nov includes man;yot the specialt;y 
items vhich vere Linde's forte. Since some have a broader 
product liDe thlD ve (notabl;y sU cit ele::trodes), ccapeti ti w 
inroads into distributors are increasing as other JUDu1'aeturen 
emphasize a complete package. 

2. Gas supplies to a distributor (dther c;ylinder or bulk) are 
prosressi wl;y more available from both 10c&1 md. nation&1 
suppliers and price pressures are severe. !1'he importlDce 
or the "LiDde package" is becoming less as a distributor 
iDcreases his 4om1nance iD his own marketplaee. . 

3. Increased ownership 01' fixed assets - notabl;y c;yliDders, 
liquid storage tanks and filling facilities - makes a 
distributor less dependent on a sas supplier • 

............. 
It is most probable that outriBbt ownership of distributors iD 
selected market areas. will be a desirable strategy, both because 
of the potenti&1 hiBb returns and the bowleage of the ma:ketplace 
it vould provide to the d1 rlsioa~ ••••• 0. 
tmion Carbide and Airco both responded to the chllDsed mmet conditioza. 

r strengthen iDS and tormalizinS the ties 'betveen manufacturer and 

~stri'butor. Both. companies imposed formal contractural reqmreZllenU 

lat all sases used 'b;y a distributor must be purchasec1 floCII the 

ranchis1ns manu1'acturer. In addition, intormalbut impliCit ties 

~tveen the s&1e of sases and the sale 01' veldins equipment were imposed. 
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1bion Carbide also embarked on a program to acquire selected distributors • 

.Airco executives testified that very little opposition vas 

raised to the neY contracts requiring Airco distributors to purchase 

aases exclusivel;y frClZl Airco. Most distributors had been purchasing 

all requirements from Airco in the absence or contract ural :requirements 

aDd tbus aav little chsnge. A ff!'t1 distributorS signed the nev contracts 

but cOlltinued to purcbase from other companies vh~n better .prices vere 

available. ~e;y were subsequently terminated as distributors for 

both gases aDd velding equipment. ~e threat of termination or velding 

equipment :trsnchises vas more signiricant than the threat of termination 

of aas :tranchises .because of the brsnd name loyalt;y in velding 

equipment aDd the signif'icsnce of repeat business for supplies and service. 

_ Steara, president of Midwest 'Welding Supply, gave the rolleving 

expllDation for finall;y signing th~ .Airco requirements cOlltract arter 
. . 

1nitial17 objecting to it:17 

:;-;: - -.~---;: ....... --- .~ .~.' ... 

Q Mr.· Stears, vhat were the re&sOIls that ;you did not vish to have 
;your distributorship contract cancelled b;y Airco vhen you signed 
the total requirements contract in 19731 

A I think there vere two primary reasons. One is in the purchasing 
of OlD' c:;yUnders, if we were cancelled out from being Airco 
distdbutors. ve vould immediately become due and payable to 
C.C.I.C., three to four hUlldred thousand dollars vorth or p~ents 
that vould become due. ~e second reason vould be that ve have 
'built over aince 19119. a lot of customers that are using Airco 
products. and this is capital investment for them, and the;y were 
concerned about a supply of parts. and so forth, and ve would have 
been in 3eop~ at that point, as far as being this type of 
'business. md Aireo equipment const! tutes maybe 75 percent or our 
hard gas 'business. 

Q Were ;you concer:led that some or ;your customers would have opted 
to continue to purchase Airco welding equipment and supplies in .. 
the event that 70U had been forced to discontinue ;your purchase 
of Airco equipment from Airco'l 

A Yes. They would have gone to other sources to purchase Airco 
equipment. 
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Q Why is that! 

A This capital investment of parts 8lld all that, they readily 
don't discontinue and put in the Junk heap. They v.Ul. want to 
keep and util.ize its total life. 

Q Will thl!7 also purchase Airco consUll1able items' 

A Yes. There are certain consUll1able items that would go right 
along with Airco equipment, and they would have to purchase 
this without destroying their capital investment • 

..... 
Q Were you concerned that it might be possible that if a customer 
determined to go to another distributor to buy his welding 
equipment that you might l.ose also that custcmer's gas volume? 

A Yes. In the majority of cases, I think it usually vorks this 
wrq. They normally go to one distributor to buy their total 
requirement unless it is a particular application on hard gas. They 
nor.mal,ly b~ them together. 

1'}1e vertical restraints reduced the freedolr. of the distributors 

~ .eek ccmpet~tive bids from various suppliers for gases or to construct 

iheir own acetylene plants. Many of the connicts between cU.stributors 

Ind the m811u:f'acturer centered on the distributor's desire to build 

In acetylene plant and the manu:f'acturer's insistence that all gases 

Ie purchased. With vertical restraints in place, the manu:f'acturers 
I 

rere able to discriminate ~ price between distributors and direct 
I 

:ustomers. :Richard Giordano, president of Airco, testi1'ied that 

lrices to distributors vere set by analy::1ng the local marltet conditions 

;C) determine the price a distributor could charge and then setting a 

listributor price which would give the distributor nan adequate m&rgin 

ID which to nm his business, malte a pro1'it on his investment, and grow. nlB -

-1ordano also testi1'ied that sales to distributors bad been more prot1~able 

han sales to direct accounts because:19 

••• the competitive atmosphere in the large bul.k industrial gas 
market has been such that the prices have not risen as fast as 
the costs, and the pro1'i ts have not provi ded an adequate return 
on investment. 'l'he market in which distributors do business is one 
that bas traditionally been less competitive because it is 
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popula.t.ed b;r hundreds of' thousands of' small customers. -and as 
a consequence. both ve and distributors have -been able t.o enjoy 
a higher return in tha.t business. 

- In 1975 t.he Fl'C bega.n an investigation into the vertical restrunts 

and distributor complaints tha.t the manuta.cturers used predatory priCing 

to drive distributors vho av1tched suppliers out of' business. The 

Commission decided to take no a.ctlon on the predatory pricing compla.ints 
- " 

but to chUl.enge the vertical restraints. The FIe prepared a drat't . -

complaint against Union Ca.rbide and entered into settlement negotiations 

with the company. ~e complB.int charged that the tying arrangements. 

exclusive de&1ing arrangements. and requirements contracts viola.ted 

Section 3 of' the Cla.yton Act and Section 5 of' the Federa.l Tra.de 

Commission Act. because t.he arrangements reduced competi~on tor the 

.ale of' industria.l g&Ses to distributors. reduced compe~it1on f'or 

-the sale ot industrial. gases io consumers. and increa.sed entry barriers 

into the sale ot industrial gues. The complaint also charged that Union 

Carbide's acquisition ot majority control ot twenty-tvo distributors 

betveen 1969 and 1977 vas a viola.tion of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. and 

Section 5 ot the Federal Tra.de Commission Act. 

A settlement agreement vas ruched in February. 1.977. After 

public comment. a tormal. complB.int and order embodying the agreement 

vas bsued on September 28. 1977. In the aettlement. Union Carb~de 

agreed Dot to: 

(1) impose requirements contra.cts vith more than one )"ea.r dura.tioD . 

upon its distributors 

(2) tie the purche.se of one gas to the purchase ot another gu 

(3) tie the purche.se of gas to the purchase ot velding products " 
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(11) purchase additional distributors except to compensate tor 

cllstributors Bold and tor certain other specitied reasons. 
. . 

s part 01' the settlement. the Commission agreed to ch&llenge the 

ertical restraints imposed b7 Airco and to release Unicm Carbide from 

ny restrictiCDs more severe than those imposed upon Airco at the 

ettlement 01' that case. 

The :r.rC :1ssued a complaint against Airco in May. 1971 with 
, . 
im11er allegations to thoBe contained 1D the Union Carbide complaint. 
I 

irco denied the charges and refUsed a settlement agreement CD the 

Dion Carbide tems. PreparatiCDs vere begun tor a trial betore an 

b1nistrative lav Judge ineluding vide ranging document demands from 
, 
Snutacturers and distributors 01' industrial gases. In January. 1979. 

1st betore the trial vas to begin. & aettlement on essentially the 

~ion Carbide tem1 vas reached and the matter vas vithdravn from 

LtigatiCD. After public COZlllll~t. a tinal. order incorporating the 

p.eement vas issued on July 31. 1979. 

lalysis 01' Vertical Restraints 

!rile questions raised by the above historical. account 01' the 

klposltion and remwal 01' vertical. restraints include: 

L) Wb1 vere vertical restraints ~osed only atter competition intensitied? 

~) What ettect clld the vertical restraints have on the cllstribution 01'· 

"otlts betveen the dealer and manutacturer and on the tinal consumer 

"ice? 

S) What changes can be expected trom the Fl'C actiODt 

1 order to ansver the questions. a .t)"li~ed model 01' the events is 

"esented below in vhich the increasing competition is represented as 

svitch from pure monopoly to pure competition. A more precise stateJ!1ent 
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Df'tbe assumptions and tbeir 1mpllcaticms 18 contained in tbe appendix • 

.Assume iD1tiall.7 that tbere i8·a monopolist manu1'acturer ot industrial 

las wUb a constant average and marginal cost 01' production. c per 

tm1t. ~ere 18 & tixed cost ot serving eacb customer directly' 'b7 

tbe lIISDutacturer SiveD b7 F per month independent ot the VOlum~ ot 

purcbases b7 tbat customer. Under those cost con cUt ions , the protit 

maximizinS pricinS Bcbeme ¥ill be a scbedule 01' volume discounts 

computed from aarkiDS up the tixed cost F and the marsinal. cost c 

b7 a factor computed from tbe demand 1'unction. Figure 1 illustrates 

tbe cost IIDd priciDs 8ch-Fe from the point ot view 01' a Bingle customer. 

flo., IA'( I 

--
Q "E'~-,e ",ot If 
Sf'.r..4-, ."f c~I~"'f ... 

~ee individual. customer demand curves are shovn on the diagram, 

representative of tbe various concUtioDS vh1ch can occur. Customers 

v1tb 4emand cwves nch as ~ (whicb 40 not touch the averase 

cost curve)v111 Dot be Bened lUlder either competition or moi2opoly 

because tbere 1& no price and quantity combination which ther are 

villiJIS to accept whicb covers the cost of Berving tbem. Customers 

, with demand cunes Bucb as 42 (whicb pass through tbe averase cost 

cune but not the price curve) would be sened under competition at 

tbe manufacturer level but not under monopoly. Customers wi tb 
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demand curves such as d
3 

(above some portion of the price curve) 

. v1ll be served under either competition or monopoly. 

~e situation depicted in Figure ~ is not an ordinar,r economies of 

Bcale situation' because the 1'1%ed cost applies to each customer 

rather than to each production plant. Thus the manufacturer cannot 

aggregate several custcmers with demand curves such as d~ to. get a 

viable market demand curve. Hovever, because the 1'ixed costs are a 

tunction of the distribution mode, they lllay be eliminated vith an 

alternative method of distribution such as a store. 

Assume that a store can provide service to its customers 1'or the 

cost of gas to it plus a constant unit charge Cs to cover the costs 

of operating the store. Assume 1'urther that the costs to the manufacturer 
;; 

of aerving a store are the same as the costs or serving ~ other direct 

,customer, F' per month plus c -per unit of gas provided. ~e store 

Will then have economies of scale but will be able to effectively 

serve small scale customers ir there are enough of them within a 

given geographic market. Thus an isolated potential customer with 
. 

~ demand curve such as d~ will continue to be unserved but an area 

nth JD.allY such customers will serve them through one or more stores. 

The market demand curve aeen by any one store depends upon. the 

pricing policy of the manufacturer, the demand curves or individual 

potential custcmers in the geographical area, and the availability and 

pricing poliey or other stores in the geographical area. Assuming 

DO barriers to entr,y to the establishment or stores (other than the 

economies of scale generated by the manufacturer's priCing Bcheme) and 

DO manufacturer restrictions on resale, stores will be established 

anytime the market allOYS the owner to cover the costs. Figure 2 
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illustrates the dtuation from the point o~ viev ot an individu"-

store. 

p 
____ 0 If,.,C, C S 1,r't! 

hi'" l,'" Cs ) 
",·ee c-(.,.,uI 

'"I ~ • " ... ~ &c'+ ..... , .. 

~e .tere's average cost curve is declining because of the volume . 
cU.scounts o~~ered 'b7 the manufacturer. Three possible market demand 

" 
curves are shown. A stor~ with market demand curve D2 is making 

zero profit. and is in normal. competitive equilibrium. A store with 

demand curve D3 is making excess profits. This will induce additional 

entry if the market is large enough to allow the nev entrant to 

make at least· normal profits in spite of the economies of scale. 

Bovever. if the potential entrant computed his demand curve as Dl 

(below average cost at all points) he vill not enter and the excess 

profits of a D3 demand curve will be an equilibrium. 'rhus we would 

expect the equilibrium situation for stores to be zero profits for 

some and excess profits tor others. 

In the situation described above. there is no incentive for the 

monopoly manufacturer to impose vertical restraints because it is the 

only source of supply. It the monopolist can distinguish stores 

making zero profits from those making excess profits. it has an 
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incentive to price discriminate against those making excess pro~1ts and 

.att empt to capture the profits. However. in general. the .tores vill 

be malting near zero pro~its and the monpol1st vill increase itspro~1ts 

through selling to the stores. In the actual. case of limited competiticm 

at the manufacturer level. there vas little incentive· to impose formal 

vertical restraints so long as prices vere equal across manufacturers 

and profits at the retail level vere limited. The two potential. 

bene~its to the manufacturer of vertical. restraints were to maintain 

stores as customers (increas~g profits ~rom sales. to stores) and 

to capture retail profits. In an era o~ limited competition. the 

advantages to a retailer ~rClll remaining a loyal customer and obtaining 

rights to purchase ga.s in times o~ shortage outweighed any small 

advantage of temporarily better prices 1'%'om another manufacturer. 

Consequently. little dealer svitching among suppliers oc~ed even 

vithout for.mal restraints~O. 

With 1'%'ee entry into the retail sector (other than economies of 

scale barriers to entry). retailing net profits vill be near zero 

and the final retail price vill be close to the price Yhich would 

occur under vertical.ly integrated monopoly pricing. In that case, 

the producer has no incentive to vertically in~egrate because it can 

achieve all the potential profits at the vholesale level vithout m~ing 

the effort to set up a retail netvork. Even i~ there are some .positive 

net pro~its in the retail sector. the mcmopolist has many reascms ~or 

avoiding it. The retail sector vill have a lower return on assets 

than the manufacturing sector and thus may be Judged & poor investment 

even if the expected return is greater than the opportunity cost of 

funds. The retail .ector poses considerable risk of miscalculation because 

of the need to find enough low volume potential customers to meet the 
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rixed costs or a .tore. Ir the manufacturer is more risk averse or 

less knowledgeable or local conditions .than potential entrepreneurs. 

it may rind it worthwhile to leave the retail sector to independents. 

And rinally. there are various managerial reasons such as better 

community relations with an independently- owed retailer. problems 

in motivating and supervising a loeal store manager, ete. whieh may 

lead the manu!aeturer to allow the retail seetor to exist independently 

even ir there are Bome excess prorits left ror retailers. Thus we 

would not expect to rind a vertieally- integrated retail seetor under the 

~nopoly conditions assumed. It is to the manu!aeturer's advantage 

to have as many retailers as possible selling at as loy a price as 

possible beeause the product is a commodity requiring no image 

ditterentiation or extensive sales ettorts. 

Arter the equilibrium is established with the monopoly produeer 

and independent retail stores. assume that barriers to entry at the 

produeer level are eliminated eausing that seetor to beeome purely 

competitive. The price will drop to the level ot produeer costs. 

Volume discounts will remain because ot the real costs ot serving 

customers but the monopoly mark-up on both the tixed cost and the 

unit cost will be competed ayay. Arter the change to competition at 

the producer level, store owers will aee their marginal costs drop to 

c + c • 
I 

The store ovner will maintain the same pereentage mark-up 

applied to a redueed marginal cost. Figure 3 illustrates the change 

from the point ot viey ot the store ovner. Under producer monopoly 

condl tions, the store ovner sees a demand curve (D), marginal revenue 

curve (MR). average cost curve (Ae). and marginal cost curve (Me). 
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, 

ft---~~~ 
,/~~~--~~~~~ 

, 
" 

His maximum protit pOint 1s determined by the intersection ot MR and 

Me yielding a price p and a quantity q which just allows him to cover 

his tixed costs and earn zero net profits. ~e change to competitiou 

at the produce~ level drops his marginal cost curve to Me' aDd his 

average cost curve to AC' while leaving his demand and marginal reveINe 

curves unchanged. The new maxiMum protit position is given by a price 

ot p' and a quantity ot q' yielding a uet protit equal to the shaded 

region. 

There will be additional changes from the switch to competition 

auch as aome marginal customers BY1tching betveen distributors md 

direct purchases and some new entry into the distribution sector. 

Bovever, it 1& likely that iu manY' cases, the excess protits made by 

the distributors as a result ot the reduced marginal cost will uot 

'be enough to induce new entry because ot the tixed costs ot aettiug 

. up a new store. ~U& the tinal result ot the svitch trom monopoly to 

competition is a reduction in protits at the manutacturer level, 
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an increase in profits at the distributor level, and.a reduction in 

the final consumer price. The manufacturer will now perceive that 

his most profitable customers are the indirect customers served by 

the retailers rather than the direct customers and will have an incentive 

to seek methods of vertical integration or vertical restraints to 

capture the retail level profits. 

One possible response by the manufacturer is a policy of purchasing 

existing distributors or establishing new ones. If the manufacturer 

perceives the changing market conditions more rapidly than the distributors, 

it may be able to purchase distributors for a price based on past 

profits rather than on potential tuture profits. However, if the 

distributors understand the aignificance of increased manufacturer 

competition, they will only sell for a price which includes the 

capitalized value of future above normal profits and thus the manufacturer 

cannot benefit by the purchase. The establishment of new manufacturer 

owned dealers will not in general be an attractive method of capturing 

the potential excess profits because the new dealers will incur fixed 

costs and competition from established independent dealers. Onlr 

if the manufacturer has some control over the distributors other than 

&8 a competitive supplier of gas can it recapture the profits lost 

to competition at the manufacturer level. 

In the welding gas case, the tie which allows the manufacturer 

. to recapture part of the profits is branded welding equipment and 

full line provision of gases. Because of parts and service considerations. 

on branded welding machinery, the distributor cannot easily switch to 

a new brand and retain its old custcmers. The threat to establish a 

competing branded dealer in welding equipment is a significant threat 
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to the :1Ddividual. dealer's market control. Because the lases are 

sold alons vith the equipment. a distributor vho lose. access to 

veldinl equipment is likel,. to lose enough sas custamers to reduce 

his proti ts to the Dormal level or below. 

The purpose ot the vertical restraint (requiring full line dealinl 

:1D lases and welding equipment trOlll one manutactUrer) is to allov 

the manui"acturer to tul.l.)r exploit its market power in veld1:ls equipment. 

It is a t,.ing arrangement between & bundle ot soods. The lIBDutacturer 
. 

has an incentive to maintain lov prices on velding equipment in order 

to continue providing a market tor supplies and lases rather than 

putting all protits on the welding equipment. With vertical restraints, 

the manutacturer can assess the protlt&blllt,. ot the distributorship 

as & vhole rather than providing cOlqletitive prlce. tor each item 

purchased b,. the distributor. It the distributorship is charsed 

higher than competitive prices tor acme lue. but chooses to remain 

a distributorship, the manutacturer can capture some ot the potentlal 

retailer monopo17 protits. 

Under lIlODopol,. conditions at the lIl8Z1utacturer level, the distributor 

earns a normal profit level on both velding equipment and l&Bes. 

Immediatell" after the avitch to competition, the distributor conti~ue • 
• 

to make a normal protit on weldins equipment aDd make. an exce •• 

protit on l&BeS because ot the reduction in the cost ot the las to him •. 

. It the manutacturer simpl,. raised the price ot sases without 8ZI7 

vertical restraints, the distributor vould purchase hi. lase. elsewhere. 

It the manufacturer raises the price ot lases and makes the continued 

provision ot welding equipment IUbJect to the purchase ot las, the 

distributor will have to make a choice between beins a more competitive 
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las supplier vithout veld11lg equipment and a combinaticn seller of gas 

and veld1ng equipIDeDt. It he believes that stocks 01' veldins 

eqUipment are an important incentive tor gas customers to come into 

his store. he will tind it vcrthvhlle to continue the relationship 

and accept the vertical restraiDts. 21 

~e requirement to purchase all gases as a condition for purchasing 

any helps develop a close relationship between the distributor and the 

manufacturer. It prevents the use 01' a nev supplier tor easily 

available or more competitive gases while continuillg to rely on the 

original supplier ter less available gases. Because distributors 

need access to the rarer lases as vell as to acetylene. oxygen. and 
i 

nitrogen and because capacity constraints-sometimes require allocation 

of IB$es to customers. the tull line purchase requirementsV'1tches 

competition trom a Darrow one time price basis to a broad view of 

manutacturer capability to provide all needs over an extended period 

of time. It thus benefits established manufacturers at the expense 

01' new eDtrants vho are perceived as less reliable tor long run 
.' 

supplies and who mq not produce a tull set of gases. ~e vertical 

restraints thus contribute to barriers to entry at the manufacturer 

level. 

The F'l'C action to remove the vertical restraints should increase 

consumer welfare by reducillg the retail price of gas closer to the 

competitive level. increasing distributor choice 01' las suppliers. and 

reducing barriers to entry into the manufacture of gas. In addition. 

the action should reduce the protltability of manufacturers and increase 

the profitability ot dealers. Bone of the effects should be expected 

to be 01' large magnitude and could be masked by other changes in 
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the industr,y in an empirical anaJ.yS1s. lio detrimental welfare effects 

are foreseen from the rmoval of vertical restraints in this case. 

~ere are no information or t'ree rider problems of the kind that can 

potentially justi~ vertical restraints in other industries. Insofar as 

it is efficient for distributors to deal exclusively with one manufacturer. 

they may continue to do so in the absence of vertical restraints. It 

is likely that many distributors will continue to purchase all of their 

requirements fram a single manufacturer because of real efficiencies, 

force of habit, or a belief that they will obtain better service 

t'rom remaining a loyal distributor. However. the action allows dis-

tributors who wish the freedom to purchase from multiple manufacturers 

and provides greater opportunities for new manufacturers to sell to 

established dealers. It is_thus likely that the action contributed 

to consumer welfare in spite of the fact that only minor changes in 

the industr,y can be expected to resuJ.t. 

Little information is available in the existing record regarding 

changes in distributor-manufacturer relationships subsequent to the 

FTC actions. It is likely that little change has occurred to date •. 

Because the 1977 Union Carbide order vas subject to modification if 

Airco settled on different terms. neither case can be considered 

settled until the JuJ.y, 1979 final Airco agreement. Tbe small number 

of distributors who protested the imposition of vertical restraints and 

the number of manufacturer-dealer ties other than the formal require-

ments contract for gases suggests that the expected changes to the 

distribution relationship will come slowly. 
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BYpotheses on the Effect or the FTC Action 

The basic e1'1'ect 01' the wrti cal restraints :is an income 

redistribution betveen manufacturer and distributor. The distributor 

is reduced to normal profits as in the monopoly period. The manufa.cturer 

regains part 01' the prorits lost to increased competition. The 

vertical restraints do not a1'fect in any signiricant ve:y the amount or 

service provided with the product. The general efrect 01' reducing 

the 'Yertical restraints 'Via the FTC action should be greater dealer 

profitability and lover manufacturer proritability. Specific 

h,ypotheses can be identiried as follovs: 

1.) There Yill be reduced price discrimination betveen dealers and 

direct customers. The price schedules for dealers Yill converge 

tavard those of1'ered to direct customers. 

2) Distributor profits will increase. 

3) Hanutacturer profits on dealer sales will decrease. 

~) Final consumer prices vill be reduced as a result of 

removing the verti cal restraints. 

5) Distributors will change gas suppliers more frequently than in the 

past. 

lio radical change in prices or competitiw relationships should 

'be expected from the Fl'C action. Although'the action increases the 

'bargaining paver 01' the dealers relative to the manufacturers. the 

manufacturers still have a great deal of paver over the distributors." 

The large number of quality variables in the manufacturer - distributo"r 

relationship (speed or deliveries. sales assistance and promotional 

allovances. allocations in times or shortage. etc.) make the maintenance 

of goodvill on the part or the manufacturer an important distributor 
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.consideration. ~e knowledge that manufacturers prerer -loyal distributors 

who sell only that manutacturer's gases will prevent man,. distributors 

tor selling competitive gases it the price advantages are Dot too 

large. Consequently. the errects or the removal or the restraints are 

likely to shoy up only o'Ver a significant period or time and be 

limited to marginal changes in the proritability and competitive 

relationships in the industry. 
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APPENDIX 

Assumptions Used in the Moclel: 

(~) The marginal md average cost of production is c •• constmt. 

(2) The fixed cost of serving each customer via direct manufacturer 
service is F per month. -

(3) 1'he cost to a manufacturer of serving a store is the same as 
the cost ot serving lID,. other direct accoUDt, -F per month plus 
c per UIlit. 

(1l) The cost to a store ot serving an individual customer is proportional 
to the volume purchased, and is given by c (th~ store cost of 
service) plus p (the price paid by the sto~ for the product)~-

(5) Demand is given by a log-linear function of price md income 
(or sales volume of the customer's products) with constant 
elasticities of demand. The income (sales) of potential customers 
is distributed log-linear. The price elastie1ty of demand is 
given by £ and the average income elasticity of .demand ot the 
marginal cuitomer is given by £. Individual customer elasticities 
are Ilot bow. Y 

(6) Izl:1.tially the manufacturer is • pure monopolist. 

Jtesult~: ~e Direct Sale Mono})oly Price 

With a tixed cost ot F per customer and a UDit cost ot c per 

1mi t, the cost structure is similar to that of a telephone company 

or electric utility in which a fixed cost is illcurred tor attachment 

to the system·in additioll to the cost of providing the actual \mit 

.ot aervice (telephone call.s or kilowatt hours). We can theretore 

draw Oil the telephone pricing literature tor den vation ot the optimal 

two part pncillg scheme. !rbe prot1t maximizing price schedule is. in 

aeneral quite complex but the demand assumptions m&cle above (Assumption 5) 

allov us to use the a1mpl1t1ed result of L1 ttlechild that the optimal_ 

22 pricing scheme is given by 
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ere t 1& the tixed charge imposed on each customer. p 1s the v 

ice per \mit ot gas 1l:zposed on each customer. end 8°1& the elasticity 

system size (total number of direct customers) with respect to the income 

vel which just. induces a customer to join the system and pay the 

xed charge. 

Equation (1) s~rs that the profit maximizing pricing scheme 

a fixed charge plus product charge with an equal percentage profit 

:rgin on the fixed cost of serving customers and the variable 

1st of pronding products. It 'y • 1 (the marginal customer 

~creases gas purchases proportionately to his income or sales 
, 
:creases) and 6 • 1. then the result reduces to charging a profit 

.rgin equal to the inverse of the price elasticity of demand as 

f the ordinary case without fixed costs of ser'Ving the customers. 

~ we denote 1/(1 - c..JSr. ) by G. then we can rewrite the price ¥ p . 

Ir unit to customer i as a function of customer i' s purchases 

as follows: 

~) p(~). G(F/~ + c) 

luation (2) gives the profit maximizing price as a 8chedule ot vol=e 

~scounts based on JDaliting up tbe actual cost of serving the customer 

, the factor G computed tram the appropriate elasticities. 

lSW.t 2: Inairect customers witb no resale restrictions 

The price given 111 equation (2) vill leave potential customers 

ttb low wl'UlDe demand unserved. If it is possible to resell the 

as through a store to walk-in customers at a handling cost of 

(store cost) per unit and the manu1'acturer imposes no resale 
• 
estrictions, the total costs of' a store selling ~ units will be: 
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The store ovner aees C!~clining average costs with 1'1xec! costs or 

oF and constant marginal costa 01' ac + c. The store owner is a 
s 

local monopolist because 01' the fixed costs 01' setting up a store. 

lie is constrained by the presence or other stores and by the ability 

01' customers to buy direct trom the manu:f"acturer. He must achieve 

enough mark-up over his marginal costs to cover the :tixed costs in 

order to be viable. It F is very l.ov or c is very high, the store • 
ovner will not be viable because he cann.ot compete with direct 

distribution. 

The store ower will maximhe profits by estimating the elasticity 

or demand :tor his produet. (presUlll&bly higher than the price elasticity 

01' demand seen by the manutacturer 'because 01' the competition 01' the 

manu:f"acturer and other store owners some distance &Yay) and using that 

elasticity to campute the optimal mark-up over marginal. cost. 11' 

the store elasticity 01' demand is ". then the optimal store price 

1& given by 

(11 ) p • MCs("/"-l.) • .seac + c) where cS • "'1'\-1 s a 

The store. profit will 'be given by 

(5) w.(;i) • -oF + (.s-l);1(ac + c.) 

At a sales l.evel 'bel.ow ~ • oF /(cS-l)(ac + c.) the store will lose 

money and above that level it will make a profit. 

Any customer conSuming less than ~ • aF/«cS-l)ac + eSc.) 

will tind it cheaper to pUrchase trom the store thaD direct trom the 

manufacturer. Assum.iDg there are no barriers to entr.Y' other than 

economies 01' scale into retailing gases. stores will enter anyvhere 

there is a .ufficient concentration 01' potential lov voluce customers 
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i allow tbe store to recoup its fixed costs. In equilibrium. 

>~res rill 'be distri'buted 80 that it is impossible to add cather 

.ore and o'btain at least normal proti ts. Some 01' tbe stores rill 'be 

Lkiug zero (normal) profits. and some vill be making excess profits. 
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VERTICAL RESTRAII_TS TIl DIDU5'l'RIAL GASES 

Gerald Brock 
May 12, 1980 

Specification of data to verifY or reject hypotheses in 
fulfillment of Task ~ of Federal Trade Co~ission Bureau 
of Competition Contract L0601. 

Five hypotheses were stated in the Task 2 report. The data 

necessary to veritY or reJect each hypothesis is specific to ~~at 

hypothesis. In general, the testing of the hypotheses would be 

quite difficult because of the short period of ti::1e which has elp..~sed· 

since the final Airco settl~ent and the expected marginal effects 

of the FTC action. Testing for s~all effects is much more difficult 

than testing for large effects because the s~all effects ere ~ore 

li~ely to be masked by other changes in the industry fro::J. un:rele:ted. 

causes. It is unlikely that useful tests could be carried out ~itho~ 

access to internal ds.ta fro::1 ~'le ::e.!lu!a.cto:rers L"ld dis::'i'!:u'tors. 

The actuu costs of vriting end sending out a questionaire to collect 

the necessary data would be relatively trivial. The significa."lt cost~ 

of data collection would come fr~ the coope.nies' efforts toc~ply 

and any legal costs (to either the F!'C or the co:npanies) related to 

the necessity of collecting the data. Because I am not in a posit!on 

to estimate the companies' costs of prov~ding the data or the legal 

costs which might be involved, no cost estimates are given in this 

report. 
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lothesis 1: There vill be reduced price discrimination betveen 
distributors end ciirect customers • 

. a needed: (1) Price schedules for direct customers and departures 
I 

~m the price schedule. (2) price advice sheets for dealers. 

volumes 801~ to dealers. 

Irce of Data: Union Carbide end Airco internal records 

The data is needed from 1973 through 1980 or beyond. The 

~ormation for earlier years is already contained in the records 

,lected ,for the various industrial gas cases. Data on the volu:1e 

:gas sold to individual distributors is necessary to reconcile the 

Itributor price (generally stated as a flat price or a price vit.h 

iingle volume break) vith the direct customer price schedule 

.;ated as a series of prices for differing vol'U:l1es). This data 

expected to shov a convergence of prices charged to dealers 
i 
i direct custO:lers after the· cases. It is unlikely that the 

Ll price effect vill have occurred by the end of 1980, but the 

)cess of convergence s~ould be observable in 1980 data. 

?othesis 2: Distributor profits vill increase. 

toa needed: Distributor survey of financial records including 

) prices paid for gases, (2) prices received for gases, (3) 

Ilanclal statements. 

This data could be quite difficult to assemble end process 

cause of the nu:lber of distributors and the expected vide variation 

accounting methods and data available from individual distributors. 

cause many distributors are scall businesses managed by their O\lDers, 

counting is likely to be quite infor.na1 in cany cases. Variation 

I reported manager's compensation and other tax related items is 
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likely to be significant. Itvould consequently be necessar,y to 

have a series of prices paid and received for ,gases so that the 

changing profit margin could be compared against average cost changes 

as a check on the financial statements. 

Hypothesis 3: Manufacturer profits on dealer sales vill decrease. 

Data needed: Manufacturer studies ot the profitability of distributor 

sales vs. direct sales from 1973 forvard. 

The manufact~rs' seem to have definite opinions on vhicl;l. 

kind of business is the most profitable fr~ the testimony and doc~ents 

in the existing"record. However I have found very little quantitative 

evidence in the record shoving how much variation there is in 

profitability. Intormation on the relative profitability of distributor 

vs. direct sales would have to cl%1e f'rom special studies because that 

level of detail vould generally not be maintained in standard accounting' 

records. While it is quite likely that such studies exist based on 

evidence in the current record, i,t would be ditficult to speci1'y' 

the appropriate docucents with precision if the manufacturers asserted 

that such studies did not exist or could not be located. 

aypothesis 4: There vill be no change in final consucer prices as 
a result of' rel:1voine: the -vertical restraints. 

Data needed: Same as the data used in Hypotheses 2 and 3. 

The combination of infonnation on distributor profitability and 

me:lufacturer profitability vould provide insight into the effect on 

tinal consumer prices. A rigorous test of this hypothesis vould 

require the construction of a very complete cost index for the entire 

production and distribution function. The amount of data needed and 
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~e large number of factors potentially affecting final prices make 
.1 _ 

'Ilis a difficult hypothesis to test -rigorously. Only if the 

t'Pothesis is vildly vrons and very large changes in consumer prices 

esulted from the removal of vertical restraints is a test likely 

) yield definitive results. It vould be difficult to construct a 

~st to dis criminate betveen small changes in consumer pri ees as 

'result of the removal of vertical restraints and no change in 

)nsumer prices as a result of the removal of vertical restraints. 

rpothesis 5: Distributors vlll change gas suppliers tlore frequently 
than they did vhile vertical restraints vere in place. 

Lta needed: Distributor survey requesting informe.tion on the identity 

~ their gas supplier nov B:ld in past years along Vith reasons tor 

itching suppliers. 

This 1s a relatively straightforvard hypothesis to test but 

~ be too early for the effects to shov up in the data. Because 

;e final decree alloYed one year require%:lents contracts for individual 

ses, a lI!.inimum of one year and preferably three or four years is 

cessary for the distributors to have adequate opport':.mity to svitch 

pp11ers. 
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Contract: Evidence and Policy Implications 
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VERTICAL RESTRAIlITS AS INTEGRATION BY CONTRACT: EVIDENCE AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS* 

Richard E. Caves 
Harvard University 

We have come to realize that contractual relations between manufacturers 

and distributors should be viewed as forms of quasi-integration. lying along 

a continuum ~f market relationships that runs from full vertical integration 

at one end. to the anonymous spot transaction at the other. Economists have 

followed two independent lines of inquiry in their efforts to explain where 

and ~~y these contractual terms appear. These arrangements 'between manu-

fa~t~rer and di~tributor may embody the market's response to certain informa· 

tional and contractual failures that woUld occur in their absence. And 

they may comprise the bargain struck between manufacturer and retailer, 
. 

when the two parties' interests are intertwined and each wields some .. 
leve;:age on the bargain. These "market failure" and "market power" 

approaches' Cas I shall call them) supply partially conflicting although 

potentially additive explanations of where and why vertical restraints' 

occur. But the relation between the two models has not been explored, 

nor has their explanatory power been tested. 

The standard concern of economics with the normative significance of 

vertical restraints has been heightened by revisions and extensions of com-

petition policy in several industrial countries. Exclusive dealing, full-

time forcing, resale price maintenance, and territorial and customer 

restr~ctions on distributors are all subject to some restraint under the 

* I am indebted to the General Electric Foundation for support 'of this 

research and to Daniel C. Esty for assistance. The paper ~S'benef1tted from 

communications with Donald F. Turner, Benjamin Klein, V1c~or P. Goldberg, 

. and members of the Federal Trade Commission staff, and from extensive comments 

by Richard Schmalensee. 
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ititrust laws of the United States. and in most other industrial countries 

~ least some of these practices are restr~cted. The U.S,. Supreme Court' • 
. :- . . 1/ . 
~cision in Continental T.V. v. GTE Sylvania (1976) - changed the status 

: territorial restrictions from being illegal per se to make them illegal 

~y wher. they unreasonably restrain trade. Applying a rule of reasOll re-

lires that the enforcement agencies and courtl understand the full conaequeac •• 

! these restraints. Those consequenees vill be hard to pin davu. be~u.e 

lS I shall argue) deleting one restraint from an ongoing contractual relation 

~tveea manufacturer and distributor can ahift the ba~gaining power 'betv~ . 
le two parties and cause them to revise the other terms of their relatiOD. 

This essay approaches the normative problem of deducing the conaequence 
I 

: vertical restraints indirectly by attempting to explain why they occur 

,lere they do. One atrategy for :1n£erring their effect. is to explore what 

,nditionl cause parties to adopt them, because the logic of empirically 

Itablished causes may ~ov us to deduce effects. The firat section attempt. 

ke large task of integrating the market-failure and market-power expla ... 

;ona of vertical restraints for the purpose of predicting the market euv1roc-

lnts in which vertical restraints v1ll occur. In the aecond aectiOll I 

~esent what may r1sibly be called a l1terary·multivariate &Dalyais to test 
I 

.ese predictions. Policy concluaiooaare set forth in the final .ection. 

Predicting the Incidence of Vertical Restraints 

Why does a manufacturer not simply aet :the profit uxim1zins price for '0 

~a product at the factory gat. and .ell to all comers? The lumber dealer 

Lres not what articles are made from his boards or what price they, are 

tld fo~. If the retailing lector were perfectly competitive ad homogeaeoua. 

1'433 U.S. 36 (1976). 
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the manufacturer would not need to concern himself with the policies 

followed by individual retailers who resell his product. The market-

failure and market-power approaches to vertical restraints both help to 

explain the manufacturer's involvement, and both models are needed to 

explain the overall bargain struck between manufacturer and distributor and 

thus the incidence of vertical restraints. 

The market-failure approach 

The market-failure approach supplies a critical component of the answer 

by showing that the manufacturer's expected profit may depend on policies 
.. _-

followed by the retailer who distributes it, and that the set of policies 

that the retailer selects to maximize his own profits does not simultaneously 

maximize them for the manufacturer. This slippage occurs when the retailer's 

policies create rents that are not captured by ~ retailer but by the 

manufacturer or other retailers of the product.!1 The retailer rationally 

underprovides policies that contribute to this shared intangible asset, 

and the manufacturer has an incentive to bargain for a corrective shift 

in the retailer's activities. 

The prototype source of this free-rider problem is the provision of 

pre-sales information to the prospective customer (~e1ser I33]2. The re

tailer who provides information must set a mark-up that covers its cost; 

however, the customer has an incentive to absorb the information and then 

to decamp for the nearest discount store and purchase the same article at a 

price not incorporating its cost of provision. The example of pre-sales 

information, however, tends to understate the generality of this problem. 

As Porter [28] points out, if the customer selects among competing brands 

11 Tbe discrepancy may also stem from factors not involving externality, 

such as differences in time horizons. 
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on the basis of signals and incomplete information, many parameters in

!;uencing a brand's perceived qualities will be within the retailer's 

control. These include not only the tailoring of information to the 

Fustomer's needs but also providing an ambience that has a significant 

value. as a sign~l, extending guarantees and providing facilities for 

~rompt after-sales service that cannot always be priced at its full cost. 

etc. When the retailer provides services to his own customers or to who 

~ve bought the same brand from other retailers. revenue that he takes in 

~y reflect less than the services' full contribution to the shared good-

~ill asset. Porter shows that this problem of intangible assets and free-

tider incentives particularly afflicts so-called "non-convenience goods"-

~hose commodities for which the final buyer shops comparatively and seeks 

,Iuxilliary information and services from the retailer. The retailer'. 

~remises, once cloaked in the identity of the manufacturer, themselves be-

:ome an advertisement for the .good and convey an advertiSing message even 

ho those who do not patronize them. The neat gasoline station, the ubi-
I 
lu1tous soft-drink vending machine is thus a billboard as well as a 
I 

~etail outlet. 

The manufacturer encountering this free-rider problem can employ 

rarious strategies to resolve it. Potentially the most efficient approach 

ls to pay the retailer directly for implementing the preferred policies, 

md such payments appear as subsidies to retail advertising, belov-cos~ 

Irovision of signs and displays, and the like. However, many of the 

Jervices that the retailer provides are difficult for the manufacturer 

;0 meter and verify to final buyers. Information supplied to prospective 

:ustomers, repairs carried out so as to raise the chances of a repeat 

lurchase are heterogeneous and intangible services. Therefore. as Telser [33] 
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points out. the manufacturer's second-best strategy may be to elevate the 

retailer's profit on sales of his product above a level that would yield 

the retailer a normal rate of return when he follows policies that maximize 

bis own profits. Bis inflated profit margin induces the retailer to in-

crease the level of activities that raise the expected sales of the manu-

facturer's product. although perhaps not to the level that the manufacturer 

would choose 'if he were vertically integrated into retailing: Telser was 

concerned with resale price maintenance (RPM) as an instrument available to 

inflate tbe retailer's margin. Bork [3] and Posner [29] subsequently argued 

that other vertical restraints, such as the assignment of an exclusive 

territory to each retailer. serve the same purpose; this equivalence will be 

considered below. Caves and Murphy [51 noted that franchising systems 

adopt various policies in order to avert free-rider behavior. Restrictions 

that manufacturers impose on their distributors may serve ,to limit market 

failures due to various ,forms of free-riding. Some authors conclude that 

these restraints. even when they limit competition among retailers, are 

presumptively in society's interest because that interest is congruent with 

maximum profit for the manufacturer when his market remains "almost" per-

fectly competitive. 

Be that as it may. the market-failure approach both explains the 

occurrence of certain vertical restraints and indicates why the relation 

between manufacturer and distributor takes the form of an ongoing contract. 

The two parties share an intangible asset: buyers' goodwill for the manu

facturer's brand. representing their willingness to pay more per unit for the 

branded good than for a physically equivalent product that is unbranded or 

carries an unfamiliar brand. The asset derives its value from investment-

type outlays by both parties and yields quasi-rents over time to both. But 
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·the market-paver approach also contributed importantly to explaining why 

, ~he manufacturer finds himself in a specific bargaining relation with ind1-

vidual retailers, and how the agreements explainable by the market-failure 

approach also hold significance for bargained relations among heterogen~ous 

and impurely c~petitive parties. 

The market-power approach 

A manufacturer might regard his retail distributors as imperfect com-

petitors for two reasons. Retailers may in fact possess and exercise some 

long-run bargaining power. And they may be able to appropriate quasi-rents 

in the short run, as a form of-contractual failure, even if they are purely 

competitive in the long run (i.e. when one retailer can be substituted cost-

lessly for another). 

An assumption that retailers possess any long-run market pover flies 

in the face of one's cas.ual .sense of the large number of retail enterprises and 

apparently easy entry. Nonetheless, certain considerations make the assumption 

plausible for some sectors. Chain stores may have advanced far enough in 

some lines of retailing to lift nationaloomarket buyer concentration into a 

range that affords some recognition of mutual interdependence. More signi-

ficantly, because retail sales markets are localized, what matters for the' 

manufacturer is the number of outlets through which he can place his product 

before final buyers in a given sbopping area. Specialized types of retail 

outlets can be few in number, even in relatively large ~tropo11tan areas. 

Porter 128, pp. 30-35.] points out that this problem is particularly likely 

to arise for manufacturers of nonconvenience goods because of the skilled and 
.:. 

specialized services often proffered by the retail' establishment. Entry 

barriers may arise from scarcities of these skills, or from scale economies 

that are substantial in the relevant local market. Even with no entry , 
barriers retail establishments that are particularly fortunate in management, 
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location, or some other unique feature may command rents that can be 

taken partly in policy commitments secur~d in the bargain with the manu-

facturer. Retailers can also acquire market power--and use it to secure 

valued vertical restraints--by means of cartels in the relevant local 

market. A retail cartel able to discourage non-cartel retail entrants 

can force the manufacturer to band over concessions. A natural concession 
~. ''':0. 0.: ..... 

is to implement some vertical restraint that'will assist the retailers in 

maintaining their own cartel (such as resale price maintenance). 

Even if nO long-term rents accrue in the retail sector, the duration 

and complexity of his contractual bargain with the manufacturer may place 

quasi-rents within the retailer's reach. Costs of contracting and monitor-

ing make it infeasible for the manufacturer to draw a contract that denies 

the retailer all chances to appropriate some surplus through opportunistic 

behavior. The fruits of this behavior can be consumed in various forms, 

one of which is policy commitments akin to vertical restraints. 1/ The . '. 

manufacturer may be willing to payoff with vertical restraints that benefit 

the retailer to avoid the costs of haggling over contractual terms that 

prove incomplete ~ post or costs of terminating a given retailer and 

switching to another. 

In assessing the natural harmony between manufacturer and retailer, 

'and thus the scope for bargaining between them, one should also recall that 

most retailers do not handle the products of only a single manufacturer. The 

retailer'a profit depends on pricing and promotional strategies applied to 

a range of products. Optimal allocations for the retailer therefore depend 

on elements of specific jointness in shoppers' demands for the collection of· 

3/ 
- For a careful discussion of these quasi-rents, See Klein, Alchian 

and Crawford [19]; also Williamson [39, chap. 5-7J and Goldberg Il3] ~ 
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goods he offers as well as on jointness in the capacities (display, se:z:v~ : .. , 

etc.) that he provides. Therefore, it is not sensible to equate an ass' -

purely competitive distribution sector with a unique supply curve of re-

tailers' services faced by the manufacturer. A retailer's effort to in-

crease sales of the product of manufacturer A, and thus A's profits, could . --
have a negative effect on the retailer's own overall profits because of 

these interdependencies. with· other product;:;, and .scope.. t01"·ba.r~aiDing 

therefore exists. 

The effect of jointness is underlined by the distinction found in the 

literature on retailing betveen."types" and "classes" of retail outlets. 

Different types of out).ets are distinguished by the general ·sort of goods 

sold, but, within a given type, classes can often be distinguished by the 

particular mix of goods sold and the ancillary services supplied with them 

(Porter [28, pp. 38-42). Retailers in differing classes experience different 

interdependences affecting the goods of a given manufacturer. The manu-

facturer is likely to deal with several classes that are diverse in their 

willingness to meet various terms and conditions associated with handling 

his product. 

Vertical restraints in the manufacturer-retailer contract 

We are nQW ready to consider vertical restraints as part of a contract 

between manufacturer and retailer, which should contain contractual terms 

that aim to h~rmonize their interests in the face of the free-rider pro?lem 

and that reflect the relative bargaining power of the two aides. The tenas 

that potentially restrain campetition can be divided into those that can be 

conferred by the manufacturer and increase rents or restrict competition for 

the retailer, and those that can be conferred by the retailer and increase 

rents or restrict competition for the manufacturer. Whatever set of terms 
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appears in a particular market bargain is assumed to reflect a mutual accord 

determined by the parties' preferences and relative bargaining power. and it 

presumably could not be changed so as to make both better off. Furthermore. 

which vertical restraints are included in the contract will depend on the 

going. state of legal restrictions upon them. If the law. is changed to delete 

aome restraint from the bargain, the remaining contractual terms presumably 

no longer exactly reflect the parties' relative bargaining strength. In the 

long run, therefore, one expects other terms <including vertical restraints) 

to be added, dropped, or modified to push the bargain back into equilibt.:ium. 

In addition, making some one vertical restraint illegal may permanently change 

the effective relative bargaining power of the two parties, so that the bargain 

<as recast) becomes relatively more favorable to one party than it was before 

the legal change. 

We can now list these vertical restraints and show their inter

dependence in the manufac~urer-retailer bargain.-!I The following vertical 

restraints, on their face, constrain the retailer and give aome advantage 

to the manufacturer: 

1. Exclusive dealins refers to a variety of practices by which the 

manufacturer may preclude a retailer from carrying other manufacturers' 

brands, commit him to obtain all his requirements from the manufacturer, or 

require him to ~arry the manufacturer's full product line. The partic~ar 

terms normally can be resolved into 80me combination of a tying arrangement 

and an all-or-nothing offer. The manufacturer's motives therefore may be 

various, and we need not run through all the possibilities here. One tyPical' 

!": 

4/. Precedents for this approach include Lewis [21, pp. 280-287] and 
-' Porter [28, pp. 53-68). 
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motive for the manufacturer may be to cloak th~ retail outlet in the manu-

facturer'a brand identity, discouraging on-the-spot comparison of his produ,t 

to others and facilitating its differentiation. Another motive may be to 

carry out price discrimination by using exclusive dealing in its tying-

5/ 
arrangement capacity. -Other ,JQoti-yes. may involve reducing transaction or 

contracting costs, facilitating scheduling and the like-- motives identified 

in the literature on vertical integration. 

2. Customer restrictions usually preclude the retailer from seeking 

the business of certain large customers who are then pursued by the direct 

selling efforts of the manufactur~r. The usual objective of the manufacturer 

is to maintain price discrimination among various markets and to preclude 

intrabrand rivalry for certain strategic classes of customers. Customer 

restrictions on wholesalers are used to implement whatever preferences the 

manufacturer has about the retailers who handle his product. 

3. Territorial restrictions preclude a distributor from soliciting 

business outside of an assigned territory. The point of these is both to 

restrain dealers from seeking customers served more ef~iciently (from the 

manufacturer's viewpoint) by other of his dealers and to protect dealers 

from incursions into their territory. Given the cost function of the dis-

tributive outlet, denial of the option of competing in another retailer's 

territory can lead the retailer to expand his efforts to contact customers 

at the intensive margin within his own territory--customers who are less 

cost-effective to contact because they are smaller or involve higher costs 

for servicing the account (Travers and wright [36, p. 811]; Preston [30]). 

This consideration can be modeled formally in several ways" but generally it 

implies that the retailer is induced to undertake price discrimination, 

charging different customers different prices net of the direct costs of 

serving them (~~Qr 16, FF~ l43~32J)~ 

11 See Telser r~~, p. 492]: Adams and Yellen [1]. 
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4. Volume requirements are functionally similar to territorial re-

'ic:tions, but act more directly to induce the dealer to cover his territory 

,primary responsibility more intensively (Travers and Wright [3~, 

! 796-7, 808]). White [38, chap. 9J points out that they amount to an 

:,-or-nothing quantity offer by the manufacturer that makes sense on the 

I 
lumption that the retailer faces a downward-sloping demand curve in his 

:al market. The retailer then sets a margin (and distributes a quantity) 

,Lt leaves him operating at a scale smaller than what would minimize his 

~rage unit operating cost. This is the equilibrium structure of the retail 

:tor if entry is free (Gould and Preston [14]). The effect of the manu-

~turer~s volume requirement is (or may ,be) to impel the retailer to operate 

a scale large enough to minimize these costs. 

A corresponding list indicates the restraints that can be given by 

~ manufacturer for the putative benefit of the retailer:' 
I 

1. Resale price maintenance directly protects the retail~r's price-

~st margin from competition. It has puzzled economists because the manufacturer 
I 

10 restricts retail competition among his distributors does not thereby 
I 

~nim1ze the retail price (given his factory price), and therefore seemingly 

Its his own sales. Telser [33J pointed out correctly that this concession 

:ould be for the manufacturer a rational if second-best way to get arowd 

be free-rider problem and induce the opt1Jllal amount of pre-sale services. 
! 

arlier, however, Bowman [4] had urged that resale price maintenance could 

nter into the bargain between manufacturer and retailer as a reflection of, 

be retailer's bargaining power--hLs ability to withhold sales-promotion e~forts 

to behalf of a manufacturer's product when the manufacturer's own sales-

,romotion efforts aimed directly at the final buyer are not sufficient to make 

:his tactic unprofitable for the retailer. 
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2. Exclusive territories guarantee that tile manufacturer viII franchise 

no other dealers to supply a given ~erritory or set of customers. This local 

monopoly obviously does not by itself serve the interest of the manufacturer, 

but it can be used to purchase commitments desired by the manufacturer or as 

a pay-off to bargaining power possessed by the dealer. In fact exclusive 

territories and territorial restrictions are close to being equivalent, and 

territorial restrictions simply serve to implement exclusive territories. 

Exclusive territor~es (plus territorial restrictions) are functionally 

similar to resale price maintenance (equivalent, however, only under certain 

narrow circumstances). They share vith resale price maintenance the capacity 

to restrict fre.e-riding in presale services and other activities carried on 

by the retailer. They may also reward retailers who enjoy some bargaining 

power but cannot act directly to stifle competition among themselves. 

3. Limitation on the density of retailers is a practice similar in its 

effects to exclusive territories, and probably fills the same function in the 

case of products whose buyers are anonymous, mobile, or otherv1se cannot be 

clearly demarcated and assigned to retailer sellers. 

This list does not necessarily cover all terms of manufac~urer-retailer 

agreements that are relevant to effective competition, and it certainly does 

not cover all the types of terms included. The manufacturer may require the 

retailer to carry out a certain amount of advertising, provide a certain 

quantity and quality of display space, maintain service facilities, etc. 

The retailer may seek advertising allowances, privileges of returning mer

chandi.se. training of salesperson$, etc. The bargain may be balanced with 

a variety of features, some serving the manufacturer, some the retailer-

. features of potential significance for antitrust policy and features that 

hold purely private private significancE. 
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The classif~cation of vertical restraints by the party whose interests 

are served seems generally straig~tforward, but a Testraint's relation to 

the parties' bargaining power may vary from case to case. Territorial re

strictions, for example, may on balance benefit the-distributor, the manu

facturer, or both. The market-failure approach adds a further caution: 

a party might agree to a restraint apparently not in his self-interest in 

order to avert an outcome that is still more inferior. If the manufacturer 

has no way to predict which applicant will be a "good distributor," he may 

pick the one who offers to accept a minimum-volume restriction, unfavorable 

cancellation terms, or other provisions that give hostage to the candidate's 

belief in his own ability. Such self-restraints then serve as a way around 

market-failure (that is, the good distributor not selected) due to impacted 

information. 

We can now see the form taken by predictions from our two models about 

the incidence of vertical restraints. Any particular restraint may appear 

where it helps the manufacturer and distributor to share the jointly produced 

stream of goodwill accruing to a product. or where it proves the most profit

ablt exercise of bargaining power possessed by one party-.-- -The -interrelated 

character of vertical restraints implies that the set observed in any par

ticular bilateral market between manufacturers and distributors jointly 

reflects their relative bargaining power and the specific usefulness ~f 

individual restraints to one party or the other. 

II. Incidence of Vertical Restraints: Empirical Evidence 

It would be highly desirable to undertake a statistical investigation 

of how the incidence of vertical restraints varies from sector to sector, 

in order to weigh the relative explanatory power of the market-failure and 
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~rke~-power models where ~hey offer compe~ing explanations, and to test 
i 
~or the interactions among restraints predicted by the market-power approach. 

rhe research desi~ requires data on the proportions of manufacturers' sales 

to distributors (in each of a number of manufacturing industries) that are 

subject to each· type of vertical restraint. These frequencies would become 

the system of dependent variables to be explained by struc~ural traits of the 

manufac~uring industry, structural traits of the distributive markets (with 

retail outlet classes taken into account and geographic submarkets appropri-

ately identified and aggregated), and the informational structure of the 

final buyer's process of searching and choosing among brands. Alas, the 

dependent variables for this design are not available; they could be secured 

only through survey methods capable of coaxing information from potentially 

reluctant respondents. 

'~f it's worth doing, it's worth doing badly." The hypotheses de

veloped above hold great importance· for competition policy, and policy 

decisions that implicitly accept or reject them will be made with or without 

good scientific evidence. Therefore it seems worthwhile pulling together what 

empirical evidence can be casually assembled to approximate the correct but 

infeasible research design just described. In fact a good deal of casual 

'evidence does exist on the incidence of vertical restraints in the United 
6/· . 

States economy. - Some of it comes from previous studies of selected con-

sumer goods markets or descriptive iuvestigations of the various vertical 

restraints. A good deal can be found in court decisions, which of teD (though 

!I Evidence will be drawn from eountries other than the Uaited States 

where it appears that a sector's distributional arrangements are closely 

similar to those of its United States counterpart. That similarity itself 

offers support for certain of the hypotheses. 
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Lot always) report enough information to indicate the structure of the manu-

:acturer-distributor bargain that contained the challenged vertical restraint. 

:n the following paragraphs I pose a series of questions based on the analysis 

If the preceding section and describe the evidence that has turned up in these 

aources. 

1. Are some vertical restraints clearly responsive to free-rider 

~roblems? There is no doubt that some vertical restraints have sought to 

combat free-riding in cases where it would otherwise lead to a market 

failure. In certain of the older antitrust cases refusals to deal were em-

ployed apparently for the exclusive purpose of punishing parties who soug~t 

to free-ride on a shared intangible asset. In one instance dress designers 

and textile producers jointly refused to deal with retailers who sold dresses 

that were copies of the designers' originals; in another c.se a cooperative 

news-gathering organization prevented its members from reselling news material 

to nonmembers who had not contributed to the organization's operating costs. 11 

The Coors brewery, whose bee~ required special handling because it was un-

pasteurized, employed an extensive set of restrictions on distributors and a 

network of regional company representatives in order to prevent opportunistic 

short-cuts by distributors from the costly distribution processes mandated 

by the company. Territorial protection and some degree of reB~e price 

maintenance were used to reward distributors for adherence to these policies, 

and the length of the queue of applicants for distributorships suggested that 

the reward was generous. !I Similar patterns appear in soft-drink and other 

franchise systems of distribution, where territorial protection reduces the" 

II Fashion Originators' Guild v. Federal Trade Commission, 312 U.S. 457 

(1941); Associated Press.!!! a1. v. U.S., 326 U.s. 1 (1945); Groenke [15]. 

!I Adolph Coors Company v. Federal Trade Commission, 497 F.2d 1178 (1974). 
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~emptation of franchisees to debase the quality of the good they produce using (~; 

; 9/ 
.Lx:puts suppl!ed by the franchisor. - At least some resale price maintenance 

las been for complex consumer durabies (cameras, stereo equipment) 

pre-sales information would be an important consideration, 10/ and 

for which 

some out-

bursts' of effor.ts to enforce resale price maintenance have occurred in response 

to the rise of discount outlets offering low prices and little effort to advance 

a brand's goodwill value (Corey (7J')' It is clear that manufacturers of 

products needing repair services assume that retailers will free-ride. and 

11/ 
that this motivates exclusive territories and territorial restrictions. -. 

Customer restrictions are sometim;s placed on wholesalers in order to effect 
, 12/ 
some limitation on retailers that itself is caused by free-rider problem:--

Ihere are also examples of restraints that blunt an incentive for the manu-

facturer to underprovide some service; less training would be o~fered to 

~echanics employed by franchised auto dealers if the resulting skills could 

be freely used on other manufacturers' vehicles (Federal Trade Commission 

131., pp. 34-35J), 

l/Katz [17]; Caves and Murphy [5]. 

10/ See. for example, Interphoto Corp. v. H1nolta,. 295 F.Supp. 711 (1969); 

Dictograph Products v. Federal Trade Commission, 217 F.2d 821 (1954). 

II/Travers and Wright [36, p. 812]. There seem to be several econemic 

reasons for this, despite one's general expectation that no externalities 

would be involved. Repairs under warranty cannot always be cQmPensated fully 

by the manufacturer. The dealer may trade on the fiDal buyer's inability~o 

tell whether poor performance of the product is due to faulty repairs or to 

faults of the product that are blamed on the manufacturer. Finally, the price 

of repairs may not ration demand to supply in the short run, in which case the· 

. dealer has an ~ncentive not shared by the manufacturer to look after his 

regular customers first. These factors seem consistent with United States v. 

General Motors, 384 U.S. 127 (1966). 
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2. Do vertical restraints aim to protect goodwill assets that may have 

greater private than social value? This paper is not the place to settle 

. what forms of sales promotion may be normatively objecti~nable because they 

exploit impacted information ~r in~re~se information costs for tbe final 

~e:z:. Nor ca.n Qne. exclude. the. possil:lility tb~t sOtlle $oOd~ill ass.eta. have 

greater social than private value. I shall simply assert that goodwill 

assets may be overprotected in some market settings, and that vertical re-

straints do appear in markets witb these informational structures. Exclusive 

dealing arrangements, whatever other factors may explain them. sometimes 

serve to differentiate a bard-to-differentiate product (such as gasoline). by 

associating the manufacturer's brand witb a distinctive object (the individual 

retail outlet) and raising the cost of direct comparison witb otber brands. 131 

Some manufacturers have used resale price maintenance as a conscious device 

for increasing the number of retail outlet.s willing to handle and display 

their product. in the belief that the sight of the product is itself an 

advertisement. or that total consumption would be increased if potential 

buyers can locate the product more readily when the whim strikes them, even 

141 if on average they must pay a higher price. -- For an important class of 

products RPM or restricted distributorships have been used in order to 

maintain snob appeal for items frequently sold as gifts (fine dinnerware, 

Silverware. fountain pens) or for which the final buyer is ill-equipped to 

evaluate the product's quality (pharmaceuticals). 151 The vertical 

131 Pass and Hawkins [25, pp. 574-591]; Dixon [9]. 

lAI Corey [7] suggests this pattern for small appliances. as an ex

planation why resale price maintenance should have prevailed for them and 

not for large appliances (where pre-sale information would seem more im

portant). Hollander [16. pp. 92-93] associates the use of RPM with efforts 

of makers of nonprescription drugs to get their goods displayed in super

markets and discount stores. 
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'I' lsI The case of Lenox china is discussed by Goldberg [12]. Also 

lee Lee [20] on pens and silvervare'; Corey [7] on small appliances; 

Doited States v. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. et. a1., 321 u.S. 707 (1943) 
J 

Dn lenses; Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. Park & Sons, 220 u.S. 373 (1911) 

on pharmaceuticals. 
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restraints are then designed to implement a sigcalling equilibrium. 

3. Do vertical restraints assist the manufacturer to impose price 

discrimination? Price discrimination requires that the manufacturer's 

product pos~ess some distinctiveness. Although discrimination may be con-

listent with Cournot-Nash equilibrium among differentiated oligopolists, the 

prevalence of discrimination as • basis for vertical restraints sheds important 

light on· the role of imperfect competition at the manufacturer's level. 

Territorial protection is associated with at least two forms of discrimination. 

Coupled with some protection of retail prices it induces distributors to 

price-discriminate by incurring higher transaction costs to seek out and 

serve small or remotely located customers. This pattern, which accords with 

Preston's [30]. model, is documented in soft drinks, tools soid to auto 
. 16/. 

mechanica and other mechanical trades, and trucks. -..,;. Price discrimination 

i. related to territorial. protection or resale price maintenance in another 

way when exclusive territories reward dis.tributors for a customer restriction 

that keeps them from competing with the manufacturer for selected accounts 

that will be subject to price discrimination. These elements have been present 

in the mechanica'-too1s and truck markets, in passenger automobiles, drugs and 

16/ See Katz [17] and Posner [29] on soft drinks; Snap-On Tools 

Corporation v. Federal Trade Commission, 321 F.2d 825 (1963). p. 829, on 

mechanics' tools; and White MOtor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. 253 (1963). 

pp •. 256-257, on trucks. This mechanism may tap1ain the full-line forcing 

of tires, batteries, and accessories with service stations (Baker [2]). 
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ightbulbs. -- In a slightly different context vertical restraints allow the 

ranchisor to extract the maximum rents from individual franchisees through a ~~ 

Ying arrangement that allows the manufacturer to meter the surplus accruing 

o each franchisee (Caves and Hurphy.(S]). Finally. some vertical restraints 

acilitate discrimination through the bundling of services together with the 

ood sold (Adams and Yellen (lJ). Williamson . [40,. pp. 974-985]. analyz-

ng the Schwinn case. argues that this bicycle manufacturer used a controlled 

1stribution system to offer a package of a bicycle. guaranteed quality con-

r~l •. quality assembly at the time of sale, and guaranteed availability of 

iervice; this would segment buyer groups with high values of time or low···· 

18/ lptitudes for making their own repairs.--

4. Are vertical restraints a response to bargaining power in the hands 

If retailers? The ~arket-failure and market-power approaches to vertical 

'estraints predict ~ifferent structural traits for the sectors in which a 

;iven vertical restraint appears. The former model predicts that restraints 
! 

'ill prevail in sectors where·the· retailer provides an important service and 

ot!s not capture all the rents for it; the vertical restraints serve the 

rofit-seeking interests of the manufacturer. The market-power model notes 
I 

:h~ possibility that the restraints are associated with the bargaining power 

i retailers (as individuals or as collusive groups) and might have nothing 
\ 

o do with problems of intangible assets. When resale price maintenance was 

17/ . 
-- See the cases cited in n. 16; White (38. p. 169] on automobiles; 

lowman [4J on lightbulbs; and United States v. Parke. Davis & Co •• 362 U.S. 29 

:1960) on drugs. 

18/ 
-- An important part of this mechanism is the existence of fixed costs 

:of maintaining the distribution network. Schwinn may have rejected dis

.count stores as dealers in order to preclude the erosion of rents that might 

threaten the coverage of the repair facilities' fixed costs. 
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widely legal in the United States, surveys found it especially prevalent 

among pharmacists' items (drugs and medicines, sundries, cosmetics and 

perfumes). It vas also common among tobacco products and accessories, 

cameraa and photographic supplies, and inexpensive clocks and watches--also 

aold in part by drug stores. These pharmacy items seemingly require little 

or no positive contribution by the retailer to the product's goodwill. 

Therefore they broadly confirm Bowman's [4J hypothesis that collusive be-

hav10r in this retail sector was directed against manufacturers vho could 

not differentiate their products strongly through advertising. l~ I~ is 

also well established that grou~s of retailers such as the phar:acists 

were highly influential in lobbying for legislation that legalized RPM 

(Palamountain [24, chap. 8J). Restraints are common in some sectors for 

which retailers are highly concentrated in the relevant local.marketi eye-

11asB.lenses supply an example (Bowman [43J). Among durable-goods manu-

facturers the incidence of RPM seems to be explained poorly by the market-

failure model. They have apparently been less prevalent among major 

appliances than among small, simple appliances, which veuld se~m to require 

l~ss participation of the retailer in establishing and maintaining the 

manufacturer's loodwill (Corey (7J). Vithin lines of durable goods the 

manufacturers employing vertical restraints (all types) are those vith small 

market shares or veak positions, and who may find restraints more effective 

than outright price discounts for bidding the services o~ the available 

20/ 
retailers away from the makers of more successful brands of goods. ----

19/ Bowman [4] places retail liquor dealers in the Bame situation. 

Alao aee Hollander (16, pp. 79-81) • 

. 20/ See Lewis [21, p. 299] on TV manufacturers; Sandura Co. v. F.T.C •• 

339 F. 2d 847 (1964) on floor coverings; Hollandar f16. p. 85] on small 

. appliances. 
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'. seems clear that "good dealers" capable of earning rents often collect 

'le!! in the form of exclusive territories 0:: other policies that confer 

~e monopoly POg~~ on them (T4avera and Wright [36, pp. 803. 805]). Among 

,mplex durables for vhich the free-rider problem might be important there 

I also some sug·gestion that exclusive dealing arrangementa build entry 

lrriers. 21/ The tact that RPM has frequently been dropped at the same 

~ by a number of rival manufacturers is at least consistent with the 

)ssibility that it served to abet tacit collusion in pricing at the manu-

22/ 
~cturerts level. -- Investigations of the small-appliance industry 

~orey [7]) and of gasoline distribution confirm the use of controls cn 

~mpetition among retailers in order to prevent the destabilization of 

Inufacturers' prices by the spread of competitive price adjustments from 

~e retail level. For RPM, at least, it is difficult to find evidence that 

~e market-failure model explains much of the practice's historic distribu-

ion. 

5. Do vertical restraints display the interdependence predicted by 

he market-power approach? Before addressing this question we should note 

hat it is cne thing to confirm interdependence, another to shoy that it 

prings from bargaining on the basis of market power. A vertical restraint 

~posed on purely competitive retailers in order to avert a market failure 

ust leave them capable of earning normal profits, that could be (but need 

ot be) accomplished by another vert1cal restraint. In any case the evi-

ence of interdependence is quite compelling. Exclusive dealing imposes 

21/ Outboarrl motors are discussed by F.eishtat et al. [11]; on farm 

quipment see Ucite~ States v. J. I. Case Co •• 101 F.Supp. 856 (1951). 

22/ Lee [20] lists photographic apparatus and small appliances 

.s examples. 
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a particularly severe restraint and risk on the distributor, and it appe~rs 

to be compensated by requirements contracts (guaranteeing supplies) as well 

8S pecuniary concessions such as loans and preferential discounts. 231 Re-

strictions on customers to whom distributors can sell are commonly com-

2'41 pensated by RPM or territorial restrictions on competition among the dealers.--

Conversely, RPM and exclusive territories give the manufacturer an oppor-

tunity to make all-or-nothing quantity offers and ferce the protected 

25/ retailer to discriminate within his territory.-- The Schwinn decision, 

making territorial protection illegal per se, provided a laboratory t_est 

of the hypothesis that restraints can substitute for one another, and 

indeed industries that had used territorial restrictions came up with a 

variety of substitutes in the following years (Timberg [35]; Mclaren [22J). 

Similarly, a 1948 pronouneement by the Department of Justiee that it be-

lieved territorial and customer restrietions to be illegal led to the 

substitution of "areas of primary responsibility" within whieh the dealer 

had to fulfill a sales quota (Travers and Wright [35, pp. 796-97]). A 

manufacturer may place territorial restrictions on hiv wholesalers While 

limiting competition among his retailers by elauses that eon fine their 

establishments to specified locations; the restraints are functionally 

equivalent and merely take aceount of the fact that the wholesales goes 

23/ Much of the evidence pertains to gasoline distribution. See 

Curran [8]i Pass and Hawkins (25]. 

24/ Bowman [4] on light bulbs; White Motor Co. v. United States, p. 257. 

on trucks; Snap-On Tools Corporation v. Federal Trade Commission, pp. 833, 

835-836. 

25/ White [38, pp. 137-151] on automobiles; Hollander [16, p. 84] on 
I 

small appliances; Katz [17] on soft-drinks; Travers and Yright [36]. In 

one case involving newspapers a maximum resale price was imposed on terri

torially protected distributors; see Albrecht v. Herald Co., 350 u.s. 145 

(1968). 
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: looking for customers while the retailer awaits the arrival of cus-

'te'rs at his premises (Levis (21». ,Similarly, vhether exclusive terri-

'ies need to be buttressed with territorial restrictions depends on the 
I 

,11ity of customers; if they are immobile between distributors of the 

~ brand, an exclusive territory may itself give the distributor an 

:quate local monopoly (Travers and Wright [36, pp. 809-11]). 

6. Are vertical restraints a substitute for vertical integration? The 

r)blems vith spot or casual market relations identified in the market-failure 

proach imply that vertical restraints and vertical integration are alternative 

aedies for the difficulty, and vertical integration in turn has been ex-

lined as a method of evading the costs and uncertainties of long-term 
26, 

ltracts of the sort that implement vertical restraints.-- The force 
r 

the market-failure approach is generally supported if we find that vertical 

straints and vertical integration trade off closely against one another. 

6h evidence is indeed apparent. Franchising systems typically include a 

=ber of franchisor-owned outlets alongside those operating under contractual 

. ,snchises, ,and one can get some distance explaining why the franchisor-controlled 

pportions vary as they do from sector to sector (Caves and Murphy [S}). 

nwinn, precluded by the Supreme Court from imposing territorial restrictions 

its franchised wholesale distributors, moved toward company-owned sales 

bsidiaries instead (Keck, 118lj.- And in gasoline marketing the use of 

npany-owned stations has clearly supplied an alternative to franchised 

tail Qutlets, one used more heavily (in the U.K., at least) by petroleum 

~iners with small shares of the market (pass and Hawkins, (25 , esp. pp. SS9-9~). 

~r.1 ] Williamson [38, chaps. 5-7); Klein, Crawford, and Alchian [19 • 
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7. Does the empirical incidence of vertical restraints suggest any 

_ systematic explanations not covered by the market-failure and market- pove;: 

model.? Some evidence indicates the importance of transaction costs ~illiam-

son. .(4q] in situations where no free-rider problems are involved. Restric

tions on tot~ numbers of distributors are rational if the manufacturer incurs 

a fixed cost of dealing vith the individual distributor that is not compensated 

directly by the distributor. The same effect occurs if there are scale economies 

in deliveries of supplies to the individual retailer. A fixed and controlled 

list of retail customers may be an advantage to a pharmaceutical produc~r if 

timely efforts must occasionally be made to retrieve a defective batch of . . 

a drug. ~ ~~qu1re~ents contr~ct mAY. eCQno=1ze on transactions costs by re

ducing the need for continual spot transactions as well as alloving for trade 

in risk-bearing between the parties. 27/ It can be argued that these trans-

actions-cost considerations are simply part of the market-failure approach to 

vertical restraintsithey have not. h~ever. been traditionally discussed in 

that context. 

III. Selected Policv Implications 

Although a full normative evaluation of vertical restraints is far 

beyond the scope of this paper. a few points serve to bring out the velfare 

significance of the preceding behavioral analysis. 

First. the market-failure and marker-po~~r . approaches to vertical re-

straints tend to differ in their normative implications as well as in their 

behavioral mechanisms. Our empirical survey suggested that neither approach 

27/ Travers and Wright [36. passim]i Pass and H~vk:1.ns [251 on gasoline. 

for which exclusive dealing reduces the total cost of storage tanks at retail 

facilities; Luria Brothers and Co •• Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission. 389 F.2d 

847 (1968) on require=ents contracts. 
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lS a monopoly on truth. and so there is little hope of providing a strong 

~stification for simple legal rules (that particular restraints are either 

"!gal per se or illegal per se). Either restraints must be left subject to a 

fe of reason. with all its uncertainties and enforcement costs, or judgment 

,1st be made that a l)reponderance of evidence calls for a per se status that 

:11 not be optimal in every setting. The l)olicy conclusions to be developed 

Ire are indeed pessimistic, in that they stress the prevalence of complex 

Irmative and behavioral issues surrounding the net velfare significance of 

)y given vertical restraint. Nonetheless, if the world is complicated. it is 

,st that we not make policy on the assumption that it is simple. 

That face of our conclusions appears immediately when ve drav together 
I 
le empirical findings on the free-rider justification of vertical restraints: 

ley are more numerous than proponents of the marke·t-fai1ure apJ)roach may have 

~preciated, but vertical restraints are not obviouslY the best remedies fnr t"e ~ 

~oblems that the restraints address. Some vertical restraints evidently do 

aek to affect the amount of pre-sale information provided by the distributor--
I 
le classic (Ie1seT r331) justification for restraints. Pre-sale services 
I • -

ldeed encompass not just the costly provision of specific data needed by the 

)tential buyer but the more general use of the dealer's premises as an adver-

Lsing message or signal about the quality of the product. Such signals may be 

!tter than nothing. Those impressed with the social value of advertising 

relson [23] have recently revived the classic theory of the trademark 

Plant [27, chap. 10]) to argue that the public understands that no producer 

)u1d incur costs to advertise or l)lace his mark on a product unless he thought 

~t the good'. quality would satisfy the buyer'. expectations, so that his 

urchase vould be repeated. Scbmalensee [31], hovever, has shown the im-

erfect character of this signalling equilibrium: if a lov-qua1ity product 

an be produced cheaply enough. it pays a seller to l)roduce lov quality but 

dvertise high quality even though buyers vi1l be disappointed and not repeat. 
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Another potential imperfection lies in the ability of some vertical 

restraints td raise buyers' costs of making interbrand cQmparisons or reduc~ 

their expected payouts frem. making .uch comparisons. The extreme example 

of thi. may be the use of vertical restraints to foster an upward-sloping 

"mob" demand curve for a product. The welfare economics of this case are 

not simple, but one can entertain doubts about the superiority of a situa

tion in which the imposition of vertical restraints has (by assumption) 

turned a normal demand curve into one that is upward sloping over an 

.ppreciable range of price and increased the profit-maximizing price of the 

product (or the relevant group of similar products). 

Another form of free-rider problem emerges with certain post-sale services 

provided by the retailer, associated with conditioning or repairing the article 

purchased by the customer. The retailer has scope for opportunism whenever the 

buyer cannot determine with full accuracy whether substandard performance of 

the good is the fault of the distributor or the manufacturer. Vertical re

straints can combat this opportunism by increasing the retailer's expected 

profitability of a satisfied cuatem.er. but one can imagine vertically 

integrated systems or guarantee arrangements that would come closer to first

best. Still another free-rider pToblem emerges with the retaileT or whole-

saler whose plant can be cost~essly switched to handle the output of manufacturers 

other than the one currently served. Consider the wholesaleT whose establ~sb

ment can serve to distribute a ~de range of pToducta and whose operation ~a not 

identified to the public with the brand name of the manufactureT whose good a 

he distribute.. Assume that manufacturers have imperfect knowledge about the 

past opportunistic behavior of going wholesalers who are taken into their 

distribution networks. The wholesaler has an incentive to behave oppor

tunistically and then switch manufacturers when he is found out--a temptation 
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at can be curbed (in second-best fashion) by some vertical restraints. A 

lated problem does not involve free-riding at all but does supply a motive 

r the use of vertical restraints. The typical retailer sells the products of 

1Y manufacturers, and so his profits depend on policies (pricing, service. 

~.) that affect his whole line of goods. Policies optimal for the retailer 

respect of a particular branded Rood need not coincide with those seen as 

:imal by its manufacturer. because the manufacturer does not take account 

the jointness observed by the retailer in the facilities he provides and 

customers' demands for his line of goods. There is room for mutually 

Ifitable bargaining between the parties in such situations. but vertical 

Itraints that are used to divert the retailer's policies may have real 
I 

:ial costs of their own. 

Elsewhere in the behavioral evidence on vertical restraints we en-

mter this aame mixture: a restraint may respond to some aocial cost, but 

i solution ia or may be second-best. Exclusive dealing and the wide spacing 

distributors may reduce transaction costs for the manufacturer. but they 

:0 facilitate differentiation of the manufacturer's product, increase 

ers' costs of making intrabrand comparisons. and (in the case of exclusive 

ling) may raise barriers to entry into manufacturing. Exclusive territories 

territorial restrictions promote price discrimination at retail by inducing 

tributors to serve (at the same nominal price) customers with higher contact 

tr~saction costs. Although the discrimination has aome social cost, 

.t policy may allow manufacturers of various competing varieties more nearly 

extract equal proportions of the aurpluses under their respective demand 

ves; this would offset a market failure in that the selection of varieties 

,be produced (when some fixed costs are present) tends to be biased against 

:se with low elasticities of demand (Spence. 132]). 
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Another major policy implication comes from the interdependence of ver:ica~ 

restraints revealed by the market-'power approach. The empirical evidence 

extensively supports that model's assumption that the manufacturer and re-

tailer often vill both possess s~e bargaining pover in the relation--each 

vill lack perfect alternatives to the contract at hand, in the short run if not 

in the long run. Each contract therefore is expected to contain a balance of 

term$, including vertical restraints'but also others of only private concern, 

reflecting the bargaining paver of the two parties. As ve pointed out in the 

first section of this paper, legal action to restrict any given vertical re-

straint then bas tva potential effects on these ongoing bargains. Because 

each restraint takes the form of a concession conferred on one party by the 

other, deleting one restraint upsets the equity of the bargain, and is ~ 

pected to force its renegotiation. Substitute restraints may then replace 

the one that has become illegal. Or restraints maldng concessions in the 

other direction may be dropped to restore balance. The point is that the net 

effect of changing the legal status of anyone restraint must include an 

estimate of the welfare significance of any induced changes in the incidence 

of other restraints. 

Making one restraint illegal should not only shift the incidence of other 

restraints'but &1so change the net bargaining paver of the tva sides. As the 

legality of IPK has receded in the United States, the bargaining paver of re-

tail druggists against manufacturers of items they sell baa probably been red~c~d, 

there baing 1&0 other vertical restralnt that is an obvious SUbstitute 

for RPM in this context. 2S/ That change in bargaining power may have various 

28/ Evidence consistent vith this proposition (although not directly 

provin~ it) comes' from the finding that RPM generally raised and narrowed 

the price ranges of branded goods and its removal had the opposite effect. 

See Frankel (lOj~ r!:~ering [261. 
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29/ 
Icial consequences that viII not be considered here.--

The market-power approach to vertical restraints also sheds important 

19ht on the degree to vhicb alternative restraints are equivalent to one 

.lether. We can illustrate this by reference to the question of vhether an 

:onomic basis exists for giving different legal treatment to RPM and terri-

,rial restrictions. Bork [3] and Posner [29] have argued that they are 

luivalent, so that the Supreme Court's newfound toleranee for territorial 

~strictions should by implication be extended to RPM as well. Indeed, if 

~tailers were purely competitive, the effects of territorial restrictions and ~! 

!sale price maintenance would not differ, in the sense that any given resale 

~ice could alternatively be achieved by some restriction of the total number 

: retailers or their territorial spacing. However, if one drops the assumption 

1at the retailers are purely competitive, this conclusi~n changes abruptly. 

msider the following cases: 

1. As we mentioned above·, volume requirements imposed by automobile 

Lnufac:turers and others is an adjunct of territorial protection given to 

ialera, and a method of keeping monopolistically competitive retailers from 

:stricting their output below a level that minimizes average unit costs. A 

.ximum resale price could achieve this same effect, but the conventional 

.nimum resale price could not avert this inefficiency. 

29/ Struggles between manufacturer and distributor over the dis

ribution of rents and quasi-rents do not by ~hemselves hold great normative 
. 0 

ignificance for overall resource allocation. They may, however, affect 

'elfare both by distorting the relative prices paid by final buyers and 

:~~~:~g or preserving various forms of technical inefficiency--especially 

n the distribution Rystem. 
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2. The theorem of the equiya1ene~ b~tween territorial protection and 

resale price maintenance implicitly assumes that price" is the only dimension 

in which the retailer ean vary his offer to the final buyer. However, the 

retailer may be able to offer trading stamps, free alterations, free de

livery, credit. elaborate pr~ges, and many other features that affect the 

quantity sold even if nominal price is not permitted to vary. Raising 

the resale price and imposing territorial restrictions will generally have 

different effects on these nonprice dimensions of the offer. One cannot be 

dogmatic about which result is preferred on v~lfare grounds, but one can note 

that some nonprice dimensions of competition involve significant commitments 

of resources. One example is the maintenance of excess capacity in the retail 

outlet's personnel and facilities. to assure that randomly arriving customers 

are not put off by queues. 

3. The effects of territorial protection and RPM on interbrand cam

petition may differ. apart from the symmet~ or asymmetry in regard to intra

brand competition. Assume that competing manufacturers of the product line 

recognize enough mutual interdependence to collude fairly effectively on 

price, bu~ that their more numerous retail distribu~ors do not collude 

vi"th distributors of competing products (or collude less effectively than the 

manufacturers). Retail price competition, if it occurs, probably prompts 

the brand's retailers to apply pr2ssure for the manufacturer to make a 

price cut and stay the erosion of their margins. Territorial protection~ 

provided as a check on intrabrand competition. does nothing to dampen this form 

of intr.abrand rivalry at the retail level. RPH, however. blocks this form of 

retail rivalry and channels retail comp~tition into dimensions less likely tD 

transmit pressure back to the manufacturer. 
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The point of this comparison has not been to show that RPM is more ob-

ectionable socially than territorial protection--although the winds clearly 

low in that direction--but rather to illustrate the subtle context in which 

~e effect. of alternative bargains between manufacturer and retailer are 

etermined. A policy change that induces a shift from one to the other will 

~ve consequences for both intrabrand and interbrand competition--conse-

·.uences that vary from product to product depending on the cost structures of 

he retailers, the dimensions of nonprice rivalry available to them, and all 

tructural conditions of the manufacturers' market that determine the extent 

nd character of interbrand competition. 
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STUDY PROTOCOL FOR DESIGN 

OF THE VERTICAL RESTRAINTS RESEARCH PROJECT 

by Benjamin Klein 

_ .. ~ proposed FTC study of the economic effects of vertical 

restraints is both timely and laudable. The recent controversy in the 

~ake of the GTE Sylvania decisio~ has left this area of antitrust in a 
I 

state of confusion. If a "rule of reason" is to be employed, it is now 

~ore important than ever to atte~pt to und~rstand the purpose of parti

cular restraints under particular conditions rather than to nereiy assert 

that vertical restraints should always or should never be attacked. 

stated purpose of the project is laudable because it represents an 

atte~pt to obtain some empirical knowledge in this area. While much 

Fheoretical work has been done, very little empirical knowledge now 

The 

exists regarding the actual effects of these practices or of the actuql 

effects of successful FTC litigation against these practices. A prope.rly 

~esigned and co~pleted research project should be able to supply us with 

wseful ~nformation regarding the likely purpose and effects of particular 

rrractices. It should there!ore also p~ovide some assistance regarding 

~hat information should be collected and considered when deciding which 

pa~ticular cases should be prosecuted in this area. This protocol is 
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written to assist in the design of such a research project on vertical 

restraints and will explicitly answer three questions (the three tasks 

in the Task Order Statement). namely: (a) what are the basic 

dimensions of economic impact? (b) what is the proper scope of the 

study? and (c) what is the most appropriate study methodology? It 

will be useful to consider the questions in reverse order. 

1. Appropriate Study Methodology 

I believe the most appropriate methodology that can be used to 

evaluate the effects of vertical restraints would consist of a detailed 

analysis of FTC cases and decisions involving such practices. Since the 

sace practice can be used to accomplish different goals in different 

situations (and different practices are often employed to" achieve the s&~e 

goal) the only reasonable way to begin to understand what is going on is 

to study the use of particular practices in particular cases. ~~at we can 

" optimistically hope to obtain with this detailed case study approach is a 

set of conditions to look for when examining future cases that would 

provide a short cut determination of the economic purpose and effects of 

the practice in-the particular case. 

I do not think that the broad cross-section empirical approach 

advocated by Caves (see his June 19, 1~79 memo "Research on Vertical 

Restraints") would be a very productive way to attack this area. Although 

the data that may be obtained regarding the likely presence of particular 

marketing arrangements in different industries by the construction of the 
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giant correlation matrix he advocates may be potentially usefUl fer the 

future development of a theory in this area, it is much too expensive 

an undertaking for the very broad gauge incidence information that is 

likely to pe derived at this state of our knotdedge. For example, 

there would appear to be only limited economic value from a general 

(hypothetical) observation that resale price maintenance is more likely 

in concentrated, durable, consumer goods industries. Such knowledge 

would be unlikely to provide much insight into the nature and purpose 

of a particular practice in a particular case and the likely effects of 

legally attacking that particular instance rather than some other 

instance. If concentration is an indication of socething "bad" it cay 

be quite efficient to use, for example, the presence of resale price 

maintenance as an excuse or legal lever for attacking the industry 

rather than attacking the concentration more directly. But such an 

exercise would add little to our economic knowledge. 

Given the limited resources pote~tially available for this project 

it is highly unlikely that a research project such as outlined by Caves 

could be funded at a level that would supply us with more than the crudest 

economic intelligence in this general form: The possibility of attempting 

both approaches of case study and a broad empirical cross section survey 

therefore would be even less likely to produce anything of significant 

value. 

Assuming that an evaluation of particular cases and decisions will be 

employed in the study, one criterion that should be used to select cases 
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should be the presence of a large investigation and lit~gation file. 

Since it will be crucial in order to develop a theory of the case to 

know vhat, in fact, vas actually going 9n, cases that consist of a 

limited PTC inve~tigation and a rapidl~ reached consent ag~eement 

should be avoided. The public and non-public case record should be 

considered the primary source of information for this study and cases 

vith the greatest ~mount of such information should receive priority." 

\~ile it is unlikely that all of the inforcation necessary to build a 

reasonable economic theory viII be contained in the Co~ission files, 

these files viII serve as the essential (and probably sole) basis oOf 

the initial theoretical work. It is, I think, overly optimistic to 

believe that compulsory process will be used and additional facts obtained 

in sufficient time to influence the course of the study. 

It viII also be useful to select cases which the Commission lion. 

Post-decision empirical analysis could therefore provide some possible 

o tests of the alternative theoretical explanations for the practice. For 

example, the alternative marketing arrangement adopted by the firm may 

provide useful evidence regarding the original purpose of the outlawed 

practice. This viII also throw light upon the likely effect of alternative 

remedies in these cases. Unfortunately, however, little evidence is likely 

to be found in the files that will be useful for this post-decision analySis. 

since apparently little compliance monitoring effort is made by the FTC. 

This post-decision data will therefore have to come from other sources (such 

as industry publications) which can, at best, be obtained with a time lag. 
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Hence in order to evaluate the effects of a decision very recent cases 

should probably be avoided. (This consideration can. of course, be 

outweighed by.competing considerations such as the fact that analysis 

of a very recent case is much more likely to have an impact on policy 

because of current interest.) 

Finally. I think it is crucial to limit the number of cases to be 

studied. As a meaber of the team of economic consultants that recently 

examined and analyzed a group of vertical restraint cases for the Com-

mission, I now fully appreciate the amount of effort that is necessary 

to study and understand a single case suffiCiently well to develop a 

theoretical model or set of alternative models to represent what is likely 

to be going on. In that earlier study the Co~ission staff originally bit 

off much too much in terms of the number of cases they planned to analyze 

and the research effort was therefore spread much too thinly. (Since no 

empirical testing or post-decision analysis was accomplished in that 

previous study and, in fact, because the litigative history of those cases 

were reviewed only cur&orily, the cases could reasenably be included in 

this new study.) Potentially much more useful information could be obtained 

if the study were focused on a single or a couple of related cases for each 

primary investigator. 

2. Proper Scope of the Study 

In a similar spirit of focusing on a small number of cases, it will 

probably be !:lost productive to focus primarily on one particular practice. 
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Given our limited resources. this is I think the only way we can hope 

to obtain a great deal of useful economic knowledge. Resale price main

tenance is an obvious candidate for study since that was a practice ex

p!icitly mentioned in the original request by Senator Kennedy to the FTC 

for a study of the economic effects of vertical restraints. It.will. 

however. not be possible strictly to limit the study to only one practice 

because they often (almost always) appear in particular cases in combina

tion. However. if we concentrate our efforts on the practice of resale 

price maintenance this observed combination (say. with exclusive terri

tories) viII be beneficial. Since resale price maintenance is per se 

illegal, cases where such a practice appears along \-:ould be highly unlikely 

to contain a detailed investigation and litisation file, but rather contain 

merely a copy of the complaint and the consent order. 

The way to proceed is, I think, not to choose a particular set of 

practices to be studied but to work backwards in a sense and choose a 

particular group of cases all of which have a common elecent (such as the 

presence of retail price maintenance). These cases would then be studied 

in detail, which would require an examination of the interaction of resale 

price maintenance with the other vertical practices present in the particu

lar case. This would require a theoretical examination of the particular 

interaction and perhaps some theoretical generalization could be made once 

all the particular cases are brought together at the end of the study. Some 

" . .:...: :. '::.:ll case issues (such as tying or exclusive dealing) are likely not to 

be covered in great detail in the analysis, but other practices (such as 
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exclusive territories) are likely ,to be analyzed in those cases where it 

is an integral part of the marketing scheme which includes resale price 

maintenance. Empirical analysis (especially of a post-decision nature) 

may indicate the substitutability and complementarity of these other 

practices with resale price maintenance. Inferences may possibly be 

made to the use of these other vertical practices in contexts where re-

sale price maintenance is not present, but our goals at this stage should 

be limited--explaining the arrange~ents in the particular case chosen for 

analysis. 

3. Basic Dimensions of Economic I~pact 

The central research issue of the study should be a determination of 

the economic rationale for the vertical practice in question and thereby 

a determination of the likely effect of restricting its use in the partic-

ular case. The basic assumption of economic analysis is that the practice 
,---~-

~~< ... ; 

has been adopted by the firm to aaximize its wealth. The important economic 

policy question is whether wealth has been increased by the use of the 

practice via some collusion (i.e., a decrease in output) or via a decrease 

in costs (and therefore an increase in output). By definition, a vertical 

"restraint" reduces competition in some.direction. But the question is 

whether such a restraint is anti-competitive in a collusive sense or 'whether 

it is an efficient (cost-reducing) way of supplying the particular product. 

and services. The legal distinction betlJeen a "horizontal" and a "vertic~l" 

restraint while aiming at this economic distinction sometime misses the 

point, (as in the Sealy case). The distinction between a restraint on intei-
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brand compared to one on intra-brahd competition is closer to the eco

nomic distinction. More generally, some forms of competition are 

destructive of the brand, 1. e., "contrabrand competition," and legally 

should be permitted to be restrained. 

The most obvious (i.e., recognized) form of this contra-brand com

petition is the Telser. "special service" free rider problem, where a 

retailer together \-lith the consumer free rides ori the provision of a 

special service provided by another retailer. This force is analytically 

correct but does not. I think. fit the great ~ajority of resale price 

maintenance cases brought by theCo~ission. Examining the cases under 

study in detail should indicate whether the special services problem is 

present and ~hat tbe effect of litigation is likely to be (an alternative 

arrangement for providing these services or a change in the nature of the 

product). A much more general form of "free riding" is the free riding 

by a retailer on the brand name of the group (and therefore on the manu

facturer and the other retailers) via the supply of a product of quality 

less than anticipated. III this case the consumer is "fooled" and does 

not capture any of the gains from the free ride. Resale. price maintenance 

(together with limited entry on the retail level), by supplying the re

tailer a price (profit) premium and therefore creating a cost to the retailer 

if he is teroinated, may be an important element in an efficient method of 

enforcing an implicit quality contract. 

In any event, either of these "quality control" reasons for.resale 

price maintenance must be distinguished from the possible "collusive" 
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reason for resale price maintenance. We may want to look at the effect 

of outlawing the practice on consumer prices, but this is misleading. 

Even after controlling for other factors in the industry that may have _ 

changed in the interval and looking at long-run as opposed to very short-

run price changes, such an effect does not consider quality changes that 

may have been induced by the legal action. A decrease in quality (for 

example, a decrease in the level of special services supplied) will shUt 

down the demand curve for the physical product and thereby decrease price. 

A more meaningful test would be to look at outpu· effects of' the policy 

change. If prohibiting the practice decreases output, we can say that the 

purpose of the practice was efficiency related. If, however, output in-

creases after the practice is eliminated, the next question that must be 

asked is whether quality has fallen. This entails measurement of various 

elements of quality that may be important in the various cases and de

termining 1f a change .has occurred. Has there been a change in the method 

of distribution, including a decrease in the number of retailers? Has 

there been a change in the direct quality policing effort of the firm in 

question? If quantity has increased and quality has not been substantially 

altered, this suggests that the practice served some collusive purpose and 

an examination of some structural conditions of the industry (such as con-

centration and entry barriers would be called for). 

, , , . 

,.~ 

Throughout this discussion I am assuming that we will be primarily con- ~ 
-.~~":; 

cerned about the impact of the practice on consumers. Although much anti-

trust litigation (especially private litigation) is initiated to protect 
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distributors (for example, distributors terminated "unfairly" by a 

manufacturer) we will be concerned with any of these side effects only 

as they throw light upon the fundamental nature of the practice in 

question. 

To sum up then, the stages of the work should basically consist of: 

(1) a modeling step, where a theory of the use of the particular 

coobination of vertical restraints employed in the case ,,-ill be developed. 

The investigator will have to read and study the Commission files and 

developcent of his model should interact with the particular facts of the 

case. (For example, how important are special services and therefore ho~. 

relevant are they for inclusion in the model); 

(2) an empirical implication step, where hypotheses for the likely 

effect on particular variables of outlawing the practice are derived from 

the model; 

(3) a data collection step, where the data necessary to test the 

particular hypotheses are precisely defined and collected; 

(4) an empirical testing step. where an empirical model is specified 

and is estimated using the collected data. These tests should verify the 

model and reject the likely alternative explanations for the practices in 

the particular case. 
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